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A lo que pudo ser

Al nombre de un sueño

i





The reasonable man adapts himself to the world. The unreasonable man persists
in trying to adapt the world to himself. Therefore all progress depends on the unrea-
sonable man.
George Bernard Shaw, Man and Superman (1903)

Things alter for the worse spontaneously, if they be not altered for the better de-
signedly.
Francis Bacon

Only those who greatness see in little things,
worthy are the simple, they’re happy in their ways.
Runrig, Running to the Light
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Abstract
The design and development of spoken interaction systems has been a thoroughly

studied research scope for the last decades. The aim is to obtain systems with the
ability to interact with human agents with a high degree of naturalness and efficiency,
allowing them to carry out the actions they desire using speech, as it is the most natural
means of communication between humans.

To achieve that degree of naturalness, it is not enough to endow systems with the
ability to accurately understand the user’s utterances and to properly react to them,
even considering the information provided by the user in his or her previous interac-
tions. The system has also to be aware of the evolution of the conditions under which
the interaction takes place, in order to act the most coherent way as possible at each
moment. Consequently, one of the most important features of the system is that it has
to be context-aware.

This context awareness of the system can be reflected in the modification of the
behaviour of the system taking into account the current situation of the interaction.
For instance, the system should decide which action it has to carry out, or the way to
perform it, depending on the user that requests it, on the way that the user addresses the
system, on the characteristics of the environment in which the interaction takes place,
and so on. In other words, the system has to adapt its behaviour to these evolving
elements of the interaction. Moreover that adaptation has to be carried out, if possible,
in such a way that the user: i) does not perceive that the system has to make any
additional effort, or to devote interaction time to perform tasks other than carrying out
the requested actions, and ii) does not have to provide the system with any additional
information to carry out the adaptation, which could imply a lesser efficiency of the
interaction, since users should devote several interactions only to allow the system to
become adapted.

In the state-of-the-art spoken dialogue systems, researchers have proposed several
disparate strategies to adapt the elements of the system to different conditions of the
interaction (such as the acoustic characteristics of a specific user’s speech, the actions
previously requested, and so on). Nevertheless, to our knowledge there is not any
consensus on the procedures to carry out these adaptation. The approaches are to an
extent unrelated from one another, in the sense that each one considers different pieces
of information, and the treatment of that information is different taking into account
the adaptation carried out.

In this regard, the main contributions of this Thesis are the following ones:

• Definition of a contextualization framework. We propose a unified approach
that can cover any strategy to adapt the behaviour of a dialogue system to the
conditions of the interaction (i.e. the context). In our theoretical definition of the
contextualization framework we consider the system’s context as all the sources
of variability present at any time of the interaction, either those ones related to
the environment in which the interaction takes place, or to the human agent that
addresses the system at each moment.
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Our proposal relies on three aspects that any contextualization approach should
fulfill: plasticity (i.e. the system has to be able to modify its behaviour in the
most proactive way taking into account the conditions under which the inter-
action takes place), adaptivity (i.e. the system has also to be able to con-
sider the most appropriate sources of information at each moment, both envi-
ronmental and user- and dialogue-dependent, to effectively adapt to the condi-
tions aforementioned), and transparency (i.e. the system has to carry out the
contextualizaton-related tasks in such a way that the user neither perceives them
nor has to do any effort in providing the system with any information that it needs
to perform that contextualization). Additionally, we could include a generality
aspect to our proposed framework: the main features of the framework should
be easy to adopt in any dialogue system, regardless of the solution proposed to
manage the dialogue.

• Once we define the theoretical basis of our contextualization framework, we pro-
pose two cases of study on its application in a spoken dialogue system. We focus
on two aspects of the interaction: the contextualization of the speech recognition
models, and the incorporation of user-specific information into the dialogue flow.

– One of the modules of a dialogue system that is more prone to be contex-
tualized is the speech recognition system. This module makes use of sev-
eral models to emit a recognition hypothesis from the user’s speech signal.
Generally speaking, a recognition system considers two types of models:
an acoustic one (that models each of the phonemes that the recognition
system has to consider) and a linguistic one (that models the sequences
of words that make sense for the system). In this work we contextualize
the language model of the recognition system in such a way that it takes
into account the information provided by the user in both his or her current
utterance and in the previous ones. These utterances convey information
useful to help the system in the recognition of the next utterance.
The contextualization approach that we propose consists of a dynamic
adaptation of the language model that is used by the recognition system.
We carry out this adaptation by means of a linear interpolation between
several models. Instead of training the best interpolation weights, we make
them dependent on the conditions of the dialogue. In our approach, the
system itself will obtain these weights as a function of the reliability of the
different elements of information available, such as the semantic concepts
extracted from the user’s utterance, the actions that he or she wants to carry
out, the information provided in the previous interactions, and so on.

– One of the aspects more frequently addressed in Human-Computer Interac-
tion research is the inclusion of user specific characteristics into the infor-
mation structures managed by the system. The idea is to take into account
the features that make each user different from the others in order to of-
fer to each particular user different services (or the same service, but in a
different way). We could consider this approach as a user-dependent con-
textualization of the system.
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In our work we propose the definition of a user model that contains all the
information of each user that could be potentially useful to the system at a
given moment of the interaction. In particular we will analyze the actions
that each user carries out throughout his or her interaction. The objective is
to determine which of these actions become the preferences of that user.
We represent the specific information of each user as a feature vector. Each
of the characteristics that the system will take into account has a confidence
score associated. With these elements, we propose a probabilistic definition
of a user preference, as the action whose likelihood of being addressed by
the user is greater than the one for the rest of actions.
To include the user dependent information into the dialogue flow, we mod-
ify the information structures on which the dialogue manager relies to re-
trieve information that could be needed to solve the actions addressed by
the user. Usage preferences become another source of contextual informa-
tion that will be considered by the system towards a more efficient interac-
tion (since the new information source will help to decrease the need of the
system to ask users for additional information, thus reducing the number
of turns needed to carry out a specific action).

To test the benefits of the contextualization framework that we propose, we carry
out an evaluation of the two strategies aforementioned. We gather several performance
metrics, both objective and subjective, that allow us to compare the improvements of a
contextualized system against the baseline one. We will also gather the user’s opinions
as regards their perceptions on the behaviour of the system, and its degree of adaptation
to the specific features of each interaction.
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Resumen
El diseño y el desarrollo de sistemas de interacción hablada ha sido objeto de pro-

fundo estudio durante las pasadas décadas. El propósito es la consecución de sistemas
con la capacidad de interactuar con agentes humanos con un alto grado de eficiencia
y naturalidad. De esta manera, los usuarios pueden desempeñar las tareas que deseen
empleando la voz, que es el medio de comunicación más natural para los humanos.

A fin de alcanzar el grado de naturalidad deseado, no basta con dotar a los sis-
temas de la abilidad de comprender las intervenciones de los usuarios y reaccionar a
ellas de manera apropiada (teniendo en consideración, incluso, la información propor-
cionada en previas interacciones). Adicionalmente, el sistema ha de ser consciente de
las condiciones bajo las cuales transcurre la interacción, así como de la evolución de
las mismas, de tal manera que pueda actuar de la manera más coherente en cada ins-
tante de la interacción. En consecuencia, una de las características primordiales del
sistema es que debe ser sensible al contexto.

Esta capacidad del sistema de conocer y emplear el contexto de la interacción puede
verse reflejada en la modificación de su comportamiento debida a las características ac-
tuales de la interacción. Por ejemplo, el sistema debería decidir cuál es la acción más
apropiada, o la mejor manera de llevarla a término, dependiendo del usuario que la
solicita, del modo en el que lo hace, etcétera. En otras palabras, el sistema ha de adap-
tar su comportamiento a tales elementos mutables (o dinámicos) de la interacción.
Dos características adicionales son requeridas a dicha adaptación: i) el usuario no ha
de percibir que el sistema dedica recursos (temporales o computacionales) a realizar
tareas distintas a las que aquél le solicita, y ii) el usuario no ha de dedicar esfuerzo al-
guno a proporcionar al sistema información adicional para llevar a cabo la interacción.
Esto último implicaría una menor eficiencia de la interacción, puesto que los usua-
rios deberían dedicar parte de la misma a proporcionar información al sistema para su
adaptación, sin ningún beneficio inmediato.

En los sistemas de diálogo hablado propuestos en la literatura, se han propuesto
diferentes estrategias para llevar a cabo la adaptación de los elementos del sistema a
las diferentes condiciones de la interacción (tales como las características acústicas del
habla de un usuario particular, o a las acciones a las que se ha referido con anterio-
ridad). Sin embargo, no existe una estrategia fija para proceder a dicha adaptación,
sino que las mismas no suelen guardar una relación entre sí. En este sentido, cada una
de ellas tiene en cuenta distintas fuentes de información, la cual es tratada de manera
diferente en función de las características de la adaptación buscada.

Teniendo en cuenta lo anterior, las contribuciones principales de esta Tesis son
las siguientes:

• Definición de un marco de contextualización. Proponemos un criterio unifi-
cador que pueda cubrir cualquier estrategia de adaptación del comportamiento
de un sistema de diálogo a las condiciones de la interacción (esto es, el contexto
de la misma). En nuestra definición teórica del marco de contextualización con-
sideramos el contexto del sistema como todas aquellas fuentes de variabilidad
presentes en cualquier instante de la interacción, ya estén relacionadas con el
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entorno en el que tiene lugar la interacción, ya dependan del agente humano que
se dirige al sistema en cada momento.

Nuestra propuesta se basa en tres aspectos que cualquier estrategia de contex-
tualización debería cumplir: plasticidad (es decir, el sistema ha de ser capaz
de modificar su comportamiento de la manera más proactiva posible, teniendo
en cuenta las condiciones en las que tiene lugar la interacción), adaptabilidad
(esto es, el sistema ha de ser capaz de considerar la información oportuna en cada
instante, ya dependa del entorno o del usuario, de tal manera que adecúe su com-
portamiento de manera eficaz a las condiciones mencionadas), y transparencia
(que implica que el sistema ha de desarrollar las tareas relacionadas con la con-
textualización de tal manera que el usuario no perciba la manera en que dichas
tareas se llevan a cabo, ni tampoco deba proporcionar al sistema con informa-
ción adicional alguna). De manera adicional, incluiremos en el marco propuesto
el aspecto de la generalidad: las características del marco de contextualización
han de ser portables a cualquier sistema de diálogo, con independencia de la
solución propuesta en los mismos para gestionar el diálogo.

• Una vez hemos definido las características de alto nivel de nuestro marco de con-
textualización, proponemos dos estrategias de aplicación del mismo a un sistema
de diálogo hablado. Nos centraremos en dos aspectos de la interacción a adap-
tar: los modelos empleados en el reconocimiento de habla, y la incorporación de
información específica de cada usuario en el flujo de diálogo.

– Uno de los módulos de un sistema de diálogo más susceptible de ser con-
textualizado es el sistema de reconocimiento de habla. Este módulo hace
uso de varios modelos para generar una hipótesis de reconocimiento a partir
de la señal de habla. En general, un sistema de reconocimiento emplea dos
tipos de modelos: uno acústico (que modela cada uno de los fonemas con-
siderados por el reconocedor) y uno lingüístico (que modela las secuencias
de palabras que tienen sentido desde el punto de vista de la interacción).
En este trabajo contextualizamos el modelo lingüístico del reconocedor de
habla, de tal manera que tenga en cuenta la información proporcionada por
el usuario, tanto en su intervención actual como en las previas. Estas in-
tervenciones contienen información (semántica y/o discursiva) que puede
contribuir a un mejor reconocimiento de las subsiguientes intervenciones
del usuario.
La estrategia de contextualización propuesta consiste en una adaptación
dinámica del modelo de lenguaje empleado en el reconocedor de habla.
Dicha adaptación se lleva a cabo mediante una interpolación lineal entre
diferentes modelos. En lugar de entrenar los mejores pesos de interpo-
lación, proponemos hacer los mismos dependientes de las condiciones ac-
tuales de cada diálogo. El propio sistema obtendrá estos pesos como fun-
ción de la disponibilidad y relevancia de las diferentes fuentes de informa-
ción disponibles, tales como los conceptos semánticos extraídos a partir de
la intervención del usuario, o las acciones que el mismo desea ejecutar.
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– Uno de los aspectos más comúnmente analizados en la investigación de la
Interacción Persona-Máquina es la inclusión de las características especí-
ficas de cada usuario en las estructuras de información empleadas por el
sistema. El objetivo es tener en cuenta los aspectos que diferencian a cada
usuario, de tal manera que el sistema pueda ofrecer a cada uno de ellos
el servicio más apropiado (o un mismo servicio, pero de la manera más
adecuada a cada usuario). Podemos considerar esta estrategia como una
contextualización dependiente del usuario.
En este trabajo proponemos la definición de un modelo de usuario que
contenga toda la información relativa a cada usuario, que pueda ser poten-
cialmente utilizada por el sistema en un momento determinado de la in-
teracción. En particular, analizaremos aquellas acciones que cada usuario
decide ejecutar a lo largo de sus diálogos con el sistema. Nuestro objetivo
es determinar cuáles de dichas acciones se convierten en las preferencias
de cada usuario.
La información de cada usuario quedará representada mediante un vector
de características, cada una de las cuales tendrá asociado un valor de con-
fianza. Con ambos elementos proponemos una definición probabilística de
una preferencia de uso, como aquella acción cuya verosimilitud es mayor
que la del resto de acciones solicitadas por el usuario.
A fin de incluir la información dependiente de usuario en el flujo de diálo-
go, llevamos a cabo una modificación de las estructuras de información en
las que se apoya el gestor de diálogo para recuperar información necesaria
para resolver ciertos diálogos. En dicha modificación las preferencias de
cada usuario pasarán a ser una fuente adicional de información contextual,
que será tenida en cuenta por el sistema en aras de una interacción más efi-
ciente (puesto que la nueva fuente de información contribuirá a reducir la
necesidad del sistema de solicitar al usuario información adicional, dando
lugar en consecuencia a una reducción del número de intervenciones nece-
sarias para llevar a cabo una acción determinada).

Para determinar los beneficios de las aplicaciones del marco de contextualización
propuesto, llevamos a cabo una evaluación de un sistema de diálogo que incluye las
estrategias mencionadas. Hemos recogido diversas métricas, tanto objetivas como sub-
jetivas, que nos permiten determinar las mejoras aportadas por un sistema contextua-
lizado en comparación con el sistema sin contextualizar. De igual manera, hemos
recogido las opiniones de los participantes en la evaluación acerca de su percepción
del comportamiento del sistema, y de su capacidad de adaptación a las condiciones
concretas de cada interacción.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) is receiving an increasing attention from both the
research community and the Information Society. The development of systems with
the ability to interact with human users pursuing the fulfillment of tasks of interest is a
research trend that is rapidly gaining interest within the field of Artificial Intelligence.

One of the cornerstones of the research in HCI is to achieve that the interaction
takes place in the easiest and most comfortable way as possible from the users’ point
of view. Therefore, the accessibility and friendliness of such systems should not be an
option, but a needed feature. One of the most intuitive ways of obtaining such friendly
systems is to endow them with the ability to interact with humans using speech, since
for humans, speech is the most common and natural means of communication.

A speech-based interaction should allow users to express their ideas simply and
naturally, communicating messages as complex and structured, or as simple, as they
decide. Furthermore, a system able to process, understand, and react to a spoken mes-
sage should perform its tasks in an unobtrusive and transparent way, allowing its users
to carry out the actions that they desire without being aware of the processes underlying
the completion of these actions.

Despite the research efforts that have been devoted since several decades ago to the
fields of speech and speaker recognition, language identification, speech understand-
ing, dialogue management, natural language processing and generation, and speech
synthesis, currently developed voice-based interaction systems do not still reach the
high degree of naturalness and transparency aforementioned. In that sense, systems
that can perform realistic interactions with their users are only feasible in controlled
and somehow limited environments and/or application domains.

Even worse, users tend to prefer interacting with a human operator instead of an
automatic one, or even to use a different interaction means, such as a remote control or
a keyboard. They actually become frustrated or angry when assisted by an automatic
speech-based operator, and try to switch their requests to a human one. As a conse-
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quence, there is still much work to do in order to carry out a spoken interaction with
humans as friendly and natural as possible.

To achieve that naturalness we should consider the complex nature of speech, lan-
guage, and discourse. The first aspect to be taken into account is the variability of the
speech signal, which does not only depend on each particular speaker, but it also varies
for a single speaker depending on their physical conditions (for instance, whether he or
she has a cold or sore throat) and their mood (whether the user is happy, sad, angry, and
so on). Furthermore, discourse is not a static but a dynamic feature: spontaneity is one
of the most challenging issues that is still under study and development. Finally, the
environment in which the interaction takes place is also a dynamic and evolving entity.
It can suffer sudden and dramatic changes that cause a misbehaviour on a system that
would perform accurately under different, more friendly environment conditions. As
a consequence, there is still much work to develop in order to achieve the degree of
naturalness aforementioned.

Current research efforts in HCI are devoted to tackle the challenges addressed
above. In this evolution of interaction systems, we would desire that dialogue sys-
tems have the ability of interacting with users in different languages (multilinguality).
We would also like to present the information to retrieve and to collect the information
provided by the users by means of several communication channels, integrating the
information conveyed by a speech signal, a set of images, the strokes in a keyboard,
the movements and clicks with a mouse or a touch screen, and the information avail-
able in the Internet (multimodality). But perhaps the most interesting research field
is the one devoted to allow the interaction with different users in a personalized way
(multiuser), adapting the system to the specific features of each user, such as sex, age,
social and cultural cues, interests or preferences. This last issue has an impact on all
the challenges aforementioned, from the variability of the input signal to the need of
adapting the behaviour and the responses of the system and the way to present them to
its users.

1.1 Aims of the work

The work presented in this Thesis aims at the improvement of human-machine interac-
tion systems based on Speech Technology. The ultimate goal is to define a theoretical
framework to contextualize the behaviour of spoken dialogue systems. The goal is to
propose several guidelines that should be followed in order to make the system able
to adapt itself, and to behave proactively, depending on the evolving conditions of the
interaction (what the user has uttered up to the current point of the dialogue, which spe-
cific user has addressed each action to be carried out, and so on). The system in which
we implement the proposed framework will thus act in a personalized way, modify-
ing its features and models dynamically and adapting them to better suit the particular
conditions of each interaction.

We also propose two specific applications of such contextualization framework to
our proprietary dialogue system. The first one is related to a dynamic adaptation of
the models that the speech recognition module makes use of. The second application
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aims at including user-specific information (such as his or her identity and preferences
as regards the actions to be carried out) into the dialogue flow. We demonstrate the
validity of our contextualization approaches by means of an experimental framework.

1.2 Organization of the document

This document presents the work that we have accomplished in defining a general
contextualization framework for spoken dialogue systems. The work is presented in
an analytical way (i.e. from the general statements to the performance results of the
evaluation of a proprietary dialogue system into which we have included several con-
textualization strategies).

Chapter 2 presents an overview of current research trends in the adaptation and
personalization of Spoken Dialogue Systems (2.1), making a special emphasis in the
exploitation of contextual information for adapting the models that the speech recog-
nizer makes use of, especially Language Models (Section 2.2); in the personalization
of Human-Computer interfaces (Section 2.3), and in the evaluation of adaptive inter-
action systems (Section 2.4).

The main objectives and contributions of our work that have been already men-
tioned are thoroughly detailed in Chapter 3.

Then in Chapter 4 we present the theoretical features of our framework to contex-
tualize dialogue systems. We discuss the general characteristics that any contextual-
ization strategy should fulfill, aiming at proposing a standard series of guidelines to
develop context-aware dialogue systems.

Prior to present the two contextualization approaches that we have evaluated, we
briefly present in Chapter 5 the main characteristics of our proprietary spoken dialogue
system along with the features that we will take under consideration in the particular-
ization of the proposed framework.

Chapters 6 and 7 presents the two approaches that we have developed to contex-
tualize the behaviour of our dialogue system. The first one is devoted to the dynamic
adaptation of the language models used by the speech recognition system, by taking
into account dialogue-dependent information. The second chapter presents our strate-
gies to include user-dependent information into the dialogue flow.

We have carried out several evaluations to measure the performance of the contex-
tualized dialogue system. The main characteristics and the results of these evaluations
are shown in Chapter 8.

Finally, Chapter 9 presents the main conclusions that we can draw from our work,
and Chapter 10 proposes several research directions that could be followed from the
results obtained in this Thesis.
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CHAPTER 2

TECHNOLOGICAL CONTEXT

Systems with the ability to interact with human users in an efficient way (at least in
restricted domains, or for specific tasks) have started to be part of several aspects of
our everyday’s life. Researchers are beginning to focus on granting these systems a
high degree of naturalness, pursuing that the interaction takes place in a way as close
as possible to an interaction between human agents. This effort is reflected in the
growing interest of the Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) research field.

To achieve that naturalness and easiness to use of an interaction system, it is needed
that the system acts coherently taking into account the context of the current interac-
tion. Here, context may refer to the conditions of the interaction itself (the environ-
ment, the type of modality that the user has chosen to interact with the system, and so
on), but it may also refer to the information exchanged between the user and the system
during previous interactions. Finally, the context of the interaction may also include
the information about the user already known by the system. Therefore, to develop a
system with the ability to react in a different way depending on the conditions of the
interaction, it is needed that the system adapts its behaviour to these conditions.

The adaptation of the behaviour of an interaction system could be applied to each of
its components, from the input stages (in which the information that the user provides
is gathered), to the interaction manager (where the intention of the user is determined
and carried out if possible), and the output modules (where the system provides an
appropriate feedback to the user).

In this Chapter we first present an overview of current trends in the development of
spoken language dialogue systems, as well as in the main challenges and limitations of
these systems (Section 2.1). We then present the research developed in the adaptation
of the linguistic models considered in the dialogue system (2.2), and we study current
advances in the integration of user-dependent information as an additional knowledge
source, aiming at the adaptation and personalization of Human-Computer Interaction
systems (2.3). We finally make a review of the most known techniques and paradigms
to evaluate interaction systems (2.4), making a special emphasis on those systems that
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adapt their behaviour to the evolving conditions of their environment, and on the need
to define accurate metrics to assess the degree of context-awareness of these systems
to their surrounding conditions.

2.1 Current trends in spoken dialogue systems

We could define a dialogue as the communication process that takes place between
two or more agents. These agents can be humans or machines. Focusing on human-
machine dialogues, we could define a dialogue system as an application that enables
the communication between the human and the machine, carrying out the interaction
in the most natural way as possible.

One way to achieve the naturalness aforementioned is to allow the human agent(s)
of the dialogue to use speech as the interaction vehicle, in an effort to make the inter-
action as natural and intuitive as possible. Those systems that carry out an interaction
using speech are referred to as spoken dialogue systems (SDS).

From a functional point of view, a spoken dialogue system is an application that is
able to understand an instruction or an utterance of the user, and to carry out the actions
conveyed in that utterance. The system should also be able to report the user any event
that takes place during the execution of the requested actions. The information that
the system should provide to the user may be that the actions addressed have been
successfully carried out, that there is any problem regarding their execution, or that the
system needs some additional information in order to perform them.

A typical spoken dialogue system can be represented as an architecture made of
several blocks. Each block performs a different action, from the identification of the
content of the speech signal to the execution of the actions desired, and the report of
information back to the users (McTear, 2004). The information follows a linear flow
across the blocks of the system, from the input modules (the processing of the speech
signal and the recognition of what the user says) to the output ones (the communication
of the results of the current dialogue). Figure 2.1 presents, as an example of a SDS,
our proprietary system, that we will use as a baseline for the work proposed in this
Thesis. A more comprehensive study of this system can be consulted in Fernández
et al. (2005); Fernández-Martínez (2009).

According to this block diagram, we could distinguish three different stages of the
information flow. The input stage (the speech recognition, ASR, and the understand-
ing module, NLU) obtains the lexic and semantic information conveyed in the user’s
utterance. The management stage (the dialogue manager, the context manager, and
the execution modules), determines the actions or the objectives that the user wants to
fulfill, executes them if possible, and generates a semantic representation of a possible
response to the user. Finally, the output stage (the language generation, NRG, and the
speech synthesizer, TTS) uses the semantic representation aforementioned to build a
sentence that is then synthesized to offer the user a speech-based response. We will
now briefly detail the main features of each block of the system.
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Figure 2.1: Block diagram of a spoken dialogue system

• The first mission of the speech recognizer is to process the speech signal in
order to obtain the set of features that convey the information. This set of features
is then processed according to the models used by the recognizer (typically an
acoustic model and a language one). The result of the recognition is a hypothesis
of the words contained in the utterance. Each word usually has a confidence
value associated, that gives an estimation of the reliability of the hypothesis that
the recognizer has obtained (Huang et al., 2001; Jiang, 2005).

• Using the word sequence obtained by the speech recognizer, the natural lan-
guage understanding module has to extract the semantic content of the utter-
ance. In our case, we represent the output semantics as a set of dialogue concepts
that model different aspects of the application domain. Similarly to the speech
recognition, each dialogue concept may have an associated confidence value that
helps the system to estimate the reliability of each semantic piece of information
extracted.

• The Dialogue Manager (DM) has to carry out three different missions. First of
all, it has to determine which actions the user wants to carry out. We will refer
to these actions as the dialogue goals. To determine the actions to be executed,
the DM makes use of the semantic information provided by the understanding
module, and the one stored in the Context Manager, detailed below. When it is
possible to execute the actions addressed, it generates the corresponding orders
and sends them to the execution module. Otherwise, depending on the applica-
tion domain, the DM may report the user the causes that prevented the execution
of those actions. It also may decide to start a new dialogue turn to ask the user
for more information that it needs to carry out these actions. In any case, it has to
generate the semantics to communicate the corresponding message to the user.

• The system could also keep track of any information useful to carry out the ac-
tions proposed in the current interaction. This information is usually referred to
as the dialogue context, and comprises all the conditions and factors that may
affect the current interaction. For instance, the information provided by the user
in their previous interactions, the knowledge about the application domain, and
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so on. All this information is stored in the Context Manager. At each inter-
action, the Dialogue Manager may add new information into this data structure,
keeping it permanently updated with the information provided by the user. Ad-
ditionally, the DM could search in the Context Manager any information needed
to carry out the actions proposed by the user, if he or she has not provided that
information in the current interaction. Therefore the Context Manager is useful
to solve certain linguistic situations in which a potential ambiguity arises, such
as anaphorae or ellipsis (a deliberate omission of information that has already
been provided in previous interactions).

• The execution module carries out the actions proposed by the user, and deter-
mined by the Dialogue Manager. These actions will depend on the application
domain over which the dialogue system is implemented. It could be for instance
a search on the Internet for some information, or the control of a certain device.

• The output concepts generated by the DM are passed on to the natural lan-
guage generation module, which builds a lexically and sintactically appropriate
sentence that conveys the concepts that have to be presented to the user.

• The speech synthesizer generates an acoustic signal that synthesizes the mes-
sage generated in the previous module.

• Finally, there could be other modules in the architecture, depending on the appli-
cation domain or the tasks pursued. For instance, in a multilingual environment
a language identification module is needed prior to the recognition task, in order
to determine the language in which the user is addressing the system. We could
also consider a speaker identification system, either to react only to a specific
speaker, and forbidding the usage of the system to the rest of users, or to modify
the behaviour to adapt to the characteristics of each particular user.

As the management of the dialogue is usually one of the critical elements of the
design of dialogue systems, we will briefly present the current trends in the research of
dialogue managers, along with a classification of spoken dialogue systems.

2.1.1 On the dialogue management

As we have anticipated, the dialogue manager (DM) is the central component (and
probably the most important module) of the dialogue system. This element controls
the dialogue flow, receiving as input the information provided by the user (that has been
preprocessed by the speech recognition and the understanding module), and managing
it to determine the best action to carry out, according to both that information, and the
current conditions of the interaction.

The output of the dialogue manager can take two different forms. First of all, it
should generate the commands, or set of instructions, that carry out the actions ad-
dressed by the user (and therefore inferred by the DM). These commands could take
any form, depending on the application domain. For instance, they could be a Web
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request to a certain database, to retrieve some information, or a set of commands that
will be sent to an electronic device to execute the orders of the user (such as switching
on a TV, answering a phone call, and so on). The second type of output of the DM is
a set of information elements that will be sent back to the user, in order to report him
or her the events regarding the current interaction. For instance, the system could need
more information to carry out the actions requested, therefore initiating a new inter-
action by asking the user such information. If all the actions have been successfully
executed, the system may report that, thus ending the current dialogue.

The concept of ‘dialogue management’ has been used in the literature for defining
two interdependent aspects: the notion of dialogue initiative, or the control of the
dialogue flow, and the strategies aimed at carrying out the modeling and management
of the interaction. We will now briefly present both aspects. More detailed surveys
could be seen in Jokinen and McTear (2010); Wilks et al. (2011).

2.1.1.1 Dialogue initiative

One of the aspects that the dialogue manager has to take into account is the control of
the dialogue flow, defining which actor has the control of the communication process,
that is, whether the human or the machine decides how to carry on with the interac-
tion. In that sense, dialogue managers (and by extension, spoken dialogue systems)
are classified into three groups, attending to which actor carries the initiative of the
interaction: the user, the system, or both.

Dialogue managers with system initiative are probably the most basic ones. In
this approach the system drives the interaction entirely, asking the user at each time
to execute a certain action, or explicitly confirming that the information provided is
correct. In such systems the user plays a more passive role, with an interaction usually
constrained to a closed set of utterances (such as yes/no answers, numbers, and so on).

As we see, these systems are very monolithic restricting the phraseology allowed,
and even carrying out every interaction the same way, following the same steps. There-
fore, system initiative based dialogue has an important lack of naturalness.

At the other side there are the systems in which the initiative relies entirely on the
human agent. In user initiative systems it is the user who decides how to carry on
the dialogue, without any specific structure. The system has to admit more complex
lingustic constructions, propose the user open-ended questions. To do so, the system
needs to be more flexible and complex than a system initiative one.

User inititative systems are probably the interaction systems that allow users more
freedom in their interactions. Nevertheless, they are the most complex ones, since the
system should be able to react to almost any possible expression of the user.

To achieve a tradeoff between both approaches, there have been proposed the so
called mixed initiative systems. In such systems the control of the dialogue is taken
by either the user or the system, depending on the situation of the interaction, the
information interchanged, and the current interests and needs of both agents. The
interaction usually begins with the user holding the initiative. The system takes the
control under certain conditions. For instance, if some recognition problem is detected,
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the system may ask the user again for an already provided piece of information. In
a similar way, the system may start confirming the information more explicitly if it
considers that the user has few experience in interacting with it, and therefore more
guidance is needed to accomplish his or her goals.

Mixed initiative systems are probably the ones that achieve a more natural and
human-like dialogue, since the main actor of the interaction is not static, but it changes
as the dialogue progresses, taking into account the needs of each agent, the specific
situation of the interaction, and so on. In that sense, mixed initiative systems are
among the most known and implemented systems. We could mention, for instance,
the DARPA COMMUNICATOR system (Levin et al., 2000b) for retrieving travel in-
formation, or the MIMIC system (Chu-Carroll, 2000) that provides information about
movies and cinemas. We will see that the system presented in this document is also a
mixed initiative one: the user holds the initiative at the beginning of the interaction, but
the system can take the control of the dialogue by asking the user more explicit (and
closed) questions.

2.1.1.2 Techniques for managing the dialogue

The other aspect related to the dialogue manager is the set of techniques that have
been proposed to carry out the tasks of the DM. As we presented before, these tasks
are: the extraction or the obtention of the user intentions, by means of analyzing the
information extracted by the recognition and understanding modules; the generation
of the orders or the actions that should be carried out and, if needed, the generation of
a set of semantic contents to present some information back to the user.

According to Jokinen and McTear (2010), there are four main groups into which
the methods for implementing dialogue managers can be classified: a) finite state ma-
chines; b) frames; c) plan-based strategies, and d) statistical models. We will detail
each of these approaches below.

Dialogue systems that make use of finite state machines (FSMs) are probably the
earliest and simplest ones. Within this approach, the dialogue consists of a set of states,
on each of which the system can carry out a certain action. The dialogue flow is then
defined as a sequence of actions, or a set of transitions between states.

This state-based definition of the dialogue allows designers a high control of the
dialogue flow, since the only actions that the system is able to carry out are encoded in
the set of states and transitions. In other words, the system could not take a sequence of
actions that has not been included in the design. Its main drawback is that state-based
systems are rather monolithic, or static, since it is difficult to change the behaviour
of the system without modifying the full architecture of the dialogue, including new
states and transitions. Additionally, a finite state machine usually forces both user and
system to follow the same order of turns to appropriately fulfill an action, thus the
dialogues have few naturalness.

For these reasons, FSMs have been used for simple applications and restricted do-
mains, and relying mostly on a system initiative. For instance, to simulate a battle
environment in a simulator (Stent et al., 1999), or to provide feedback to users, re-
garding the patterns learnt by an environmentally-aware system (Lucas-Cuesta et al.,
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2009a, 2010b). In any case, the interest in such technology has given place to several
toolkits to ease the design of state-based dialogue systems (Pietquin and Dutoit, 2003).

To overcome the limitations of a state-based approach (mainly the restriction of
following the same order of turns to fulfill a dialogue), different frame-based strategies
were proposed. Frame-based dialogue managers rely on the definition of each available
action as a frame, that is, a data structure with several fields that should be fulfilled prior
to carry out the corresponding action.

The advantage of using frames is that users can provide the contents of a frame in
any order that they desire. Furthermore, they can provide more than a single element
on each dialogue turn. This way, the dialogue becomes more flexible and natural, and
maybe more efficient, provided that an action may be fulfilled with fewer turns than
with a state-based system.

Frame-based approaches have been widely applied, especially within the scope
of mixed-initiative dialogue systems. We could mention the CU Communicator sys-
tem (Ward and Pellom, 1999), used in the DARPA COMMUNICATOR system (Levin
et al., 2000b), or the MIMIC system (Chu-Carroll, 2000), both aiming at retrieving
information to users.

There have been proposed more complex schemes to manage the dialogue, using
ideas from the Artificial Intelligence field. We could mention for instance the plan-
based approaches, that consider that the agents of a dialogue are trying to accomplish
a goal. This goal can be reached through several dialogue acts, that are interrelated
towards the fulfillment of that goal. For instance, two acts might be fulfilled consecu-
tively to reach the goal. Each dialogue act tries to fulfill one or more of the conditions
required to carry out appropriately the goal pursued.

Plan-based strategies have been used for instance in the TRIPS system (Ferguson
and Allen, 1998; Allen et al., 2001), in which both the user and the system collaborate
to solve the evacuation of people and goods in a critical situation (such as a hurricane).
Plan-based and other AI-based techniques can handle more complex situations, and
therefore can be used to model systems with user initiative.

Finally, a similar approach to the plan-based has been presented in Larsson (2002),
where an issue-based approach is proposed. This strategy relies on the Information
State Theory to model the dialogue flow as a set of questions that are discussed between
the dialogue agents.

Each of the techniques presented so far rely in a handcrafted design of the dialogue.
That is, the behaviour of the system is modeled as a set of rules defined by an expert.
The main difficulty of such approach is that it is almost impossible to cover every
possible situation, or to foresee every possible reaction of the user. An alternative
that partially covers this issue consists of using statistical approaches to model the
dialogue. The idea is to use a set of data to determine the best action to carry out, or
that one that optimizes some objective function.

The two main statistical approaches considered nowadays are supervised learning
and reinforcement learning. These strategies differ in the way data are used to handle
the dialogue. Whereas in supervised learning a corpus is used to determine the most
optimum action to carry out (i.e. the data is used as examples of dialogues), in a
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reinforcement learning strategy the samples are used to maximize an objective function
over time (i.e. the system tries to predict the best action to carry out taking into account
a future benefit and not an immediate one).

The goal of a supervised learning strategy is to predict or to infer the best action
to carry out at each time taking into account the knowledge gathered by the system.
This knowledge usually takes the form of a dialogue model, that represents the differ-
ent conditions covered by the training data. The idea is therefore to gather the most
complete set of training data possible in order to cover all the possible situations that
may arise in the interaction.

A possible way to represent the management of the dialogue in a data-driven ap-
proach is presented in Griol et al. (2008), where the dialogue is modeled as a series
of acts. The objective of the manager is to determine the best act, or action to carry
out, given the knowledge of the previous actions fulfilled, and the current situation of
the system (which could be related to the state of the dialogue). That is, the decision
taken by the system becomes an optimization problem, trying to find the action that
maximizes a posterior probability.

We proposed a more flexible architecture that makes use of Bayesian networks
(BNs). Our proprietary system considers the dialogue as an inference process, in which
BNs try to infer the most likely action that the user wants to carry out at each action,
using the evidence available. That is, the information provided by the user in his or
her utterance, along with the information gathered in previous turns. An additional
inference process is then conducted to determine whether the system has all the infor-
mation it needs to carry out the inferred goals (Fernández et al., 2005). We will see in
Chapter 5 that this scheme endows the system with more flexibility, since it can move
from one goal to another without the need of finishing the first one, therefore giving
place to more natural dialogues.

A similar idea has been used in Horvitz and Paek (2001), where a Dynamic
Bayesian Networks (DBNs) approach is proposed. The DBN allows the system to
manage the uncertainty in the users’ goals, as well as to propose them different re-
sponses that can cope with doubt expressions and clarification dialogues.

As regards the reinforcement learning approaches (RL, Sutton and Barto (1998)),
they rely on the principle of maximizing the expected utility of a series of actions from
each point of the dialogue. Therefore, they try to measure the effect in the future of the
current action. These strategies need the definition of a set of states, through which the
system will move, carrying out the action that may give a better expected benefit. As
the system takes into account a set of consecutive actions, the one that is carried out
may not be the one that offers the highest immediate benefit, if a better path in the set
of states is found.

Reinforcement learning for managing the dialogue has been mainly proposed
within two scopes, depending on whether it is considered that the system knows the
full state of the dialogue. When the system has all the knowledge of the current state
of the interaction, a Markov Decision Process (MDP) is used, such as in Levin et al.
(2000a); Singh et al. (2002); Chandramohan et al. (2011). Under this approach, the
optimization functions depend on that true state, as well as on the transitions between
them, and on the actions that the system can carry out at each state.
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It has also been proposed to model the dialogue taking into account that the system
may not know the exact state of the interaction at each turn. In this case, a Partially Ob-
servable Markov Decission Process (POMDP) is used instead (Williams and Young,
2007; Gašić et al., 2008; Misu et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2011). In this case, the op-
timization functions depend also on the belief that the system has about the current
state of the interaction. The belief of the system is usually a probabilistic function that
models the likelihood that the interaction has reached a specific state.

More recently, Jung et al. (2011) proposed the usage of a Markov logic network
strategy. This approach tries to model the dialogue as a combination of probabilistic
graphical models (such as the ones commonly used within the RL framework) with
first order logic. In that sense, they are a hybrid strategy to model dialogue, with the
stochastic power of RL approaches, but also allowing handcrafted (i.e. rule-based)
modeling.

2.1.2 Applications of spoken dialogue systems

According to McTear (2004), Spoken Dialogue Systems could be classified attending
to the application domain in which they are applied: a) Information retrieval, Services
and Transactions; b) Problem-Solving applications; c) Educational applications, and
d) Games and entertainment. We will now present recent research efforts in each of
these fields, as well as their main limitations and challenges.

The first group (and maybe the most known one) comprises the applications related
to the search and retrieval of information using speech-based services (such as an
automatic system to answer telephone calls), and the control of different devices and
applications using speech. We could further refine this group into recommendation
systems, guidance systems, and control systems. As examples of recommendation sys-
tems we could mention the MIMIC system (Chu-Carroll, 2000), for requesting movie
showtime information; the reservation of flight tickets (Levin et al., 2000a), fast food
(López-Cózar and Callejas, 2006), or personalized restaurant information (Thomp-
son et al., 2004); the DIHANA system for train reservation (Benedí et al., 2004), the
telephone-based system for requesting railway information in Spanish (San-Segundo
et al., 2001a, 2005), or the UAH telephone-based system for requesting University
staff information (Callejas and López-Cózar, 2005). Among the guidance systems we
could mention several initiatives to interact with a robot using speech, such as the
project HYGEIOROBOT, for a health environment (Spiliotopoulos et al., 2001), or
the project URBANO and its following projects, ROBINT and ROBONAUTA, for of-
fering tour guides in a Science museum (Lucas et al., 2008; Rodríguez-Losada et al.,
2008). Finally, as control systems we could mention the applications to control house-
hold devices, such as a television (Oh et al., 2007a) or an audio system (Fernández
et al., 2005), or in-car dialogue systems to control aspects such as navigation, climate
or entertainment (Hassel and Hagen, 2006).

Recommendation and control systems have been thoroughly studied. Nevertheless,
there is still much work to do, especially in providing these systems with the ability
of adapting themselves and interacting with the user in a more natural and proactive
way. Indeed, users tend to choose an interaction based on other interfaces, such as a
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classical remote control, or a keyboard, since they may feel that the spoken interaction
is still tedious and rather monolithic. For instance, users of a telephone-based infor-
mation system may become tired and frustrated with an automatic operator, and try to
switch their calls to a human one. In that sense, the lack of naturalness mentioned may
have caused that, despite the high research efforts and the development of numerous
prototypes, the amount of commercial speech-based control systems is still relatively
reduced. From a different point of view, control and information systems tend to be
highly dependent on the application domain, thus making portability of dialogue strate-
gies between systems more difficult. Finally, there are a large amount of systems that
model the dialogue as a set of states through which the interaction flows. Under this
perspective, the actions to be performed depend on the current state (and maybe on the
previous one). This conception may cause that state-based dialogue systems could be
more difficult to be adapted to the conditions of the current interaction without mod-
ifying the states of the system, or increasing the variables considered on each state to
an unmanageable amount of states and variables.

In problem-solving applications that make use of Speech Technology, a dialogue
is established between a user trying to solve a certain problem and a system that guides
the human throughout a set of steps to reach the best solution. Problem-solving ap-
plications require complex dialogues, since both the human and the system have to
collaborate in order to solve the problem. In these systems, the idea of planning arises:
the system should know the different problems that the user might face, and it should
also be aware of the different situations that might happen during the application of
the solution. This way, the system should be able to change the procedure to solve
the problem if certain conditions take place (for instance, the state of a certain vari-
able of the problem, the knowledge of the user regarding this variable, and so on). We
could cite as an example of speech-based problem-solving assistants the Circuit Fix-It
Shop (Smith et al., 1995), which was developed to help technicians to repair electronic
circuits. Another proposed assistant is TRIPS (The Rochester Interactive Planner Sys-
tem), a spoken dialogue system able to solve problems in a transportation and logistic
domain (Ferguson and Allen, 1998; Allen et al., 2001).

Despite dialogue-based problem-solving systems are intended to cope with more
complex situations than control systems, and thus their behaviour should be somehow
closer to a more natural interaction, they still have to face several cues. The sys-
tems aforementioned are prototypes that have proven themselves as useful to analyze
the main situations and characteristics that problem-solving applications should cover
(collaborative behaviour, complex dialogues, and so on). Nevertheless, the situations
in which those prototypes are applied are rather simple (i.e. a simplified problem, or
a single situation). Therefore, these systems should define a scalability framework in
order to be successfully implemented in real-world problem-solving applications. An-
other aspect to be considered is that these systems should be able to evaluate whether
their users have had any problem, either regarding the interaction itself, or regarding
the problem that they are trying to solve. In that sense, a good modeling of the user’s
characteristics and the ability to react to them properly are highly desired features.

The speech-based educational applications aim at offering students a natural
means of interaction with a learning system, either to simply obtain learning material,
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or to carry out the learning process itself. We could mention two different approaches
that have received the attention of the speech-based interaction research community.
The Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) establish a dialogue with the student in a sim-
ilar way to the problem-solving applications, but instead of solving a problem, the
system teaches the user the main issues of a problem, a subject, or a situation. An
example is the ITSPOKE system presented in Litman and Silliman (2004) that offers
a speech-based interface to answer Physics questions. The second approach is the one
related to Computer-Aided Language Learning systems (CALL). The usage of Speech
Technology in these systems sounds very natural, since it is better to learn how to speak
and to pronounce a certain language, rather than only learn the grammar and syntac-
tic rules. Furthermore, a speech-based interaction system should allow its users more
interactivity than traditional systems (such as cassette recordings), since they could
correct the mistakes of the student. These speech-based CALL systems are an alter-
native to traditional learning systems, such as audio-tape-based self-study (Ehsani and
Knodt, 1998). An example of a CALL system to acquire a second language could be
the ISLAND system developed in the MIT to learn Mandarin Chinese (McGraw and
Seneff, 2007).

One of the most remarkable challenges for ITS and CALL systems is that they
should keep track of what the users have learned, and therefore adapt their behaviour
and features to their knowledge about the subject. Additionally, CALL systems should
also consider that nonnative speech features (for instance, acoustic cues) are rather
different to native ones. In that sense, a high effort is currently being done in charac-
terizing and modeling nonnative speech in order to adapt speech recognizers.

Finally, Speech Technology has an important and increasing potential in computer
games and entertainment applications. Not only because the interaction could be
performed in a simpler way (for instance, to say a command could be simpler for the
user than to remember a sequence of keystrokes in a keyboard or a joystick, as long as
the speech interface were well designed), but also due to the fact that spoken dialogue
systems can help people with special needs, specially people with motor impairments,
to use these applications. Among the dialogue systems for computer games we could
mention the speech control of the arcade game Tetris (Sporka et al., 2006), or the
prototype to interact with a simplified synthetic character in a Role-Playing Game
(Gorniak and Roy, 2005).

One of the cornerstones on the research of speech-enabled computer games is the
need that the system reacts to the voice commands in real-time, specially in highly dy-
namic games, such as shooter-type games, and under highly agressive conditions (the
environment could be noisy, the speech features of the player may be highly affected
by the stress of performing actions quickly, and so on). Furthermore, these systems
should keep the context of the interaction under control at any time, since a change in
the context may cause that a given utterance implies the execution of rather different
actions. As a consequence, entertainment systems have still to cope with these chal-
lenges prior to the development of accurate interaction systems and their commercial
exploitation.
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Nowadays the Information Society demands more content accessibility, more eas-
iness to use the applications, and the ability to interact with a large number of peo-
ple, in different languages and linguistic registers, and for different purposes (such as
education, or entertainment). A current paradigm of this evolution of the Society is
reflected in the increasing interest in the research and development of the so-called
Social Networks: spread and globalized structures of individuals that share common
interests, and that want to interact with the rest of the members of the network in an
easy and friendly way. Therefore, current research in spoken dialogue systems should
take into account these social needs to achieve a technology that offers users all the de-
sired functionality and interaction capabilities. In that sense, we could cite as the main
issues of current research in dialogue systems the following ones (López-Cózar and
Araki, 2006): multimodality, or the capability to accept as inputs different sources of
information (speech, images, keystrokes or actions on a keyboard or a touch screen);
multilinguality, or the ability to interact with users in different languages, according
to the preferences of each user; multiplatform, or the possibility to deploy the system
and the application on different devices, adapting it to the characteristics of each one of
them; multiuser, or the capability of interacting at the same time with several agents
(either humans, or another artificial agents), adapting and synchronizing its responses
to the needs and features of each interaction agent; and adaptability, or the ability to
modify its behaviour according to the evolving conditions of the interaction, and to
personalize the interaction to make it closer and more friendly to the different users of
the system. We could mention as recent research efforts the study of Strauß and Minker
(2010), which aims at achieving an adaptive system in multi-party environments (that
is, a multi-user adaptive spoken dialogue system), the CLASSiC Project (Computa-
tional Learning in Adaptive Systems for Spoken Conversation), funded by the Euro-
pean Community, to develop an adaptive conversational system (Jurčíček et al., 2011),
or the EDECAN project (Lleida et al., 2006), and its following projects, SD-TEAM
and TIMPANO (Justo et al., 2010), that aim at developing an adaptive, multi-domain
and multilingual dialogue system able to modify its behaviour according to the appli-
cation and the user-dependent context.

Of the current research aspects mentioned above, in this Thesis we focus on the
contextualization of spoken dialogue systems. The goals that we pursue will imply an
adaptation of the speech recognizer (carried out by means of an adaptation of the mod-
els that the recognizer makes use of, modifying them to better recognize an utterance
given the speaker and/or the conditions of the current interaction). We will also pro-
pose to include more contextual information sources into the Dialogue Manager and
the Context Manager, making them able to handle user-dependent information. This
way the system should be able to anticipate the actions that the users want to fulfill,
performing them in a more efficient and personalized way, and making thus the inter-
action more natural and dynamic. We will next present an overview of previous works
close to our ideas regarding the adaptation and personalization of different interaction
systems, making a special emphasis on the adaptation of the speech recognizer and the
Dialogue Manager in Spoken Dialogue Systems.
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2.2 On the adaptation of Language Models

Statistical language model adaptation is an area of interest within the scope of Speech
Technology research. Its main goal consists of updating the language model (LM)
which an automatic speech recognition system (ASR) makes use of, to improve the
recognition performance. The sources of information that could be used to modify the
LM can be of any nature. We could use information available online, closely related
to the topic that is currently being addressed in the conversation, to better match the
input utterances. We could also consider an adaptation of the recognition to the current
user, provided that different users speak in different ways, not only from the acoustic
point of view, but also at a lexical or discourse level. In our case, as we will see in the
next Chapter, we will propose the definition of a contextualization model that enables
the adaptation and personalization of the LMs used by the speech recognizer attending
to the information available in the different modules of the system: the understanding
module (semantics), the Dialogue Manager (intentions), the Context Manager (previ-
ously addressed actions, identity and characteristics of the current user), the generation
module (the information to provide the user with), and so on.

2.2.1 LM adaptation methodologies

During the last twenty years there has been a lot of effort in including new and up-
to-date linguistic information into speech recognizers (Bellegarda, 2001, 2004)). We
could broadly classify the different approaches according to several criteria. Aiming at
the nature of the data that are considered for the adaptation, they could be obtained
from external databases through an Information Retrieval (IR) process (Martins et al.,
2010), or the user could provide them, for instance in previous interactions (Kuhn and
de Mori, 1990). Aiming at the goal of the adaptation, we could adapt to the topic that
is currently being addressed (Shi et al., 2008), or to the different speakers that use the
system (Tur and Stolcke, 2007). Finally, aiming at the degree of knowledge that the
system has regarding those data, they could be previously labeled or not, respectively
carrying out a supervised (Kneser and Steinbiss, 1993) or an unsupervised approach
(Bacchiani and Roark, 2003).

In our case, more interesting classifications of LM adaptation strategies can be
defined by trying to solve three questions: a) what information is used to adapt the
models; b) where the adapted models could be applied, and c) which adaptation strat-
egy is adopted, i.e. how the adaptation data can be used (either switching to the most
appropriate model, or generating a new one using available information).

a) As regards the information sources that could be used, they usually depend on
the application domain in which the LM adaptation paradigm is included. Nowadays,
one of the most common sources of data for adaptating LMs is the Internet. It is usually
queried when adapting LMs to a specific topic (Shi et al., 2008; Lecorvé et al., 2009),
or to the most recent content, such as in the case of a Broadcast News transcription
domain (Federico and Bertoldi, 2004; Martins et al., 2010; Saykham et al., 2010).

The main advantage of using documents available online to build the dynamic LMs
relies on the broad scope of the information on the Internet, in terms of topic coverage
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(we could find documents regarding almost any topic or domain). Nevertheless, the
variety of topics is also the main weakness of using online information. Indeed, the
sparseness of the available data is so high that the LMs tend to be poorly estimated.
In an effort to solve this problem, several clustering algorithms have been proposed
(Iyer et al., 1994; Iyer and Ostendorf, 1999; Chen et al., 2001) to group together those
elements that share some properties. An interesting idea to fuse the clustering approach
with the exploitation of higher level information (not only information provided by
the speech recognizer, such as acoustic scores or the most likely word sequence, but
also semantic or discourse information) relies in extracting the semantic relationships
between terms, or documents. In this sense, Bellegarda et al. (1996); Bellegarda (2000)
propose the use of Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA, Landauer et al. (1998)), a tool used
in the field of Information Retrieval that can discover semantic relationships between
the terms that appear in different documents. A closely related approach consists of
the application of Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA, Tam and Schultz (2006)), that
establishes a probabilistic distribution over the different adaptation models.

It is also useful to consider the information provided by the speech recognizer itself,
either to guide the query of the most relevant documents, or to cluster the documents
into different groups that will eventually be considered as part of further adaptations.
For instance, Chen et al. (2001) uses the keywords identified by the recognizer to
determine the documents to be used for the LM adaptation.

It has also been proven that certain word sequences can predict other sequences,
even at a certain distance from the current one. The first sequences are then called
triggers, since its presence ‘triggers up’ the likelihood of the so-called triggered se-
quences. That is, it is more likely that the triggered sequence appears after its trigger.
Rosenfeld and Huang (1992); Lau et al. (1993); Rosenfeld (1994) have implemented
this trigger pair based approach, leading to an improvement in the performance on
Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recognition systems adapted to different topics.

In Spoken Dialogue Systems, in which each module performs a different task
(speech recognition, language understanding, dialogue management, and so on), the
number of potential information sources increases. We could take into account lexical
and acoustic information (managed by the speech recognizer), but we could also use se-
mantic information (the content of the recognized utterance, such as in Visweswariah
and Printz (2001); Solsona et al. (2002); Gruenstein et al. (2005)), or discourse or
pragmatic information (related to the intentions of the user). These dialogue-based
approaches are usually defined as context-dependent adaptation (Fügen et al., 2004;
López-Cózar and Griol, 2010), or state-dependent adaptation (Popovici and Baggia,
1997; Riccardi et al., 1998; Riccardi and Gorin, 2000). We could even unify all of
these information sources, as Raux et al. (2010) proposes, by using a Bayesian Net-
works (BNs) based approach. In the contextualization framework that we present in
Chapter 3 we also propose to unify the knowledge of the speech recognizer (in terms
of lexical features), the understanding module (semantic features), and the Dialogue
Manager (discourse features), but in a rather new way.

b) As regards the ASR subprocedure or the stage where the adapted models could
be used, they could be integrated at the decoding stage of the recognizer, as Justo and
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Figure 2.2: Interpolation of language models

Torres (2007) proposes, or they could be used in a rescoring stage to improve the ini-
tial recognition hypotheses of a two-pass recognizer, as in López-Cózar and Callejas
(2006), where the word lattice generated during the first pass is further rescored. An-
other possibility proposed in López-Cózar and Callejas (2008); López-Cózar and Griol
(2010) relies on using the adapted models for correcting recognition errors after each
recognition step, instead of initiating a second recognition step. An accurate error re-
covery strategy might lead to an improvement in the dialogue efficiency, reducing the
number of turns required to complete the actions.

c) Finally, there are different adaptation strategies, such as n-grams, or Context-
Free Grammars (CFGs), each of which suits the nature of each LM best. Bellegarda
(2004) identifies two main ways of adapting LMs: model interpolation, and constraint
specification. We briefly present each of these strategies below.

2.2.1.1 Model interpolation

Model interpolation is the most known and widespread strategy of adapting LMs. Its
basic idea, along with the definitions that we will use further in this document is pre-
sented in Figure 2.2.

Model interpolation consists of generating a model adapted to the current situation
of the interaction (the topic addressed, the previous utterances, the knowledge about
the current user, and so on) using one or several situation-specific LMs, generated
with the adaptation data. These LMs could be related to any domain, application or
situation to which we want to adapt the system. For instance, we could consider a
model related to a specific topic, another one to each semantic element considered in
the application domain, a model specific of each user of the system, and so on. We
will refer to the model generated with the situation-specific components as the context
dependent LM, since at each interaction (i.e. each time that the context of the dialogue
may change), this model is re-estimated. The context dependent component is then
merged with a background LM at each point of the interaction when an adaptation is
required, generating the dynamic LM that the speech recognizer will use. This way,
the background, more general model, that is usually trained with more data (although
less specific), keeps the likelihood of a certain amount of word sequences relatively
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unmodified. On the other hand, the context dependent component, usually trained
with few data, but more specific, and related to the situation which we want to adapt to
(such as a topic or a speaker, gives more relevance to those word sequences that better
match that situation.

Whereas the background LM is always static (in the sense that it is trained once
and remains unmodified during the interaction), the situation-specific and the context
dependent components of the model could be either static or dynamic, depending on
whether the information used for estimating them remains the same, or is periodically
updated. In our case, the contextualization framework proposed in Chapter 3 will con-
sider the situation-specific LMs static, and it will estimate the context dependent LM
on a turn basis. In that sense, the context dependent component will also be dynamic.

Model interpolation is simple to understand and to implement, and it perfectly
suits n-grams, the most widespread approach to build LMs. Its simplicity has made
interpolation a common adaptation strategy nowadays.

Looking at the level at which this interpolation is implemented, we could distin-
guish several approaches to adapt LMs via interpolation, among which the most widely
used ones are the merging of LMs, the use of word and sentence caches, and the merg-
ing of the counts of the different word sequences.

In the model merging approach, the goal is to estimate the probability of observing
each word sequence as a mixture between a background, static LM, and one or more
situation-specific models. As the amount of data to train those situation-specific LMs is
usually limited, the resulting LMs tend to be poorly estimated. Therefore, the system
should obtain the most reliable interpolation weights, giving different relevances to
the background LM and each specific component, depending on the conditions under
which the adaptation takes place (what the system is adapting to, when the adaptation
takes place, and so on).

The most common model merging approach carries out a linear interpolation be-
tween two or more LMs. Let us consider probabilistic language modeling, and let
P (w | h) be the probability to have word w given the previous sequence of words h
(usually referred to as the word history). Then the probability PI according to a linear
interpolation between two models, a background LM PB, and the context dependent
component PD (which in our case will include part of the dynamic behaviour), will be

PI (w | h) = (1− λD) PB (w | h) + λD PD (w | h) (2.1)

where λD is the interpolation weight between both models, which has to fulfill the
condition 0 6 λD 6 1.

There are three possibilities to include a dynamic behaviour in the LM. In the first
one, the component PD is kept static, while the interpolation weight λD is modified
according to the variable conditions of the interaction. In the second one the dynamic
behaviour is reflected in PD, keeping the interpolation weight constant throughout the
interaction. This one is the strategy most commonly applied in the literature. Finally,
both components PD and λD can have a dynamic behaviour that depends on the con-
ditions of the current interaction. The dynamic LM adaptation approaches proposed in
this Thesis belong to the third of these strategies: in our contextualization framework
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we will consider that both the interpolation weight and the context dependent LM PD

might be dynamic.
Depending on how the situation-specific LMs and their interpolation weights are

estimated, we could find several strategies in the literature. The situation-specific LMs
can be estimated offline, training them with a certain amount of data. These data could
be, for instance, the specific sentences of each adaptation domain. However, if the
number of training sentences is reduced, it is usually preferred to use the classes that
each word belongs to (Gruenstein et al., 2005; López-Cózar and Callejas, 2006; Raux
et al., 2010). These word classes could be related to the lexical or the syntactic class of
each word, or they could be automatically defined, by means of a clustering algorithm
that groups together those words that share any relevant feature or distribution.

To make the adaptation more dependent on the current situation of the interaction
(the topic, the speaker, and so on), it has been proposed to build the situation-specific
LMs using the information gathered up to the current interaction (i.e. the previous word
sequences). This approach, referred to as dynamic cache modeling (Kuhn and de Mori,
1990; Jelinek et al., 1991; Iyer and Ostendorf, 1999), relies on the fact that, within a
specific domain, if a certain word or word sequence has appeared, it is likely to appear
again in a short term. Instead of estimating a LM for the whole content of the cache,
Rosenfeld (1994); Lobacheva (2000) proved that using only content words related to
the current topic yields better results, since function words (such as prepositions or
articles) are expected to be common across all the topics.

Instead of interpolating the models themselves, another possibility relies on merg-
ing the frequencies of each word sequence. This approach is known as count merging
(Ljolje et al., 2000; Lobacheva, 2000; Federico and Bertoldi, 2004), and it is usually
related to well-known adaptation approaches, such as Maximum a Posteriori (MAP,
Gauvain and Lee (1994)) or Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression (MLLR). MAP
has been successfully applied to LM adaptation (see, for instance, Chen et al. (2001);
Liu et al. (2008)), although it has been proven (Bacchiani and Roark, 2003; Bacchiani
et al., 2006; Hsu, 2007) that the performance of a MAP-based adaptation is similar to
that achieved with linear interpolation, but requiring a greater computational effort.

As regards the interpolation weight, it is usually obtained at a validation step by us-
ing data not seen in training (Klakow, 1998; Riccardi et al., 1998; Wessel and Baader,
1999; Riccardi and Gorin, 2000; Tur and Stolcke, 2007), or estimated via some opti-
mization algorithm, such as MAP, MLLR, or Expectation Maximization (EM, Martins
et al. (2010)). These approaches keep the interpolation weight constant throughout
all the interaction, and they usually offer good performance, since the weight is op-
timized to a certain context (such as the current topic, the speaker, or the interaction
conditions). However, any mismatch between the data used to estimate λD and the
test data gives rise to worse performance figures. Therefore, it would be interesting to
modify the interpolation weight according to the information that the user provided in
the ongoing dialogue, in an effort of keeping the LM used by the recognizer perma-
nently updated with the most recent information gathered by the system. In this sense,
we could use the history of each word (i.e. its previous sequence of words) to estimate
that weight. This approach has been used, for instance, in Kneser and Steinbiss (1993);
Federico (1996); Lobacheva (2000); Liu et al. (2008). A more complex scheme can be
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studied in Yamamoto et al. (2010), in which the interpolation weights between LMs
are estimated as a function of the identification of the most relevant words for each
topic, being those topics obtained by using Conditional Random Fields (CRFs).

The optimization algorithms aforementioned can obtain accurate interpolation
weights. However, these weights remain constant throughout the interaction. In our
proposal, the system could estimate accurate weights at each turn by considering the
information available, such as confidence scores, posterior probabilities, and so on.

2.2.1.2 Constraint specification

From a different point of view, constraint specification does not consider the dynamic
information as different models to be merged somehow with the background, static
LM. Instead, it proposes to use the information specific models to extract a set of
features. The adapted (dynamic) LM is constrained to satisfy such features.

Constraint specification methods are related to the Maximum Entropy (ME) princi-
ple (Lau et al., 1993; Rosenfeld, 1994; Berger et al., 1996). According to this principle,
each information source (for instance, a situation-specific LM) can be expressed as a
set of constraints. These constraints (usually expressed as marginal distributions over
the training data) are related to any relevant feature of the information source.

For instance, a constraint that the adapted LM should verify is that the summation
of the probabilities of all the word sequences that end in a word w for a given history
depth, (h,w), should be equal to 1. Each situation-specific LM will imply additional
restrictions (for instance, that a sequence (hi, wj) should have a probability pij).

This way, a set of linearly independent constraints can be set. These constraints
define a subspace of functions that are consistent with all the different information
sources. This relationship can be expressed as∑

{(h,w)}

fk (h,w) P (h,w) = α
(
ĥkŵk

)
(2.2)

P (h,w) being a function related to the sequence of words (h,w) in the adapted model
(for instance, an n-gram probability P (w | h)); fk (h,w), the set of constraint func-
tions, and α

(
ĥkŵk

)
, the corresponding value of that function estimated from the data.

The idea underlying the ME principle is that, once the constraint set is included, we do
not need to assume any additional evidence about the data. Then the best solution is
to choose the function that maximizes the entropy. This function is usually estimated
by solving the mentioned set of equations by means of Lagrange multipliers, giving a
product of exponential models as a result:

P (h,w) =
∏

i

µi
fi(h,w) (2.3)

The parameters µi of this model are then estimated using the Generalized Iter-
ative Scaling algorithm (GIS, Darroch and Ratcliff (1972); Rosenfeld (1994)), that
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converges to the ME solution provided that the constraints expressed by the set of
functions fi are consistent.

Maximum Entropy based language models are gaining attention since they enable
a unified modeling of any restriction or feature that the adapted LM should fulfill. Its
performance is comparable to the one achieved by model interpolation, in tasks with a
reduced vocabulary. However, when the size of the vocabulary increases, the training
time and resource consumption of ME-based language models reach prohibitive val-
ues. For this reason, a critical research in constraint specification is to estimate those
models efficiently (Alumäe and Kurimo, 2010).

Constraint specification approaches are also related to the Minimum Discrimina-
tion Information (MDI) criterion, in the sense that MDI-based strategies exploit expo-
nential models. MDI approaches have been effectively used for LVCSR applications,
as can be seen in Rao et al. (1995); Lecorvé et al. (2009).

Despite the apparent mismatch between linear interpolation and constraint speci-
ficatio), there have been several efforts to unify them. An interesting idea relies on
carrying out a log-linear interpolation of LMs, as proposed in Klakow (1998). It con-
sists of optimizing the interpolation weights among the background LM, and one or
more content-specific LMs, but at a logarithmic level instead of at a linear one, thus
keeping the exponential model formalism from constraint specification.

2.2.2 Applications of LM adaptation

Language model adaptation has been successfully applied to several tasks, such as
Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recognition (LVCSR), Broadcast News (BN)
transcription, and Spoken Dialogue Systems (SDS). It has also been used as a scoring
tool for retrieving information from large databases. For instance, Straková and Pecina
(2010) uses LM adaptation to build several LMs, each of which is related to a different
domain or topic. With these LMs they estimate the perplexity of a query, in order to
retrieve the documents related to the topic that gets the best score.

In the field of LVCSR, as well as in BN transcription, researchers have applied the
different approaches we mentioned above. The most common information sources are
documents related to the topic that is addressed in the current interaction (Shi et al.,
2008; Lecorvé et al., 2009). The topics can be known beforehand or they could be
obtained in an unsupervised way by clustering the different words, word sequences,
or documents. The clustering criterion is usually the optimization of an appropriate
distance between clusters, such as the cosine distance between feature vectors (Bel-
legarda, 2000; Chen et al., 2001) or a metric dependent on the frequency of terms
on each cluster (Iyer and Ostendorf, 1999). A different context-dependent analysis
arises when using the most recent information provided by the user of the system (that
is, the recognition hypotheses of the previous interactions). The more broadly used
adaptation methods are a cache of the last N words (usually only content words are
considered), as proposed in Kuhn and de Mori (1990); Jelinek et al. (1991), or the
usage of trigger pairs (Lau et al., 1993; Rosenfeld, 1994).
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As regards spoken dialogue systems, the purpose to adapt LMs is either to im-
prove the recognition of the current sentence by adapting the LM to the most likely
word sequence that the user can say at each dialogue turn (as in Popovici and Baggia
(1997); Wessel and Baader (1999)), or to correct the recognition errors that may arise
during a turn, by using higher-level knowledge (for instance, semantic knowledge,
or information related to the application domain, such as in López-Cózar and Griol
(2010)). The most common adaptation approach is a linear interpolation of LMs, es-
timating the interpolation weights using a validation set. Other approaches, such as
rule-based adaptation (Fügen et al., 2004), or a fusion between interpolation and ME
strategies (Visweswariah and Printz, 2001), have been successfully applied for control-
ling a household robot and for a travel information domain, respectively.

During the last years, a great effort has been done in adapting the recognition to
each dialogue turn, by considering the information the user provides to the system,
and the state of the dialogue (Popovici and Baggia, 1997; Riccardi and Gorin, 2000;
Visweswariah and Printz, 2001). These approaches exploit the fact the dialogue is
modeled as a set of states through which the Dialogue Manager moves according to
the information conveyed in the current utterance, and the previous state of the system.
Depending on that information, the system will carry out the most appropriate action
on each state. In our case, as the dialogue system in which we will apply the contextu-
alization framework proposed is not state-based, we will use a different definition. We
will refer to the system status as the values given to the variables defined in our appli-
cation domain, forming an n-dimensional continuous space. For instance, in a domain
of controlling household devices using speech, the system status will comprise, among
others, the current television channel, the CD that is being played, the preferences of
the users, or the concepts provided by the users in previous interactions.

2.3 On the exploitation of user-dependent information

In the previous Section we have seen the important research effort that is currently be-
ing done in adapting Spoken Dialogue Systems to the conditions of a dialogue (e.g. to
the current interaction, to the current state of the dialogue, and so on). This adaptation
is one of the most relevant steps towards the development of systems with the ability
of adapting their way to behave under different conditions. The final goal is to obtain
a system that behaves in a natural and dynamic way with its different users.

However, a system that adapts to its environment should not only have to take
into account the relevant features of each interaction, but it should also consider the
information that it knows about the current user. That is, the system has to adapt its
behaviour to what the user expects, knows, and likes, provided that each user might
behave differently when addressing the system. Additionally, users could also differ in
their expectations regarding the system’s behaviour. For instance, a young user might
like a friendly and funny interface, whereas a senior one would prefer a simpler system,
more intuitive and easier to use. In a similar manner, we could think that a novice user
might need more guidance regarding the functionality of the system than an expert one,
who might prefer not to be guided by the system.
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Therefore, the adaptation of speech-based Human-Computer Interfaces can be seen
as a two fold problem. On the one hand, adaptive systems have to adapt their input
interfaces in order to better deal with the different ways the users could behave. On
the other hand, they also have to adapt their output, both in content and in appearance,
making it more attractive according to the current user’s tastes.

In that sense, the development of systems with the ability to adapt some of their
characteristics or behaviours to user expectations or desires is one of the most out-
standing scopes of research in Human-Computer Interaction.

2.3.1 Personalization in Human-Computer Interfaces

Traditionally, systems with the ability to adapt their behaviour to different users have
been broadly classified into two groups, according to how they gather and manage
the information related to the users (Norcio and Stanley, 1989). A system may adapt
their behaviour according to explicit desires of the user (such as the appearance of a
computer desktop, or the ring tone of a cell phone). On the other hand, the system
may adapt itself in a proactive way, using the information it knows about the users to
modify its appearance or its behaviour to make it close to what it infers that the user
might like or desire.

This taxonomy was further enlarged, by considering systems that can adapt in both
ways at the same time using explicit and implicit information. In that sense, van Velsen
et al. (2006) defined the three main groups in which adaptation systems are currently
classified. A system is adaptable or customizable when its users explicitly express
their opinions and preferences towards the interaction. This way, an adaptable system
modifies its behaviour according to the particular desires of each user. A system is
adaptive when it gathers information from their users and makes implicit inferences
based on that information to adapt its behaviour. That is, an adaptive system generates
and maintains a model of the users it interacts with, and adapts itself according to that
model. Finally, a system is personalized when it makes use of both explicit (i.e. that
one that the user provides) and implicit (i.e. inferred) information, to conveniently
adapt its behaviour to the current situation of the interaction.

Consequently, it is necessary to endow systems with the ability of gathering infor-
mation related to the current user and his or her most relevant characteristics, but also
giving users the chance to decide (to an extent) how the system should behave to fulfill
their tastes, which ones are their interests, their preferences, and so on.

Despite the research effort to endow interation systems with these abilities and to
achieve a high degree of naturalness and friendliness in the interactions, current adap-
tation schemes still have to face many challenges. First of all, it is needed to accurately
define which user-related information should be considered to adapt the system’s be-
haviour. Additionally, a framework to define whether a feature or an action of the user
becomes a preference is almost compulsory to be able to properly react when that ac-
tion takes place. Finally, there is a lack of standard approaches to the exploitation of
that information, that is, the way that the system should react to a preference is not a
closed question, since it depends on the conditions of the interaction, on the context in
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which it takes place, and so on. In the next Sections we will present an overview of
techniques and approaches in current systems that try to tackle these challenges.

2.3.2 User Modeling

To keep track of user-specific information, the most successful approach is to define
a model which can represent the user’s characteristics in an appropriate way so they
could be included in the decision mechanisms of the system. This approach is known as
User Modeling. As defined in Wahlster and Kobsa (1989), a user model is a knowledge
source which contains information related to the user that could be relevant to the
behaviour of the system. That information could either be explicitly provided (such as
the name, the age, and so on), or be observed or inferred by the system (such as user’s
preferences or beliefs, that could be studied as the user interacts with the system).

According to Webb et al. (2001), there are four main user features that can be
described by applying user models. These features are:

• the behaviour of users from a cognitive point of view (that is, the processes
underlying the actions that they want to perform, or the motivation to carry out
these actions);

• their behaviour from a functional point of view, that is, which system features
users tend to address; depending on the system considered, these features could
be the actions to perform, the information to be retrieved, and so on;

• their degree of expertise when performing those actions, but also when interact-
ing with a system (expert users tend to behave in a rather different and more
efficient way than novice users, which may need to be guided by the system to
successfully carry out the actions desired);

• the individual characteristics or features of the users, from different points of
view (physical, psychological, cultural, and so on). On an opposite way to the
previous features, these ones, also referred to as individual traits, are stable, in
the sense that they never change, or can only change over a long period of time.

Whereas in the earliest years of user modeling research was focused on the analysis
and development of cognitive models (as presented in Norcio and Stanley (1989)),
in recent years the most important research effort is devoted to the management of
preferences and functional behaviour of users.

There are several dimensions along which user models could be classified. The
most common ones (Rich, 1983) make reference to the granularity of each model
(whether it is build by using information of a single user or a group of them that share
some characteristics); the explicitness of the models (i.e. whether the user provides the
system with the needed information or whether the system gathers it automatically);
and the time span of the information stored in the model (whether it only contains the
most recent information, or is built as an integration of all the information of the user
since his or her first interaction). In the following paragraphs we briefly present several
examples of each user modeling approach.
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2.3 On the exploitation of user-dependent information

2.3.2.1 Granularity taxonomy: individual vs. collective models

User models could be classified according to whether they model individuals, or groups
of users. A collective model tries to focus on common features of users, in an effort to
behave in a different way depending on the group the current user belongs to. On the
other hand, an individual model captures the unique features of each user, such as his
or her preferences.

Collective models, or stereotypes, have been thoroughly considered to model
groups of users attending to different characteristics, such as age, sex, degree of ex-
pertise, and so on. These models have been applied in several domains, such as the
recommendation of items (Rich, 1979, 1983), the personalized access to different Web
services, such as stores (Ardissono and Goy, 2000) or news servers (Ardissono et al.,
2001), or the retrieval of medical information to patients and medical staff (Vasilyeva
et al., 2005).

Stereotypes have also been used to alleviate the cold start problem (the absence of
information regarding users during the initial interactions, as we detail below), since
the system can use information related to the group the user belong to in order to offer
him or her an adapted (to an extent) interaction.

The main limitation of stereotypes is that they cannot capture specific behaviour
of individuals, thus leading to an oversmoothed adaptation (stereotypes treat different
users as being the same one, since they only consider the class these users belong to).
To overcome this limitation we could consider an individual user model.

Systems that exploit individual models build, manage and update a model for each
of their users. The model thus contains specific information regarding that user (for
instance, general information, such as user’s name, sex, or age, and application-specific
information, such as his or her degree of experience, preferred goods or services to
purchase, and so on). With such models, systems can perform an adaptation to the
specific features of each user.

Individual models usually require to determine the identity of the current user of
the system. This information could be explicitly provided by the user (for instance, by
typing a username and a password), or it could be inferred by the system by means of
some identification techniques. This last approach is especially interesting in speech-
based environments, in which we could use a speaker identification system. An exam-
ple is the VICO system (Virtual Intelligent CO-driver), presented in Bernsen (2003).
This prototype uses speaker identification, as well as the spelling of the driver’s first
name (for first-time users), in an in-car dialogue system.

Nowadays modeling individual users is a well known approach for user modeling.
Single user models have been used for rather heterogeneous applications, especially in
Web-based services, where the amount of information is so vast that some means of
filtering it are required. We could cite as examples the Syskill & Webert application
(Billsus and Pazzani, 1996), for filtering Web sites and offering users only those ones
that they could consider as interesting; the ANATAGONOMY system (Kamba et al.,
1997) and the Adaptive Information Server prototype (Billsus and Pazzani, 2000), both
aiming at offering a personalized service of online news access; the Adaptive Route
Advisor (Fiechter and Rogers, 2000), that recommends the best route to follow in an
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in-car navigation system, or the Adaptive Place Advisor (Thompson et al., 2004), a
conversational system which recommends restaurants based on user preferences.

Finally, a hybrid approach has also proposed, combining elements of both individ-
ual and collective modeling. Hybrid modeling allows systems to capture the behaviour
of particular users, but keeping also a more general model, which is helpful when the
specific information is not enough to accurately adapt the features of the system. This
hybrid approach have been especially used for recommendation systems, for retriev-
ing documents (Balabanović and Shoham, 1997; Middleton et al., 2001, 2003) or for
proposing films or television programmes (Alspector et al., 1998; Raskutti et al., 1997;
Smyth and Cotter, 1999).

2.3.2.2 Application taxonomy

Another taxonomy dimension closely related to this granularity-based one, is a func-
tional classification, according to the task those systems were devised to perform. User
modeling and user adaptation have been applied in a large set of systems and appli-
cations within the Human-Computer Interaction paradigm. The most representative
research fields that benefit from user modeling are related to the search, retrieval and
recommendation of information, the adaptation and friendliness of applications, and
the aid of users in performing different tasks.

There are two classical tasks that exploit user modeling (Langley, 1999): content-
based filtering, and collaborative filtering. These approaches differ in how the models
are considered to retrieve the information. The first one consists of gathering and re-
trieving information that users consider useful or interesting, taking only into account
the information related to that user (i.e. his or her previous actions, characteristics,
preferences, and so on). These models are thus related to the individual models pre-
sented before. The second approach carries out an inference of a user’s features based
on the information of other users that share any common characteristic with the current
one. Collaborative filtering systems are thus more related to collective models.

Maybe the most known applications that consider user models are those ones de-
voted to retrieve information from large databases, or from the Internet. As the amount
of available information is almost unmanageable (in terms of both the size of the
databases, and the variety of topics and contents covered), having a mechanism to con-
strain the search of information is almost compulsory. User models can play that role:
if a system could infer the preferences of its users, it could adapt the results presented
to each of them, reducing the search space by taking into account the characteristics of
the user. For instance, the Syskill & Webert system (Billsus and Pazzani, 1996) or the
Adaptive Information Server (Billsus and Pazzani, 2000), that present each user with
the best rated Web pages according to their models. A similar idea has been proposed
in Santos et al. (2003); Vasilyeva et al. (2005) for the retrieval of medical information
in an e-Health environment.

Another field that benefits from the exploitation of user models is the recommen-
dation of goods or services to users. Including a user model in these systems may lead
to shorter (and maybe more efficient) interactions, since the system can consider the
information about the user to recommend the item that best suits the user preferences.
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As examples of recommendation systems we could cite Lane et al. (2004); Komatani
et al. (2005), that adapt a system that offers information regarding tourist spots, bus
routes, and restaurants, within Kyoto city; Rogers et al. (1999), that also uses the pref-
erences of drivers to suggest a route that could be shown in a navigator; Thompson
et al. (2004) also offers recommendations about restaurants in the San Francisco Bay
area. Finally, Alt et al. (2009) adapts the advertisements presented to each customer,
depending on their characteristics (which products they prefer, which goods have been
the last ones that they have bought, and so on).

User models have also been used to adapt the representation of the information to
each user according to their preferences (Grawemeyer and Cox, 2005), or presenting
different contents to the visitors of a museum, according to how they behave when
visiting it (Zimmerman et al., 2003; Kuflik et al., 2005).

We could mention other applications that benefit from user models, which are re-
lated to aiding the users in performing different tasks. For instance, Bull (2003) has
developed a system for computer-aided learning that keeps two different models for the
same user, to determine student behaviour in two situations: a personal workstation,
or a mobile environment for consultation. Another example is the AthosMail system
(Jokinen et al., 2004), that allows users to manage their e-mail accounts using speech.
A user model is defined to assess whether the interaction is going adequately or not,
modifying the behaviour of the system on each case.

2.3.2.3 Explicitness taxonomy: explicit vs. implicit models

Either we consider individual or collective models, one of the main cornerstones of
current research in user modeling is to estimate these models in an unobtrusive and
transparent way. That is, interaction systems should create, update and make use of
these models without their users being aware of that task. User models should thus be
updated by gathering the information provided at each interaction, avoiding additional
turns.

The idea of transparency in user models allows us to introduce the third of the
dimensions along which user models could be classified: the degree of explicitness of
the model. According to this criterion, a user model can be explicit, when the user
provides the system with the information to build the model, or implicit, when the
system infers that information from the interactions with the user.

According to the idea of transparency and unobtrusiveness mentioned above, a user
model should be as implicit as possible, avoiding the need of additional interactions to
build the model, which offer no actual benefit to the user. In that sense, all the decisions
regarding when and how to adapt the behaviour relies entirely on the system. These
decisions will depend on the information that the user has provided in his or her last
intervention, as well as on the conditions of the current interaction (e.g. the sequence
of actions that has lead the interaction to its current situation, the knowledge about the
actions that a given user prefers, and so on).

Implicit user models have been especially considered for spoken language appli-
cations, where the need to carry out the interaction in the most efficient way (thus
avoiding interventions that do not offer any immediate benefit to the user) has made
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implicit models a very promising way to adapt such systems. Among the proposed
prototypes that make use of implicit modeling we could mention the work presented in
Speretta and Gauch (2005), that adapts the results offered by a Web browser according
to the relevance of different features obtained automatically from user interventions;
the adaptation of the response of a dialogue system to the preferences or needs of differ-
ent users, that has been proposed, among others, in the LISTEN project (Zimmerman
et al., 2003) and for the Kyoto Bus Information System (Komatani et al., 2005; Lane
et al., 2004); or the TOOT project (Litman and Pan, 2002), that adapts the degree of
initiative of a system based on the current conditions of the dialogue.

As an implicit model is based on the decisions and beliefs of the system, it is an
error prone approach. The acquisition of user information may not be a completely
accurate process (especially for a spoken language system, where the communication
channel is frequently a noisy one, or the speech recognizer may emit a wrong hypoth-
esis of the user’s utterance). Additionally, the procedures to infer whether to carry out
an adaptation-dependent action are also limited by the accuracy of the decision models.

An implicit model also needs some initial information about the users, so that the
system can start inferring how and when to adapt itself. The lack of this information
is known to as the cold start problem of implicit models. That is, at the beginning of
the interaction, the system does not have any source of information but requesting it
directly from users. As a consequence, the system needs some turns to build a model
accurately enough to start adapting to the current user. The ideal situation should be
that a system could start the adaptation since the beginning of the interaction.

These limitations are avoided with a fully explicit model. This approach makes use
of the information provided by the user regarding his or her main characteristics. These
systems have either to carry out an initial interaction for gathering the information to
build the model of the user, or to devote several actions of the interaction to obtain the
information of the user.

Explicit models have been used since the early years of user modeling, especially
for recommendation of books (Rich, 1979), or movies (Alspector et al., 1998). More
recently they have been applied to personalize the contents of a Web page (Ardissono
et al., 2001), or to manage a personalized scheduling assistant (Gervasio et al., 2005).

An explicit model only takes into account the information provided by a user. Thus
they tend to be more accurate than implicit models. The main shortcomings of such
models is that users may become frustrated if the system persists in asking them for
their characteristics in order to update the model (i.e. a lack of the unobtrusiveness
mentioned before). Consequently, these models are harder to adapt to the evolving
characteristics and preferences of users than the implicit ones.

For this reason, explicit models are usually considered only to build an initial
model, prior to any other interaction with the user. Then, as the interaction carries
on, more and more implicit information comes into play, in order to progressively
adapt the model to the evolution of the interaction. These hybrid models are closely
related to the personalized systems aforementioned, in the sense that the user can also
modify his or her associated model.
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Hybrid user modeling (from the point of view of the explicitness of the informa-
tion) has been used in several application domains, especially in recommendation sys-
tems, for retrieving personalized news (Kamba et al., 1997; Sakagami and Kamba,
1997), TV programmes (Buckzak et al., 2002; Smyth and Cotter, 1999), or tourist in-
formation (Ardissono et al., 2003; Kuflik et al., 2005). As regards spoken language
applications, we could mention Pargellis et al. (2004), that proposes a dialogue system
that presents its users with personalized online information, or Jokinen et al. (2004);
Turunen et al. (2004), that presents a personalized system to manage an e-mail account
using speech.

2.3.2.4 Time span taxonomy: long term vs. short term models

Finally, another dimension along which user models can be classified is related to the
recentness of the information considered, that is, the time span of that information.
In that sense, a model could contain short-term information, capturing only the most
recent features or actions asked by the user, or it could comprise information provided
for a longer period of time.

Short-term models can capture the most recent events of the interaction, being thus
more suitable to adapt the behaviour of the system to sudden changes in the conditions
of that interaction (for instance, the last user request, or the last action carried out
by the system). On the other hand, a long-term model keeps a record of (ideally) all
the user-related events since his or her first interaction, being thus easy to capture the
evolution of the user’s preferences and features throughout the time.

Nowadays it is a common practice to build a model with both types of features.
This way the system can adapt to both the most recent situation of the interaction and
to the general knowledge about the users gathered during all their interactions, varing
the relevance of each piece of information according to the specific situation of the
interaction.

Several examples of long and short term modeling have been proposed for the
recommendation of books (Rich, 1979), research papers (Mizzaro and Tasso, 2002),
or online news (Billsus and Pazzani, 2000). As regards spoken dialogue applications,
we could mention the speech-based system for recommending restaurants (Thompson
et al., 2004), or the control of household devices adapted to the preferences and usage
privileges of users (Lucas-Cuesta et al., 2009b).

Table 2.1 presents a chronologic overview of the different systems presented above,
and their classification along the dimensions proposed.

2.3.3 Building user models

So far we have presented different taxonomies for user models according to several
characteristics (the modeling space, the degree of explicitness, or the time span of
the information managed). However, we have not mentioned the information that is
considered, nor how to use it to build a model, and to manage it to adapt the system to
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the characteristics of its users. In this Section we present an overview of the features
that are usually considered, and the strategies proposed to manage user models.

First of all, we have to decide how to represent the information contained in a
user model (i.e. the characteristics of the users considered as relevant to carry out the
interaction). The simplest approach consists of annotating the events that take place
throughout the interaction (i.e. the actions that the user addresses, the information that
he or she asks for, that one that the system retrieves, and so on). This way, the repre-
sentation of the information is tightly coupled with the objective of the interaction, and
therefore with the application domain. Depending on whether the aim of the system
is, for instance, to get some information from knowledge databases, to ask for certain
services, or to provide users with a specific functionality, the information that a user
model should capture may differ between applications.

A first classification of the information stored in a user model depends on its vari-
ability. This way, we could distinguish among static and dynamic information. Static
user information does not change over the interactions, or changes at a very slow pace.
Static information comprises, for instance, the personal characteristics of the user, such
as name or gender. On the other hand, dynamic information changes over time, even on
a single interaction, such as the conditions of the interaction and/or the communication
channel, the immediate needs or interests of the user, and so on.

Perhaps the most interesting features to consider are related to the behaviour of
users: which actions they are currently carrying out, which ones they did in the past,
which goods they like, and so on. Therefore, user models comprise the preferences
of users. Taking these preferences into account allows interaction systems to react
differently according to the users’ tastes.

User behaviour and user preferences are not easy to classify into static or dynamic
features, since they share characteristics of both groups. The degree of expertise of
a user when interacting with a system, for instance, is a dynamic feature, since users
become more familiar as the number of interactions increases. However, the learning
rate (or the rate at which users gain experience) is different for each user, and therefore
the degree of expertise evolves at different paces. As regards user preferences, there
might be general habits, which do not change at all, or change only as users grow
up and discover new interesting activities or goods. For instance, their religious or
political opinions, or a research interest. Other preferences are more dynamic, and
they can change quickly. For instance, their likes (or dislikes) in fashion, entertainment
(films, books, music styles), and so on.

2.3.3.1 Structure of a user model

Once it has been decided which information should be part of the user model, we have
to decide how to represent it. This representation should be as informative and as use-
ful as possible to both the user and the system. From the system’s point of view, an
accurate representation would enable managing and updating the model in a more ef-
ficient way, thus leading to a lower computational burden when adapting its behaviour
to the conditions of the interaction. From the users’ point of view, an intuitive and
easy-readable model of their preferences and attitudes towards the interaction would
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be desirable, since it could then be more easily represented and shown to the users in
order to report them about the situation that caused the behaviour of the system.

One of the most successful techniques for user modeling relies on representing
users’ characteristics as a feature vector, that is, a set of n-tuples, each of which models
a particular aspect of the user. Each feature usually contains two or three parameters:
the attribute that is being modeled; the value that the corresponding attribute takes for
the particular user and the current situation of the interaction, and maybe a confidence
measure that allows the system to assess the reliability of the value stored in the tuple.
Other information, such as the relative frequency of each attribute, the probability that
the attribute takes a specific value, and so on, have also been considered.

Feature vectors have been widely used for different applications, such as item rec-
ommendation (to model the items that user likes, and how much they like these items,
either books (Rich, 1979), movies (Alspector et al., 1998), or time slots for calen-
dar scheduling (Gervasio et al., 2005; Oh and Smith, 2005)), and to filter information
to show users only that one that they could consider as interesting (such as in Bala-
banović and Shoham (1997); Billsus and Pazzani (2000); Speretta and Gauch (2005),
for filtering Web pages).

Feature vectors make possible the application of many well-known techniques for
managing information, such as Machine Learning (Webb et al., 2001), Reinforcement
Learning, or Soft Computing (Frias-Martinez et al., 2005). They only model the infor-
mation relevant for the interaction, disregarding any other piece of information. This
way models tend to be more easily manageable and quick-to-adapt. One of their draw-
backs is that feature vectors are harder to interpret from the user’s point of view. There-
fore, if a model have to be shown to its corresponding user it has to be represented in
a more understandable way. Another limitation is that feature-based user models tend
to be application-dependent, so they can not be easily reused among systems.

To partially overcome both shortcomings researchers have considered the usage
of ontologies to model user’s characteristics. In an ontology the user information is
modeled as a set of attributes or characteristics, and the relationships among them.
Ontologies usually consider relationships in the form is-a, or has-a. For instance, in
several models a user attribute is an instance of an upper level structure, such as a
stereotype, or has a specific value or property for the associated user. An ontology can
consider all the information of a user by determining those relationships.

Ontologies have been effectively used in several domains, especially in those ones
related to filtering and recommendation of information to users. We could mention the
OntobUM system (Razmerita et al., 2003) to manage large volumes of information in a
knowledge management environment; the AVATAR system (Blanco-Fernández et al.,
2008) to recommend television programmes in a digital TV environment, or the system
proposed in Zhang et al. (2007) for personalizing Web access and contents by means
of an ontology that captures semantic information of each browsing session of the user.

Finally, it has been proposed a hybrid approach that considers aspects from both
feature vectors and ontologies. In these prototypes, whereas ontologies are used to
define the concepts or categories to be considered in the application (for instance, the
set of elements in which the user could be interested in), feature vectors contain the
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weights assigned to each element of the ontology. This hybrid strategy has been ap-
plied, for instance, to the recommendation of research papers (Middleton et al., 2001,
2003) or Web pages (Godoy and Amandi, 2005; Trajkova and Gauch, 2004).

2.3.3.2 Managing the information in a user model

So far we have discussed the information that user models typically contain and the
structure that they adopt. We now present the most known approaches to manage that
information to keep the model updated, and to infer the action that the system should
carry out to behave in a personalized way.

Provided that HCI systems are based on information exchanges between the user
and the system, a straightforward solution to manage a user model relies in considering
the user requests or actions as input samples for inferring his or her behaviour. This
way, we could employ any strategy of learning and inference to update the information
stored in a user model and to use it for adapting the features of the system. In that sense,
the most widespread paradigms to build up and update a user model relies on the appli-
cation of Machine Learning, Soft Computing, or Reinforcement Learning techniques.
We will briefly review several of these approaches proposed in the literature.

One of the most common paradigms for managing user models is the application of
Machine Learning (ML). To apply any ML technique to model users’ characteristics,
a set of steps should be followed (Hernández del Olmo et al., 2009; Langley, 1999).
First of all, the problem that user models are devised to solve should be formulated
in such a way that ML strategies can be applied. Next, developers should decide the
feature set that better describes users. Finally, a strategy to collect training instances
must be devised, in order to obtain the feature set mentioned in the most adequate way.

ML-based algorithms admit several representations of the information to be con-
sidered for training the model (Zukerman and Albrecht, 2001). Nevertheless, the most
known and applied approach consists of using linear models. In this approach, users’
characteristics are represented as feature vectors (as presented above), each of them
with a relevance for the model dependent on a feature weight.

Linear models are usually built by using the information that the user provides at
each interaction. That is, the model is a dynamic structure whose values might change
in order to capture the preferences of the users. This approach has been used, for
instance, in Billsus and Pazzani (1996), where the user model contains the most rele-
vant words regarding different domains, or in Göker and Thompson (2000); Thompson
et al. (2004), where the user model is defined as the relative importance of the different
preferences of the users of a conversational recommendation system. This strategy has
also been considered for adapting the output prompts of a spoken dialogue system ac-
cording to the user’s degree of expertise, also measured as a linear combination of user
features, such as number of help requests, or failures of the speech recognizer (Hassel
and Hagen, 2006; San-Segundo et al., 2001b).

The relevance of each feature included in the user model is usually obtained by
means of a statistical algorithm, such as expected information gain (Billsus and Paz-
zani, 1996), Gaussian processes (Chu and Ghahramani, 2005), linear regression analy-
sis (Hassel and Hagen, 2006), or distance optimization. This last strategy comes from
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the Information Retrieval area, and consists of determining the goods or actions to per-
form that are closer to the information contained in the user model (Balabanović and
Shoham, 1997; Balabanović, 1998; Godoy and Amandi, 2005).

Once the weight of each feature has been estimated, it is usually kept constant
throughout the interaction. In such systems, the adaptation feature relies in the contents
of the feature vector. We will see that in our contextualization framework we propose
to estimate that relevance of each preference of the user at each dialogue turn, thus
taking into account the dynamics of the interaction in both the contents of the profile
and the evolution of their relevance throughout the interaction.

User models could also be represented and trained using decision trees. The idea
underlying decision trees is to select the most appropriate set of questions that user
features must answer. Each of these questions will become a branch of the decision
tree, being features the terminal leaves. The questions to be asked (and, therefore, the
user model) are trained using either information of actual interactions, or simulating
the behaviour of users. Decision trees have been successfully used in a cooperative
guidance dialogue system (Komatani et al., 2005; Lane et al., 2004) to model the
degree of expertise of users, their knowledge regarding the domain, and their degree
of urgency when asking for some information.

There are other ML approaches that have been proposed for modeling user be-
haviour. For instance, Grawemeyer and Cox (2005) builds a Bayesian Network (BN)
to capture user preferences in an information display application. The probabilities as-
sociated to the BN are estimated using interactions with real users. BNs have also been
used to model students’ knowledge in an adaptive educational system (Brusilovsky and
Millán, 2007). Another possibility, also based on a graphical representation, has been
proposed in Santos et al. (2003), which proposes to model users via feature vectors
and ontologies. In this case, both the user preferences and the current context of the
interaction are modeled as influence networks (that is, directed graphs) that can modify
the flow of a query graph in a medical IR application.

Despite Machine Learning methods are well known and widely applied nowadays,
there are several difficulties to use them effectively for user model estimation. Webb
et al. (2001) identified the main challenges that should be addressed to accurately
estimate and update a user model using ML. These challenges are: a) the need of
large data sets to train the models; b) the need of labeled data; c) the concept drift,
or evolution of the models and the need that ML strategies also evolve, and d) the
computational complexity of several ML techniques. We detail these challenges below.

First of all, ML systems need large data sets to be trained robustly. This is one of
the reasons that make ML especially suited to those applications in which users carry
out a certain action repeatedly. Nevertheless, gathering and setting up a database large
enough to accurately model the behaviour of a certain user is not a trivial task.

This need of data can be tackled by building user models on an incremental basis,
that is, updating the model at each interaction, re-estimating its features by means of a
learning algorithm, such as Conjugate Priors (Billsus and Pazzani, 1996), Expectation
Maximization (EM), or Naïve Bayes (Billsus and Pazzani, 2000).

If we want to develop a supervised ML approach, another difficulty arises, which
is the need of labeled data. That is, we have to provide the system explicitly with the
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user information that we would like to predict. For instance, whether the user considers
some feature of the system or the domain as a preference. The most straightforward
solution to gather labeled information is to explicitly ask the user the labels or the
classes that his or her actions belongs to. This approach has two main disadvantages.
First, the management of the user models is no longer transparent to the users, since
they have to participate actively in the management of their models. Even worse, users
have to spend a certain time providing this feedback to the system, but that action does
not imply an immediate benefit to them. This may cause the users to avoid providing
the information to the system. In an effort to address both problems, personalized
systems (as defined previously) gather an initial set of features, usually provided by
the users prior to their first interaction with the system. This feature set is then used to
train an initial model, which could be further refined with the information gathered in
subsequent interactions (Billsus and Pazzani, 1996).

As we have sketched previously, one of the most important characteristics of a user
model is its ability to include the most recent information concerning users. As the
interaction evolves, the preferences or needs of a user could change. Therefore, his or
her model should not be static, but it has to evolve accordingly to the user’s features.
This need to adapt the models leads to the third problem that ML should face, that
is the constant adaptation of the contents (and even the features themselves) of a user
model (which in the literature is referred to as concept drift). This behaviour implies
that ML algorithms also need to be adapted over time.

One might think that updating the user model is enough to assure that it will pre-
dict the user preferences and actions accurately. However, as the model keeps all the
information of the user since his or her first interaction, it may contain some features or
some values that could be out of date. There are two main ways to tackle this problem.
On the one hand, we could take into account only a limited time period to estimate
the user model. This period of time could be measured either as real time, or as the
maximum number of interactions considered. In other words, a time window is used,
thereby disregarding the oldest interactions. On the other hand, we could consider all
the information in the user model, but modifying its relevance accordingly to a time-
dependent function (as proposed, for instance, in Thompson (2002)). In this way, the
oldest entries in the profile become less relevant, whereas the most recent ones will be
considered as important features of the user, being more representative of his or her
current interests and preferences.

A third possibility to keep the user model permanently updated has been proposed
in Billsus and Pazzani (2000), where the idea of a hybrid model is introduced, in the
domain of online news access. A hybrid user model consists of a long-term component
(that contains all the features of the user since his or her first interaction), and a short-
term component, that captures the features of the most recent interactions. This way, a
tradeoff between the completeness of the information stored in the user model and the
recentness of that information (and consequently the most relevant information when
dealing with the current interests and preferences of the user) could be achieved.

Finally, including a user model manager into a system increases its computational
complexity, especially if the system has to train and manage a model for each user. In
that sense, ML algorithms should not be computationally expensive. Despite that the
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main research effort has been devoted to improve the performance of adapted systems,
some authors have reported the additional computational load of their user models. For
instance, Santos et al. (2003) evaluated the slowdown rate of including a user model
manager into an Information Retrieval (IR) application, proving that the impact of their
user modeling manager on the system’s overall response time was not significant.

In the last years other strategies to manage user models have been proposed as
an alternative to Machine Learning. The most used techniques comes from the field
of Soft Computing (Frias-Martinez et al., 2005), that enables the management of in-
complete or uncertain information, which arises either because users do not provide it
explicitly, or because it is lost during the communication process).

Among the Soft Computing techniques that have been applied to build user models,
maybe the most known ones are Artificial Neural Networks (ANN). An ANN is a
paradigm to process information that is inspired by the way of processing information
of nervous systems. They are composed of a (typically) large number of processing
units, called neurons, that are highly interconnected to solve a specific problem.

The most attractive feature to consider ANNs to solve an adaptation problem is
that they can handle partial or imprecise information to extract patterns of the users
that otherwise may remain hidden to the system. Besides that, ANNs can be built
incrementally (that is, they can be adapted as the interaction progresses) in order to
keep the model permanently updated to the current information provided by the user.

ANNs have been successfully used for modeling users for different applications,
especially in recommendation systems. We could mention the collaborative filtering
algorithm proposed in Billsus and Pazzani (1998); the system presented in Marti et al.
(1999), in which an ANN is trained to predict the movements of the visitors of a
museum; the system to automatically rate and filter news on the Internet (Shepherd
et al., 2002); or the unsupervised approach to personalized Web search based on Self-
Organizing Maps (SOM) proposed in Chen and Patra (2007).

Another Soft Computing paradigm that has been used to model users is Fuzzy
Logic. These approaches can also capture ambiguous or imprecise information, thus
allowing the system to reason about their users under the uncertainty mentioned. Fuzzy
Logic methods relies on the notion of a fuzzy set, which is a mechanism to model the
degree of membership of an element in that set. The difference with ‘traditional’ logic
is that the last one expresses with certainty whether the item belongs or not to the set.

Fuzzy Logic based user modeling has been used in several domains, especially in
recommendation systems, where the differences between the options to be shown to
the users are sometimes vague. Among the Fuzzy Logic based systems we could men-
tion the FMQA system (John and Mooney, 2001) and the work presented in Martín-
Bautista et al. (2002), both aimed at filtering information on the Internet, or the proto-
type to model user’s knowledge in an e-learning application proposed in Kavčič (2004).

Finally, it is worth mentioning that Soft Computing and Machine Learning tech-
niques are not opposite ways to manage user information. They have been combined
to take advantage of the benefits of each approach. Whereas ML techniques achieve an
intuitive representation and the best known techniques for processing data, Soft Com-
puting allows the system to handle partial, ambiguous or erroneous information that
otherwise could lead to a worse performance of the system. An example of fusion of
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ML and SC techniques can be seen in the recommendation system presented in Rogers
et al. (1999). In this prototype, the authors propose a modification of the perceptron
algorithm to obtain the optimal values of the features for predicting future actions of
the users, and therefore to determine the best route to present users with. Ardissono
also proposed the usage of a fuzzy logic function to determine the degree of member-
ship of a user to a stereotype, prior to apply ML techniques to recommend users the
most suitable Web page contents (Ardissono et al., 2001), products (Ardissono and
Goy, 2000), or personalized tourist guides (Ardissono et al., 2003).

2.3.4 User modeling and Spoken Dialogue Systems

One of the most relevant objectives regarding the current development of Spoken Di-
alogue Systems is to endow such systems with the ability to interact with their users
in a natural way. This does not only imply that SDSs have to behave quickly and effi-
ciently, helping the users to reach their goals, but they also have to behave proactively,
in the sense of considering individual characteristics of each user, modifying the flow
of the interaction accordingly. Therefore, such systems need to keep track of the main
features of the users, building an appropriate model, that could be composed of the
knowledge of the users regarding the tasks to carry out, their capabilities in addressing
the system, their interaction preferences, and so on (Kass and Finin, 1988; Wahlster
and Kobsa, 1989).

User-adapted SDSs have been applied to solve many disparate and rather hetero-
geneous problems. For instance, to model the behaviour of the caller of a Call Centre
system to decide whether it is necessary to route the call to a human operator (Cena
and Torre, 2006), or to interact with a robotic assistant in hospitals (Spiliotopoulos
et al., 2001). But maybe the most widespread field in which user-adapted SDS are
considered is the Information Retrieval one, from e-mail management, as in (Turunen
et al., 2004), to travel ticket reservation (Eckert et al., 1997; Litman and Pan, 2002),
and also for the recommendation of tourist information or the restaurants preferred by
the users (Komatani et al., 2005; Whittaker and Walker, 2005).

During the last years, researchers have successfully applied user modeling to the
different components of SDS (Zukerman and Litman, 2001; Johansson, 2002; Cena
and Torre, 2006), from the input modules (speech recognition and understanding) to the
output ones (natural language generation and speech synthesis). But probably the most
interesting personalization framework relies on the management and development of
the dialogues, adapting the interaction flow not only to the current situation of the
dialogue (from the point of view of the conditions of the communication channel, and
from the point of view of the actions previously addressed by the user), but also to
the current speaker, and his or her most relevant features. In the following sections
we briefly present the different adaptation techniques and user modeling approaches
that have been proposed to adapt the behaviour of the different modules of a spoken
dialogue system.
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2.3.4.1 Adapting the recognition stage

The speech recognition module has been for years the most prone to adaptation to
different events, either acoustic (for instance, to become more robust against noisy
conditions), or linguistic (for instance, to switch among different domains or topics).
This adaptation has also been considered to better recognize the speech of specific
users of the system.

The most known techniques to adapt acoustic models are optimization algorithms,
such as Maximum a Posteriori (MAP), and Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression
(MLLR). These techniques aim at collecting a certain amount of labeled utterances
from the users to which the system has to adapt. These utterances are used to modify
the background, static acoustic model (which is usually a speaker independent one,
in order to recognize speech from many different users) to adapt their features to the
speech characteristics of an individual user (Povey et al., 2003; Gollan and Bacchiani,
2008; Remes et al., 2008). The objective in these cases is to achieve better recognition
performance for a specific speaker, trying to lose as few generality as possible (i.e. the
recognition performance should not be dramatically reduced when recognizing other
speakers with the speaker-adapted acoustic model).

Another possibility that also makes use of such acoustic adaptation takes place
when adapting the models of a speech recognition system to a group of users that
share some common characteristic. For instance, some speech pathologies, regional
accents, or non native speech features (Wang et al., 2003; Buera et al., 2007; Oh et al.,
2007b). In these cases, each user model is a stereotype of a certain acoustic event to
which the model will be adapted.

As regards the adaptation of language models, those techniques presented in Sec-
tion 2.2 could be applied to adapt LMs to the characteristics of the speakers. That
is, each user may address the same actions using different lexical constructions. Ad-
ditionally to the ideas presented in that Section, we could also adapt the LMs to the
role that a speaker is playing in certain environments (Huang and Renals, 2008). For
instance, in a meeting, or a debate, different attendants may express themselves differ-
ently. Therefore, we could try to adapt the LMs to better recognize each attendant.

2.3.4.2 Adapting the dialogue management

As regards the management of the dialogue, there are two main features or elements
to which the dialogue manager can be adapted: the current conditions of the dialogue,
and the characteristics of the current user. Both elements can be effectively integrated
in a user model. The goal is to adapt the dialogue procedures in such a way that the
interaction becomes more natural, efficient, and user friendly.

Several strategies have been proposed in the literature to adapt the behaviour of
the system to the main features of the users, such as their degree of expertise when
interacting with the system (Jokinen et al., 2004; Turunen et al., 2004) or the actions
they prefer to carry out during their interactions (Lucas-Cuesta et al., 2009b). The
behaviour of the system could be modified, for instance, by deciding at each turn which
of the participants of the dialogue takes the initiative. The adaptation of the initiative
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depends on the system’s perception of its users’ ability in addressing the available
actions. This perception may change as the interaction evolves, since users become
more experts as they interact with the system.

Another possibility relies on varying the actions to be carried out, or the way to
performing them, according to the interaction skill of each user (i.e. his or her degree
of expertise when interacting with the system). This skill could be measured as the
number of errors or modifications over the system’s hypotheses (San-Segundo et al.,
2001b). This way, when a user tends to correct the system many times, the system
starts providing him or her more explicit feedback. On the other hand, the information
regarding each user could be used to modify the degree of initiative of the system, as
proposed in Litman and Pan (2002). In this case, the user holds the initiative at the
beginning of the interaction. If any problem arises during the dialogue, the system will
start guiding the dialogue, switching to a mixed-initiative dialogue, or even to a full
system-initiative one. Therefore, the more initiative the system holds, the more explicit
and guided the dialogue will become.

Despite the lack of standards in deciding how to model users’ information to in-
clude it in the dialogue flow, there are several common strategies to define user models.
The most common is to represent users’ characteristics in a vector space. That is, the
most prominent features of each user (from the system’s point of view) become the
components of a feature vector. The system will consider each element of the vector to
decide which piece of information becomes relevant at each moment of the interaction
in order to adapt its behaviour.

User models can be trained using direct information from the users, either from
interactions with the real system, as in Komatani et al. (2005), or with a Wizard-of-Oz
version of the system, in which a human operator replaces part or the whole interaction
system. User models can also be trained by simulating the behaviour of the users, that
is, covering these actions that are foreseen by developers as those ones that actual users
might carry out. User simulation strategies are further presented in Section 2.3.4.4.

The most widespread techniques consist of gathering the information that users
provide in their interactions, along with several measures automatically collected by
the system (such as confidence measures, number of speech rejections, degree of belief
of the system, or posterior probabilities associated to each avaiable action, and so on)
to determine the current state of the user model. Under these conditions, it is possible
to infer, for instance, that a problem has arisen in the interaction and therefore the
system’s feedback should be more explicit, such as in the MIMIC system (Chu-Carroll,
2000), where the explicitness of the responses and the degree of initiative of the system
varies as a consequence of the evolution of several automatically collected features,
such as the number of repetitions or the number of turns in which the user does not
provide any additional information. Another example is the probabilistic framework
presented in Fleming and Cohen (2001), in which the system’s initiative is dynamically
modified according to the degree of belief of the system on the user’s abilities as well
as to its need of requesting him or her any piece of information.

Another possibility relies on using the inferred actions that the user wants to carry
out to determine these actions that he or she has addressed more frequently. Such
actions may become that user’s preferences. The system may provide these preferences
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in a proactive way, thus achieving a more natural and efficient dialogue, since there is
a reduction of user requests (Lucas-Cuesta et al., 2011; Thompson et al., 2004).

Finally, researchers have proposed other strategies to obtain and update the infor-
mation of the user model. For instance, user models have been described as Bayesian
networks in Akiba and Tanaka (1994). The contents of such a model are obtained by
means of probability theory, updating them as the dialogue progresses in order to esti-
mate the probability that the user has addressed a specific action or sequence of actions
during his or her previous interventions. A decision tree has also been proposed (Ko-
matani et al., 2005) to model the dependencies between several automatically collected
metrics and the degree of expertise of the user.

2.3.4.3 Adapting the language generation

The influence of user’s characteristics can also be used to adapt the output stages of
the SDS (that is, the language generation and the speech synthesis modules). Zuker-
man and Litman (2001) surveyed the adaptation of the language generation module
regarding two main features of the users: their degree of expertise in the application
domain, and their preferences regarding the level of detail of the feedback provided.
For instance, novice users may need a more detailed feedback about the actions that
the system has carried out in the last interaction.

As we mentioned in the previous Section, the decision on how to carry on with the
dialogue can depend on the user’s degree of expertise or knowledge of the application
domain. In that sense, the response generation module should modify the messages
that the system feeds back to the user, for instance to provide more information to less
expert users, or to make a more dynamic dialogue with more expert ones. The level of
expertise has been used in Komatani et al. (2005) to modify the explicitness and the
verbosity of the system’s feedback according to the skills and knowledge of the users of
a tourist information system. A more dynamic approach can be studied in Janarthanam
and Lemon (2010), in which a model of user’s knowledge is estimated and updated at
each dialogue turn by means of a Reinforcement Learning (RL) approach.

User models can also reflect the preferences of the users about the way that the
system retrieves information to them. For instance, adding emotional content to the
output messages of the system (Barra-Chicote et al., 2010), thus endowing the system
with the ability of reacting in different ways according not only to the preferences of
the users, but also to its own needs and emotions (Lutfi et al., 2010).

The messages of the system can be adapted according to the detected emotion of the
speaker. For instance, if the system detects that the user becomes angry, it could start
synthesizing more polite and apologizing messages. An example has been presented
in Pittermann and Pittermann (2006), where the user model is based on the recognition
of the user’s emotion through speech and the representation of the evolution of his or
her emotional state in a vector space.
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2.3.4.4 User modeling for simulation and validation

We can mention another field in which the term user modeling is used in a rather
different way. An important effort is currently being done in gathering user data for
different applications (training dialogue strategies, assessing dialogue systems, and so
on). We could mention three approaches to gather this data: the use of a Wizard-of-Oz
paradigm (Fraser and Gilbert, 1991; Dahlbäck et al., 1993), in which users interact with
a system, part of whose modules are substituted by experts; the collection of actual user
interactions; and the modeling of the behaviour of users via some stochastic approach.

Whereas in the two first approaches the data acquired are ‘real’ (in the sense that
they come from actual users of the system), in the latter one the data are ‘artificial’,
since they are automatically generated, and may not represent actual, or feasible, be-
haviour of users.

In any case, these techniques for user simulation (we consider this term as more ac-
curate than user modeling, for referring to these approaches) have become a need, be-
cause of their ability to smooth and complete previously estimated models, that could
be used to train dialogue strategies, or to assess the completeness of spoken dialogue
systems in an exhaustive way (which in turn is related to their performance), providing
the system with examples not seen in training. Nevertheless, a further validation of
the stochastic, simulated data is needed, in order to assure that these data represent the
actual behaviour of the users accurately.

User simulation has been considered in the assessment of the performance of whole
dialogue systems and dialogue management strategies. These simulated systems make
use of a representation of the user’s interventions to measure the performance of the
dialogue as well as the appropriateness of the system’s responses to each possible input
message. Whereas this technique is accurate to determine the goodness of a certain
dialogue management algorithm for the most common expressions that users may utter,
it can only deal with the expressions seen in the simulated model, and therefore it is
not measured how systems behave with every possible expression. As a consequence,
a validation stage with actual speakers is usually required. This approach has been
applied to the retrieval of travel information (Eckert et al., 1997; Griol et al., 2008), or
in a telephone application to ask for fast-food (López-Cózar et al., 2003, 2006).

In recent years user simulation has been used within the scope of Reinforcement
Learning (RL) strategies (Sutton and Barto, 1998) for managing the dialogue (Schatz-
mann et al., 2005, 2006). User simulation within a RL based approach has been con-
sidered for the two main RL strategies presented in Section 2.1.1, Markov Decision
Processes (MDPs), and Partially Observable MDPs (POMDPs). These approaches
rely on the definition of the dialogue as a set of states and the transitions between them,
according to a probabilistic function. The system tries to carry out the best possible
action on each of these states, following the maximization of a reward function.

Dialogue systems based on a RL approach have the advantage that they carry out
a fully stochastic process, from the speech recognition to the inference of the user
intentions. Its main drawback relies in that the states that characterize the dialogue are
usually defined as a set of binary variables, each of which represent a specific feature
of the dialogue (for instance, a semantic piece of information, a specific action that
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users can carry out, and so on). As a consequence, such systems have to deal with a
huge number of states, even for simple applications.

This fact in turn implies that these systems need a huge amount of data to train the
models considered for the interaction (which are usually a model of the user behaviour,
a model of the evolution of the state of the system, and a model of the actions to be
carried out on each state (Williams and Young, 2007)). For this reason, it is usual to
simulate users (either their general behaviour, or even their level of expertise, such as
in Janarthanam and Lemon (2009)) to generate a database with enough samples to train
the corresponding models. In that sense, the simulated model is usually a stereotype
(according to the taxonomy presented in Section 2.3.2.1), since the data simulates the
behaviour of a general user, instead of a specific one.

When simulating users, it is important to take into account all the possible actions
that users may carry out at any point of the interaction, in order to obtain a model that
represents more closely the behaviour of actual users. The reason is that the system can
only learn the modeled actions. Therefore, a validation step is needed in order to verify
that the simulated model actually represents how users interact with the system. This
validation usually implies an evaluation with actual users, such as the one proposed in
Misu et al. (2011).

Another possibility is to build the model incrementally, updating it as the dialogue
evolves. This way, the system becomes adapted to the current conditions of the dia-
logue. In any case, an initial model is needed as a seed to start the interaction.

To sum up, we have seen how user modeling could be exploited in spoken dialogue
applications to enhance the interaction with the system, adapting it to the most promi-
nent characteristics and preferences of users, in an effort to achieve more efficient and
user-friendly dialogues. However, user-adapted systems still require an important re-
search effort to move from the prototypes aforementioned, towards useful, friendly and
user-accepted commercial applications. The work that we propose in this Thesis aims
at defining a useful framework to contextualize the behaviour of dialogue systems to
cope with the adaptation and personalization features presented.

2.4 On the evaluation of adaptive dialogue systems

As we have seen in the previous Section, the design of Human-Computer Interaction
systems that can adapt their behaviour to their different users is a current research topic.
The goal is not only to modify the response of a system to better react to a particular
user, but also to play a more proactive role in the interaction, anticipating the users’
desires, and proposing them specific actions foreseen by the system.

The development of evaluation methodologies to assess adaptive systems accu-
rately is also an important research scope. Nevertheless, such systems have to face
several limitations when designing a proper evaluation framework, as outlined in
Weibelzahl and Weber (2002); Weibelzahl (2005). First of all, the results of an evalu-
ation could include some uncertainty (that can be expressed in terms of a probability
value). This uncertainty may depend on the reliability of the data considered, on the
evaluation methods themselves, or on random variables that may affect the results. In
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addition to that, proposed evaluations excel at identifying design errors of adaptive sys-
tems. However, a firm theoretical basis is needed to identify the most relevant factors
that may affect the evaluation, thus achieving that the evaluation yields reliable and
useful results. Finally, the lack of an adequate feedback from the evaluation into the
design process of user-adapted systems makes it difficult to infer information useful to
modify the adaptation approaches implemented during the design cycle of the system,
making these systems hard to design and develop, and delaying the development of
their commercial version.

To partially overcome such limitations, Weibelzahl and Weber (2002) proposed
to carry out the evaluation in a 4-layered process, in which each evaluation layer is
needed as an input of the subsequent ones. These layers are: a) the observation of the
users and their behaviour, and the gathering of that information as input data; b) the
inference of the main features of users, based on the data gathered in the first layer; c)
the decision of the system regarding where to apply the adaptation and how to carry
it out, and d) the presentation of the results to users (either the interface itself, or the
information resulting from the interaction). A similar evaluation approach has been
proposed in Paramythis et al. (2001), where a modular decomposition of the evaluation
is introduced. The components of a user-adaptive system are split into several modules,
each of which is suitable to be adapted. These modules are related to the modeling of
different users, to the process of adaptation, to the application of this adaptation, to
assure the transparency of the models and the adaptation, and so on.

In addition to the previous efforts, several evaluation methodologies have been
proposed to measure the relevance of a user model (from the point of view of the
system in which it is included). In that sense, Chin (2001) proposes general guidelines
to carry out an evaluation of user-adapted systems, being one of the most important
ones an adequate selection of participants, and their randomization in several groups
to interact with different versions of the system. This work also mentions several
measures that should be reported, such as the main characteristics of the participants,
the variables considered, and so on.

A comprehensive review of current techniques for evaluating user-adapted systems
is presented in Gena (2005). This work classifies evaluation methodologies in the
following groups: a) those ones regarding the collection of users’ opinions (such as
interviews and questionnaires, either before or after the interaction with the system);
b) techniques related to the observation of the usage of the system (which includes the
analysis of the log files that register the actions of the users); c) predictive evaluations
(which try to infer the usability of a system by using models of user behaviour and/or
initial prototypes of the adaptive system); d) formative evaluations (which are usually
carried out at the early stages of the design of the system, aiming at improving and
revising this design; this paradigm includes the evaluations based on Wizard-of-Oz and
on scenarios that users have to perform); and e) the development of tests that measure
the usability of the system. In addition to that, the most widespread objective metrics
for evaluating adaptive systems are also surveyed. We could mention as the most
known ones the Precision, the Recall and the Accuracy in identifying or executing
the actions addressed by the user, or the Utility of the system, that assigns different
relevance values to the correct and wrong hypotheses by means of a factor adjustment.
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Regarding the evaluation of user-adapted dialogue systems, the same problems
aforementioned arise. As with other Human-Computer Interaction interfaces, it is dif-
ficult to find accurate performance figures from real-world applications that can be
extrapolated to other systems, or be worldwide accepted, provided that such metrics
are commonly related to a specific system. Nonetheless, there is a general agreement
on considering usability as the most relevant aspect to take into account to assess the
quality of a system, over other widely used criteria, like naturalness or flexibility. In
that sense, Dybkjær et al. (2004) presents the key issues to assess the usability of a
SDS, among which we could stress the following ones: a) the accuracy of the speech
recognizer and the language understanding, aiming at allowing the user to address the
system in an intuitive and natural way; b) the quality of the output speech and the ad-
equacy of the output message, trying to develop a fluent and friendly interaction with
the user; c) the adequacy of the dialogue structure, making possible to adapt the dia-
logue flow or the initiative to each particular situation of the interaction; d) an accurate
strategy to handle errors, mainly in recognition and understanding, trying to make the
system able to recover of these problems, and maybe avoiding additional turns of the
speaker; and e) a proper adaptation to the particular characteristics and behaviour of
each user of the system, trying thus to act in a proactive way, providing each user with
the most appropriate results or actions, and even anticipating these actions.

From the point of view of adaptive spoken dialogue systems, an additional problem
arises. Provided that each system is designed to solve a specific problem, there is a lack
of standard databases to evaluate such systems. Even worse, due to the evolving and
dynamic nature of dialogue, the collection of a database might not be enough for testing
a system, since once a problem is solved, a dialogue might carry on in a different
way, thus making a collected database hard to be reused. Therefore, an exhaustive
evaluation of a dialogue system is typically a costly task, involving details such as the
gathering of participants, the setup of the evaluation conditions, and a proper labeling
and management of the dialogues collected for further evaluations of the system.

There is a general agreement in that spoken dialogue systems should be evaluated
by using both objective and subjective metrics. That is, using several figures related to
the performance of the system (either obtained automatically during each interaction,
or extracted from the log files after a full interaction with the system), as well as con-
sidering the opinions and the experience of the participants of the evaluation regarding
how the system carried out the orders, the naturalness of the interaction, and so on. The
efforts in defining these metrics have given place to the definition of several evaluation
guidelines that have become de-facto standards for the research community.

As regards the objective metrics, the most known among them are those ones re-
lated to the input stages (the speech recognizer and the language understanding mod-
ule), such as the Word Error Rate (WER), or percentage of errors in the recognition of
an input utterance, or the Concept Accuracy (CA), estimated as the percentage of se-
mantic concepts correctly extracted by the understanding system from the hypotheses
emitted by the speech recognizer. Nevertheless, metrics related to the dialogue flow
and to the performance of the dialogue manager are also needed. Danieli and Gerbino
(1995) proposed to evaluate a SDS by considering the contextual appropriateness of
the system’s responses (that is, whether these responses were useful to users, and were
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related to the current conditions of the interaction), the turn correction ratio (i.e. the
percentage of turns in which the system has to correct some wrong data gathered dur-
ing previous interactions), or the transaction success (that is, the percentage of actions
that the system performs correctly).

This set of objective metrics was further revised and extended, giving place to
PARADISE (Walker et al., 1997, 1998), an evaluation framework that is currently one
of the most widespread paradigms for assessing dialogue systems. The idea underlying
the PARADISE framework is that the objective to accomplish in any human-machine
interaction is to maximize user satisfaction. In that sense, the evaluation has to estimate
several metrics regarding the performance of the system. Using the evaluation results,
the relevance of each metric regarding user satisfaction has to be inferred, for instance
by means of a linear regression analysis, or another statistical approach.

The PARADISE framework, along with its underlying principles, and the set of
objective metrics considered, were quickly adopted by the research community as a
de-facto standard for the evaluation of dialogue systems. However, system design-
ers usually select the subset of metrics that best suited their application domain, or the
specific characteristics of their systems, and so on. Considering these rather inhomoge-
neous but somehow related metrics, the International Telecommunication Union (ITU)
recommended an exhaustive list of objective metrics that should be taken into account
in the evaluation of a SDS ITU (2005, 2011). The ITU classifies these objective metrics
into the following groups:

• Communication features. This group comprises metrics related to the number of
dialogue turns and their length, the number of words and semantic concepts in
each turn, the response time of both the user and the system, and so on.

• Meta-communication features, that make reference to those actions devoted to
clarify or correct wrong information or system errors. In this group there are
features such as the number of requests for help, the number of timeouts, barge-
ins, and cancellations, the rejection ratio of the speech recognizer, and so on.

• Parameters regarding cooperativity. These metrics aim at determining whether
the system behaves in a cooperative way with users, proposing them useful ac-
tions. The ITU recommends to obtain the contextual appropriateness, measured
as the fraction of dialogue turns that are judged as appropriate in their context.

• Task-related parameters, to assess the accuracy of the system when carrying out
the tasks addressed. The most important metric is the task success, that is, the
number of dialogues (or subdialogues) in which the user wanted to carry out an
action and reached his or her goal by the end of the dialogue. Another metric
related to this one is the dialogue efficiency, that is, the average number of actions
carried out per dialogue unit. This dialogue unit could be a dialogue turn, a
subdialogue, a full dialogue, or an entire session of user-system interactions.

• Parameters of the speech input. These parameters are related to the input stages
of the dialogue system (i.e. the speech recognition and the language under-
standing). We could mention the Word Error Rate and the Word Accuracy; the
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Sentence Error Rate (SER), and the Sentence Accuracy; the number of errors
per sentence; and the Concept Error Rate (CER) and the Concept Accuracy.

An important detail that should be taken into account is the cost of obtaining the
different metrics aforementioned. Whereas some of them can be automatically esti-
mated by the system itself throughout the interaction (such as the dialogue length, the
task success, or the dialogue efficiency), and are thus relatively easy to obtain, there
are some metrics which require an additional effort from the designers. For instance,
the estimation of the recognition performance or the language understanding accuracy
need that the gathered dialogues have to be labeled, which is usually an expensive and
time consuming process.

In any case, obtaining these objective metrics is not enough to assess the perfor-
mance of the system. It is also needed to determine somehow the relevance of each
metric to the overall behaviour of the system and, more important, to the perception
of users regarding how the system carries out the actions that they want to fulfill. As
a consequence, a subjective evaluation to gather users’ opinions is also needed. This
subjective evaluation is usually carried out by asking the participants to fill out several
questionnaires regarding their expectations and perceptions about the system’s perfor-
mance. A typical questionnaire is divided into three subsets of questions to be asked to
the participants at different points in the evaluation ITU (2003): prior to any interac-
tion (aspects of users related to their previous experience with dialogue systems, and
their expectations regarding the system to be evaluated); after each dialogue (how the
system carried out the actions specified, its degree of achievement of those actions,
how the participants perceived the naturalness of the dialogue, and so on), and after
the whole interaction (such as overall opinion regarding the interaction, degree of sat-
isfaction when using the system, or whether the participants would use such system
instead of any other means of interaction). These questions are usually measured with
a Mean Opinion Score (MOS) scale, asking the participants to assign a numeric value
(e.g. from 1, or not satisfying, to 5, or highly satisfying) to each proposed question.

To measure the relevance of the results of the subjective evaluation, several ap-
proaches have been proposed. The ITU recommends to carry out a method of statistical
significance, such as an analysis of variance (ANOVA) among the different questions
proposed to the participants. A common practice proposed within the PARADISE
framework (Walker et al., 1997) relies on inferring the user satisfaction by means of a
linear regression of the metrics collected.

The estimation of the user satisfaction has two components. The first one is the
kappa κ coefficient of agreement between the actions carried out by the system and
those ones that the user wanted to fulfill. This coefficient depends on the probability
that the system actually agrees with the user in the actions carried out, and on the prob-
ability of agreement by chance. The second one is a relevance function that estimates
the relative importance of the different metrics to the satisfaction of the user. This
function is dependent on the costs of the different actions carried out, which in turn
depend on the conditions of the dialogue: whether any problem has occurred when
recognizing the user’s utterances, whether the system has needed too many turns to
obtain the information required to perform the actions addressed, and so on.
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Nowadays, PARADISE has become a successful evaluation framework. It excels at
comparing different implementations of a dialogue system, and also at estimating the
performance of different systems, by using a rather simple mathematical framework,
and a set of metrics that can be obtained from the log files after each dialogue. There-
fore, it has been used in a large number of spoken dialogue systems, from the DARPA
Communicator Spoken Dialogue System for travel planning (Walker et al., 2001), to
almost any application domain. We could highlight the reservation of train tickets
(Litman and Pan, 1999, 2002), the retrieval of touristic information (Mizukami et al.,
2010), the access to academic and university staff information (Callejas and López-
Cózar, 2008), the control of household devices (Möller et al., 2007; Fernández et al.,
2008), or tutoring systems to assess the learning evolution of students (Forbes-Riley
and Litman, 2006).

Despite its benefits and widespread usage, different authors have reported several
drawbacks of PARADISE. We could mention that PARADISE makes several assump-
tions regarding user satisfaction that might not be completely true. For instance, the
relationship between user satisfaction and the different metrics does not have to be lin-
ear, as the analysis proposed in PARADISE assumes. Furthermore, PARADISE tries
to infer user satisfaction as an average measure across all the scenarios performed by
a single user, or even considering all the users in the measurement (Möller and Engel-
brecht, 2008; Engelbrecht and Möller, 2010). This may not be the optimal strategy to
carry out, since the satisfaction of a user may vary from one scenario to another, or
even within a single scenario, depending on how the interaction evolves, on whether
the system reacts to each intervention of the user, on the errors that it makes, and so on.
This makes difficult to infer an accurate estimator for the user satisfaction throughout
a whole interaction.

In any case, if we consider an adaptive dialogue system which we want to adapt
to the particular characteristics and features of each individual user, we should not
consider the estimation of user satisfaction as a unique value for every possible user,
but as a guideline to determine the most relevant aspects of the system that should be
improved and, if possible, further adapted to each user.

Several evaluation strategies have been recently proposed to partially overcome
the limitations of the PARADISE framework. An interesting approach is the tripartite
framework presented in Möller and Ward (2008). This work proposes the separation of
the influence of three aspects that should be evaluated: the interaction-specific features,
that measure the behaviour of both the system and the user; the perception of the
user on the performance of the system and his or her corresponding judgment, and
an appropriate mapping between that judgment and a value that describes the overall
benefits of the system, in terms of performance, quality, usability, and acceptability.
The main goal of this framework is to propose to move the evaluation process to earlier
stages of the dialogue system design. In other words, it is pursued that both users and
designers can take advantage of the results of this evaluation even at the early steps of
the design and deployment of the system.

To sum up, spoken dialogue system evaluation is nowadays a scope to which re-
searchers are devoting an important effort. Despite the definition of several de-facto
standards and recommendations, the proper design of the evaluation and the aspects
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of the system that will be assessed, the recruitment of participants, and the gathering
and analysis of the data collected are tasks with a high related cost, both in terms of
time and material resources. This cost, along with the difficulty of reusing databases
of actual dialogues to assess a system (due to the inherently dynamic nature of dia-
logue) makes dialogue system evaluation an attractive but hard task. In addition to
that, there is still much work to do in the definition of appropriate metrics to assess the
behaviour of the adaptation components of the systems, and the overall performance
of the adapted systems. Finally, the field of multimodal dialogue systems is also re-
ceiving more attention, but there are still few proposals for evaluating such systems,
especially the relationship that should be reached among the different modalities of the
system. Consequently, we could predict an increasingly effort in the evaluation of such
systems, and the proposal of accurate and reliable evaluation metrics.
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CHAPTER 3

GOALS AND CONTRIBUTIONS

In this Chapter we will present the motivation for the work that we propose, as well as
the main ideas and contributions that we will pursue in our Thesis.

Our main hypothesis is that a dialogue system conveys enough information to cre-
ate, update and make use of contextualization models that will allow the system to
adapt itself to the conditions of the current interaction: the speaker and his or her char-
acteristics (such as the way to address the system, their preferences, or their usage
privileges), the context of the dialogue (the actions that the user has asked to perform
in previous interactions, the current value of the variables of the system, i.e. what we
defined as its status, see Section 2.2.2), the conditions of the communication channel,
and so on.

Therefore, our main contribution relies in defining a contextualization framework
for spoken dialogue systems. Within this framework we will try to define which ele-
ments of information could be taken into consideration to modify the behaviour of the
system accordingly to the current conditions of the interaction. Our framework should
also consider those conditions under which the information aforementioned has been
gathered. The underlying idea is that each information source may have more or less
importance at each moment of the interaction, depending on different conditions (for
instance, the information provided by the user in previous interactions, or the knowl-
edge about the main features and preferences of the speaker). One of our hypotheses is
that the system itself is able to estimate at each dialogue turn the degree of importance
of each element of information, by using those features and performance figures that it
obtains, such as confidence measures, probabilities of the different models considered,
and so on.

As a spoken dialogue system is usually composed of different modules, we should
particularize the definition of the contextualization framework to each one of the mod-
ules of the system. This way, the adaptation of the behaviour of the system could take
place at different levels, from the input stages (speech recognition and language un-
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derstanding) to the managers (Dialogue Manager and Context Manager), and to the
output modules (language generation and speech synthesis).

In the next Sections we present the main characteristics of the contextualization
framework that we propose (Section 3.1), as well as its particularization for the speech
recognition (3.2) and the information managers (3.3).

3.1 Proposal of a general contextualization framework
for spoken dialogue systems

Our motivation to develop the proposed framework consists of endowing a dialogue
system with the ability to react in a different way depending on the evolution of the
dialogue and its current conditions and features, and on the individual characteristics
of each user. The contextualization framework should be general enough to be imple-
mented in any system, and it should also consider all the aspects that could lead to an
optimal adaptation of the system. In this Section we will define the main features that
our framework should cover, as well as the sources of information that could be taken
into account for the adaptation of the behaviour of the system.

We propose that the contextualization framework should rely on three main fea-
tures or characteristics: plasticity (or ability to change its behaviour), adaptivity (or
ability to take into account the conditions of each interaction to effectively carry out
the modification of its behaviour), and transparency (or ability to perform any contex-
tualization strategy in such a way that users are not aware of that task, and without
requiring of them any additional effort).

• The first requisite that a system must accomplish in order to be context-aware
is that it can not be monolithic, or static, in the sense of carrying out the same
actions the same way regardless of the situation of the interaction. Therefore,
the plasticity of the system, or its ability to modify its behaviour, is a need of
any contextualization approach.

• In a similar way, the system has to be adaptive. This adaptivity implies that
it is not only necessary that the system simply modifies its behaviour, but this
adaptation has to be carried out by taking into account the evolving conditions
of the interaction. These conditions may include the characteristics of the com-
munication channel at each moment of the interaction, the actions that the user
has already addressed, the specific characteristics of each user (both in terms of
their way of addressing the system, from a syntactic and semantic point of view,
and in terms of which actions they prefer to carry out), and so on. Therefore, the
contextualized system has to adapt itself to these conditions aiming at offering
the better response to each user, and to each specific situation of the interaction

• Both the adaptation to the general conditions of the interaction and the adaptation
to the current user has to be done in a transparent way. This means that users
should not be aware of the processes carried out to achieve this adaptation, nor
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have they to provide any additional information to the system for carrying out the
adaptation (which will consume dialogue time without carrying out any direct
action over the system, thus reducing the efficiency of the interaction).

We could add an additional condition to these three pillars of the contextualization
framework. A highly desirable feature of such framework would be its generality.
That is, its theoretical basis and general characteristics should be general enough so
that it could be applied to any dialogue system, regardless of the application domain in
which it is used, the solution that it proposes to manage the dialogue, and so on. This
generality would allow us to contextualize dialogue systems with less efforts due to
changes in the contextualization paradigm.

To cover these three high-level features or characteristics, we propose that the con-
textualization framework should consider the information gathered and managed by
the different modules of the dialogue system. Our hypothesis is that the system itself
conveys enough knowledge to estimate, update, and effectively use a contextualization
model. We propose that the mission of the framework should be to define the informa-
tion useful for the contextualization, as well as the relevance, or relative importance,
of the different sources of information, attending to the conditions of the interaction.
For instance, at a given point of the dialogue, if the system has identified a specific user
with relevant preferences, the information regarding those preferences should become
more important that other features of the system.

The information sources that could be considered as useful for the contextualization
framework could be rather disparate and be spread over the different modules of the
dialogue system. We propose that the model should include the following information:

• Acoustic cues, such as the level of noise in the environment; the acoustic model
used in the speech recognizer; the acoustic model related to each speaker; the
features of the speech synthesizer (such as the pitch, the prosody, or even the
emotion that the system expresses) that the user prefers, and so on.

• Linguistic or grammatical cues, which could include the lexicon or phraseology
allowed to interact with the system; the language models used in the speech
recognizer; or even a model related to the way of expressing of each user.

• Semantic cues, among which we could mention the semantic concepts that can
be extracted by the understanding module; the concepts that conveys the infor-
mation to be presented to the user, and that are used in the response generation
module; the concepts related to the actions most addressed by each user (and
that could become their preferences, as we will present below), and so on.

• Discourse or dialogue cues, among which we could mention the actions ad-
dressed by the users in the current interaction or in previous dialogue turns.

• User-specific cues, such as the privileges or usage permissions of each user, the
actions that they prefer to carry out, or their degree of expertise when interacting
with the system.
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The contextualization framework should also define which performance figures ob-
tained by the system will be considered to estimate the relevance of each of the aspects
aforementioned. Among these figures we could mention the confidence measures of
each word (estimated in the speech recognition process) and each semantic concept
(estimated in the understanding module and the dialogue manager); the probabilities
of each word sequence according to the language models considered in the recogni-
tion; the evidence or belief of the system regarding the different actions addressed by
the user; the remaining evidence of the information stored in the Context Manager,
that is updated at each dialogue turn (see Section 2.1), or the reliability of the user
preferences, that should be estimated by considering the different actions explicitly
addressed by the users, as we will see in subsequent sections.

Finally, using the information gathered at each dialogue turn (and the relevance
of each piece of information), and keeping under consideration the three criteria of
the contextualization, the framework should contain the guidelines to modify the be-
haviour of the different modules of the system towards the obtention of a response
more adequate to the full context of the interaction. Our proposal is to particularize to
each function of the system the general framework presented up to now. We defend this
approach as it considers a modular design of the contextualization solutions, studying
and adapting each module separately. Besides, we could make use of the information
obtained in each module to contextualize the response of the rest of them (that is, each
component could contribute to contextualize the response of a given module).

The whole framework opens the possibility to explore several contextualization
approaches or particularizations. In the context of our Thesis we will propose some
engineering and tests on specific contextualization techniques, contributing not only
with a general framework, but also with some specific solutions that validate part of the
framework. In that sense, after the theoretical hypotheses for a general framework, we
will include it in an experimental setup which will focus in the input and management
stages, more specifically in contextualizing the behaviour of the speech recognizer, the
Dialogue Manager, and the Context Manager.

3.2 Contextualization model for speech recognition:
dynamic adaptation of Language Models

To apply the contextualization framework to the speech recognition system, we pro-
pose to act on the recognition models, either the acoustic or the language model. We
propose to particularize the framework by focusing on the dynamic modification of
the language models. Our underlying idea is to dynamically update the LMs using the
contextual information available. We propose the usage of a well-known approach to
adapt LMs, such as a linear interpolation between a background model (static), and a
context dependent model (as defined in Section 2.2). This context dependent LM will
also be built by means of an interpolation between several situation-specific models,
that will be related to the different contextual information. Our main contributions rely
in the selection of the information that is used to train the situation-specific models, as
well as in the estimation of the interpolation weights of each of these LMs.
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Language Models

As regards the information considered to be part of the situation-specific LMs, the
contextualization framework could consider any of the information sources aforemen-
tioned. From a general point of view, we could take into account two broad types of
information: syntactic (for instance, the phraseology allowed by the speech recognizer,
or the way of expressing of each particular user), and semantic, which we will refer to
as dialogue concepts. Among the semantic information we could further distinguish
between the information provided by the user at each interaction (and extracted by the
understanding module); the concepts more frequently addressed by each user, the in-
tentions of the user (that is, the actions that he or she wants to fulfill, inferred by the
Dialogue Manager), which we will refer to as dialogue goals; the actions that each
user prefers to carry out, and even the output messages that the language generation
module uses to build a text to be synthesized to the user).

We could consider to build a language model related to each piece of information
(that is, a LM for each user’s way of expressing, a LM for each semantic element,
another one for each intention element, and so on). However, if we took that amount
of models into account, we could find problems regarding their reliability (for instance,
the amount of information used to estimate each model could be not enough to obtain
a robust model). We propose to tackle this limitation by merging or clustering several
of the information elements together prior to the estimation of their related model.
We will propose several clustering strategies by which we will try to reach a tradeoff
between the robustness of the models (which will be higher as the amount of data to
train them increases), and their specificity (the models related to individual, or strongly
related elements, should be more closely related to a certain context than models built
with more elements).

We propose to relate the relevance of each information source to a dynamic inter-
polation weight related to each situation-specific model. This way, the more relevant
a given piece of information is considered at a certain point of the interaction, the
higher the weight assigned to its related model should be. In that sense, one of our
major claims is that the different modules of the system conveys enough informa-
tion to obtain these dynamic weights online (i.e. at each dialogue turn), instead of
obtaining them offline by means of any of the well-known strategies to estimate inter-
polation weights, such as Maximum a Posteriori (MAP), or MLLR. In our proposal,
these weights depend on the current recognition result, on the system’s contextual in-
formation (its knowledge about the dialogue up to the current interaction), and even
on further distant system assumptions (for instance, what the system might expect that
the user will say when the system synthesizes a request of information to carry out
a certain action). This way, the interpolation weights will depend on certain values
obtained by the system, such as confidence measures, probabilities, and so on.

Taking into account the proposed features of the contextualization of the speech
recognizer, we could say that we cover the three high-level aspects of the framework.
We deal with adaptability since we propose to modify the recognition models at each
dialogue time using the information available in the dialogue system. We also deal
with personalization since our approaches will cover user-dependent features, as well
as their way of expressing ideas and requesting actions, and their preferences when
interacting with the system. Finally, we deal with transparency in the sense that the
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users should not have to make any additional effort in providing the system with the
information that should be considered for the contextualization of the recognizer.

As the results of the speech recognition module have an influence on the perfor-
mance of subsequent modules (the understanding module and the Dialogue Manager),
an accurate contextualization of the recognition models may lead to an improvement
of the results of the other modules. Therefore, during the experimental setup we will
measure the extent of that improvement in the identification of the semantics and the
intentions of the user.

3.3 Contextualization model for dialogue manage-
ment: handling user-dependent information

The second scope in which we will focus the implementational part of our work is the
application of the contextualization framework presented before to the management
modules, that is, the Dialogue Manager and the Context Manager. We propose to mod-
ify the strategy to handle the information available in the CM (that will be used by the
DM at each dialogue turn to solve any ambiguity that arises during the dialogue, or
any other discourse features, such as anaphorae or ellipsis), as well as to increase the
sources of information considered as contextually useful. In that sense, our main con-
cern relies in including the information specific of each user (e.g. their characteristics,
acoustic and/or linguistic features, and even their preferred actions) into the dialogue
flow in such a way that it could be easily updated and retrieved when the DM considers
it as useful for the current dialogue turn.

Our main contribution to include user-dependent information into the system relies
in the definition and estimation of user preferences. We will introduce the definition of
a user preference as that action or set of actions that a specific user is prone to request.
We will further develop this definition within a probabilistic framework where we will
also demand a high likelihood ratio for a frequent action to actually consider it as a
preference. Therefore, we propose to analyse the actions addressed by the user (that
are inferred by the Dialogue Manager), in his or her interactions with the system.

We propose to keep track of all the actions that the user addresses in order to cover
two important cues. First of all, the preferences of a given user (as previously defined)
are not static, since they may change throughout the time, as the interests or attitudes of
the speaker are a dynamic feature. Therefore, by studying all the interactions we aim
at determining when a change in a preference takes place. On the other hand, in our
opinion, a single action, or a single user request, should not be considered as a pref-
erence by itself. Indeed, the definition proposed above includes a certain comparison
among the different actions to be carried out. Therefore, we will propose a preference
estimation as a function of the number of occurrences of the actions available in the
system. In that sense, we will consider that a certain action would become a preference
for the current user when its likelihood ratio is high enough.
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3.3 Contextualization model for dialogue management: handling user-dependent
information

User preferences could be used in several ways. For instance, we could estimate
a preference-dependent LM to be used in the speech recognizer to adapt it to the cur-
rent user, as proposed in the previous Section. We could also use that information to
propose the user his or her preferred actions in those situations in which a certain am-
biguity remains in the dialogue. For instance, let us suppose that a given user wants to
control a Hi-Fi audio system with a CD player with a several CD loader. If a user says
Play the CD, and the system knows that this user clearly prefers to listen to CD 2, it
could decide to play it directly, instead of asking the user which CD he or she wants to
play.

We will include an additional restriction to the definition of a preference. The
system should only consider for the estimation of the user preferences those actions
explicitly addressed by the user, but not those ones that may be carried out by a sys-
tem’s initiative. For instance, if a given user says Switch the TV on, the system may
decide which channel to play, maybe that one that the current user prefers. As the user
has not asked for that channel explicitly, the preference estimation strategy should not
take that action into account for the update of the user preferences.

To accurately manage the user-dependent information we propose to modify the
Context Manager, adapting its different structures to make them user-dependent. This
way, if a system keeps track of the system status (that in our case is defined as the
values of the different variables considered in the system at each dialogue turn), we
could consider a system status for each user, switching among them as a change in the
speaker takes place.

The definition and estimation of user preferences and the modification of the Con-
text Manager that we propose cover the three high-level aspects of the contextualiza-
tion framework. First of all, the inclusion of the information specific of users will
contribute to adapt the system response to the main features of each speaker, that is,
to the context of the current interaction. Furthermore, by considering the preferences
of each user, as well as their privileges (that is, which functionality is available to
each user) the system could be able to react to those features and propose different ac-
tions to different users, thus accomplishing the personalization feature. Finally, as the
contextualized system will gather the information needed to define and update the user-
dependent model during the user interactions, without needing any additional effort of
the speakers (such as additional turns or prior dialogues to define their characteristics),
our proposal is transparent to the users.
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CHAPTER 4

CONTEXTUALIZATION
FRAMEWORK

In this Chapter we present the main high-level considerations that are taken into ac-
count for defining a contextualization framework. We first propose a series of elements
that form the basis of the framework. That is, the main characteristics or conditions
that any approach devoted to make the system more context-aware should fulfill. The
goal is to propose a set of guidelines to help designing contextualization strategies,
aiming at obtaining systems that adapt their behaviour to the evolving conditions of
the dialogue.

We first present the main conditions or characteristics on which the contextual-
ization framework relies. That is, the features that any contextualization approach
should fulfill according to our definition. We then present an overview of the infor-
mation managed by the dialogue system that should be taken into account to carry out
the contextualization. We finally present a proposal to represent the contextualization
framework and the information considered in such a way that the system can easily
gather and handle it to achieve any contextualization approach.

4.1 High level features of the framework

We could define our contextualization framework as a theoretical tool that makes pos-
sible the description of those strategies that could be implemented as part of a spoken
dialogue system in order to adapt its behaviour and its responses to the evolving con-
ditions of the interaction.

This high-level definition of our framework comprises three important aspects:
plasticity (i.e. the contextualized system should not respond in a monolithic or static
way, but it has to be dynamic, in the sense of changing the way it behaves), adaptivity
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(i.e. the modification on the behaviour of the system will depend on the current condi-
tions of the interaction, either environmental, or dependent on the dialogue itself, such
as the features of the user, the actions he or she has previously addressed, and so on),
and transparency (i.e. users will not need to devote an additional effort to provide
the system with the information needed for any contextualization technique). These
features are the elements that sustain the definition of the framework.

• From a theoretical perspective, the first and maybe most important feature of any
contextualization approach is that it should give place to a system with a high
degree of plasticity. That is, with the ability of modifying its behaviour. The
rationale is that a context-aware system has to be able to carry out the required
tasks in different (and maybe versatile) ways, instead of providing the same ser-
vice in a rather static way. A system with the ability of modifying its behaviour
should behave more efficiently than a static or monolithic one. Furthermore,
users may perceive the interaction with a dynamic system as more natural and
enjoyable.

• The plasticity characteristic aforementioned implies that the behaviour of the
system should not always be the same. It has to be flexible enough to respond
to each particular situation in the most proper way. In that sense, we want to de-
velop a system with the ability to modify its responses and its behaviour depend-
ing on the conditions of the interaction: what the users have previously asked for,
whether there have been problems during the current interaction or the previous
ones, or what information the system has previously presented (or requested) to
its users. Among these conditions we should also include the specific features
of its users, since each one may address the system in a different way, asking
for different actions or items to retrieve, or in a different order. In other words,
the contextualized system has to be adaptive. This adaptivity aims at making
the system more aware of the evolving conditions of the interaction. The un-
derlying idea is that the system should not behave in the same way regardless
of the conditions of each interaction. Indeed, these conditions may change as a
consequence of several factors: variable environment conditions (such as noise,
reverberation, and so on), different context situations (for instance, at a certain
point of the interaction the user may ask for an action, and then change his or
her mind towards a completely different action), disparate ways of expressing
ideas (for example, using more complex or ellaborated lexical and syntactical
constructions), and so on. All these factors may cause that a certain configu-
ration of the system that suits to a certain moment of the interaction, might be
completely inappropriate in other turns. Therefore, the capability of the system
to adapt to its environment is needed in order to improve its performance.

• Finally, one of our main concerns is to achieve that the system adapts itself to the
conditions of the interaction in a transparent way from the users’ point of view.
That is, we do not want the users to make any additional effort to provide the sys-
tem with the information needed to perform the adaptation. In that sense, we will
propose a solution that allows the system to take the interaction decisions using
the information gathered during the previous dialogue turns and the current one,
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4.1 High level features of the framework

Figure 4.1: Relationships between the proposed contextualization framework and a
dialogue system

thus avoiding to ask the user for any additional information. We consider this
behaviour a need, since we want the system to carry out the actions addressed by
the users in a proactive way without unnecessary turns, in an effort to achieve a
more natural, effective and friendly interaction (for instance, proposing the users
the actions that they might prefer before they explicitly express those actions).

Additionally, the contextualization framework could include a feature related to
the easiness of using the same framework into different systems. We could require
the framework to be as generalistic as possible. That is, the theoretical description
of the framework should be open enough so that it could be considered by different
strategies to handle dialogues. This way, our theoretical proposal could become a
general standard for contextualizing the behaviour of spoken interaction systems.

Figure 4.1 depicts a possible relationship between the three main characteristics
of the contextualization framework, and a dialogue system. The dependency flow be-
tween the dialogue system and the framework represents the tasks that any contex-
tualization approach must carry out. These tasks are: i) observation; ii) information
processing, and iii) modification. We detail each of these tasks below.

First of all, the framework has to determine which information available to the di-
alogue system should be taken into account to contextualize the system. This informa-
tion has to be gathered from either the processes carried out by the different modules
of the system, of from the environment under which the interaction takes place. In
other words, the framework should consider the ways to observe the situation of each
interaction in order to capture that information in the most appropriate way.

Once the conditions of the interaction have been observed, the system has to an-
alyze and process this information, taking into account the three high-level character-
istics of the framework, to decide how to use it to contextualize its behaviour. This
processing task is carried out by the different contextualization managers that could
be proposed. Each of these managers could consider different pieces of information in
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order to contextualize one specific aspect of the interaction. In any case, all the man-
agers have to define clearly which actions they have to carry out, and the moments of
the interaction in which they have to carry out their tasks.

Finally, the different contextualization managers have to modify the behaviour of
one (or more) elements of the dialogue system. The objective is that the corresponding
module of the system becomes adapted to the current conditions of the interaction.

In the next Sections we present the rest of the elements that comprise our frame-
work: the pieces of information managed by the system that could be covered by any
contextualization strategy, the way to represent this information in order to make it
more readable by the system, and the possible actions that could be carried out by the
contextualization managers to include the features of our proposed framework into the
dialogue system.

4.2 Information considered

To carry out any contextualization approach, the system needs to gather any potentially
useful information managed throughout the dialogue. The sources of this information
are rather varied and disparate: the user may provide it in his or her interactions, or
the system may infer it as a consequence of the recognition and understanding of the
user’s utterances, or the observation of its own state, or its environment.

Each different contextualization strategy that could be applied into the dialogue
system might make use of different pieces of information. In this Section we present
the main information sources available to the dialogue system that are potentially use-
ful to contextualize its behaviour. We also propose to represent this information as
several vector spaces (either one for each element of the dialogue system to be con-
textualized, or one vector space for each type of information considered to carry out
the contextualization). This way, each contextualization approach can decide which
elements of the information vectors should be used to carry out its specific strategy.

Some information sources that could be taken into consideration can be classified
according to their different nature, that is, according to which element of the dialogue
system obtains them, and their origin. These sources of information are listed below.

• Acoustic features. This information is primarily handled by the system’s front-
end (i.e. the system that carries out the conversion of the analog signal into a
feature vector per each audio frame, as well as the separation between speech and
non-speech frames), and the speech, language, and speaker recognition modules
(that use the speech frames to determine which user is addressing the system,
and the message that he or she is emitting).

In many state-of-the-art dialogue systems, acoustic features are related to the
representation of speech, and take the form of a feature vector. The most com-
mon features are Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) or Perceptual
Linear Prediction coefficients (PLP). We propose to use as sources of acoustic
information the corresponding feature vectors obtained at each dialogue turn,
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that can be ellaborated by subsequent modules (speech and/or language recogni-
tion, or speaker identification).

• Linguistic features. This source of information comprises the main linguistic
characteristics of the utterances of the users when addressing the system. The
idea is to capture the way in which users interact with the system in terms of the
expressions they use at each point of the interaction.

Several strategies could be applied to represent the linguistic features. For in-
stance, we could consider a probabilistic approach to model the likelihood with
which speakers utter each word or phrase considered (that is, a n-gram model).
Another possibility relies on using Context-Free Grammars (CFG) that constrain
the expressions that users can utter.

• Semantic features. In this source of information we classify the semantic con-
tent of user’s utterances. That is, the semantic representation of the sentence
emitted by the speaker that the language understanding module extracts from
the recognition hypothesis.

• Discourse or intention related features. This source of information contains
the features directly related to the actions that users want to perform at each
dialogue turn. We could represent these features as the most likely actions that
the user has requested the system to carry out.

• User specific features. We propose to consider the specific information of each
user separately in order to achieve the personalization feature of the contex-
tualization framework. This way, the user-related features will contain all the
information that the system knows about each user. This information can be
physical or physiological (i.e. the user’s age, sex, any known speech pathology,
and so on), but it can also cover information related to higher-level features. For
instance, the user’s likes and dislikes as regards the system performance, his or
her preferred actions, and so on.

Among the user specific features we can also store any of the features stored
in the information sources aforementioned, provided that they make reference
to the current speaker. For instance, an acoustic model of the user’s speech, a
linguistic model that contains his or her preferred expressions, and so on. In that
sense, user-specific information may become part of all the features previously
discussed (acoustic, lexical, semantic, and so on).

We propose to represent the sources of information aforementioned in several vec-
tor spaces. That is, the system will build one or more vectors which contain all the
elements considered, as well as their corresponding values. For instance, the contex-
tual information vector it on a certain turn t of the interaction will then be composed of
several subvectors ijt, one for each available set j of features corresponding to a single
source of information.
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Along with the value of each feature, we propose that the system estimates and
stores a measure of the confidence of that value. This value will be used by the con-
textualization techniques to determine the degree of usefulness of this item for the
corresponding strategy in the current interaction turn.

This measure can be estimated in different ways. We could consider, for in-
stance, the confidence measures estimated by either the speech recognition system
or the language understanding module, the belief of the system that a certain variable
takes a value according to a reinforcement learning approach to manage the dialogue
(Williams and Young, 2007), the posterior probabilities estimated by a Bayesian net-
work for a specific action or concept that the user can address (Fernández-Martínez,
2009), and so on. The absence of restrictions in the estimation of this reliability mea-
sure allows us to generalize our contextualization framework to any strategy to develop
dialogue systems.

4.3 Contextualization strategies

Once the system captures the information aforementioned, the different contextual-
ization managers can make use of it in order to apply the adaptation to the different
modules of the system. The contextualization can be carried out in many disparate
ways, depending on the module to be modified and the information to be considered.
We present several of the possible contextualization strategies that could be carried
out within our framework. We will detail the procedures of performing two of such
strategies in the next Chapters.

One of the modules that could take more benefit of a contextualization strategy is
the input stage of the system. It can consider the acoustic and linguistic sources of
information that we presented before in order to adapt the recognition procedure to the
conditions of the current interaction.

If the system keeps track of the conditions of each interaction (in terms of esti-
mating continuously the noise of the communication channel), the front-end should
be able to better determine which audio frames contain speech and which ones con-
tain only noise. The reduction of this noise (through normalization techniques such
as Cepstral Mean Normalization, CMN, and Cepstral Variance Normalization, CVN)
may increase the robustness of the system against noise, leading thus to better results
in the recognition performance.

The recognition system may include a strategy to adapt its acoustic models to the
specific characteristics of each user. If the system has stored a representation of the
acoustic features of a specific user, they could be used in a classical strategy to adapt
acoustic models, such as Maximum a Posteriori (MAP), or Maximum Likelihood Lin-
ear Regression (MLLR). The goal is to make the recognition system to improve the
recognition of that specific user, without losing generality (i.e. without a reduction on
the performance of the recognition of other users).

In a similar way, the system can consider the expressions uttered by the user (ei-
ther a single user or a group of them) throughout the last interactions. In this case, the
objective could be to anticipate to the most likely utterance with which the user will
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address the system in the next turn. If the system can modify the language model to
recognize that utterance, it would be better recognized, leading thus to a better perfor-
mance of the recognition module, which in turn would imply an improvement on the
performance of the rest of modules of the system.

Another module that can effectively exploit all the sources of information afore-
mentioned to become contextualized is the dialogue manager. In this case, the idea
is to make use of the information available (in terms of the semantic concepts referred
by the user in the current and in the previous turns, as well as the actions that he or
she wants to fulfill) to achieve a more natural and flexible dialogue. The system can
indeed make use of this information to solve any ambiguity that arises in the interac-
tion instead of asking the user again for any piece of information that he or she already
provided. This additional turn in fact implies a reduction on the efficiency of the in-
teraction, since the system needs an additional turn to carry out a given interaction.
Therefore, a contextualization strategy that makes use of the information provided
previously (Fernández-Martínez, 2009) is highly beneficial to the system.

The information related to each particular user could also be exploited by the di-
alogue manager. If the system can determine those actions that each user refers more
frequently, it could infer that these actions are that user’s preferences. Under certain
conditions of the dialogue the system could proactively propose them to the users, thus
improving the efficiency and the naturalness of the interaction.

The dialogue manager could also be adapted by taking into account the user’s abil-
ity when interacting with the system (i.e. his or her degree of expertise), the system
could modify the explicitness of its responses, or even the degree of initiative of the
interaction. If the user is an expert, the system should give him or her the most initia-
tive. On the other hand, if the system detects that the user does not feel sure about how
to address the system, it could take control over the dialogue, thus guiding the user to
the completion of the actions that he or she may want to carry out.

Finally, the contextualization framework could also be applied to the output stage
of the system (that is, the response generation module, and the speech synthesizer).
The information provided by the user in the current and/or in the previous dialogue
turns effectively modify the responses of the system in order to offer the user the ap-
propriate response to his or her queries. From an adaptation point of view, a contex-
tualization strategy could consist of modifying the way in which the system provides
information to the user. For instance, it could be more detailed or more specific, de-
pending on the degree of expertise of each user.

To contextualize the speech synthesizer, we could consider that the system has
different voices available (maybe several synthesizers, or even speech with emotional
content). In this situation, the system may select the most appropriate voice consider-
ing the conditions of the interaction (for instance, using a sad voice when a problem
arises, and a happy one when the system behaves appropriately), or the tastes of each
specific user.

As a conclusion, the definition of a contextualization framework that contains all
the information potentially useful can be effectively used to dynamically modify the
behaviour of the system. The ultimate goals of any contextualization approach is to
make a dialogue system more context-aware, more efficient, and more natural. The
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definition that we propose along with the three high-level features of the framework
are general enough to be considered on any spoken interaction system.

In the next Chapters we present two particularizations of our proposed framework.
We apply it to dynamically adapt the models considered by the speech recognition
system (depending on the conceptual state of the interaction), and to include user-
dependent information (more specifically, user preferences) into the dialogue flow.
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CHAPTER 5

DESCRIPTION OF THE BASELINE
SPOKEN DIALOGUE SYSTEM

Now that we have presented the theoretical aspects of our contextualization framework,
we will detail the different strategies that we propose to contextualize a proprietary
dialogue system.

Prior to the presentation of these contextualization strategies, in this Chapter we
will briefly present the main aspects of our proprietary spoken dialogue system. We
also present the particular aspects of the application domain that were taken into ac-
count in the implementation of the baseline system. A more comprehensive analysis of
the system and the management of the dialogue can be found in Fernández-Martínez
(2009).

Our proprietary dialogue system is used to control different household devices us-
ing speech. We centered our attention in controlling a Hi-Fi equipment in substitution
of a conventional remote control. We could think to apply this system in a domotic
environment, or for helping people with mobility or visual impairments. The ultimate
objective is to ease the use of the Hi-Fi without the need of reading any manual, and
even avoiding a physical contact with the audio system, exploiting the naturalness of
speech.

A functional representation of the baseline system is presented in Figure 5.1. The
system consists of an automatic speech recognition module (ASR), which extracts a
text hypothesis from the speech signal captured by a microphone; a natural language
understanding module (NLU), that extracts the semantics of the user’s utterance; the
dialogue manager (DM), detailed in Section 5.1, which makes use of the semantic in-
formation, together with the information gathered during previous dialogues, to deter-
mine the actions that the user wants to carry out, and to provide the user with feedback
regarding the ongoing dialogue turn; the context manager (CM), further explained in
Section 5.2, which contains the information of the previous interactions; an execution
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Figure 5.1: Block diagram of the baseline dialogue system

module, which translates the actions to be carried out into IR commands to be sent
to the Hi-Fi equipment; the natural response generator module (NRG), which makes
use of the semantic information provided by the dialogue manager to generate a text
output, and a text-to-speech module (TTS), that synthesizes the message back to the
user.

In the next Sections we will further detail the main characteristics of the dialogue
manager and the context manager, since the contextualization strategies that we pro-
pose make use of the definitions, elements, and metrics estimated in these modules.

5.1 Dialogue management

Our spoken dialogue system is a multi-goal, mixed-initiative system based on the use
of Bayesian Networks (BNs) as the basis of our Dialogue Manager. This approach can
exploit the causal relationships between the semantics of an utterance (the dialogue
concepts) and the intention of the speaker (the dialogue goals)1. These dialogue ele-
ments have been defined by hand using expert knowledge of the application domain.

The understanding module makes use of a set of 58 different concepts, divided
into parameters (16) that can be set up (e.g. the volume of the Hi-Fi device), values
(20) that the different parameters can take, and actions (22) to be carried out (e.g. to
increase the volume). 15 different dialogue goals were also defined according to the
available functionality of the Hi-Fi device. For instance, a modification in the volume
setting. The presence of both dialogue elements (i.e. concepts and goals) has been
defined as a binary variable. In other words, a concept or a goal is present only if it has
been observed in the sentence, or positively inferred by the BN.

The mission of the BN is to determine the actions that the user wants to fulfill,
taking into account the information extracted by the understanding module. That is,
the system has to process the initial semantic information (i.e. the dialogue concepts)

1Throughout this Thesis we will refer to both concepts and goals as dialogue elements.
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5.1 Dialogue management

Figure 5.2: Example of a Bayesian Network

to obtain a high-level semantic representation of the intentions of the users (i.e. the
dialogue goals). An example of a BN is shown in Figure 5.2.

The BN performs the dialogue management by means of two Bayesian inference
algorithms, which can infer the actions that the user wants to perform (i.e. the dialogue
goals), and the information extracted by the understanding module (i.e. dialogue con-
cepts), that are needed to achieve those actions, whether available or not (Fernández
et al. (2005)).

First of all, the system carries out a forward inference. This process makes use of
the concepts referred by the user (and therefore extracted by the understanding mod-
ule), and those ones retrieved from the Context Manager, for inferring the dialogue
goals (the actions that the user wants to fulfill). This algorithm estimates the posterior
probability of each goal gi given its available evidence egi

, which is the presence or
absence of each concept. This probability is denoted as pfw (gi | egi

). By comparing
the resulting probabilities against a probability threshold θg (that is set to 0.5, given
that dialogue goals are binary variables), the DM decides whether a goal is present or
absent, according to the intention of the user.

After the forward inference process, the DM assumes the inferred goals as new
evidences. Then, and by using the extracted concepts and the already inferred goals,
it applies a backward inference to estimate the posterior probability associated to the
present of each concept ci, given the available evidence eci

(which includes the inferred
goals).

An analysis of the posterior probability of each concept allows the system to deter-
mine the need of that concept for solving the active goals (i.e. those positively inferred
ones), and to decide the best action to carry out. To do so, the DM compares the pos-
terior probability of a concept given its evidence, pbw (ci | eci

), against two activation
thresholds, a low threshold θc,l and a high one, θc,h (these thresholds have been exper-
imentally set to 0.33 and 0.67, respectively, see Fernández-Martínez (2009)). If that
probability is below θc,l, the system decides that the concept is not needed to solve
the active goal. If pbw (ci | eci

) is above the high threshold, the DM decides that the
concept is needed to solve that goal. Finally, if the posterior probability of the concept
lies within the probability region between both thresholds, the system decides that it is
optional.

Once the system has determined which concepts are necessary to carry out an in-
ferred goal, according to the strategy presented, it has to check whether these concepts
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are already available. The system carries out this task by analyzing the confidence
scores of the concepts, comparing them against two confidence thresholds, ϑl and ϑh

(that have been set to 0.33 and 0.67). Table 5.1 summarizes the classification of the
different concepts, as proposed in Fernández-Martínez (2009)2.

Table 5.1: Classification of concepts

Posterior probability
Confidence pbw (ci) < θc,l θc,l < pbw (ci) < θc,h pbw (ci) > θc,h

Absent concept Not needed Not needed Concept missing
conf (ci) < ϑl Spurious Not needed Probably needed
ϑl < conf (ci) < ϑh Error Probably needed Probably needed
conf (ci) > ϑh Error Confirmed Confirmed

If a concept is classified as not needed, the system does not take any action (if
the concept is absent, that is, the understanding module did not extract it from the
recognition hypothesis), or it disregards such concept. In a similar way, the system
disregards the spurious concepts (i.e. those concepts that have been positively inferred,
but with a low posterior probability and a low confidence score).

If a concept is classified as confirmed, this means that it was referred by the user
in his or her utterance (with a high confidence), and it has been positively inferred by
the dialogue manager (with a high probability). This concept is thus needed to solve
an active goal, and the user has provided it. Therefore, the system stores it in the
contextual information structures.

A concept is erroneous if the user has provided it (and its confidence is high) but
the dialogue manager obtains a low probability for it. In this case, the system has to
initiate a new dialogue turn to clarify the reasons that made the user to refer to that
concept. The objective is either to corfirm that the user wants to carry out an action
related to that concept, or to assure that it can be definitely disregarded.

Finally, if the concept is classified as needed or missing, the system has determined
that this element is necessary to carry out an inferred goal, but either the user has not
provided it (or it has not been obtained as a consequence of a recognition or under-
standing error, which is the case of the lost concepts), or its confidence score is below
the activation threshold ϑh. In both cases, the system has to obtain the needed concepts
prior to executing the goals inferred.

Once the dialogue manager has determined that it has all the concepts needed to
carry out the inferred goals, the system will send the corresponding IR commands to
the Hi-Fi equipment. Otherwise (i.e. if one or more concepts have been classified
as missing or needed), the system tries to recover the missing concepts required to
complete the dialogue. To do so, the system has two main ways to proceed. It can
directly ask the user for those missing pieces of information, or it can take advantage of
the information already provided by the user in previous interactions. This information
is stored in the Context Manager, whose structure and mission are detailed below.

2For simplicity, we represent by pbw (ci) the posterior probability of a concept given its evidence,
pbw (ci | eci

)
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5.2 Dialogue context: exploiting contextual informa-
tion

The mission of the context manager (CM) consists of solving any lack of information
that may arise during the dialogue, using different contextual information handling
strategies. It consists of four structures, which can be classified according to whether
they store static or dynamic information.

The static information structures are the task model, and the application domain
model. The task model is a semantic frame that contains all the information needed
to meet a specific dialogue goal. The application domain model is made up of that
information specific to the application (in our case, the features of the Hi-Fi system,
such as the number of CDs, or the number of tracks of a particular CD).

The dynamic structures contain the information that varies throughout the dialogue,
such as the orders addressed by the system. These structures are the system status and
the dialogue history. The system status is a short-term memory that stores the current
values of the Hi-Fi functionalities (CD track, cassette, volume, and so on). The di-
alogue history is a medium term memory which contains the concepts that the user
referred to since the beginning of the current dialogue. An update and attenuation
mechanism is applied in such a way that the relevance of this information is perma-
nently re-estimated, coherently to the current state of the dialogue. This mechanism
lowers the relevance of those concepts that are no longer referred to by the user, and
strengthen those ones more frequently addressed. If the information stored becomes
out of date (that is, if its relevance falls below a certain value), it is definitely disre-
garded.

The CM works as follows. When the DM has to recover a missing concept, it
first checks the system status. If it contains such a concept, the system recovers it
and carries out the appropriate action, thus finishing the current dialogue. Otherwise,
the DM checks the dialogue history. If the system is unable to retrieve the required
concepts, it will request the user to provide the missing concepts, therefore initiating a
new dialogue turn.

In other words, the elements of the context manager form a hierarchy that is
checked in a time-recentness order, from the shortest-term memory (i.e. the system
status) to the longest-term one (i.e. the dialogue history).

As regards the static sources of information, they are checked at any time that a
concept is retrieved from the dynamic ones, in order to determine whether that concept
is coherent with the knowledge of the task or the application. For instance, if a concept
NUMBER is retrieved with a value of 5, the application model will determine that this
concept could be coherent with a certain radio preset, a value of the volume, or a CD
track, but it is not coherent with a CD value, since the Hi-Fi equipment has a 3 CD
loader.

An example of how the DM retrieves missing concepts using the contextual infor-
mation resources can be seen in Table 5.2, taken from Lucas-Cuesta et al. (2011).

Prior to the first user turn (i.e. Switch the Hi-Fi on), the current user had not in-
teracted previously with the system. Therefore, the dialogue history is empty. Once
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Table 5.2: Excerpt of dialogue with the contents stored in, and retrieved from (in
boldface), the dialogue history (U: user; S: system)

Dialogue turn Dialogue History
... ∅

U. Switch the Hi-Fi on.
S. Turning Hi-Fi on.

Which audio source do you want to select?
U. Play CD 3. Hi-Fi ON
S. CD 3 selected.

Which track do you want to listen to?
U. Play track 1. CD 3
S. Playing track 1 of CD 3.
U. Play next track. CD 3, Track 1
S. Playing track 2 of CD 3. Hi-Fi ON, CD 3, Track 2
U. Volume.
S. What do you want to do with the volume? Hi-Fi ON, CD 3, Track 2, Volume ?
U. Raise it to five.
S. Volume 5 selected. Hi-Fi ON, CD 3, Track 2, Volume 5

...

the system has checked all the contextual information sources for any available audio
source, it has to ask the user for that information, thus initiating a new dialogue turn
(i.e. Which audio source do you want to select?).

In the next turns the user selects a given configuration of the Hi-Fi audio system
(he or she wants to listen to track 1 of CD 3). Once the system has carried out the
corresponding action, the dialogue history is updated with this information.

During the next turn (Play next track), the user makes an implicit reference to the
CD that is currently being played. In other words, the user does not make any explicit
reference neither to a CD nor to a track. Therefore the DM has to retrieve the required
information for performing the action by checking the dialogue history. This history
contains ‘CD 3’ and ‘Track 1’ as the last values the user asked for, so it uses them
(shown in boldface in the table) to infer that the user wants to play the second track of
the current CD.

Finally, if the user asks for any functionality that is not stored in any contextual
information source (Volume), the system will start a new dialogue turn, asking the user
for the information it needs to fulfill the requested action (i.e. What do you want to
do with the volume?). Once the user has explicitly selected a volume level (Raise it to
five), this information will be stored in the dialogue history.

Summarizing, the combined use of the different information resources allows the
DM to improve its performance by conducting more efficient dialogues, reducing their
number of turns, and trying to reuse any useful information the users may provide
during both their ongoing and previous interactions.
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Figure 5.3: Block diagram of the contextualized dialogue system

In the next chapters of this document we will present the particularizations of the
contextualization framework presented previously that we have applied to this baseline
system. The structure of the contextualized dialogue system is depicted in Figure 5.3.

As we highlighted in the main goals and contributions of this Thesis, we propose
two contextualization strategies. The first one, devoted to dynamically adapt the lan-
guage models that the speech recognition system makes use of (presented in Chapter
6), can be represented as a feedback path between the dialogue manager, and the speech
recognition module. The second contextualization approach consists of including user-
specific information, such as user preferences, into the dialogue flow (as presented in
Chapter 7). The corresponding contextualization manager can be seen as another input
path (in parallel to the recognition and understanding processes), and it is composed of
a speaker identifier, and a manager of the specific information of each user, that loads
and updates the associated user profile, and communicates with the context manager
to include the inferred preferences as a new source of contextual information.
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CHAPTER 6

DYNAMIC LANGUAGE MODEL
GENERATION

In this Chapter we will present the motivation and the main problems that arise when
adapting language models in a spoken dialogue system, as well as the different ap-
proaches we have developed to carry out the LM adaptation in a dynamic way, basing
it on the exploitation of dialogue-dependent information.

6.1 Motivation

The estimation and usage of a dynamic LM requires the definition of the temporal
aspects on which the LM should depend. These aspects will be closely related to both
the application domain in which they will be applied, and the specific characteristics
of each user of the system. Therefore, the dynamic generation of LMs is related to the
interactions allowed between the user and the system, the phraseology allowed by the
system, and the preferences of users when interacting with the system.

From the point of view of the characteristics of the system (which interactions and
phraseology are allowed), the context dependent LM will be determined in turn by
the recognition hypothesis, by the semantics of that hypothesis, and by the available
actions that could be triggered by these semantics. In other words, the information
we will take into account in order to modify dynamically the LM will consist of three
knowledge layers: a lexical layer (the vocabulary of the system), a semantic layer (the
dialogue concepts that we define) and an intention or action layer, represented by the
dialogue goals.

Ueberla (1994) stated the restrictions that any information source should satisfy in
order to be considered as part of the knowledge of a language model:
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• The information source should restrict the vocabulary to be considered, in order
to keep under control the complexity of the models generated.

• The information source should be applied often enough so as to obtain statisti-
cally significant results dependent on that information.

• The computational effort of including the information source should be low
enough so as to be applied in real-time speech recognition.

• The information source should be easily portable to different application do-
mains.

We could include an additional restriction to be satisfied: the gathering of this
information should take place in real-time (in recognition and / or dialogue time), and
in a transparent way from the speaker’s point of view. That is, the users should not
perform any special action or make any additional effort to provide this information to
the system other than their usual interactions.

Therefore, we decide to make our dynamic adaptation of LMs dependent on recog-
nition, parsing and dialogue management elements, such as word hypothesis, parsed
concepts and inferred goals, presented in Section 2.2. We will thus adapt the LM for
the recognition of the current user turn by considering all the information provided by
the user up to the preceding one, which has been stored in the Context Manager.

By using these dialogue elements, our approach is able to cover the requirements
aforementioned. First of all, the recognition system keeps the vocabulary constrained.
Secondly, the dialogue elements can be used frequently, since the information they
convey is stored and updated on a turn basis, giving us the chance to exploit that in-
formation to adapt the LMs at each dialogue turn. Additionally, the computational
effort is kept under control, provided that our LM adaptation approach will imply a
linear interpolation among a reduced set of models, as it is shown later in this Chapter.
Moreover, the interpolation weights will be dependent on different metrics estimated
by the system at dialogue time, thus avoiding additional requests, either to the user or
to more complex sources of information (for instance, a Web request to an information
retrieval system). Finally, our approach relies on contextual information automatically
collected by the system throughout the user-system interaction, thus avoiding addi-
tional system requests.

To sum up, the use of dialogue elements as sources of information to adapt LMs
is perfectly feasible. In the rest of this Chapter we will detail the main issues that we
should take into account to exploit this information effectively.

6.2 Considerations

To estimate a language model we need enough data to model accurately the gram-
mar allowed by our system. If we want to model separately the contribution of each
source of information available (words, semantic concepts and dialogue goals, or user
intentions) we have to solve three problems:
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• How many content-specific components should we define to cover all the char-
acteristics of our system?

• How much data should we use to train each of these components?

• How should we select the different components at each dialogue turn, in order to
better adapt the LMs to the current context of the dialogue (the current speaker,
his or her previous interactions, and so on)?

From a theoretical point of view, these questions can be qualitatively answered by
analyzing an ideal situation. Let us suppose that our training database comprises sen-
tences that are labeled at the semantic (i.e. dialogue concepts) and intention levels
(goals). Therefore, each sentence of the database contains a reference to the concepts
that the understanding module should extract, as well as the goals that should be in-
ferred by the dialogue manager. In other words, we could have a set of sentences FC1

that makes reference to concept c1, a set FC1,G1 that makes reference to both concept
c1 and goal g1, and so on, for every possible combination of concepts and/or goals.

Table 6.1 shows several examples of labeled sentences taken from our training
database. We can see that each possible sentence considered to train any language
model may make reference to a different set of dialogue elements (both concepts and
goals).

Table 6.1: Labeled sentences included in the training database

Sentence Concepts Goals

Play FM V_MODRAD=FM;
ACC_SEL=PLAY

SEL_PARAM_RADIO

Raise the volume
ACC_SEL_VOL=RAISE;
P_VOLUME=VOLUME

SEL_VOLUME

Switch the tape off

ACC_EQUIP=OFF;
P_EQUIP=CASSETTE;
V_SOURCE=CASSETTE;
P_TAPE=CASSETTE

SEL_STATUS_EQUIP;
SEL_SOURCE

Cancel ACC_CANCEL=CANCEL CANCEL

In a general case, let us suppose that the dialogue system under study can perform
|G| different dialogue goals, that can be inferred from |C| dialogue concepts. To cover
every (theoretically) possible combination of concepts and goals, we should estimate
a language model for each isolated concept and goal, for each pair of concepts, goals,
and concept-goal pairs, and so on. That is, we should need N = |G| + |C| models

(related to each independent concept and goal),
(
N
2

)
models (related to each pos-

sible pair of elements), and so on. Therefore, if we consider N dialogue elements, we
should estimate, at least theoretically, a number of language models equal to 2N − 1 in
order to cover any possible combination of these elements.
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Of course, not every possible combination of dialogue elements (concepts, goals
and/or both) makes sense in an actual application. For instance, given the Bayesian
networks strategy to infer goals using semantic concepts (that we have presented in the
previous Chapter), there is not any situation in which a sentence implies the presence
of one or more goals if there is not any concept extracted. That is, there is not any
sentence in our database which makes reference to a goal without any reference to one
or more semantic concepts. If we disregard the combinations of goals without any
associated concept, we have to estimate a number of LMs equal to 2N − 2|G| − 1.

In any case, a proper treatment of such volume of information tends to become
computationally intractable as the number N of elements considered increases. Even
worse, the amount of data needed to accurately train this set of language models grows
also exponentially to impractical numbers.

To cope with the complexity mentioned, we propose the estimation and manage-
ment of an LM dependent on each of the aforementioned knowledge elements: a com-
ponent dependent on dialogue concepts, and another one dependent on goals. We
will also keep a background LM, trained by using a database with a higher amount of
sentences. At each dialogue turn, we will combine this background model with the
concept-dependent and/or the goal-dependent models, trained on more specific data,
to estimate the dynamic LM to be used to recognize the current utterance.

Either we estimate the context dependent LM using concepts, goals, or both, we
will split the dialogue element space into different subsets. Each of these subsets will
have an associated LM. This way, depending on the information provided by the user
during his or her previous interactions, the system can select those LMs more closely
related to that information, thus adapting to the current situation of the dialogue.

To achieve an ideal separability among the different LMs to be estimated, the set
of sentences with which we will train the content-specific LMs should form a partition
of the dialogue elements space U = G ∪ C. That is, the subsets of sentences fi should
verify simultaneously the following conditions:

∪i fi = U
∩i fi = ∅

}
(6.1)

However, it is common that users tend to refer to several concepts and/or goals
in a single utterance. In other words, a given sentence of our training database makes
reference to several dialogue elements. This fact arises since our system is a multi-goal
one, that is, it could carry out several actions in a single dialogue turn, provided that it
has all the information required to execute them.

In that sense, Figure 6.1 shows the number of dialogue concepts and goals in our
training sentences. The statistical parameters of the distributions presented are shown
in Table 6.2.

These parameters, together with the examples provided in Table 6.1 show that our
database comprises sentences in which almost any possible combination of dialogue
concepts and/or goals is possible. Keep in mind that our system allows multi-goal
interactions. For instance, in the sentence Switch the Hi-Fi on, play CD 3, and raise
the volume, the user makes reference to three different goals (an action over the status
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Figure 6.1: Histograms of the number of sentences that refer to each number of dia-
logue elements. (a): dialogue concepts; (b): dialogue goals.

Table 6.2: Statistical parameters of dialogue element distribution in the training sen-
tences

µ σ
number of concepts 4.30 2.02

number of goals 2.25 1.21

of the Hi-Fi equipment, an action over the CD player, and an action over the volume)
by using a set of several semantic concepts (several related to the status of the Hi-Fi;
an action, a parameter and a value related to the CD player, and an action related to the
volume).

The proposed example also shows that a single sentence may contain different
concepts that make reference to different goals. In the previous case there are concepts
related to the volume that do not affect the action over the CD player. Nevertheless,
as we consider the sentence as the minimum element to train a language model, we
consider that a single sentence makes reference to all the concepts extracted and/or
goals inferred. That is, we do not divide a sentence into phrases, despite they could
have a full semantic meaning (i.e. they refer to a separate set of concepts and/or goals).

For this reason, we decide to use each sentence to estimate the LMs associated to
those dialogue elements (either concepts or goals) that this sentence makes reference
to. This approach will also imply that the number of sentences to estimate the LM
related to a given dialogue element is higher than the number of sentences that makes
reference exclusively to that dialogue element. Therefore, the LMs will be estimated
with a larger amount of data.

Independently of the number of models to be considered, we combine them by
means of a linear interpolation approach. First, we generate offline the static, content
specific LMs associated to the different dialogue elements. At each dialogue turn, the
system estimates an interpolation weight for each of these LMs, generating a context-
dependent language model. As a consequence, these interpolation weights depend
on the current dialogue. Finally the system combines this context-dependent LM with
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the contribution of the background LM, to generate the dynamic model that the ASR
module will use. This last interpolation weight may be static or dynamic, depending
on the interpolation strategy considered. In this Thesis we propose to keep it static,
obtaining its best value in a validation step.

If we rewrite the equation for interpolating LMs (2.1) to include the time (i.e. dia-
logue turn) dependency of the context-dependent model, we could estimate the proba-
bility p (w | h)1 of obtaining a word w given its history h at a time step t, according to
the dynamically interpolated LM, pI , as

pI (w | h) = (1− λD) pB (w | h) + λDpD,t (w | h) (6.2)

being λD the dynamic interpolation weight between the background LM pB and the
context-dependent component, pD,t, dynamically built at each dialogue turn using the
LMs related to the dialogue elements addressed by the user.

In this work we have considered the interpolation weight λD as static, and we
estimate it in a validation step, keeping it constant throughout the dialogue. We will
propose a dynamic estimation of this weight as a future contribution.

On the other hand, the context-dependent component is obtained, at each dialogue
turn, as

pD,t (w | h) =
∑
∀ε

λεi,t
pεi

(w | h) (6.3)

being pεi
(w | h) the content specific LM related to the dialogue element ε (in this

equation, ε may represent either a dialogue concept or a dialogue goal), and λεi,t
,

the corresponding interpolation weight associated to that LM for the current dialogue
turn. For simplicity, in the next Sections we will not include the time index t in the
description of the context-dependent LMs.

The process of generating the content-specific LMs and its further usage at dialogue
time to obtain the dynamically adapted LM is presented in Algorithm 1.

We present in the next Sections our different approaches to obtain the context de-
pendent LM pD, as well as the dialogue-dependent dynamic interpolation weights λεi

.

6.3 LM based on isolated elements

In our first approach (Lucas-Cuesta et al. (2009c)), we will build a language model
for each dialogue element. We could consider the contribution of the semantic infor-
mation exclusively (i.e. dialogue concepts), the information provided by the dialogue
manager (i.e. dialogue goals), or we could combine the contribution of both sources of
information into a single, context-dependent LM.

1We keep this definition of the probabilities of the different models considered for the dynamic LM
adaptation to represent any possible history depth. In the case of our proprietary dialogue system, the
LM considered a history depth equal to one word. That is, we use a bigram model, thus estimating the
probability of each word given the previous one, p (wi | wi−1).
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Algorithm 1: Generation of the context-dependent and the dynamic language
models at each dialogue turn

Initialization
pD (w | h) = 0;
pI (w | h) = 0;

Offline process
for each dialogue element εi do

trainContentSpecificLMs(εi);

Online process
at each dialogue turn
estimation of the context dependent LM
getDialogueElements;
for each content-specific LM related to εi do

λεi
= getInterpolationWeight(εi);

for each word w and each history h do
pD (w | h) = pD (w | h) + λεi

pεi
(w | h)

interpolation with the background LM
for each word w and each history h do

pI (w | h) = λD pD (w | h) + (1− λD) pB (w | h)

To carry out this approach (that we refer to as the isolated strategy, we first estimate
each content-specific LM by using all the sentences in which a certain element appears,
as was explained before. This estimation takes place off-line, before the user-system
interaction.

Once the specific models for the different dialogue elements have been estimated,
we load them into the SDS. Then the dynamic LM estimation is carried out online at
each dialogue turn. Once a sentence has been recognized, and the dialogue manager
has performed both inference mechanisms (that is, once the goals addressed by the
user has been inferred by using the available concepts, and there has been determined
which concepts are needed by attending to its own evidence), the appropriate content-
specific LMs are selected by analyzing the posterior probabilities of the corresponding
elements, which were estimated by the BN that carries out the dialogue management
(see Section 5.1).

Instead of using the LMs related to all of the elements referred to by the user,
the system will select those LM associated to elements that are more relevant for the
current turn. That is, those ones whose posterior probabilities are above several rele-
vance thresholds, namely ΦC for concepts, and ΦG for goals. These thresholds will be
estimated using a validation database.

It is important to emphasize that these thresholds do not have to be the same to the
ones that the DM considers to decide whether a goal is active (in the forward inference,
that is, θg), or whether a concept should be present (in the backward inference, that is,
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the thresholds θc,l and θc,h, see Section 5.1).
Once the system has selected the LMs to generate the context dependent LM pD

(i.e. those ones that correspond to elements whose posterior probabilities rise above
the appropriate relevance threshold), it has to obtain the interpolation weights between
these models. Such weights are estimated online as a function of the posterior proba-
bilities of the different dialogue elements.

The last step consists of interpolating the context dependent LM with the back-
ground one, pB, to generate the dynamically interpolated LM pI that the speech recog-
nizer will finally use. That is, we have to obtain the interpolation weight λD between
both LMs. We obtain this weight at a validation stage.

As we have anticipated, we have considered three different situations: using only
semantic information (i.e. dialogue concepts), using only intention-dependent infor-
mation (goals) or considering a simultaneous contribution of both types of dialogue
elements elements into a single context dependent LM. We will now detail each of
these approaches.

6.3.1 Concept-based LM interpolation

First of all we have interpolated only concept-based models with the background LM.
This way, we can consider up to 58 different LMs, one for each dialogue concept,
to build the context dependent LM. We will denote this by making pD (w | h) =
pC (w | h), being pC the LM dependent only on dialogue concepts. The relevance
threshold ΦC that we introduced before will be used to select online (at each dialogue
turn) which concept-specific models will be used.

To obtain the model pC , the system will apply a linear interpolation between the
LMs associated to those concepts whose posterior probability (according to the back-
ward inference procedure) rises above the relevance threshold ΦC . If we denote the
set of 58 dialogue concepts by C; by pci

(w | h), the LM related to concept ci; by
pbw (ci | eci

), the posterior probability of the concept ci given its evidence eci
accord-

ing to the backward inference, and by Ĉ = {ci ∈ C; pbw (ci | eci
) > ΦC}, the subset

of concepts whose posterior probability is above the relevance threshold at a given
dialogue turn, then the context dependent LM will be estimated as

pC (w | h) =
∑
∀ ĉi∈Ĉ

wĉi
pĉi

(w | h) (6.4)

The interpolation weights wĉi
associated to each LM considered, are also obtained

automatically at each dialogue turn, as a function of the posterior probabilities obtained
by the dialogue manager. We use these probabilities as another confidence measure for
each concept2. This way, the higher probability the system obtains for a given concept,

2The understanding module also estimates a confidence measure for each concept. However, we
propose to consider these posterior probabilities since that information is more thoroughly processed
(i.e. the system also takes into account the goals inferred by the system to determine the concepts
needed to solve them, see Section 5.1).
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the higher the interpolation weight of that model will be. To properly normalize the
context-dependent LM obtained this way, we constrain the interpolation weights to
sum 1. Therefore we include the summation of the posterior probabilities of the con-
cepts considered as a normalization constant. Equation 6.4 then becomes

pC (w | h) =
1∑

∀ ĉi∈Ĉ pbw (ĉi | eĉi
)

∑
∀ ĉi∈Ĉ

[pbw (ĉi | eĉi
) pĉi

(w | h)] (6.5)

6.3.2 Goal-based LM interpolation

In this case, we use only the information related to the discourse or intention level.
That is, we interpolate the LMs associated to each dialogue goal. We consider up to
15 different goal-based LMs. In this approach, the context dependent LM in Equation
6.2 becomes pD (w | h) = pG (w | h), the G standing for the goal-dependent models.

We have used the posterior probabilities of the dialogue goals, obtained during the
forward inference, to decide which models should be interpolated, and also to calculate
the interpolation weights between these LMs. The decision about which goals will be
used for dynamically adapting the LM is made by comparing the probabilities of each
goal against the relevance threshold ΦG, and considering only the LM related to those
goals whose posterior probability took a value above that threshold.

Let G be the set of 15 dialogue goals; pgi
(w | h) be the LM related to goal gi;

pfw (gi | egi
) be the posterior probability that the goal gi is present in the utterance

under analysis, given its evidence egi
, according to the forward inference. We now

denote the subset of dialogue goals whose posterior probabilities are above ΦG as Ĝ =
{gi ∈ G; pfw (gi | egi

) > ΦG}. Using these definitions, and taking also into account
the constraint of the interpolation weights (to fall between 0 and 1, and to sum 1), the
context dependent LM based on goals is obtained as:

pG (w | h) =
1∑

∀ ĝi∈Ĝ pfw (ĝi | eĝi
)

∑
∀ ĝi∈Ĝ

[pfw (ĝi | eĝi
) pĝi

(w | h)] (6.6)

Again, by estimating the interpolation weights as a function of the posterior prob-
abilities we give more relevance to the goals best scored by the Dialogue Manager,
making the LM related to those goals to have more importance in the context depen-
dent LM.

6.3.3 Considering both concepts and goals together

Our final approach concerning isolated language models consisted of building a LM
that incorporates the contribution of both dialogue elements (concepts and goals). In
a similar way to the previous strategies, the context-dependent LM pD is obtained as
a linear interpolation between a concept-dependent LM and a goal-dependent one, as
depicted in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Language model dependencies for building the dynamic LM

In order to include the dependency on both dialogue elements, we define an addi-
tional interpolation step, in which we obtain pD as a linear interpolation of a concept-
dependent model, pC , and a goal-dependent one, pG, as previously defined. The esti-
mation of the context dependent LM will thus become

pD (w | h) =
1

wC + wG

(wC pC (w | h) + wG pG (w | h)) (6.7)

where pC and pG are the interpolated LMs presented in Equations 6.5 and 6.6 respec-
tively, and wC and wG are the weights assigned to each of these models.

Instead of estimating both interpolation weights by means of an estimation ap-
proach (such as Expectation Maximization) or during a validation step, we obtain them
as a function of three elements: a) the number of dialogue elements considered; b)
their posterior probabilities (obtained either in the forward inference process, in the
case of goals, or in the backward inference, in the case of concepts), and c) the rel-
evance thresholds ΦC and ΦG, defined in the previous sections. We will explain the
expression of both interpolation weights with the help of Figure 6.3. For the sake of
simplicity we will only consider dialogue concepts; the expressions for goals can be
obtained similarly.

Let us suppose a certain dialogue turn in which 5 concepts have been extracted,
with posterior probabilities pbw (ci | eci

), obtained by the backward inference. In the
example, the relevance threshold ΦC has been set to 0.5. Consequently, we can see that
the LMs associated to the concepts c2 and c3 will not be considered for the adaptation
of the LM, since their posterior probabilities are not above ΦC . Therefore, the set of
concepts to be used is Ĉ = {c1, c4, c5}. Let us define that number of concepts (i.e. the
cardinality of Ĉ) as N̂C = |Ĉ| (in the proposed example, N̂C = 3).

Now let us define the Amount of Presence of a concept ĉi as the difference between
its posterior probability, and the relevance threshold:

AP (ĉi) = pbw (ĉi | eĉi
)− ΦC (6.8)
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Figure 6.3: Example of the obtention of the interpolation weight wC

The values of AP (ĉi) will always fall between 0 (when the posterior probability
of ĉi is equal to ΦC), and (1− ΦC) (when pbw (ĉi | eĉi

) = 1).
Instead of considering the amount of presence of each concept (which is an ab-

solute difference between their posterior probabilities and the threshold), we want to
obtain the interpolation weights as a function of a relative comparison between the
amount of presence of the different dialogue elements. Therefore we will consider the
accumulated amount of presence for all the considered concepts, defined as the sum of
the individual amounts of presence:

AP
(
Ĉ
)

=
∑
∀ ĉi∈Ĉ

AP (ĉi) (6.9)

The boundaries of the accumulated amount of presence are 0 (when the pos-
terior probabilities of all the concepts in Ĉ are equal to ΦC), and APmax

(
Ĉ
)

=

(1− ΦC) N̂C (when all of these probabilities are equal to 1).
Taking the previous fact into account, we could obtain the interpolation weight wC

as the quotient between the accumulated amount of presence for the concepts extracted
in the current turn, and the maximum value allowed for that accumulated amount of
presence: wC = AP

(
Ĉ
)
/APmax

(
Ĉ
)

.

If we substitute the expressions of the accumulated amount of presence, we obtain
the expressions of the interpolation weight wC (and the corresponding one for dialogue
goals wG, that can be easily derived):

wC = 1

(1−ΦC) N̂C

∑
∀ ĉi∈Ĉ [pbw (ĉi | eĉi

)− ΦC ]

wG = 1

(1−ΦG) N̂G

∑
∀ ĝi∈Ĝ [pfw (ĝi | eĝi

)− ΦG]
(6.10)
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As we stated previously, ΦC and ΦG are the respective thresholds for considering
the concept or goal LM to be interpolated; N̂C , N̂G are the number of concepts and
goals (extracted or inferred from the input utterance) whose posterior probabilities
are above the corresponding threshold (they are the cardinality of the subsets Ĉ and
Ĝ, defined previously), and pbw (ci | eci

), pfw (gi | egi
), are the posterior probabilities

resulting from both inference processes of each concept ci and each goal gi of the
utterance given their respective evidences, eci

and egi
.

Using these expressions, we give more relevance to those dialogue elements with
higher posterior probabilities, also assuring that wC and wG take always a value be-
tween 0 and 1, whatever the posterior probabilities are.

As in the former approaches, summations in equation 6.10 take into account only
those dialogue elements whose posterior probability is above the corresponding thresh-
old. That is, wC will be estimated using only those concepts ĉi that belong to the subset
Ĉ, and the same way for wG.

6.3.4 Discussion

In this Section we have proposed the estimation of an independent language model for
each of the dialogue elements that are considered, either semantic (dialogue concepts),
or related to user’s intentions (dialogue goals), or even combining the contribution of
both kinds of dialogue elements, using an individual model for each of them. The
proposed formulation focuses on a linear interpolation between the background, static
LM, and the offline trained (also static), concept and goal dependent models, that are
chosen at each dialogue turn, thus building the adaptation on different interpolation
layers, as can be shown in Figure 6.2.

Our main and most important claim is that the SDS can obtain accurate interpola-
tion weights by itself (that is, at each dialogue turn) based on its own estimates (the
posterior probabilities of both concepts and goals, considered as a sort of confidence
scores). This way, our system does not need any learning procedure to obtain those
weights, and contributes to making the behaviour of the system dynamic. However,
we are aware that the interpolation weights may not be optimal. We will therefore
apply a validation step in order to obtain the most accurate relevance thresholds, and
the interpolation weight λD with the static language model. To do so we will use a
development set, as we will explain in the experimental setup (see Section 8.2).

We have seen that there is a direct dependency of both the models considered at
each dialogue turn, and their corresponding interpolation weights, on the posterior
probabilities that the dialogue manager estimates during the inference processes. This
dependency implies that each component will affect the dynamic LM estimated, ac-
cording to the results of both inference processes. Provided that these inferences will
also determine how the dialogue should evolve, it seems adequate to make the dynamic
models dependent on the decision mechanisms of the dialogue manager itself.

The definition of the relevance thresholds ΦC and ΦG allows us to indirectly con-
strain the number of models to interpolate at each dialogue turn. The higher these
thresholds are, the higher the confidence that the dialogue manager should have on its
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decisions in order to consider the different dialogue elements. That is, the more re-
strictive the system will be in deciding which models should be used. In other words,
this implies that the number of models to be considered at each dialogue turn will tend
to decrease as the relevance thresholds become higher, thus choosing only the more
adequate ones.

6.4 LM based on the clustering of dialogue elements

Despite its soundness and benefits, having a single LM for each dialogue element) has
two main weaknesses. On the one hand, the system has to consider a large number
of LMs into consideration at each interpolation step (that is, at each dialogue turn).
The more number of LMs, the higher the computational charge for the system. This
additional effort is not reflected in the execution time (since the interpolation approach
is very simple), but on the need of keeping a large number of LMs in the system’s
memory.

On the other hand, the division of our database into different subsets may cause the
training sentences to be sparsed over all the LMs, which implies that several of these
models could be estimated with a drastically reduced number of sentences. This may
lead to a poor estimation of the corresponding models.

In an effort to solve both limitations, we propose to apply a clustering strategy
over the dialogue elements (either concepts, goals or both), building several groups of
elements. After grouping the elements, a model is estimated for each group. At each
dialogue turn the system will decide which group-based LMs have to be used, and it
will calculate the interpolation weights between them.

The idea underlying the grouping of dialogue elements is to reach a tradeoff
between having a higher number of more specific models (specificity), but trained
with a more reduced number of sentences, and having LMs trained with more data
(robustness), but also more generalistic.

This clustering of elements can solve the weaknesses of the previous approach. A
group-based approach could reduce the number of models to be considered during the
interpolation, and may lead to a more robust estimation of the LMs, provided that each
model will be estimated using more data. For instance, let us suppose that a certain
cluster is composed of the dialogue concepts c1 and c2, each of which is trained with f1

and f2 sentences, respectively. As we do not replicate the common sentences between
both groups, the worst case from the point of view of the resulting cluster is that all the
sentences that trained one of the independent LMs (for instance, f1) were also used to
train the other one (that is, f1 6 f2). In this case, the minimum number of sentences
that will be used to train the LM related to the cluster c1, c2 will be equal to f2. That
is, in the worst case the LM will be trained with the greatest number of sentences that
trained the LMs related to the elements that belong to that cluster.

We have proposed and evaluated four different approaches to cluster dialogue el-
ements. The simplest one consists of using expert knowledge to generate the groups.
It will be presented in Section 6.4.1. We have also applied two strategies of semi-
automatic semantic clustering, detailed in Section 6.4.2. Finally, we have applied an
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Figure 6.4: Functional hierarchy of the Hi-Fi device

automatic clustering based on the optimization of perplexity-based measures and a
greedy algorithm 6.4.3. The different strategies that we propose to estimate the inter-
polation weights will be explained in Section 6.4.4.

6.4.1 Expert clustering

Our first approach consisted of a classification of the dialogue elements in accordance
with the application domain (in our case, the control of a Hi-Fi device using speech).
This expert-based (or domain-based) clustering takes into account the available func-
tionality of the Hi-Fi, namely, controlling the 3 CD player, the 2 cassette player (one
of which includes the recording function), the radio tuner, and the amplifier (made
up of the volume and the equalization functions). We also define another Rest group,
in which we classify the remaining elements, which do not fall into function-specific
groups, or elements that could be shared by two or more groups.

We apply an additional restriction to build the groups. The clusters to be generated
must form a partition of the dialogue element space (either of concepts or goals). That
is, every dialogue element will be considered and classified in a cluster, and no dialogue
elements could be classified into more than one group. Formally, if we denote by S
the dialogue element space, and by si a group of that space, a set of groups will form
a partition of S if and only if

∪i si = S
∩i si = ∅

}
(6.11)

Despite the classification aforementioned, we have finally decided to not take under
consideration the sub-classification of the dialogue elements that were grouped into
the Amplifier group (that is, the volume and the equalization), since the number of
elements in that group was already small. Figure 6.4 depicts the functional hierarchy of
the Hi-Fi device that has been finally considered, whereas Table 6.3 shows the number
of dialogue elements classified into each expert group.

As a second evaluation of this clustering strategy, we did not consider the Rest
group, since too many and rather heterogeneous dialogue elements were classified
into it, so the use of that group may lead to an interpolation between two generalistic
LMs (the background one and that related to the Rest cluster). Therefore the context-
dependent LM may become too generalistic, thus lacking the specificity that we require
to the LMs related to the resulting clusters.
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Table 6.3: Number of dialogue elements of each expert cluster

Group No of concepts No of goals
CD 10 3

Cassette 6 2
Radio 9 2

Amplifier 9 2
Rest 24 6

Taking this fact into account, if an utterance is recognized and the system extracts
only dialogue elements that are classified into this Rest group, the system will keep the
background language model instead of carrying out an interpolation.

In any case, we have only considered this approach as an initial assessment of a
group-dependent dynamic LM generation. Despite this method is easy to implement,
and the resulting number of clusters is clearly more manageable than in the case of the
isolated approach, it makes the classification decision dependent exclusively on the
application domain. Therefore, this approach has a lack of generality (as one of the
main high-level features of any contextualization strategy). To overcome this limitation
we propose the application of an automatic clustering based on semantic criteria to
build the clusters of dialogue elements.

6.4.2 Semi-automatic semantic hierarchical clustering

To overcome the limitations of the previous clustering strategy, we propose a clustering
algorithm based on the application of a criterion that could emphasize the relationships
between the dialogue elements. We will use an adaptation of the Latent Semantic
Analysis paradigm (LSA, Landauer et al. (1998)) to carry out the clustering of dialogue
elements.

In classic LSA, the first step consists of building a co-occurrence matrix W , its
rows being a set of documents under analysis, and its columns, the words among which
the semantic relationships are to be discovered (Bellegarda (2000); Bellegarda et al.
(1996)). To determine which are the best words to be used (and also to avoid data
sparsity), the words that better represent each of the documents have to be extracted.
This is usually done by means of a Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency
analysis (TF-IDF). This strategy allows the system to determine which words are the
most frequent in a document, and also which words are the most discriminative be-
tween documents (that is, which ones appear exclusively in a certain document). The
TF-IDF assigns a score to each word, so that these ones with the higher score are the
most representative of a certain document.

In our case, we use a different strategy to build an initial matrixM . As we want the
semantic patterns between dialogue elements to arise, we propose to build the matrix
using the frequency that each concept and/or goal appears on each labeled sentence
in our database. That is, each row of our co-occurrence matrix corresponds to one of
the sentences of our training database, whilst each column corresponds to one of the
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dialogue elements defined. This way, this initial matrix will contain only binary values
depending on whether a specific dialogue element appears or not in a given sentence.

To avoid that data sparsity, we add an intermediate step to the algorithm. We esti-
mate the Pearson r correlation coefficient between each pair of dialogue elements. We
can obtain this coefficient for each pair of elements εi and εj from the occurrences of
the different dialogue elements in the initial matrix M as

r =

∑NS

k=1 (εik − εi) (εjk − εj)√∑NS

k=1 (εik − εi)
2
√∑NS

k=1 (εik − εi)
2

(6.12)

where NS stands for the number of samples in our database, that is, the number of la-
beled sentences, and εi, εj represent the arithmetic mean of the occurrences of dialogue
elements in the training database.

This way, we build a square matrix W that represents the correlation between the
different dialogue elements. These values allow us to determine the semantic relation-
ships between them. The higher the correlation between two elements is, the more
common it is that they have appeared together in the training sentences, and therefore
the more likely it is that they should be classified into the same cluster.

The next step consists of applying a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) over the
correlation matrix W . This transformation allows us to represent it as the product of
three matrices: W = USV T , where U and V are column-orthonormal matrices, and
S is a diagonal matrix of singular values. The goal of SVD is to discover a projected
space in which the semantic relationships arise. This projected space usually keeps
only the highest k singular values of S, that are sorted in a decreasing order, making the
rest of values equal to 0. This way we could obtain an approximation of the correlation
matrix Ŵ using only these k singular values.

This projection on a space of reduced dimension allows the relationships between
the dialogue elements to be better inferred, in terms of some distance metric. As we
said, we propose to use the Pearson r correlation coefficient as this distance, since that
correlation gives us a good hint of the relationships between the elements. That is, two
or more elements highly correlated between themselves imply that they tend to appear
together in a sentence, which indicates that they could potentially belong to the same
cluster.

This semi-automatic approach based on LSA, together with the Pearson correlation
distance, tends to cluster those concepts or goals with a strong semantic relationship
between them. For instance, a cluster could include the three dialogue concepts re-
lated to the volume: the volume parameter itself (VOLUME_PARAMETER), its value
(VOLUME_VALUE), and the action to be carried out (VOLUME_ACTION) all to-
gether.

We could use a different number of eigenvalues to re-estimate the correlation ma-
trix W . The different values k for the dimension of the projected space (that is, the
number of the highest eigenvalues chosen to re-estimate the correlation matrix) can
obtain different estimations for the correlation between dialogue elements. When this
number is high, the estimation is more accurate, but the relationships among dialogue
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Figure 6.5: Example of a cluster tree

elements are more strict. In this sense, the result of the clustering is a large number of
clusters, each of which has few dialogue elements. As k decreases, the estimation of
the correlation becomes less precise, but more general relationships among dialogue
elements arise. Therefore, by varying the dimension of the projected space, we can
establish a tree-like structure of clusters. We build this structure by means of a bottom-
up strategy, from the isolated dialogue elements, up to a top leaf, that could be made
up of a single cluster with all the dialogue elements. An example of a hypothetical tree
of clusters that could generate our LSA-based approach can be seen in Figure 6.5.

Our LSA-based approach obtains a total number of clusters of 100 (when using the
initial set of 58 dialogue concepts), 25 (when considering the set of 15 goals), and 116
(when clustering both dialogue elements together, and thus starting with 73 elements).
However, we do not consider the cluster that contains all of the dialogue elements,
because the LM related to that cluster is trained with the full database, giving thus a
too general LM as a result, close to the background one.

We could consider keeping the full hierarchy of clusters, allowing a given dialogue
element (and, therefore, all the sentences that make reference to that element) the pos-
sibility of contributing to more than one LM. This approach has one main drawback. If
we consider a full hierarchy, we may estimate more LMs than the number of dialogue
elements. In our case, for instance, we should consider 25 LMs for the goal-based ap-
proach, whereas the number of dialogue goals is 15. Therefore, some criteria to select
the most feasible clusters are needed. The underlying idea, as presented before, is to
reach a reasonable tradeoff between the specificity of the resulting LMs (the lower the
number of elements that belong to each cluster, the more specific the associated LM
will be), and their robustness (the greater the number of elements in each cluster, the
greater the number of sentences to train the associated LM).

In these conditions, a method to prune the cluster tree is needed. This pruning
strategy is carried out by taking into account the data we use to estimate the LM as-
sociated to each cluster. Our pruning strategy discards the clusters made up of the
dialogue elements that appear in a number of sentences too reduced to train the related
LM accurately. On a first approach to prune the cluster tree, we establish that the num-
ber of sentences that trains the model related to a cluster should be, at least, a given
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(a) Single-level strategy (b) Multi-level strategy

Figure 6.6: Clusters chosen with the two selection strategies (the shaded clusters cor-
respond to the selected ones)

percentage of the number of sentences that train the model of the parent cluster in the
hierarchy tree. We will determine the optimum percentage during a cross-validation
step.

As the number of clusters after this first pruning was still relatively large, we de-
cided to include another, more restrictive condition: the system will not consider any
cluster whose model should be trained with a number of sentences below a certain per-
centage of the total number of sentences in our database. As with the previous pruning,
the final percentage was estimated during a cross-validation step.

Finally, we decided to study two different strategies, related to the number of layers
in the cluster hierarchy that we keep. On the first one, which we will refer to as single-
level approach, we force each dialogue element to belong to one and only one cluster.
Taking into account the tree-like structure of our clusters, this implies that a single
layer of each branch of the tree is kept.

The main drawback of this structure is that the reduction in the number of clusters
with this strategy is too high (i.e. few clusters remain as a consequence of this selec-
tion). Consequently, the LMs related to the resulting clusters could be too generalistic.

In an effort to keep the number of clusters constrained, but also keeping the speci-
ficity of the LMs, we apply a less restrictive strategy, which we call the multi-level
approach. In this approach, we keep several layers of each branch of the cluster tree,
thus allowing a dialogue element to be part of several clusters.

Figure 6.6 shows an example of the cluster selection following both strategies,
applied to the cluster tree presented in Figure 6.5.

As we said, the single-level approach (Figure 6.6(a)) implies that every dialogue
element is taken into account, and each one of them will only be considered as be-
longing to a single cluster. By applying this restriction, we assure that the number of
clusters is low, which implies that the LM associated to each cluster are trained with a
larger number of sentences than in the isolated approach (6.3), thus making them more
robust.

On the other hand, in the multi-level approach, we allow the dialogue elements
to belong to more than one cluster (and, therefore, to be considered to estimate more
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than one LM). As the example of Figure 6.6(b) shows, the concept c4 belongs to three
different clusters (a cluster made up only of c4 itself, a cluster with c4 and c5, and a
third one which contains 4 concepts).

In any case, we have also considered the full hierarchy of clusters for our initial
experiments. Table 6.4 shows the number of clusters (and, therefore, the number of
LMs estimated) for our semi-automatic semantic hierarchical clustering, either we use
the single-level approach or the multi-level one. In the latter case, we also distinguish
whether we apply a pruning strategy or not, and which pruning strategy (the initial or
the more restrictive one).

Table 6.4: Number of clusters considered for each LSA-based grouping strategy

Clustered Single- Multi-level
elements level No pruning Initial pruning Restrictive pruning
Concepts 10 100 25 16

Goals 4 25 14 9
Concepts and goals - 116 38 21

An interesting effect that we can observe is that the combination of both dialogue
elements does not lead to a number of clusters equal to the summation of the clusters
corresponding to each type of dialogue element individually. For instance, when we
do not apply any pruning to the cluster tree, the number of clusters obtained with the
combination of both dialogue elements (116) slightly differs to the summation of the
number of clusters of concepts (100) and goals (25) separately. This behaviour can be
explained attending to the nature of both dialogue elements, and the inference mecha-
nisms carried out by the dialogue manager (see Section 5.1). There are several dialogue
concepts that the system may consider to infer a given dialogue goal. For instance, a
parameter, a value, and an action related to the volume could be considered to infer
the goal of modifying the volume of the Hi-Fi. In that sense, the clustering approach
decides that the four elements (the three concepts and the goal) should directly form a
cluster.

As we can see, the conditions of the cluster selection strategy hardly affect the
number of LMs to be estimated when considering only dialogue goals (14 or 9 vs.
15, when estimating a model for each goal). However, we can achieve a significant
reduction in the number of LMs in the case of considering only concepts (we estimate
less than half the initial number of concepts, for the initial pruning, and about a quarter
of the total number of concepts, for the restrictive one), and when clustering both
dialogue elements together. In any case, the most important reduction in terms of LMs
to be estimated is achieved when using the single-level approach to select clusters (we
consider about one third of LMs for goal-based LM, and about one sixth of LMs for
concept-based modeling).
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6.4.3 Perplexity-based automatic hierarchical clustering

So far we have presented approaches that cluster dialogue elements based on expert
knowledge, or on an information retrieval procedure, such as LSA. As we have seen,
the main advantage of the expert clustering is that we could exploit the knowledge re-
garding the application domain to decide which elements should be grouped into each
cluster, whereas the LSA-based clustering allows us to discover semantic relationships
(usually hidden) between those elements. However, both strategies need of a certain
component of supervision, either to directly decide which elements belong to each
cluster (in the expert clustering), or to determine the number of singular vectors that
will be used to rebuild the correlation matrix (in the LSA-based clustering).

We have also considered a fully automatic strategy to group dialogue elements,
without any external, expert component. In this automatic approach we perform a
clustering algorithm that takes into account several performance figures classically
related to dialogue modeling, such as perplexity and mutual information (Manning
and Schütze, 2002).

Prior to detail the algorithms that we propose, let us mention the components that
we have to use to carry out a perplexity-based clustering algorithm. As with the pre-
vious approaches, we need a set of labeled sentences with which the different LMs
will be estimated. Additionally, such clustering technique needs another element to
perform their task adequately. We need an additional database to obtain the perplex-
ities of the different models to be compared at each step of the clustering algorithm.
We have considered a set of sentences that have not been seen during the training of
the element-specific dialogue elements. In order to obtain reliable results (i.e. the per-
plexities obtained with different models could be compared to decide which LM is the
optimal one) we have used the same database for all the LMs that will be built during
the clustering algorithm.

Our proposal is a bottom-up, greedy algorithm that builds a full hierarchy of clus-
ters, each of which will have a language model associated. The hierarchy will be
established from a starting point in which each cluster will be composed of a single
dialogue element (that is, we have a LM for each isolated element, as presented in Sec-
tion 6.3), to an ending cluster which contains all the dialogue elements (and therefore
it could be assimilated to the general, background model).

We have proposed two different algorithms based on the estimation of the perplex-
ity of LMs (Moreno, 2011). They are similar in their mathematical basis for obtaining
the metrics that we have considered to decide which dialogue elements belong to each
cluster. However, the grouping criterion and how the comparison is made are slightly
different. The first algorithm performs a method that exploits local information to de-
cide which elements should be grouped (that is, the metric is obtained by using only
those models directly related to the cluster that is potentially eligible). The second one
estimates a global measure obtained as a contribution of all the models that are present
at each step of the algorithm, and chooses the model that optimizes that measure.

Either we consider the local or the global criterion, the structure of the clustering
algorithm is the same. Algorithm 2 presents the steps of the automatic, perplexity-
based algorithm that we have implemented. In the algorithm, G stands for the set of
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groups that are built at each step of the algorithm; S stands for the set of elements si

that could potentially be grouped at the current step of the algorithm; and P represents
the potential groups pi of each step of the algorithm, that could be formed by each
couple of elements of the set S, that is, pi = (sj, sk) ; j 6= k; 1 ≤ j, k ≤ n.

The algorithm starts with a set S of dialogue elements. The first step consists of
building the initial group of potential clusters P. In the first iteration of the algorithm,
this set is composed of all the possible pairs of dialogue elements (si, sj). Then, each
step of the algorihtm consists of the following actions. For each element of the set P,
the clustering metric is obtained (i.e. getValue(pi)). That is, the value used to determine
which is the optimum cluster at each step of the algorithm. This optimum group gB

is then selected and stored in the set G. Finally, the set P is updated, disregarding all
the combinations that include any of the dialogue sets in gB (in the example, si and
sj), and adding all the possible combinations of gB with any other remaining set (for
instance, the new set (si, sj, s1)). The process is then repeated until all the dialogue
elements have been combined in a tree-like structure, thus generating the cluster at
the top of the hierarchy, that contains all the dialogue elements. The last step of the
algorithm consists of pruning the tree, keeping only the clusters more relevant, prior to
estimate their associated LMs.

Algorithm 2: Automatic perplexity-based clustering algorithm
Initialization
G = {∅};
S = {s1, s2, . . . , sn}; |S| = n

P = {(s1, s2) , (s1, s3) , . . . , (s1, sn) , . . . , (sn−1, sn)}; |P | =
(
n
2

)
Clustering
while S 6= {∅} do

for each pi ∈ P do
estimate the grouping parameter
getValue(pi);

gB = getBestGroup(P ); // suppose that gB = (si, sj)
G = G+ {gB}; // now, |G| has increased by 1
S = S − {si, sj};
P = P − {(si, sk) , (sj, sk)}; ∀sk ∈ S

P = P + {(gB, sk)}; ∀sk ∈ S; now, |P | =
(
n− 1

2

)
S = S + {gB}; now, |S| has decreased by 1

end of the algorithm
now, S = ∅; P = ∅, and |G| = 2n− 1

prune(G);

In the next Sections we will detail the motivation for using a perplexity based cri-
terion to cluster dialogue elements, together with the two strategies that we propose,
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their mathematical concepts, and their advantages and limitations.

6.4.3.1 Mutual Information criterion

Let us suppose a set of labeled sentences with which we train two different language
models, A and B, each of which is related to a certain dialogue-specific content (for
instance, a dialogue concept or a dialogue goal). We could assume that both LMs have
a common subset of training sentences (i.e. they share some knowledge, either lexical,
semantic, or intention). Let us further assume that we have obtained the perplexities of
both models against an additional database.

As we know, the perplexity is related to the average number of words between
which a model has to decide the most suitable one. We can estimate the perplexity of
a model as ppA = 2H(A), being H (A) the entropy of that model. In other words, the
entropy of the LM A can be obtained as H (A) = log2ppA. We can therefore represent
the entropy of both LMs A and B with two Venn diagrams, as in the Figure 6.7.

Figure 6.7: Entropy of two language models

In the figure, the area of each circle represents the entropy associated to each LM.
In that sense, we could assume that the area of the full figure can be related straight-
forwardly to the entropy of the joint model, AB.

The intersection of models A and B (in purple in the Figure) then represents the
mutual information shared between both LMs, that can be estimated as can

I (A;B) = H (A) +H (B)−H (A,B) (6.13)

where H (A,B) stands for the entropy of the joint model (A,B).
Remembering that the mutual information between two random variables repre-

sents the amount of information about one of them that the other one can provide,
we could assume that the mutual information is related to these sentences that have
been used to estimate both models, that is, those sentences that make reference to the
dialogue elements represented or covered by models A and B simultaneously.

If we consider the expression of the entropy of a model as a function of its perplex-
ity, we can obtain the following expression for the mutual information between two
LMs:
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I (A;B) = log2 ppA + log2 ppB − log2 ppAB (6.14)

which can be transformed into:

I (A;B) = log2

(
ppA ppB

ppAB

)
(6.15)

As we would like to cluster together those dialogue elements that share a strong re-
lationship, either lexical or semantic (i.e. those ones that share sentences with the same
semantic or intention labels), we could use the mutual information as a maximization
criterion. That is, our clustering algorithm will join at each step those dialogue ele-
ments whose associated LMs maximize the mutual information between them.

The mutual information maximization criterion is theoretically appropriate. In-
deed, the higher the mutual information between two variables is, the closest the rela-
tionship between them. Likewise, two independent variables (which in our case could
be related to two models that do not share any common training sentence) have a mu-
tual information equal to 0.

However, when we tried the algorithm with this criterion, we found that the first
cluster that was built contained the two elements with the highest number of training
sentences, leading thus to a too general cluster. From this step, the rest of the elements
joined this first cluster. Therefore, the resulting hierarchy did not verify the condition
of specificity that we required for the clustering solutions (see Section 6.4).

For this reason we decided to modify the decision criterion. We want to measure
also the influence of the size of the cluster AB (i.e. the cluster resulting of joining
clusters A and B together) in terms of its perplexity. That is, we want to separate
that situation in which two potential clusters, AB and CD, are built from two sets
of elements, (A, B) and (C, D), with similar mutual information (i.e. I (A;B) =
I (C;D)), but with a different perplexity of the resulting clusters, AB, and CD.

If we consider that the marginal entropies of the individual components are dif-
ferent (that is, H (A) 6= H (C); H (A) 6= H (D); and the same conditions for the
entropy of model B), but the resulting mutual information of the two combined mod-
els is equal (that is, I (A;B) = I (C;D)), it is needed that the entropies of the joint
models H (A,B) and H (C,D) are different.

To measure this effect we have used the Normalized Mutual Information (NMI),
proposed in Studholme et al. (1999). This measure has been used in the field of medical
image analysis and processing, since it is less sensitive to changes in overlapping and
orientation of the images (Pluim et al., 2003; Knops et al., 2006).

To our knowledge, the normalized version of the mutual information has not been
used for speech processing, albeit the mutual information has been widely used in
speech recognition, either to estimate parameters of the acoustic models, such as in
Bahl et al. (1986); Bilmes (1998), or to select the most appropriate trigger pairs in a
hybrid triggered-n-gram language model (GuoDong and KimTeng, 1999).

The Normalized Mutual Information between two LMs, A and B can be expressed
in terms of the associated entropies of both models as
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NMI (A,B) =
H (A) +H (B)

H (A,B)
(6.16)

which in turn can be computed in terms of the perplexity of the LMs as

NMI (A,B) =
log2 (ppA ppB)

log2 ppAB

(6.17)

The idea underlying the optimization of the ratio between the sum of the marginal
entropiesH (A),H (B) and the joint oneH (A,B), implies a minimization of the joint
entropy with respect to the marginal ones. This minimization in turn implies that the
joint cluster is closer to the individual ones (in terms of information considered to train
the LMs related to them) than considering only the mutual information.

To clarify the previous reasoning, we propose the following example. Let us sup-
pose a certain step of the clustering algorithm in which we have 4 elements to be
clustered, with entropies H (A) = 8; H (B) = 6; H (C) = 15, and H (D) = 5. Let
us further suppose that we have obtained the joint entropies of the clusters (A,B) and
(C,D), which take values of 10 and 16, respectively3.

If we obtain the mutual information between A and B, and between C and D,
we obtain the same value (i.e. I (A;B) = I (C;D) = 4). Therefore, the mutual
information criterion is not able to decide which cluster is the best one.

Now well, if we consider the normalized mutual information as proposed in Equa-
tion 6.16, we obtain that NMI (A;B) = 1.4, and NMI (C;D) = 1.25. In this case,
the maximization criterion proposed will choose A,B as the next cluster to be cho-
sen. These values show how the proposed criterion chooses the cluster that not only
contains the highest number of common sentences (i.e. maximizing the mutual infor-
mation), but also minimizes the joint entropy with respect to the marginal ones, that is,
the cluster more similar (in its contents) to the individual elements.

The normalized version of the mutual information takes into account the effect of
the size of the resulting cluster AB, instead of substracting the effect of its entropy, as
in the classical formula of mutual information. This way we can distinguish the case
in which two potential clusters have the same mutual information, thus keeping that
one that maximizes the NMI.

The NMI-based criterion tends to group elements that share common information
(i.e. dialogue elements, or sentences that make reference to those elements). It also
allows us to reach a tradeoff between reduced values of perplexity (that tends to lead to
better LMs) and the size of the models (in terms of information used to estimate them).
We use this criterion since we have several elements for which the number of training
sentences is so reduced that their LMs give artificially reduced perplexities, but only
due to the lack of training data. For instance, we have a dialogue goal, CANCEL, that
has been labeled in only 5 sentences of the training database, each of them comprising
only one word. Therefore, the perplexity related to this model is extremely low, but its
utility (as a LM) is very reduced since the training sample is too reduced.

3For simplicity, we only consider these two joint entropies in the example; in a real situation we
should estimate the joint entropies between each pair of elements.
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6.4.3.2 Global Perplexity criterion

As we have seen, the mutual information criterion takes a local decision to decide
whether to join or not two models in a single cluster. That is, the parameter to be
optimized depends only on the original models A and B that are to be merged, and on
the resulting cluster AB.

We have also proposed another metric, which is estimated as a contribution of all
the models considered at each step of the algorithm. In this approach, all the groups
present at each time that a new cluster should be formed, contribute to the obtention of
the value with which the decision will be taken, leading thus a global criterion.

To obtain the decision parameter, we estimate at each iteration of the algorithm
an artificial, global language model, to which all the clusters remaining contribute.
We decide to make the simplest contribution, basing it on an interpolation of the LM
related to the cluster that will be potentially selected, and the LMs related to the rest
of clusters present at that step of the algorithm. We then obtain the perplexity of this
global model when evaluating a set of sentences unseen in training. This perplexity of
the global model is the parameter that we will take into account to decide which cluster
is the optimum at each iteration of the algorithm.

We consider the application of the perplexity of the global, artificial LM as a mini-
mization function. That is, the algorithm will select as the best cluster to be chosen at
each iteration of the algorithm the one that minimizes the perplexity of the global LM.
The idea is that, since the global LM generated for all the potential clusters has the
same vocabulary size, and the same (absolute) number of training sentences, the more
reduced the global perplexity is, the simpler the final model will be.

We refer to the global LM generated for each potential cluster as ‘artificial’ in
the sense that it will not be used at dialogue time, but only to estimate its perplexity.
That is, once that perplexity of the LM is estimated, we will not consider that model
anymore.

Figure 6.8: An iteration of the clustering algorithm using the global perplexity criterion

Let us suppose that, at a certain iteration of the clustering process, we have NS

groups among which the algorithm will select the two of them that will be clustered
in the current step. Figure 6.8 shows this situation, in which the system tries to group
together clusters Si and Sj . As we have said, the system estimates the LM related
to the potential cluster Sij and interpolates it with the LMs related to the rest of the
clusters Sk; k 6= i, j.
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We decide to assign the same interpolation weight to each LM present in the in-
terpolation. That is, if at a certain step of the algorithm there are NS clusters, the LM
related to each model will have an interpolation weight of 1/NS . There are two reasons
that have made us to choose a uniform weight. First of all, a uniform assignment of the
weights is maybe the simplest approach to merge LMs. Most importantly, we do not
know any additional condition of the LMs to be interpolated but the set of sentences
that train each model. In that sense, a uniform distribution of the interpolation weights
does not imply any additional assumption on the models to be merged.

Therefore, if we represent the probability of obtaining a word w given its history h
with the LM related to cluster Sk as pSk

(w | h), the corresponding probability in the
global, artificial model, ptij at a certain iteration t of the algorithm, in which clusters i
and j are merged, can be obtained as

ptij (w | h) =
1

NS

pSij
(w | h) +

NS∑
k=1,
k 6=i,j

pSk
(w | h)

 (6.18)

Once the system obtains the perplexity of the model pG, the process is repeated
for each available combination ij of elements to be grouped (that is, for each potential
cluster). As a result the algorithm obtains a set of iteration-dependent LMs related to
all the potential clusters. The algorithm then selects as the new cluster to be included in
the hierarchy the one that obtains the lowest perplexity among all of them. The rest of
the potential clusters are disregarded in the current step of the algorithm. Nevertheless,
they could be considered as potential clusters in further iterations.

The global perplexity minimization criterion is similar to the NMI-based one in the
sense that both criteria allows us to obtain groups of elements that share common infor-
mation. With both criteria the system groups those elements that share a high amount
of common sentences (i.e. strongly related from the point of view of vocabulary and
semantics). The main difference between both criteria is related to the computing time.
The global perplexity minimization one has a higher computational complexity since
it has to estimate a higher number of models at each iteration (not only the LM related
to the cluster that is included to the hierarchy, but also the specific models and the
global one for each potential cluster). As regards the performance of both strategies,
in Chapter 8 we will see that both hierarchies behave in a similar way, with slight, non
significant differences.

6.4.3.3 Estimating a correction function

Both the NMI and the global perplexity criteria have a main drawback. The cluster
hierarchies that are obtained are unbalanced, in the sense that after the first grouping,
a cluster with a high number of sentences is obtained. The rest of elements tend to
join that cluster instead of building more specific groups. In order to reach a tradeoff
between the perplexity of each LM and their size (in terms of the number of sentences
that train the corresponding LM, and the number of elements into each cluster), we
propose to obtain a correction function. This function will take only real positive
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values, in such a way that we will be able to use it as a multiplying or a dividing factor
in the expressions of the objective metrics.

As we have mentioned before, the LMs corresponding to several dialogue elements
are trained with too few sentences (and even words) to consider them as robust. There-
fore, the initial steps of the clustering algorithm tends to join models that have been
trained with more data. The result is that a cluster with a too general LM associated is
obtained at the early steps of the algorithm, thus losing the specificity that we require
to the content-specific models.

In that sense, the motivation of defining a correction function is to enable the clus-
tering of those elements which have a strong lexical or semantic relationship, even
though their related LMs are trained with a reduced number of sentences. This fact
will avoid the generation of a too general model with which the rest of elements are
progressively joined. In other words, the system can keep an important degree of
specificity in the early steps of the clustering algorithm.

Taking into account that we want to optimize the criterion metric, the correction
function is applied in two different ways, depending on the chosen criterion for the
clustering. In the case of the the NMI measure (which is a maximization function),
we will apply the function as a division factor prior to decide which elements to clus-
ter. In a similar fashion, the global perplexity metric (minimization function) will be
multiplied by the correction factor.

We will make the correction function dependent on two main features of each clus-
ter: a) the number of dialogue elements that form each cluster, and b) the number of
sentences with which the LM associated to the cluster will be estimated.

The number of dialogue elements joined in a given cluster Si, which we denote
as NSi

, will model the size of the clusters. It is used to allow those clusters with few
elements to be joined among them, avoiding thus the tendency to join a cluster with
more elements, which in turn leads to less specific LMs, especially in the initial steps
of the clustering algorithm.

The correction criterion will also take into account the number of sentences nA

and nB that have been used to train the LMs related to the clusters to be joined, as
well as the number of sentences of the resulting cluster, nAB. We use the number of
sentences as a value that can measure both the size of the model, and also its robustness
(the larger the number of sentences to train a LM, the better it will be estimated).

Figure 6.9 represents, as Venn diagrams, the process of joining two clusters A and
B into a single one AB, together with the number of sentences of each model. As we
stated previously, it is possible that a given sentence has been used to train the models
related to clustersA andB (i.e. the intersection of both sets is not empty). If a sentence
is used to train both models, we consider it only once to train the joined model AB.
This way, we do not modify artificially the original set of training sentences. In that
sense, the number of sentences of each individual cluster, nA and nB, and the number
of sentences of the joined cluster, nAB, have to fulfill the following relationships:

nAB > nA

nAB > nB

nAB 6 nA + nB

 (6.19)
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Figure 6.9: Number of sentences of two clusters and their union

The correction function will consider the number of sentences in the sense of fa-
voring the union of those elements that share a large number of common sentences and
a reduced number of different sentences. In that sense, the correction function should
take a higher value under any of the following conditions:

• The number of non-common sentences used to train each language model in-
creases. This number is the number of sentences that train one of the individual
models (either A or B) and that do not appear in the other one. These values can
be obtained as nAB−nB for the model A (which corresponds to the blue shaded
area in Figure 6.9) and nAB − nA for the model B (shaded in light red in the
figure aforementioned).

• The number of common sentences between clusters A and B is reduced. This
number of sentences can be estimated as nA +nB−nAB (that is, the intersection
of both sets, shaded in light purple in Figure 6.9).

In any case, the situation in which the correction function reaches its maximum
value arises when there are not any sentence in common between both models. In
other words, a lexical or semantic relationship between both clusters A and B is too
weak or inexistent, and therefore both clusters should not be joined in the current step
of the algorithm. According to the conditions expressed in equation 6.19, this situation
arises when nAB = nA + nB.

A final restriction that we apply to the correction function is that the contribution
of the number of sentences is measured on a logarithmic scale. We decide that to
reduce the variability range of the number of sentences with which the LMs are trained,
keeping it in the same order of magnitude of the number of elements of each cluster.

The correction function will then fulfill the following conditions:

• The higher the number of dialogue elements into the cluster, NSi
, the higher the

correction function will be.
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• The higher the number of uncommon sentences between the clusters A and B
to be joined, the higher the correction function will be. As we have two clusters
to join, we have to handle two values: the number of specific sentences for
cluster A, and the number of specific sentences for cluster B. We have decided
to estimate the geometric mean of both values in the correction function.

• The higher the number of common sentences between both clusters, the lower
the correction function will be. Therefore, we use the number of common sen-
tences as a dividing factor in the expression of the function.

Taking the previous conditions into account, the expression of the clustering cor-
rection function CF for joining two clusters A and B into a single cluster AB is

CF = NSi
ln

[√
(nAB − nB) (nAB − nA)

nA + nB − nAB

+K0

]
(6.20)

where K0 is a constant that assures that the logarithm always takes a positive value.
This constant is needed since the first factor of the logarithm can take a value below 1.

6.4.3.4 Pruning the cluster hierarchies

As a result of the clustering algorithm, we obtain a full hierarchy, from the isolated
elements, to a cluster that contains all the dialogue elements. The last step consists of
pruning that hierarchy, keeping only those clusters whose associated LMs are estimated
with enough data. The pruning strategy applied is the same one that we mentioned for
the semi-automatic semantic clustering based on LSA (see Section 6.4.2).

Table 6.5 shows the number of clusters for each strategy and configuration of the
clustering algorithm.

Table 6.5: Number of resulting clusters for each algorithm and configuration

Clustering Configuration
strategy Concepts Goals Both

NMI 19 10 18
Global perp. 23 10 25

The number of clusters considered slightly differs for each clustering strategy and
for each type of dialogue elements considered (only dialogue concepts, that is, seman-
tic information; only dialogue goals, or both concepts and goals). As we observed in
the case of the semi-automatic clustering, an appropriate pruning strategy allows us
to keep only the best estimated LMs (that is, disregarding those models trained with
too few sentences), but keeping an important degree of specificity (that is, without
considering too general LMs). In the case of the perplexity-dependent criteria, the
numbers of clusters obtained or each approach are similar to the ones obtained in the
semi-automatic approaches. This may indicate that we have reached a boundary due
to effects of the size of the training database and the number of concepts and goals
defined, and not only to the differences of the clustering strategies.
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6.4.4 Obtaining the interpolation weights of each cluster

Once the system has determined which LMs to interpolate at each dialogue turn, it
has to estimate the relevance of each model in the context dependent model, pD, to
be interpolated with a background LM, pB, as we presented early in this Chapter (see
Section 6.2 and the algorithm presented in Table 1).

In Section 6.3 we proposed that the system could obtain feasible interpolation
weights using its own estimations of the dialogue management procedure (in our case,
the posterior probabilities for dialogue elements, given by the BNs). In that case, the
interpolation weight of each LM depended only on the posterior probability of the
dialogue element associated to that model.

When considering the interpolation of LMs related to clusters of dialogue elements,
we should include an additional restriction: the number of models to interpolate at
each dialogue turn does not have to be equal to the number of dialogue elements,
since several elements could belong to the same cluster (and therefore a single content-
specific LM has been previously estimated for all of them), and each of them could
be part of different clusters, when considering several layers of the cluster tree (and
therefore each of them can contribute to more than one model).

To include this effect, we slightly modify the criterion for the estimation of the
interpolation weights. The system still uses the posterior probabilities of the dialogue
elements (pbw (ci | eci

) for concepts and pfw (gi | egi
) for goals), but it will also take

into account the number of clusters to which the elements addressed by the user belong,
and their size.

Once the system has inferred the dialogue goals that the user has addressed (by
means of the forward inference) and has determined which concepts are needed to
solve these goals (by means of the backward inference), the system determines the
clusters to which the considered dialogue elements belong. Then it will obtain the
interpolation weight as a function of the number of dialogue elements that belong
to each cluster. The more elements into each cluster, the higher the corresponding
interpolation weight will be, and vice versa. The weights will also depend on the
posterior probabilities, that act again as a sort of confidence scores for concepts and
goals: the higher the posterior probability of a certain element is, the higher the weight
associated to the cluster to which that element belong will be.

This way, the relevance of the LM associated to a given cluster will depend not
only on the reliability of the elements of that cluster (that is measured by the posterior
probability of each element), but also on the representativity of each cluster in com-
parison with the rest (that is measured by the number of elements addressed by the
user that belongs to that cluster). That is, the system should modify the relevance of
a cluster depending on the number of positively inferred elements belonging to that
cluster.

We propose five different strategies to obtain the interpolation weights (Lucas-
Cuesta et al., 2010a). Prior to the explanation of each one of them we present the
definitions that we will use in our expressions. We present only the expressions for
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the interpolation weights of the approach including both concepts and goals. The cor-
responding expressions for concept-based or goal-based clustering could be easily de-
rived.

Let us suppose that, at a certain point in the interaction, the system has already
obtained the posterior probabilities of the different dialogue elements (pbw (ci | eci

) for
concept ci, and pfw

(
gj | egj

)
for goal gj , given their respective evidences, eci

, and egj
).

We will only consider those dialogue elements whose posterior probabilities rise
above the corresponding thresholds ΦC and ΦG. We will denote by NCi

and NGi

the number of concepts and goals of cluster Si with posterior probabilities above the
relevance thresholds. Let us also suppose that those dialogue elements belong to NS

different clusters.
Using this definitions, we define the different strategies to obtain the interpolation

weightswSi
related to each cluster Si. We have also to take into account the restrictions

that the weights have to fulfill: they have to be nonnegative, and their summation has
to be equal to 1.

To illustrate the benefits and drawbacks of the approaches that we propose, we will
discuss an example of the obtention of the interpolation weights associated to each
cluster-related LM. Let us suppose that, at a given turn of the dialogue, the user has
uttered a sentence from which the Dialogue Manager infers the dialogue goals g1, g2,
g3 and g4

4. Let us also suppose that these goals belong to three clusters, SA, SB and
SC , and that the Bayesian networks have obtained the values of posterior probabilities
shown in Table 6.6.

Table 6.6: Posterior probabilities and corresponding clusters of the dialogue goals
proposed as an example

Goal g1 g2 g3 g4

Cluster SA SA SB SC

pfw (gi | egi
) 0.9 0.3 0.8 0.3

The five strategies that we have studied are the following ones:

• A0. Our first and simplest approach consists of assigning the same interpola-
tion weight to the LM associated to each cluster to be considered. Therefore,
the weight assigned to each LM to be interpolated will be wSi

= 1/NS . With
this approach, each of the three clusters of the example will have an associated
interpolation weight of 0.33.

Whereas the main characteristic of this strategy relies on its simplicity, its main
weakness is that it does not consider any information available to the Dialogue
Manager to obtain the interpolation weights. That is, it does not take into account
neither how many dialogue elements have been identified, nor their posterior
probabilities.

4For simplicity we only consider dialogue goals in the example.
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• A1. To partially consider how the identified dialogue elements are distributed
in the different clusters, a possibility relies on using the relative frequencies of
dialogue elements that belong to a cluster as the interpolation weights. This
way, if the DM identifies NCi

dialogue concepts and NGi
goals that belong to

the cluster Si, then the interpolation weight associated to that cluster will be

wSi
=

NCi
+NGi∑NS

i=1 (NCi
+NGi

)
(6.21)

that is, the fraction of the identified dialogue elements that belong to cluster Si.

In the example provided in Table 6.6, the cluster SA will take an interpolation
weight equal to 0.5 (since two of the four inferred goals belong to that cluster),
while clusters SB and SC will have an interpolation weight of 0.25.

The obtention of the interpolation weights is easy to implement, and the strategy
accounts for the classification of the identified elements. However, this method
still does not take into account all the information the DM obtains, such as the
posterior probabilities obtained at the inference process. This may cause that
the system assigns a higher relevance (i.e. a higher interpolation weight) to a
LM associated to a cluster that contains a higher number of dialogue elements,
without considering whether these elements are considered to be useful by the
DM (i.e. using those ones with low posterior probabilities). This could reduce
the relevance of a LM related to a cluster with fewer elements, but maybe with
higher posterior probabilities, and thus more likely to have been addressed by
the user. Consequently, we should consider this strategy as a suboptimal one.

• A2. To consider the posterior probabilities obtained by the DM, the simplest way
to proceed consists of estimating the average of the probabilities of the dialogue
elements classified into a cluster. The interpolation weight of a given model will
be then obtained according to the expression:

wSi
=

1

kN2

1

NCi
+NGi

NCi∑
j=1

pbw

(
cj | ecj

)
+

NGi∑
j=1

pfw

(
gj | egj

) (6.22)

where kN2 is the normalization factor, equal to the summation of the previous
averages wSi

over the set of clusters whose associated models will be interpo-
lated:

kN2 =

NS∑
i=1

1

NCi
+NGi

NCi∑
j=1

pbw

(
cj | ecj

)
+

NGi∑
j=1

pfw

(
gj | egj

) (6.23)
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The interpolation weight of cluster SA in the example of Table 6.6 is obtained
as 0.6 (which is the average of the interpolation weights of goals g1 and g2)
divided by 1.7 (the summation of the averages of the three clusters: 0.6, 0.8, and
0.3). That is, wSA

= 0.35. In a similar way, we obtain that wSB
= 0.47, and

wSC
= 0.18.

Despite this method estimates the interpolation weights as a function of the pos-
terior probabilities that the DM obtains, it has a main weakness. This strategy
does not take into account the size of the cluster (i.e. its number of elements).
This may cause that a cluster with a single dialogue element with high posterior
probability becomes more relevant that other clusters with more elements, that
is, clusters that include more information related to the current utterance, even
though their posterior probabilities were relatively high.

• A3. To partially solve the problem of giving more relevance to clusters with
few elements, the system may choose only the maximum value of the posterior
probabilities of the elements that belongs to the cluster, as the weight of that
cluster. That is, we keep only the maximum posterior probability of an element
into a cluster, that might be either a concept or a goal. The cluster is therefore
represented by that value.

The corresponding expressions of the interpolation weights, and the normaliza-
tion factors, will be

wSi
=

1

kN3

max
cj∈NCi

,
gj∈NGi

[
pbw

(
cj | ecj

)
, pfw

(
gj | egj

)]
(6.24)

and

kN3 =

NS∑
i=1

max
cj∈NCi

,
gj∈NGi

[
pbw

(
cj | ecj

)
, pfw

(
gj | egj

)]
(6.25)

The interpolation weights of the clusters presented in Table 6.6 are wSA
= 0.45

(which is obtained as 0.9 divided by the summation of the maximum probabili-
ties of each cluster, that is, 0.9 + 0.8 + 0.3 = 2); wSB

= 0.4, and wSC
= 0.15.

It it easy to see that this method presents similar benefits and drawbacks than the
previous strategy. It is simple to implement, but it only considers the posterior
probabilities, and disregards the distribution of the dialogue elements identified
into the different clusters. Even worse, instead of considering all the information
of the elements of each cluster, this strategy estimates the interpolation weights
relying on only one element. This could cause that the model associated to a
cluster with a single element with high probability becomes more relevant for
the dynamic LM than other clusters that contain more elements with reletively
high posterior probabilities.
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• A4. The two main weaknesses of approaches A0 and A2 (the need to consider
posterior probabilities, and the distribution of the dialogue elements identified
into the different clusters) can be partly addressed by estimating the interpolation
weights as the summation of the posterior probabilities of the elements classified
into each cluster. Therefore the equations of this strategy will be:

wSi
=

1

kN4

NCi∑
j=1

pbw

(
cj | ecj

)
+

NGi∑
j=1

pfw

(
gj | egj

) (6.26)

for the interpolation weight associated to each cluster, being:

kN4 =

NS∑
i=1

NCi∑
j=1

pbw

(
cj | ecj

)
+

NGi∑
j=1

pfw

(
gj | egj

) (6.27)

the normalization constant.

The interpolation weights obtained with this strategy in the clusters of the ex-
ample in Table 6.6 are: wSA

= 0.52 (obtained as 1.2, which is the summation
of the probabilities of the elements belonging to cluster SA, divided by the sum-
mation of the probabilities of all the elements, that is, 2.3); wSB

= 0.35, and
wSC

= 0.13.

Of the five strategies presented, we could consider this one as the interpolation
approach that better achieves the proposed tradeoff between considering the pos-
terior probabilities that the Dialogue Manager estimates, and the distribution of
the dialogue elements into the different clusters.

To compare the interpolation weights obtained with each of the strategies presented
for the three clusters of the example proposed in Table 6.6, we recall these weights in
Table 6.7.

Table 6.7: Interpolation weights corresponding to the clusters of the example

Interpolation Cluster
approach SA SB SC

A0 0.33 0.33 0.33
A1 0.5 0.25 0.25
A2 0.35 0.47 0.18
A3 0.45 0.4 0.15
A4 0.52 0.35 0.13

We can see how the approach A0 assigns the same interpolation weight to each
cluster, regardless of the elements into each of them and their probabilities, and that
the approach A1 only takes into account the number of dialogue elements into each
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cluster (assigning a higher weight to the cluster with more elements, without consid-
ering their posterior probabilities). We can also see how the approach A2 assigns the
higher weight to the cluster SB, which does not contain neither the highest number of
elements nor the highest posterior probability. As regards the approach A3, we can see
how it only relies on the highest posterior probability of the elements on each cluster,
disregarding both the number of elements into each of them, and their probabilities
(except the highest one). Finally, the approach A4 reaches a good tradeoff between
the number of elements inferred that are classified into each cluster, and the posterior
probability associated to each of them.

During the experimental stage (see Chapter 8) we tested the five hypotheses only
when obtaining the performance of the grouping strategy based on LSA and applying
the single-level strategy (see Section 6.4.2). For the rest of grouping approaches, we
decided to implement only the strategy A4, because it was the approach that led to
the best results with the single-level, semi-automatic clustering, as we will present in
Section 8.2.

6.4.5 Discussion

Throughout this section we have presented our different approaches to group the dia-
logue elements into different clusters, in order to reduce the total number of LMs that
have to be estimated, as well as the strategies to obtain their interpolation weights.
First of all we have proposed an expert grouping of dialogue elements, which takes
into account the available knowledge about the application domain.

As we also want a general procedure (i.e. a clustering algorithm that could be
applied to any domain without changing its basis), we have proposed a LSA-based
clustering in an effort to make the semantic relationships among dialogue elements to
arise. Once the cluster tree has been built, we performed two strategies to select which
clusters should be considered: a single-level one (in which each element can belong to
a single cluster), and a multi-level one (keeping several leaves of the cluster tree, and
pruning those ones that could generate more weaker language models).

Finally, we have presented a fully automatic clustering algorithm that tries to ex-
tract lexical or semantic relationships between dialogue elements, but attending to clas-
sical LM metrics, such as entropy, perplexity, and mutual information. The main nov-
elty has been the usage of a normalized version of mutual information, that has allowed
us to obtain better balanced cluster hierarchies, avoiding groups that were too general,
especially at the initial iterations of the clustering algorithm.

It is interesting to discuss the different nature of the clustering strategies that we
have proposed. Whereas the perplexity-based one makes use of lexic information (that
is, the algorithm clusters those elements that share common words, expressions, or
even sentences), the expert-based and the LSA-based approaches, as well as the iso-
lated strategies (using a LM specific for each dialogue element) consider higher level
information. More specifically, the semantic content of the sentences (the dialogue
concepts and/or the dialogue goals used by the dialogue manager). Each clustering
strategy gives thus place to different cluster trees, one more related to lexical aspects
(and therefore closer to the information managed by the recognition system), and the
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other one related to semantic features (and closer to the information considered by the
dialogue manager).

One might think that the lexical-based clustering (i.e. the one obtained with a
perplexity derived metric) should be more suitable for recognition purposes, since it
considers the information directly used by the speech recognizer. In the experiments
that we have carried out this tendency is followed to an extent. The clustering approach
based on the Minimum Global Perplexity criterion leads to the best recognition rates
when using the information conveyed in a sentence to recognize again the same sen-
tence (see Section 8.2). This makes sense, since this rescoring strategy does not need
any dialogue-dependent information to dynamically adapt the LMs. Indeed, it only
makes use of the information specific of a given sentence.

However, in a more realistic situation, the system will use the information provided
by the user in previous interactions to dynamically adapt the LMs to the next utterance.
That is, the system tries to predict the most plausible sentence that the user will utter,
taking into account the previous actions addressed by the user. In other words, using
the semantic information (i.e. dialogue concepts and/or dialogue goals) considered
by the dialogue manager. Under this situation, the dialogue specific LMs (that is,
the LSA-based clustering and the isolated models) are more accurate than the lexical
ones (i.e. the perplexity based clustering), since the dialogue flow can contribute to a
better foresight of the next sentence, and therefore the recognition could be effectively
improved (see Section 8.4.4.1).

In any case, regardless of the strategy to generate the content specific models, the
dynamic adaptation of LMs is always a dialogue-driven process. It takes place once
the system has determined the semantic context of the current utterance (using the
information provided by the user in the current and/or in previous turns).

In conclusion, either we consider the dynamic adaptation of LMs from a lexical
point of view or from a semantic perspective, the proposed strategies to cluster in-
formation prior to the estimation of a LM associated to each cluster leads to a better
performance of the recognition process.

Finally, we have proposed different strategies to estimate the interpolation weights
of the LMs to be interpolated on each dialogue turn as a function of the information
available to the system, that is, the presence of the different dialogue elements (either
concepts extracted or goals inferred), with their corresponding posterior probabilities.
After considering the main benefits and drawbacks of each approach, and once we have
evaluated all of them (only with the single-level LSA-based hierarchical clustering),
we have decided to use the A4 approach (i.e. to estimate the weights as the sum of the
posterior probabilities of those dialogue elements grouped into the same cluster).

An important benefit of applying a clustering over the dialogue elements, in com-
parison with the approach of estimating a LM for each dialogue element, relies on
the reduction of LMs to be estimated and loaded in memory during the dialogues. A
lesser number of models implies that each of them could be estimated with more data
and, therefore, they could be more reliable in order to model the dependencies of the
next sentence with the information available in the ongoing dialogue turn. In other
words, the process of clustering dialogue elements allows us to increase the robustness
of the models to be considered for the dynamic adaptation of LMs (in comparison to
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the approach of having a single LM for each dialogue element). We can also keep an
important degree of specificity by means of several pruning criteria, that disregards
both the clusters with a too reduced number of training sentences, and those ones with
a too general LM associated.
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CHAPTER 7

MANAGEMENT OF
USER-DEPENDENT INFORMATION

In the previous Chapter we have seen how to contextualize the behaviour of the speech
recognition system attending to the conditions of the ongoing dialogue (thus consider-
ing the information conveyed in the user’s current utterance as well as the information
provided in previous dialogue turns).

That approach to include contextualization into a dialogue system can be consid-
ered as general for every user, since, as it has been presented, the procedures to gather
and use context-dependent information are the same for every user. However, we could
also apply some contextualization strategies to take into account the different charac-
teristics of the users of the system.

In this Chapter we present our approach to include user dependent information
into the dialogue flow to make the system able to react in different ways attending to
specific features of each user, such as preferences, usage privileges, and so on. We
define the main structures and contents of our user information management system,
and detail the strategy to handle that information as part of the contextual information
of the dialogue.

7.1 Motivation

As we mentioned in the technological context, one of the current research fields that
is receiving a higher attention is to endow systems with the ability to modify their
behaviour and their responses depending on the user that addresses them at each mo-
ment. This fact also holds for dialogue systems, especially in those ones devised to
be used by a large number of users, either because they are included in an environ-
ment with multiple users (such as a domotic application), or because they are part of a
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system with a large number of potential users (for instance, a voice-based smartphone
application such as Siri application for iPhone).

The main reason to give dialogue systems the ability to interact with their users
in a personalized way is to achieve an interaction more natural and more human-like.
Indeed, if the system can understand and react properly to each user’s preferences,
personality, expectations, and so on, the interaction could take place in a more agile
and intuitive way from the user’s point of view.

Jokinen et al. (2004) highlighted the aspects that a system should consider in order
to react properly to each user in a speech-based e-mail application. According to their
work, adaptive dialogue systems should be able to adjust their behaviour to the follow-
ing events: a) to the different types of users that interact with them (either novice or
expert); b) to the different situations that may arise throughout a dialogue (for instance,
any problem arising during the recognition procedure), and c) to the different actions
that may be addressed by users (i.e. that each user pursues different goals).

The classification of users into different types, and the modification of the be-
haviour of the system attending to the degree of user expertise, have been thoroughly
addressed in the literature. The most remarkable example is the modification of the be-
haviour of the system attending to the degree of expertise of users in interacting with
dialogue systems. For instance, the initiative of the interaction may be different (with
the system keeping the inititative and guiding novice users, and allowing expert users
to control the dialogue), or the settings of the recognition system could be modified
(for instance, by accepting more complex utterances for expert users).

In a similar way, researchers have also studied the influence of the conditions of the
ongoing dialogue, and how the system should modify its behaviour according to them.
See for instance the work proposed in Litman and Pan (2002), where the initiative of
the system varies depending upon the conditions of the recognition. If the recognition
hypothesis is accurate, the system leads the initiative to the user, leading thus to more
direct and shorter dialogues. On the contrary, if the system detects that any problem
arises (either because of a wrong hypothesis or because the user uttered an out-of-
vocabulary word or phrase), it will tend to retain the initiative, guiding the dialogue to
more specific user interventions.

In our work we have focused on the third aspect aforementioned. Our purpose is
to discuss the requirements that a system should fulfill in order to adapt its behaviour,
to make it able to react to specific features of the user (such as his or her preferences,
in terms of which actions could be carried out).

To properly include user-specific information as part of the contextualization mech-
anisms of a system we have to solve three main issues. First of all, we have to decide
how to capture the information during the interactions of the user. It should be done in
the most transparent and unobtrusive way, so that users do not perceive that the system
is dedicating resources to a task different to solve the actions that they want to carry
out. Secondly, we have to represent that information in such a way that it becomes
useful to the system to infer the best action to carry out attending to that informa-
tion, and to the other conditions of the ongoing dialogue. Finally, several mechanisms
should be defined in order to exploit that information to provide the users with the most
appropriate response or action.
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The way in which systems acquire the information needed to determine or to learn
the user characteristics that are relevant for the dialogue, is usually to gather informa-
tion of each user during the interactions, and use this information to build an informa-
tion structure that represents the user. We will model each user by means of a user
profile that will contain all the information relative to each user (or to each group of
users, if they share common characteristics).

Once the user model is acquired, the system can use it as a source of contextual
information. Its contents are then considered as potentially useful to solve any situation
in which an ambiguity arises, such as an anaphora or an ellipsis. In these events the
user deliberately omits part of the information needed to solve the ongoing dialogue or
to carry out the actions he or she wants to fulfill. This omission can take place either
because the user has already made a reference to that information piece (in the case of
an anaphora) or because the user does not consider this information as needed, or he
or she forgets it (in the case of an ellipsis).

In the next Sections we will detail which user-specific information should be taken
into account in a dialogue system to contextualize its behaviour (Section 7.2). We
then define the concepts of user preferences and usage privileges, and provide the
mathematical basis to automatically estimate them by using metrics collected by the
system during the interaction with the user (Section 7.3). Finally, in Section 7.4 we
present the main structure to include user-specific information into the dialogue flow,
as well as the mechanisms to handle this information.

7.2 User modeling approach: user profiles

The first task that we have to face in order to include user-dependent information into
a dialogue system consists of determining which information we want to consider and
how we should represent it so that the system can exploit it as effectively as possible. In
other words, we should decide in which group of the taxonomies presented in Chapter
2 our user management information system could be classified.

To make that decision we should consider that our objective is to define a sys-
tem with the ability to react in different ways depending on the main characteristics,
features, and preferences of each user, taking into account the actions that they are cur-
rently carrying out, as well as those ones that they fulfilled throughout their interactions
with the system.

Attending to this main goal, the characteristics of our user representation mecha-
nism (i.e. the groups or taxonomy elements into which they can be classified) are the
following:

• Individual model. As we want to model the features of each user in order to
modify the system’s behaviour accordingly, we treat each user as an independent
entity. Therefore, we estimate a model for each single user. In any case, we keep
the door open to cluster together those users that share any common feature.
This way, we could develop either a system that adapts to the users’ level of
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expertise, or a system that can recommend to carry out several actions based on
the decisions taken by similar users.

• Explicit model. We include in our user model only the information explicitly
provided by the corresponding user. Our aim is to keep the model as free as pos-
sible from the influence of external agents, such as the decisions that the system
itself can take. For instance, an action proposed by the system based on informa-
tion gathered during previous interactions. Another possibility could consist of
disregarding those actions that the system has inferred as active, but whose con-
fidence level falls below a certain threshold. Despite the user addresses these ac-
tions explicitly, their reduced confidence value would make the system to avoid
their execution until the eventual resolution of a clarification dialogue in which
the user effectively confirms or rejects the execution of that action.

• Short- and long-term model. From a general point of view, our user modeling
approach is a long-term one, since it contains the information provided by the
user since his or her first interaction with the system. In that sense, the model
could become an integration of all the information available, giving the same
importance to recent and past events. However, as we want to react to user pref-
erences, and these preferences may evolve throughout the time (as the interests
and tastes of a user are not static generally), we design an update mechanism that
gives different relevance to each piece of information, attending to the moment
in which the user provides it. This way, the more recent an element or an action
has been addressed, the higher its relevance will be, and vice versa.

• Model used to apply content-based filtering. From the perspective of the func-
tional classification of our user modeling approach, it carries out a content-based
filtering as defined in the literature (see Section 2.3.2.2), since it aims at selecting
the most appropriate option among a set of available actions. To do so, we do
not consider the information of other users similar to the current one (as in the
collaborative filtering approaches). That is, we will use the information gathered
from each user treating them as independent entities, and not integrating that
information into a general user model, prior to take any decision.

Once we have defined the general aspects of our user modeling approach, we can
decide which user-dependent information we will consider to build the models, and
how we will represent that information. As we want to react to the different tastes and
preferences of the users of the system, we focus on the representation of the actions
that the users pursue. We represent these actions in the form of a user profile (Lucas-
Cuesta et al., 2009b).

A user profile is a data structure that contains all the elements that can be used
to define user preferences from the point of view of the available functionality of the
dialogue system. We build a profile of a user u as a feature vector Pu. Each element
fui

of the vector is composed of a 3-tuple, < aui
, vui

, cui
>, that represents an action,

or an option to be selected by the user, its current counts, or number of times that
the user has referred to that action (and therefore it will be an integer number), and a
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confidence value (which will take a value between 0 and 1) that measures the reliability
of the value associated.

For the sake of simplicity, we will omit the subindex of the user u in the following
expressions if there is no ambiguity. Therefore, a feature fi of the profile associated to
the user u will be the tuple < ai, vi, ci >.

We can classify the features of the user profile into three different groups depending
on whether they describe general aspects of the user, or specific situations of each
intervention, and even of each dialogue. The groups of features, together with the
description of the features, are described below.

• Group A: static, general characteristics. This group includes those characteristics
that remain constant during any interaction with the system, such as the speaker’s
name, gender, age, and so on.

• Group B: general interaction features. This group contains several characteristics
related to general aspects of the interaction, such as the number of dialogues,
their length (in number of dialogue turns), and so on.

• Group C: specific interaction features: usage permissions and user preferences.
This group of the feature vector contains the information that we will consider
in order to propose the user those actions that better suit their tastes and prefer-
ences.

In the present work we have focused on this last group of features, since they are
the most suitable ones to define the particular preferences of each user. This group of
features is divided into different functionality groups. A functionality group is a set
of available functionalities and actions that the system can carry out. We relate each
specific audio source to a functionality group. In our case of study, we will have a
functionality group related to the CD player, another one for the tapes, and so on.

Each functionality group form a subspace of the feature vector, orthogonal to the
other functionality groups. For each element of a given functionality group, the system
will carry an account of the number of times that the user addresses each available
functionality. Based on these counts, the system will be able to infer which of the
actions may become a preference for that user (see Section 7.3).

Additionally to the counts of occurrences of each available action, the features of
the functionality groups will contain a tag that specifies whether the corresponding user
may carry out this action. We will refer to these tags as usage privileges. That is, there
will be actions that will only be addressed by certain users, while others will receive a
synthesized message that will notify them that they do not have permission to execute
these actions. Usage privileges make sense, for instance, in a house with children, in
which parents want to avoid that their children can access to several content, such as
certain television programmes, Web pages, and so on.
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7.2.1 Updating the user profile

To obtain the different features of the user profile we could apply several strategies. For
instance, we could simply request each user to fill in a certain questionnaire regarding
his or her general characteristics (those ones that we classify into the subgroup A of
features aforementioned), and even their initial preferences (i.e. which ones of the
actions or options available to be controlled using speech are more attractive to each
user).

The main advantage of this survey-based approach is its simplicity, and its ability
to capture the actual preferences and characteristics of each user. That is, they provide
explicitly their profile, so it does not contain any erroneous information. A profile built
this way can also alleviate the cold start problem (i.e. the absence of information of a
given user during his or her first interaction(s) with the system), so the system could
effectively make use of this information even at the initial dialogues with the user.

However, gathering user information by means of a questionnaire has several draw-
backs. First of all, it is a time consuming process: users need to expend several minutes
filling a survey that does not provide an immeditate service or benefit to them. Fur-
thermore, users may not be willing to provide certain information to a system (such
as name, gender, age, or speech pathology). But maybe more important as regards the
capture of user preferences, is the fact that any preference provided by the user during
the initial survey are only static, general preferences and tastes. But from our point of
view, user preferences are dynamic entities that evolve as the user also becomes more
experienced, both in interacting with the system, and in finding new goods or services
that may appeal to them.

For these reasons we have decided to adopt an automatic approach to capture user-
specific information. The different characteristics contained in the user profile are cap-
tured during each dialogue turn, by analyzing several features managed by the different
modules of the dialogue system.

The features related to specific aspects of the interaction (i.e. those ones classified
into the group C aforementioned) can be automatically obtained by the dialogue system
as the interaction progresses. In this Section we will see how our system annotates the
different events that take place during the interaction of a specific user, along with the
updating algorithm of the information stored in the user profile, the inference of user
preferences, and their further usage in the dialogue.

Prior to detailing the strategies to update the specific interaction features, we will
first provide a formal definition of a functionality group, that we will use to explain
the algorithms of updating the user profile, and inferring user preferences. As we
mentioned before, a functionality group is a subvector of the feature vector. We will
denote by ci the i-th functionality group of the feature vector, which is in turn a Ni-
dimensional vector: ci = (f1, f2, . . . , fNi

)1. This way, the specific interaction features
of a user profile form a vector C composed of M subvectors: C = (c1, c2, . . . , cM).
The components of a certain functionality group ci are those options, actions, or fea-
tures, that verify the following conditions:

1Unless otherwise stated, we represent vectors in boldface, and scalars (and vector components) in
italics.
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• they share some common characteristics, or they make use of similar elements
of the final application.

• they are mutually exclusive. This fact means that the selection of one of the
actions or services automatically avoid the selection of the rest of them. If the
user selects a different element of the functionality group, the option selected
previously (if any) stops immediately its execution, or the service that it was
providing.

To clarify this definition of a functionality group, let us suppose a dialogue system
devised to control household devices, such a television, or a Hi-Fi equipment. If we
focus on the Hi-Fi audio system, we find several sources of audio (i.e. the CD, the
tapes, the radio presets), and several parameters of the amplifier that can be modified
(i.e. the volume, or the equalization). We then consider each of the audio sources,
and each parameter of the amplifier, as a functionality group. For instance, each of
the CD slots shares the same functionality and mechanisms (all of them can be played,
paused, and so on). Furthermore, the selection of a CD as the audio source immediately
inhibits the rest of CDs of the system, so they cannot be played while there is another
one selected. Both facts also stand for the audio tapes, the radio tunes, the volume
levels, and the equalization presets.

The update of the occurrences of each action within a specific functionality group
could be done in two different ways, implicitly and explicitly, depending on which
participant of the dialogue took the decision of carrying out that action. Each time that
the user explicitly refers to an action (by saying, for instance, ‘play track three of CD
two’), the reference to that action is explicit. When the system performs an action motu
proprio (for instance, when it proposes an action to the user as a result of the inference
of a preference, as will be further explained), the reference to that system-driven action
is implicit. Another example of an implicit action is the acknowledgement of the user
to the configuration of the system when he or she starts a session, if the system was
already performing an action. For instance, in our case of study, when a speaker carries
out several actions with the audio system and another user starts an interaction with the
Hi-Fi equipment in the last configuration of the first one.

Since we want to represent the user’s actual preferences as accurately as possible,
we will only consider the explicit actions that the user wants to carry out. We disregard
as occurrences the actions implicitly proposed by the system because, even though they
are estimated as preferences based on the previous interactions of that user, it may be
possible that these preferences have evolved since the moment they were captured.
Furthermore, we do not take into account the initial configuration of the system either,
when the user makes an implicit acknowledgement of that configuration. The reason
underlying this decision is that the user does not make any explicit reference to the
current configuration, either because the user accepts it, or because he or she does not
know the current value of the different settings of the system. For instance, in our case
of study, if a user says ‘play track three of CD two’ when the Hi-Fi audio system was
already executing an action, that user implicitly accepts the current level of the volume
and the current equalization preset. However, the system does not annotate neither
the volume nor the equalization as occurrences in the profile manager, since the user
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has not made an explicit reference to these elements (and more likely, he or she is not
aware of the initial settings of such functionality groups).

The way to capture the behaviour of the user simply consists of annotating the
number of times that the user makes reference to each action classified into a given
functionality group. In other words, each feature of a functionality group will contain
the absolute frequency of explicit requests of that action.

The system annotates a single occurrence of a certain event with independence of
the number of turns that the user needs to successfully carry out that action. This
way, the profile manager will only annotate those actions that will be executed by the
system. In our case of study, the dialogue system captures the commands that are sent
to the Hi-Fi audio system.

To clarify the definition of the functionality groups considered in our application
domain, and also the annotation of occurrences in the profile, an example of a user
profile is presented in Table 7.1.

At the same time that the occurrence of an event is annotated into the profile, the
system estimates a confidence measure associated to that event. We can define two
different approaches to estimate that confidence score, taking into account the mea-
sures obtained by the dialogue system. On the one hand, we could use the confidence
measure of the different semantic concepts related to each action. This confidence
is obtained by the understanding module by using the confidence score of the words
that give place to that concept (which in turn were hypothesized by the speech recog-
nizer). On the other hand, we could make use of the posterior probabilities obtained by
the dialogue manager as a sort of confidence scores of each dialogue element (either
concepts, if we consider the backward inference, or goals, if we consider the forward
inference). The confidence measures estimated this way give us an indication of the
reliability of each annotation: the higher the confidence score is, the more confident
the system is in its annotation. That is, the belief of the system in the fact that the user
has referred to that action is stronger.

We could consider this confidence measure to modulate the occurrences of each
event into a given functionality group, in such a way that the value annotated into
the user profile also reflects the reliability of that action. Nevertheless, we have not
considered them in the current work.

In the next Sections we present how the system can infer the preferences of a user,
as well as a mechanism to model the evolution of these preferences throughout the
interaction.

7.3 Managing preferences and usage privileges

As we have mentioned before, our aim underlying the inclusion of user-dependent
information into the dialogue flow is to make the system able to react to each user’s
preferences, anticipating the actions that they would like to fulfill and proposing these
actions to them, thus trying to lead to more natural, intuitive, and quick interactions.
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Table 7.1: Example of a user profile

Feature Value
Audio source functionality group

Radio 25
CD 43
Tape 16
Memorized radio tunes functionality group
Radio tune 1 18
Radio tune 2 4
Radio tune 3 3
. . . . . .
Radio tune 8 0

CD functionality group
CD 1 31
CD 2 7
CD 3 5
CD random 0

Tape functionality group
Tape 1 5
Tape 2 11

Volume functionality group
Volume low 23
Volume medium 21
Volume high 14
Volume very high 9

Equalization functionality group
Equalization flat 3
Equalization heavy 7
Equalization vocal 0
Equalization soft 0
Equalization x-bass 5
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The task of using the information of each user can be divided into two main pro-
cesses. Firstly, it is necessary properly define what constitutes a user preference from
the system’s perspective. To do so, the system will take into account the information
available in the user profile to apply an inference mechanism. As a result, the system
will be able to determine the most likely action that the user wants to fulfill in a certain
interaction under well controlled conditions (for instance, that the system needs some
additional information to carry out an action addressed by the user, and a preference
stored in the profile is compatible with that needed information). The idea is that the
system can carry out that action instead of initiating a new dialogue turn to explicitly
ask the user for that missing piece of information.

The second process is related to the modeling of the temporal evolution of user
preferences. We will not consider that an inferred preference is a static entity (that is,
that the user only prefers that specific action, and he or she will not show any behaviour
modification throughout his or her interactions). Instead, we will give the system the
chance to detect any change in the user’s interests, in such a way that an eventual
modification on the preferences could be effectively captured by the model. To do so,
we have proposed an updating mechanism that will give more relevance to the most
recent actions addressed, disregarding (to an extent) the older ones, in such a way that
the system can easily detect a preference change in a controlled number of interactions.

In this Section we will present the aspects related to the first task (i.e. the identifi-
cation of potential preferences of the user, and the update of the user profile to model
the evolution of these preferences). In Section 7.4 we will focus on the strategies to
include these detected or inferred preferences of the user into the dialogue flow.

7.3.1 Definition and inference of user preferences

So far we have presented our mechanism to include information into the user profile,
as a simple counting of the actions explicitly addressed by the user. In this Section we
present the strategies to manage this information in order to infer the actions that the
user prefers at a certain point of the dialogue.

The first issue that we have to face is the definition of a framework that determines
which action actually constitutes a preference, and an approach to estimate the likeli-
hood of a certain action to become a preference within its functionality group.

We could define a usage preference from an intuitive point of view. A given action
i belonging to a functionality group ci is a preference for the user when it is the action
with more occurrences within its group. Indeed, if a user explicitly addresses a certain
action more frequently than the rest of them, we could infer that he or she prefers to
carry out that action.

If we make the system to consider this rather naïve criterion, it should just select
the statistical mode of the occurrence distribution of each functionality group as the
preference of the corresponding user. However, this approach is not optimal from a
statistical point of view. Let us think, for instance, that a given functionality group has
only two actions, f1 and f2, and let us suppose that the mode is f1. If the difference
between the number of occurrences of both actions is high (for instance, f1 has been
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addressed 7 times, and f2, only 2 times), the user seems to prefer f1 over f2. However,
if that difference becomes reduced (say, for instance, that f1 has been addressed 5
times, and f2, 4 times), it is not that clear that the user prefers the action f1 because
both options have been addressed similarly. In this situation, the system should not
assume that there is a clear preference in that functionality group.

As a consequence, we have to include an additional component in the definition of
a preference. To do so, let us remember that the contents of a functionality group are
the number of requests of each action of this group. As the system also obtains the
total number of requests of actions of that group, C (ci), we can see the values stored
as the conditional probability that the user carries out each action, p (fi | u).

Now we could define a preference of a functionality group as that action which
constitutes the maximum within its group, but only when its likelihood in comparison
with the rest of actions of the group is over a likelihood threshold ϑlk. That is, the
likelihood ratio of that maximum (i.e. the quotient between its probability and the
probability of the second-maximum action) takes a value enough to be considered as
significantly more addressed by the user than the rest of options.

This solution is better than the initial one, since it takes into account not only
the action with the highest posterior probability within a functionality group, but also
its relationship with the rest of actions. In that sense it solves the problem of the
previous criterion. Following the previous example, let us suppose that the likelihood
threshold takes a value of ϑlk = 3. Then, in the initial situation (i.e. f1 = 7; f2 = 2),
the likelihood ratio of the action f1 is 7/2 = 3.5 which surpasses the threshold ϑlk.
Therefore, the system will infer that f1 is a preference of the user. Now well, in the
second example (f1 = 5; f2 = 4), the likelihood ratio is 5/4 = 1.25, which is below
the threshold. As a consequence, f1 will not be considered as a preference.

This approach needs an adequate definition of the likelihood threshold ϑlk. We
decide to make it dependent on the application domain, and on the distribution of
actions within the functionality groups. This way, the higher the number of actions
available, the higher the threshold should be. That is, if the user has more alternatives
among which to select actions, the system will be more restrictive when determining
that a given action is a preference for that user. In other words, the user should make
more explicit references to a specific action before it becomes a preference.

Now well, this likehood-based definition of preferences still has a weakness. It can
effectively handle the relationship among the action with the maximum probability and
each of the other actions within the same group. Nevertheless, this criterion does not
take into account the total number of occurrences of actions of that group. This could
imply that an action could become a preference even though the rest of actions of that
functionality group have been addressed more times than the maximum one.

To clarify this assertion, let us suppose a functionality group ci with 8 actions, and
let us suppose that the user has addressed the action fi a total of 4 times, and each of the
other actions f2 . . . f8 once. Therefore, C (ci) = 11. If the likelihood ratio threshold
is set to ϑlk = 3, it is clear that f1 becomes a preference of the user, since its quotient
with any other action fi; i 6= 1 is above the threshold. However, the user has addressed
more frequently the rest of actions in that functionality group. Therefore, it remains
unclear that the user actually prefers f1 over the rest of actions in ci.
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To cope with this problem, we include an additional condition to any action to
become a preference of the user. Its number of occurrences has to be higher than a
minimum value, so that the user has referred to that action more frequently than to the
rest of actions of the same functionality group. In other words, the quotient between the
number of occurrences of an action fi and the total number of occurrences of actions
within a group, C (ci) (i.e. the conditional probability of the action fi) should be at
least equal to 0.5.

Therefore, the definition of a user preference that we propose is the combination
of the three restrictions that we have mentioned above. The complete definition of a
preference is provided below.

Let ci be a functionality group composed of N actions. An action fi within the
functionality group becomes a user preference when it fulfills the three following
conditions simultaneously:

• Its number of occurrences is the maximum for all the actions within its function-
ality group: maxi ci = fi.

• That maximum value should be at least equal to the number of occurrences of
the rest of actions in the functionality group:

p (fi | u) =
fi

C (ci)
> 0.5 (7.1)

• Its likelihood with respect to the rest of actions in the functionality group is over
a likelihood threshold ϑlk:

p (fi | u)

p (fj | u)
=
fi

fj

> ϑlk; ∀j 6= i (7.2)

The inference of user preferences takes place at each dialogue turn, and once the
action that the user has addressed in the current turn has been annotated in the profile.
The procedure that we propose to infer user preferences is presented in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3: Algorithm to infer preferences in the functionality groups
at each dialogue turn
for each functionality group ci do

p1 = getFirstMaximum;
if p1 ≥ 0 and p1/C (ci) > 0.5 then

p2 = getSecondMaximum;
if p2 == 0 then

p2 = 1; only for calculation effects
if p1/p2 > ϑlk then

annotatePreference(p1);
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We can see that the algorithm extracts the two first maximum values of the distribu-
tion of occurrences within a functionality group to estimate the likelihood ratio of the
most frequently addressed action (i.e. the first maximum). Only when that maximum
likelihood ratio rises above the threshold ϑlk, and at least half of the occurrences of the
functionality group correspond to that action (i.e. p1/C (ci) > 0.5), the algorithm will
decide that the action becomes a preference for that user.

7.3.2 Modeling the evolution of the preferences

In the previous Section we have proposed a likelihood mechanism to infer user prefer-
ences. The idea underlying this mechanism is that the user profile contains the abso-
lute frequency of references to each available functionality in the system (see Section
7.2.1). This approach to capture user information is simple to implement, and it pro-
vides a good estimation of the behaviour of the user.

As the interaction progresses, the distribution of the occurrences of the features that
belong to a given functionality group (and consequently the actions that constitutes
the preferences for that user) becomes better estimated. It also becomes somewhat
smoothed, since as the user interacts with the system, he or she probably tries to exploit
all the functionality available in the system, albeit the user may make more references
to his or her preferred actions.

This fact implies two different consequences. The first one is that the effect of a
new occurrence of a given action in the distribution of requests in its associated func-
tionality group becomes less significant. Indeed, the larger the number of references
in a given group ci, that is obtained as the summation of the values of the occurrences
of the actions that belong to that group, C (ci) =

∑
i fi the lesser the contribution of a

new occurrence of an action.
For instance, let us suppose that at a given instant the number of actions referred

in a functionality group ci is equal to N1. A new occurrence of an action will imply
a modification of the distribution (i.e. its relevance to the model of that group) which
will be equal to 1/N1. AsN1 becomes larger, the effect of the new occurrence becomes
less significant.

The second consequence of annotating the occurrences of the actions addressed is
that the model will accumulate all the requests of the user since the first interaction.
Therefore, the model associated to a functionality group becomes too general, in the
sense that older interacions contribute in a similar way to the most recent ones.

From the point of view of user preferences, this accumulation of occurrences has
a drawback. Let us suppose that at a given point of the interaction, the distribution of
occurrences of actions within a functionality group is the one presented in Figure 7.1.

In this example, we can see that action A2 constitutes a preference for the user,
since it verifies the three conditions presented in the previous Section. Now well, let
us suppose that the user decides to select the action A1. If he or she starts making
explicit references to that functionality, the number of counts of that action will start
rising. Eventually, this action could become a preference. However, we can see that
this preference change will only take place if the number of explicit references to
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Figure 7.1: Example of a distribution of occurrences within a functionality group

action A1 is large enough so that the distribution of occurrences of actions within that
functionality group changes in favor of action A1. More specifically, if the user only
refers to action A1, the new distribution of occurrences will be the one presented in
Figure 7.2.

In other words, the number of references that the user has to make to a given ac-
tion that are needed to the system to consider it as a preference becomes excessive,
especially as the number of occurrences within a functionality group increases. In
the example, the user needs at least 58 explicit references to the action A1 before the
system considers it as a new preference.

As we mentioned before, one of our objectives is that the user information manager
has to adapt to the preferences and tastes of each user, and we consider that these
preferences do not have to be static, but they can evolve as the user desires to discover
new actions or services. Consequently, the integration of all the information into a
general model (as presented so far), with each piece of information receiving a similar
relevance, becomes a problem when trying to adapt the contents of the user profile to
that evolution of the user preferences.

We then need to define a mechanism to update the contents of the user profile in
such a way that the most recent information becomes more relevant to the model, but
also trying to capture as much information of the user as possible.

We propose a house-keeping algorithm to solve this problem. This algorithm ap-
plies a proportional reduction to each action on a given functionality group, trying
to keep a distribution as similar as possible to the original (i.e. prior to applying the
algorithm).

To assure that each new annotation in a functionality group contributes to its distri-
bution with a minimum value (that is, its relevance for the distribution of occurrences
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Figure 7.2: Example of a modification of user preferences within a functionality group

of actions in its functionality group has a lower boundary), we could keep only a lim-
ited number of occurrences in that group. We refer to that maximum as NM .

By fixing this limit to the number of annotations on a functionality group, we
achieve two different objectives. First of all, the contribution of a new annotation
will always take at least a value equal to 1/NM . Additionally the limitation of the
number of occurrences will contribute to an extent to focus on the most relevant and
recent actions (i.e. those ones that the user refers to more frequently).

The strategy applied to keep the maximum number of references to a functionality
group NM under control consists of analyzing the number of references to that group,
C (ci) =

∑
i fi. When this value reaches the limit, the system applies a reduction

of the counts of the elements in that group. This reduction will be proportional to the
number of occurrences of each element, in such a way that the shape of the distribution
does not suffer any modification. The idea is to keep the same probabilities of each
action in the group, but reducing the number of occurrences of all of them in a same
proportion. The procedure to apply the reduction of occurrences of a functionality
group is presented in Algorithm 4.

The system first obtains the number of occurrences of each feature, and takes the
minimum value which is greater than 1. Let us refer to this value as m. The algorithm
will then reduce the number of occurrences of this element, and of all the actions
whose number of occurrences is m or lower, by one. At the same time, it will reduce
the number of occurences of the rest of actions by a proportion equal to 1/m. That is,
if a given action was referred fi times, the new number of occurrences for that action
will be the closest integer to fi − fi/m.

As the profile contains the number of occurrences of each action, all these values
are integer numbers. When reducing that number by 1/m (which is a real value),
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Algorithm 4: Algorithm to reduce the number occurrences in a functionality
group

each time an occurrence of action fi takes place
if C (ci) == NM then

m = getMinValueGreaterThanOne;
for i← 1 to Ni do

if fi > 0 then
if fi 6 m then

fi = fi − 1;
else

fi = floor(fi − fi/m);

we have to apply an approximation. The resulting value will be the greatest integer
which is lower than the reduced number of occurrences. This approximation implies
that the resulting distribution of occurrences in a functionality group is not exactly the
same that the original one. Nevertheless we consider this approximation error to be
low enough so that the corrected distribution is a good representative of the events
requested by the user since his or her first interaction, and emphasizing the most recent
interactions.

This algorithm takes place each time that a new annotation causes the total number
of occurrences of actions of a functionality group to reach the maximum value allowed,
NM . It is carried out independently for each group. That is, it will only be executed in
the group whose number of occurrences takes the maximum value, leaving the rest of
groups unmodified.

The selection of the maximum number of occurrences NM remains a design cri-
terion, that is strongly dependent on the application domain, and on the complexity
of each functionality group. The higher the number of actions in a certain group, the
higher NM should be, in order to allow the user profile to capture enough samples to
accurately represent the behaviour of the user.

A tradeoff could be reached if a single NM is designed for every functionality
group. Under this assumption, NM should be several times higher than the maximum
number of actions stored in any group. This way we could assure that the correspond-
ing user will be able to execute all the actions belonging to a group prior to applying
the occurrence reduction algorithm, and to obtain reliable distributions.

The value of the limit NM of the number of occurrences of actions within a func-
tionality group may vary according to the application domain, and to the conditions
of the interaction. In the evaluation of the contextualized system we will propose a
reduced value, so that the system will be able to detect modifications on the user pref-
erences in a controlled number of dialogue turns.

To clarify this house-keeping algorithm, we propose an example based on the fig-
ures 7.1 and 7.2. Let us suppose that at a given point of the interaction, the system has
obtained the occurrences for a functionality group presented in Figure 7.1. We can see
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that action A2 is a preference for that functionality group. Furthermore, let us suppose
that the maximum number of occurrences of events in a functionality group takes a
value of NM = 65.

If the user starts making references to action A1, its number of occurrences will
be properly updated, up to a point in which the total number of occurrences of actions
within the functionality group rises above the maximum NM . At this point, the house-
keeping algorithm applies the reduction to the number of counts of the actions of that
group. Figure 7.3 shows this situation, since the total number of occurrences of actions
within this functionality group takes a value of 66 (i.e. the summation of the number
of references to each possible action).
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Figure 7.3: Example of a situation when the house-keeping algorithm is executed

The algorithm then looks for the action with the minimum number of occurrences
higher than one. In this case, the reference to action A4. That is, it takes m = 4.
The corresponding value, and the one of these actions with a value below m is then
decreased by one. Therefore, in the example, the new number of occurrences of A4

becomes 3.
Finally, the algorithm substracts a value equal to fi/m to the number of occurrences

of the rest of features. In the case of actionA1, the new value becomes 35−35/4, which
is rounded down to 26. For A2, its new number of occurrences becomes 27 − 27/4,
that is rounded down to 19. The new distribution of occurrences is presented in Figure
7.4.

At this point, if the user keeps making references to action A1, it will become a
preference quicker than without applying the algorithm, since the system gives more
relevance to the most recent actions. It can be easily demonstrated that the new number
of references to action A1 that makes the system infer that new preference is 44 instead
of 58, as without applying the house-keeping algorithm. Furthermore, we can see that
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Figure 7.4: Result of the application of the house-keeping algorithm in the example

the relative distribution of occurrences of actions within the functionality group keeps
approximately constant before and after applying the algorithm. That is, we can keep
the distribution relatively unmodified, but taking into account the changes in the user’s
tastes, and capturing the new preference in a more reduced number of turns.

This house-keeping algorithm is simple to implement and it allows the system to
keep the number of occurrences on a functionality group under control. Furthermore,
the relative distribution of the number of occurrences of the actions in a functionality
group remains relatively unchanged. Depending on the maximum number of occur-
rences NM , this means that the preferences for that user does not suffer any change
after the application of this algorithm. In addition to that, the model of the user’s ac-
tions is permanently updated, but without losing generality. That is, the model still
integrates as much information of the user as possible, but giving more importance to
the most recent interventions.

7.4 Including user profile information into the dialogue
flow

So far we have presented the definition of the contents of the user model that we pro-
pose, as well as the mechanism to infer user preferences. The goal is that these pref-
erences become a useful source of information from the system’s perspective. In other
words, the user preferences has to be visible to the system in these situations in which
it needs some additional information to solve the actions requested by the user.

In this Section we present the strategies that we propose to include the information
regarding user preferences into the dialogue flow, as well as the techniques proposed
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to update the corresponding information structures as different users interact with the
dialogue system.

With our definition of the user model and the inference of user preferences, we can
make the system able to determine which actions addressed by the user better show
his or her tastes and preferences. Now well, we still have to answer the question of
how the system should manage these preferences, and how it should include them into
the dialogue flow in order to propose them to the user at appropriate moments of the
interaction.

We propose to consider user preferences in these situations in which the system
needs more information than the one provided by the user in his or her current utterance
to fulfill the actions addressed. Therefore, the system will take advantage of user
preferences in ambiguous situations, when the inference mechanisms determine that
there are several semantic concepts that are needed to solve the inferred dialogue goals,
and that these concepts are missing (see Section 5.1). That is, the user has not provided
them. For instance, when the user says ‘play track five of CD’, the dialogue manager
may determine that the concept VALUE_CD (i.e. the number of the CD to be played)
is missing, since it is a concept needed to solve the goal addressed and the user has not
provided it in the utterance. Therefore, the system has to obtain it prior to carry out the
action requested.

To make user preferences available to the system when solving these ambiguous
situations, we define a new contextual information source: the profile memory. This
new element will contain all the information of the user profile that can be used to
retrieve the missing concepts aforementioned to the dialogue manager.

The profile memory will store the user preferences of the current user, together
with their confidence scores, as defined in the previous Section. At each dialogue
turn, when the user requests a new action, and after the user profile has been updated
(i.e. when the system has determined the new action to be addressed, and its value in
the corresponding functionality group has been obtained), the system gathers all the
preferences in the user profile and loads them into the profile memory, including also
the confidence scores associated to each of them.

To include the profile memory previously defined in the dialogue flow we propose
to use it as part of the Context Manager. As the contextual information sources are
built and requested following a time span hierarchy, the idea is to include the profile
memory as a new element into that hierarchy (Rada, 2009). Figure 7.5 shows the
different elements that comprise the context manager, as well as the order in which
they are requested for the missing elements needed to solve the ongoing dialogue.

The new algorithm to retrieve missing concepts from the contextual information
sources is a modification of the algorithm proposed in Fernández-Martínez (2009)
which takes into consideration the new element of the hierarchy (i.e. the profile mem-
ory). The idea is to request the different information sources according to a specific
order, to determine whether any of them contains a piece of information that could be
used to replace the lost concept, thus providing a solution for the ongoing dialogue,
and allowing the system to carry out the action that the user has requested without
asking him or her again for that information.
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Figure 7.5: Extended hierarchy of the contextual information sources

The order of analysis of the contextual information sources is related to the reli-
ability and recentness of the information stored in them. The system first analyzes
the information source most recently updated (and therefore the one that contains the
most recent information), which is the ongoing dialogue history. This means that the
system first checks whether there is any active goal that has not yet been carried out.
In that case, the system has to check whether it has all the information needed to solve
it appropriately. If the system can get that information, it will use it as the missing
concept, and will carry on with the dialogue. Otherwise, it checks the next contextual
information source (i.e. the system status).

As the system status stores the last known configuration of the Hi-Fi audio device,
it is the information source most frequently updated (after the ongoing dialogue his-
tory). If this structure contains any piece of information that the system could use as
the missing concept, it will retrieve it from the system status. In any other case, the
dialogue manager will check the dialogue history.

The dialogue history could be considered as a medium term memory. The sys-
tem will store on it the different concepts referred by the user throughout his or her
interaction. These concepts have a relevance value associated. To consider only the
most relevant concepts, the system applies a relevance attenuation algorithm, that re-
duces the value of the relevance of the concepts stored by applying an attenuation
function dependent on the time that each concept has been stored in the dialogue his-
tory. The system will only consider these concepts whose relevance keeps a value over
a relevance threshold. This way, the system takes into account only the most recent
information, or that one with a higher relevance for the dialogue.

The procedure for retrieving a concept from the dialogue history is the same that the
one explained for the other sources of contextual information. If the dialogue history
contains a concept that the system can use to replace a missing concept, the dialogue
manager will retrieve it to fulfill the action that the user requested, thus carrying on
with the dialogue. Otherwise, the system has to check the profile memory.
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As we have said, the profile memory contains the information regarding the prefer-
ences of the current user. This fact imply that the information stored (i.e. the informa-
tion of the user profile) is the longest-term of all the contextual information sources.
Indeed, the user profile contains the actions that the user has carried out since his or
her first interaction, and therefore it is the element that integrates more information.
For this reason it is the last element that the dialogue manager checks for any concept
that could be used instead of the missing concepts.

The mechanism for retrieving any piece of information from the profile memory
is similar to the one presented for the other contextual information sources. If the
dialogue manager finds a user preference that could be used instead of any missing
concept, it will retrieve it, and propose that preference to the user, carrying out the ac-
tion related. In any other case, as this is the last of the contextual information sources,
the dialogue manager has not been able to retrieve any valid concept to substitute the
missing ones. Consequently, it has to request the user for those missing concepts, ini-
tiating a request turn in order to obtain the information needed to fulfill the inferred
actions and to carry on with the dialogue.

With the procedure presented, we assure that the system takes into account the user
preferences on each situation that they could be used. That will depend on the user
requests, and on the functionality group that each action belongs to, in such a way that
the system will only propose a certain preference under the following conditions:

• The dialogue manager has inferred that the user wants to perform an action over
the system.

• To carry out the inferred action, the system needs more information than the one
provided by the user in his or her utterance. That is, there is any missing concept
that is needed to solve the dialogue. In other words, the user has probably made
an implicit reference to any functionality of the system.

• The system has not been able to retrieve any useful concept from any other con-
textual information source. This means that the user has referred either to an
action that is different to the one stored in the system status, or to some function-
ality without any valid reference in the dialogue history.

• The user profile associated to the current user contains a preference of the same
functionality group of the missing concept. This is important since the system
should not include preferences out of the functionality group addressed by the
user, to avoid executing an action without any relationship with the one that the
user has requested. For instance, the system should not propose a preference
related to the tape player if the user has referred to an action related to the CD
player.

Taking the previous conditions into account, we assure that the inclusion of user
preferences in the contextual information hierarchy allows the system to propose pref-
erences only in coherent situations, avoiding thus that the system proposes actions on
its own will, and avoiding changes on the functionality group to which the requested
action belongs.
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CHAPTER 8

EXPERIMENTAL FRAMEWORK

In the previous Chapters we have presented our contextualization framework, particu-
larizing it for the adaptation of language models and the inclusion of user dependent in-
formation into the dialogue manager. In this Chapter we apply the strategies proposed
to a proprietary spoken dialogue system, and carry out some evaluations to assess the
performance of the different algorithms and techniques implemented.

We first present an overview of the characteristics of the different databases that we
have used to train the models considered, and to evaluate the behaviour of the system.
We will also detail the data that we have generated during the development of this
work. Finally, we present the methodology of the different evaluations that we have
carried out, together with the results of this experimentation stage.

8.1 Databases considered

In this Section we describe the main features of the different databases that we have
considered throughout the work carried out, either for training the models that are used
for the dynamic generation of LMs, or for testing the approaches detailed in previous
chapters. We distinguish among those databases already existent, of which we have
made use, and the new material that we have generated during the experiments that we
propose.

We have used three proprietary databases, that have been mainly used to train the
models considered for the dynamic adaptation of LMs, and to assess the performance
of the User Information Manager. Additionally, we have generated two new databases.
The first one was recorded during a tentatory assessment of the contextualized dialogue
system, and was used to define the initial evaluation metrics as well as to fine tune the
configuration of the dialogue system. The second one was generated as part of the final
evaluation of the system. In the next sections we will detail each of these databases.
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8.1.1 LM training database

This proprietary database comprises 516 sentences of the application domain (speech-
based control of a Hi-Fi equipment). The vocabulary size is 391 words (these are the
words known by the speech recognition system), and the total number of words is
2307.

This database has been labeled at the three levels of dialogue elements that we
have considered: lexical (the words of each sentence), conceptual (the set of dialogue
concepts to which each sentence makes reference to, and that are extracted by the
understanding module), and intention (the set of dialogue goals that the speaker of each
sentence wants to carry out, and that are inferred by the dialogue manager module).

Maybe the most relevant characteristic of this database is that all the sentences are
self-content, in the sense that each one expresses a full set of actions. In other words,
this database is not composed of full dialogues (in the sense of several consecutive
sentences aiming at carrying out a certain set of goals), but each sentence has not
any discourse relationship with the rest of them. The reason is that this database was
originally used to train the Bayesian Networks of the dialogue manager Fernández-
Martínez (2009), and therefore it was desired to provide the system with all the needed
information to estimate as robustly as possible the probability tables of each network.

In our case, we have used this database to train the different content-specific lan-
guage models that have been used at dialogue time to dynamically adapt the LM that
the speech recognizer makes use of. As detailed in Chapter 6, the system considers
those sentences that make reference to each dialogue element (either semantic con-
cepts, goals, or both), or to a particular subset of elements, to train one of the LMs that
will be interpolated with the background static model at each dialogue turn.

8.1.2 HIFI-MM1 database

This database comprises 1300 sentences uttered by 13 speakers (7 male, 6 female,
each of which uttered 100 different sentences). The participants were recruited at our
laboratory, being all of them End Year Project students or Ph.D. students. All the
sentences were labeled at the three levels aforementioned (i.e. lexical, semantic and
intention). The main characteristics of this database are presented in Table 8.1.

Table 8.1: Characteristics of HIFI-MM1 database
Reference words Vocabulary

6675 229

We encouraged the users to include several actions in a single utterance in order
to demonstrate that the dialogue system can handle multi-goal interventions. In that
sense, all the sentences of this database are self-content, in a similar way to the previous
database. In the case of HIFI-MM1, the recordings were originally used to evaluate
the performance of the Bayesian networks approach Fernández et al. (2009).
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The labeling of this database at the three levels of information mentioned allowed
us to consider it for the offline evaluation of the dynamic adaptation of language mod-
els. As we will see in Section 8.2, this offline evaluation consists of using the informa-
tion extracted of each sentences (i.e. the dialogue concepts and/or goals) to adapt the
LM used to the speech recognizer in order to perform a second recognition stage of
the same sentence (performing thus a sort of rescoring of the utterance, but including
understanding and dialogue-dependent information).

8.1.3 HIFI-AV2 database

This database was recorded during the evaluation of the baseline spoken dialogue sys-
tem (Fernández-Martínez, 2009). It is composed of 17 speakers, each of which per-
formed 10 different scenarios interacting with the dialogue system (Fernández et al.,
2008). The 170 resulting scenarios comprise 1361 sentences. The speech length is
around 115 minutes, with each speaker speaking for an average of 7 minutes.

The participants were members of the EDECAN Project1 (Lleida et al., 2006).
The partners of this Project come from different dialectal regions of Spain (Madrid,
Aragón, Valencia, and Euskadi). Therefore, the database comprises utterances with
different accents.

HIFI-AV2 database was originally conceived as a database to assess the perfor-
mance of the dialogue system that has been used as the baseline for this work. In that
sense, the recorded interventions were content-free, in the sense that evaluators were
not asked to utter specific sentences. They were required to fulfill a set of actions, but
both the order to carry them out, and the number of turns in which they have to fulfill
them were decided by the speakers. Additionally, due to the speech recognition and/or
understanding errors, there were some situations in which evaluators need to repeat
their orders. As a consequence of both facts, the utterances of this database are not
self-content, that is, a given action may need more than one utterance to be solved.

This database was labelled only at the lexical level (i.e. the words uttered at each
intervention), in order to obtain speech recognition measures. Now we have also la-
belled the dialogue concepts and goals referred to on each utterance, so we can also
use the database for the tasks related to the dynamic adaptation of language models.

In this regard, we have used HIFI-AV2 for two main tasks. The first one was
to measure the perplexity of the LMs obtained at each iteration of the automatic,
perplexity-based clustering algorithms presented in Section 6.4.3. Using the perplex-
ity obtained we derived the functions that have been used to decide whether or not to
cluster two specific groups at each step of the algorithm.

We have also considered this database to evaluate the performance of the different
strategies proposed to dynamically adapting LMs, as part of the offline evaluation (see
Section 8.2), and to complement the results that we obtain with HIFI-MM1 database.
This way, whereas HIFI-MM1 shows us the performance when addressing the system
with self-content sentences, HIFI-AV2 gives results with more realistic interventions

1Funded by the Spanish Ministry of Science and Innovation under contract TIN2005-08660C04-04;
see https://dihana.cps.unizar.es/
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(with incomplete sentences, errors, hesitations, anaphorae, and other supralinguistic
events).

We present the recognition rates obtained when processing HIFI-AV2 database. We
have used these results as the baseline for the offline evaluation of the contextualized
system presented in this Thesis. Table 8.2 shows the Word Error Rate obtained for the
whole database, as well as an study of the variation according to the different dialectal
and accent regions of the participants.

Table 8.2: Main characteristics and Word Error Rate (in %) of HIFI-AV2 database

Dialectal Number of Number of Vocabulary Reference WER Confidence
region speakers sentences size words (%) interval (%)
Madrid 2 109 84 470 21.28 3.70
Aragón 5 402 197 1787 52.55 2.32
Valencia 6 635 254 2503 41.11 1.93
Euskadi 4 215 138 871 23.77 2.83

ALL 17 1361 359 5631 40.40 1.28

As we said, the participants of HIFI-AV2 evaluation come from four different ori-
gins in Spain, two of them (namely, Valencia and Basque Country) with co-official
languages. We expected that the accents of these regions (which are slightly stronger
than the ones from Aragón, and especially Madrid) caused a reduction in the recogni-
tion rates. However, the worst recognition results took place when recognizing people
from Aragón. This is due to the higher percentage of out of vocabulary words (OOV,
see Table 8.3), that was especially higher with two Aragonese speakers. This was the
most decisive reason for the lower performance reached with Aragonese evaluators.

Table 8.3: Distribution of Out-Of-Vocabulary words in HIFI-AV2 database according
to dialectal regions

Dialectal Number of OOV Ratio OOV/
region OOVs (%) Ref. words (%)
Madrid 7 1.35 1.49
Aragón 258 49.71 14.44
Valencia 220 42.39 8.79
Euskadi 34 6.55 3.90

ALL 519 100.00 9.22

8.1.4 HIFI-PM1 database

This is the first of the databases that we have generated during this work. It was
recorded during the first online evaluation (see Section 8.3), that was devised as an
initial assessment of the inclusion of the User Information Manager into the dialogue
system.
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HIFI-PM1 comprises 9 speakers (6 male, 3 female) with ages between 24 and 28
years, all of them recruited at our laboratory. They were classified as ‘novice’ (5) or
‘expert’ (4) attending to the experience that they referred in interacting with spoken
dialogue systems. Each of the speakers fulfilled two complex scenarios, in which they
had to interact with the system without any kind of restrictions (i.e. free scenarios).
The average number of turns for each of the scenarios is 72.22 for the first one, and
56.78 for the second one.

Despite the reduced number of evaluators, which could imply a lack of significance
on the results of the evaluation, the main goal of this database was to allow us to define
a set of metrics regarding the relevance of each information source, and to carry out an
initial assessment of the performance of the full dialogue system. In addition to that,
the high number of dialogue turns of the different scenarios will allow us to measure
the trends of each of the defined metrics.

8.1.5 HIFI-PM2 database

This database was recorded during the online evaluation of our contextualized dialogue
system (see Section 8.4). This evaluation has been carried out in an effort to determine
whether users were able to perceive the benefits of contextualization towards a more
natural and friendly dialogue.

We have recorded 40 participants during this evaluation, 20 male and 20 female.
The age of all the participants was between 19 and 33, and they were born in different
places in Spain and Latin America, so we have gathered different accents, intonations,
and ways to address the system.

Additionally, we recorded another 5 participants of our Research Group, whose
data were used to fine tune the system prior to the evaluation itself. We have not
considered the results of these intermediate evaluators in this Thesis, since we did not
want to bias the results with data of users who had previous experience in interacting
with our system.

The participants were recruited online, and they had not any prior knowledge of our
system. Participants were asked about their experience in interacting with dialogue
systems. They referred few or no experience at all (in a 1 − 5 scale, the average
expertise level was 1.73, with a standard deviation of 0.91). That is, the database
comprises interactions with participants that neither have interacted with our systems
before nor have a relevant experience in interacting with any spoken dialogue based
system.

Each participant fulfilled 8 scenarios with the system. On each scenario they were
asked to carry out several tasks, controlling a Hi-Fi audio system using speech. The
description of the scenarios is presented in Section 8.4.

The size of the database is about 9 hours of recording, with an average length of
the recordings of each participant of about 13.5 minutes.

Table 8.4 present the main statistics of the database, in terms of the number of
sentences recorded, as well as the number of reference words spoken by the users.
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Table 8.4: HIFI-PM2 database: main characteristics
No. of elements µ σ

Sentences 9162 229.05 76.89
Words 30215 755.38 269.68

Vocabulary 431 72.95 25.26

We have considered this database in two ways. First of all, our main goal was
to assess the performance of a system that includes the contextualization framework
proposed in this Thesis (both for dynamic LM adaptation, and for user profiles), in
comparison with the baseline dialogue system presented in 5. Therefore, we have
considered a set of metrics that the system collects automatically for each scenario.
Additionally we ask the participants their opinion about the behaviour of the system,
as well as their perception of the contextualization approaches that we have included.

On the other hand, we have also considered this database to carry out an offline
experiment to evaluate the performance of the different dynamic LM adaptation ap-
proaches that we have proposed in Chapter 6. For this reason we have labeled the
database at the lexical level. That is, we have generated a reference of the sentences
uttered by the participants in order to be able to obtain speech recognition performance
figures.

We present in table 8.5 the results of the speech recognition process when analyzing
all the sentences of the database with the baseline dialogue system.

Table 8.5: Performance of the baseline system with HIFI-PM2 database

Word Error Rate (%) 27.80± 0.51

If we compare this value with the corresponding one for HIFI-AV2 database we
can see that the recognition process with HIFI-PM2 clearly outperforms our previous
results. The rationale underlying this fact is that the variability of accents is not as
strong as the one that we faced when carrying out HIFI-AV2 evaluation. In a same
way, the proportion of out-of-vocabulary words in HIFI-PM2 is lesser than in HIFI-
AV2. Indeed, OOVs represent a 9.22% of the total number of reference words in HIFI-
AV2 (see table 8.3). On the other hand, there are 1397 OOVs in HIFI-PM2, which
represent a 4.62% of the reference words.

We will present the main results reached when gathering and analyzing this
database in Section 8.4.

8.2 Offline evaluation: measuring the dynamic LM
adaptation

In this Section we present and discuss the results achieved during the evaluation of
the approaches to dynamically adapt the language models. The experiments that we
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have carried out consist of the estimation of several measures related to the perfor-
mance of the speech recognition system, as well as the understanding and the dialogue
management modules.

The offline evaluation that we propose (Lucas-Cuesta et al., 2013) aims at mea-
suring the improvement on the recognition rates that are achieved when the system
modifies the LMs used by the speech recognizer using the content-specific models
related to the information conveyed in the current interaction. That is, we apply an
approach closely related to a rescoring procedure. The system first recognizes the cur-
rent utterance, obtaining the dialogue elements that it contains (i.e. semantic concepts,
and goals). The system then uses the LMs related to the extracted dialogue elements
to obtain the adapted LM. Finally, the system starts a new recognition step of the same
utterance, with the modified model.

This offline evaluation will allow us to measure the improvement on the recognition
module (in terms of an increase of the Word Accuracy), as well as to estimate the
indirect improvement on the understanding and the dialogue management systems (in
terms of an increase of the Concept Accuracy, or the Goal Identification Rate). Indeed,
a more accurate recognition hypothesis will lead to a better result of the understanding
module, which in turn implies a more accurate inference of the goals that the user
wants to fulfill.

We are aware that the full system will behave in a different way. Instead of using the
information of a sentence to recognize it again, the idea will be to use the information
provided in the previous interactions to adapt the model to the current sentence. Taking
this fact into account, the offline evaluation will serve us to obtain the best performance
that the system could achieve (i.e. when it has a complete knowledge about the current
sentence). Therefore, this evaluation could be understood as an upper bound of the
performance of the dynamic LM adaptation strategies.

We have considered three different databases for carrying out the evaluation. We
have assessed the performance of the strategies proposed with HIFI-MM1, HIFI-AV2,
and HIFI-PM2, in a separated way. HIFI-MM1 served us as the initial labeled database
with which we have obtained the performance metrics of each module of the dia-
logue system (namely, speech recognition and language understanding performance,
and goal identification accuracy). As we said, HIFI-MM1 comprises self-content sen-
tences (that is, interventions that do not belong to a usual dialogue flow, with several
utterances to solve a single goal). On the other hand, HIFI-AV2 and HIFI-PM2 are
more realistic in that sense, provided that the recorded utterances in these databases
are context-dependent (i.e. there was a relationship between several sentences, uttered
to carry out a specific action or a set of actions). In the next Sections we present the
results obtained with each of these databases.

8.2.1 Results with HIFI-MM1

As we presented before, HIFI-MM1 is a database comprising 1300 self-contained ut-
terances related to the dialogue domain. By self-contained we mean that each sentence
can be used to fulfill one or more dialogue goals, without the need of any other utter-
ance.
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To increase the reliability of the results obtained, we perform a k-fold approach. We
have randomly divided the evaluation databases into 10 folds, each of them compris-
ing the same number of sentences. Therefore, HIFI-MM1 folds are composed of 130
sentences, We use nine of the folds in a validation stage to adjust the different degrees
of freedom of the sytem (relevance thresholds, interpolation weights, LM weights, and
Inter-word penalties). The tenth fold is kept for the evaluation itself, in which we keep
the optimal values of the parameters obtained during the validation step. Finally we
apply round robin to decide which folds will be used as part of the validation subset,
and which one will be considered as the evaluation one.

We have decided to use well known metrics to evaluate the recognition and the
understanding module. Indeed, for speech recognition we consider the Word Error
Rate (WER). This metric is defined as the quotient between the number of words sub-
stituted, inserted and deleted by the recognition system, divided by the number of
reference words. We have also considered the Concept Error Rate for assessing the
understanding module, which is defined in a similar manner, as the quotient between
the number of concepts substituted, inserted and deleted, and the number of reference
concepts.

As regards the dialogue manager, we used previously the precision and recall to
assess its performance (Fernández et al., 2009). In this Thesis we decide to use a Goal
Identification Error Rate (GER), to obtain a performance figure similar to those ones
obtained for the recognition and the understanding modules. To obtain the GER we
calculate the number of mistakes that the DM committed during the forward inference
(either by substituting, deleting or inserting goals), and we divide it by the number of
reference goals.

Previously to the analysis of the different LM adaptation approaches proposed in
Chapter 6 we obtained the results of the recognition (in terms of Word Error Rate),
the language understanding (in terms of Concept Error Rate), and the dialogue man-
agement (in terms of Goal Identification Error Rate) when using the baseline dialogue
system with HIFI-MM1 database, which was labeled at the three mentioned levels of
knowledge. The main results of this baseline evaluation are shown in Table 8.6, where
we present the metrics aforementioned together with their 95% confidence intervals.
We also measured the recognition rates with HIFI-AV2. Its results, in terms of Word
Error Rate, are presented in Table 8.2.

Table 8.6: Performance of the baseline system with HIFI-MM1 database

Word Error Rate (%) 5.33± 0.54
Concept Error Rate (%) 13.37± 0.89

Goal Identification Error Rate (%) 26.20± 1.62

We can observe that the speech recognition performance is especially high, despite
we are using a small database (with only 1300 sentences). The reason for this good
performance is that the speech recorded in HIFI-MM1 is not as spontaneous as it is
for the rest of databases. Indeed, HIFI-MM1 contains read sentences that are not part
of a full dialogue (in the sense that there is not any discourse relationship between
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sentences). The same reasoning explains the performance of the understanding module
(i.e. the Concept Error Rate). As regards the Goal Error Rate, the reduction on the
performance (in comparison with the understanding or the recognition processes) is
due to a higher number of insertions. The system tends to infer goals (that is, to
propose actions to users) rather than avoid actions (even though they are not correct),
which causes a reduction on the efficiency, since a higher number of turns should be
devoted to clarify a user’s request or to ask the user for more information.

In the next Sections we present the results of applying the different strategies for
dynamically adapting LMs that we have studied, distinguishing between the initial
results (obtained with HIFI-MM1), that give us an initial insight of the benefits of the
LM adaptation approaches, and the results with a more realistic database, (i.e. HIFI-
AV2).

8.2.1.1 Using a LM for each dialogue element

As we presented in the Chapter 6, our first strategy consisted of estimating a language
model for each of the dialogue elements (either concepts, goals, or both). During a
validation step, we estimated the values of the degrees of freedom of our strategy (the
relevance threshold for concepts ΦC , for goals ΦG, or both, as well as the interpolation
weight λD between the static and the dynamic components of the LM). The values of
these parameters can be seen on Table 8.7. During the test step we kept these values
and estimated the performance of the system.

Table 8.7: Parameters of the dynamic LM estimation (one LM for each dialogue
element)

Dialogue elements ΦC ΦG λD

Concepts 0.53 - 0.13
Goals - 0.43 0.10

Concepts & goals 0.57 0.46 0.10

All the relevance thresholds take values of about 0.5. This means that there is an
important amount of information conveyed in those dialogue elements with posterior
probabilities taking intermediate values. That is, they could help in adapting the lan-
guage models even if the dialogue manager does not consider them as active (in the
case of dialogue goals) or present (in the case of dialogue concepts). This is one of the
reasons for using relevance thresholds different to the decision thresholds of the Dia-
logue Manager (θg for goals, and θc,l and θc,h for concepts). These activation thresholds
take values of 0.5, 0.33 and 0.67 respectively, see Section 5.

The interpolation weight λD takes values of about 0.1 for all of the approaches.
That is, it is enough to slightly modify the static language model (keeping around a
90% of its relevance in the adapted model) to achieve better results in the three modules
evaluated.

As regards the performance of the system, the results of this evaluation, in terms of
the three error rates mentioned above, are shown in Table 8.8.
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Table 8.8: System performance (one LM for each dialogue element)

Strategy WER (%) CER (%) GER (%)
Baseline 5.33 13.37 26.20
Concepts 4.78 12.68 25.85

Goals 4.73 12.64 25.81
Concepts & goals 4.54 12.71 25.64

None of these metrics significantly outperforms the baseline setup of the system.
This is mainly due to the characteristics of this initial database. Its number of sentences
is reduced (only 1300). Furthermore, all the sentences are read, so there is not any
spontaneity in the utterances. Therefore, the results of the baseline system are hard to
improve.

The Word Error Rate yields a maximum of 14.82% of relative improvement over
the baseline, when considering isolated LMs for both concepts and goals to adapt the
LMs. Regarding the concept and the goal accuracies, our approaches tend to outper-
form the baseline setup, with a maximum relative improvement of 5.46% (for Concept
Error Rate), when using goal-dependent information, and 2.14% (for Goal Error Rate),
using both dialogue elements. That is, the dynamic adaptation of the LMs of the speech
recognizer could help to better extract the semantic content of the utterance (the task of
the understanding module), which also causes a better result when inferring the actions
that the user wants to perform (the task of the dialogue manager).

We can also see that the approach that combines language models of both dialogue
elements (concepts and goals) tends to yield better results than using each type of dia-
logue element separately. However, we could expect that the best results were reached
when considering only goal-based adaptation, given the number of dialogue elements
(58 concepts and 15 goals), and the number of labeled sentences (516) that we use
to estimate the models related to each dialogue element. As the number of concepts
is higher than the number of goals, the LMs associated to the concepts are usually
trained with fewer sentences than the goal-based ones. In fact, the average number of
sentences for each concept is 40.38, but its median is 19, whereas the average and the
median of the number of sentences that make reference to each goal are 77.47 and 64,
respectively. This means that the distribution of sentences per dialogue element is un-
balanced towards more reduced number of sentences (i.e. there are more concepts with
a number of sentences associated below the average than above). In other words, the
concept-based models are more poorly estimated than the goal-dependent LMs, which
in order implies a slightly worse performance when using the concept-based approach.
In any case, as we said before, the differences are not statistically significant.

8.2.1.2 Using expert clustering

Our next experiment evaluated the performance of the dialogue system when using a
grouping criterion dependent on the final application and expert knowledge (see Sec-
tion 6.4.1). We have assessed the same metrics than when considering a single LM for
each dialogue element. In this experiment, we have only considered the contribution
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of concept-based clusters, or goal-based clusters, without any clustering strategy that
combines both dialogue elements. We have decided to proceed this way because, after
evaluating these two strategies, the results obtained made us to decide not to devote
more efforts in this clustering approach.

Table 8.9 shows the values of the relevance thresholds ΦC and ΦG, as well as the
interpolation weight λD, for the two grouping approaches that we propose.

Table 8.9: Parameters of the dynamic LM estimation (expert grouping of dialogue
elements)

Grouping Initial Restrictive
Strategy ΦC ΦG λD ΦC ΦG λD

Concept-based 0.44 - 0.20 0.33 - 0.20
Goal-based - 0.44 0.21 - 0.52 0.18

As in the previous approach, the interpolation weight λD takes low values of about
0.20, which means that even keeping an 80% of the background LM it is enough to
yield a slight improvement in the performance of the dialogue system. Regarding the
relevance thresholds, there are no significant differences among them. As with the
isolated approach, the threshold for goals ΦG tends to take values above the concepts
threshold ΦC . This could mean that the system tends to smooth the restrictions when
considering dialogue concepts, which could be explained attending to the distribution
of sentences on each of the LMs considered, and the number of concepts (58) and
goals (15) defined in our domain. Since we only have 516 sentences for training the
element-specific LMs, a higher number of concepts mean that the concept-based LMs
will be trained with lesser sentences than the goal-based ones. In other words, the re-
sulting LMs are more poorly estimated when compared to the goal-based ones. In this
situation, the system tends to consider even the models related to those concepts with
reduced posterior probabilities (according to the backward inference of the Dialogue
Manager) in order to obtain a dynamic LM as robust as possible.

The results of this evaluation can be seen in Table 8.10. As we observed in the
previous experiments, these results are not statistically significant, but we have seen
the same tendency that we analyzed in the previous strategy.

Table 8.10: System performance (expert grouping of dialogue elements)

Grouping Initial Restrictive
Strategy WER (%) CER (%) GER (%) WER (%) CER (%) GER (%)
Baseline 5.33 13.37 26.20 5.33 13.37 26.20
Concepts 5.02 12.80 25.78 4.93 12.79 25.72

Goals 4.87 12.70 25.67 5.02 13.00 25.88

Despite the slight improvement in the three metrics that we have considered (which
yields their maximum values for the initial grouping taking into account goal-based
information only; the relative improvement is 8.63% for Word Error Rate, 5.01% for
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Concept Error Rate, and 2.02% for Goal Error Rate), none of them outperforms the
results of using a LM for each isolated dialogue element. This behaviour could be ex-
plained taking into account that, when grouping several elements into the same cluster,
it is possible that a single utterance contains elements that belong to different clusters.
For instance, the utterance Play track 5 of CD 2 and raise the volume makes reference
to two different expert clusters: the CD one and the VOLUME one. In more complex
utterances, the number of clusters to be considered may be even higher (remember
the average number of dialogue concepts and goals referred to on each utterance, see
Section 6.2). Under these circumstances, the system could consider clusters in which
there are classified several dialogue elements that were not referred in the utterance.
Therefore, the Dynamic Grammar Estimator may tend to oversmooth the dynamic
component of the LM, even considering the whole set of training sentences. The result
becomes thus the interpolation between the static LM and a too general dynamic LM,
being the result a model without enough discriminative strength.

8.2.1.3 Using hierarchical single-level semantic clustering

We then assessed the performance of the dynamic estimation of LMs considering the
first strategy of semantic clustering based on Latent Semantic Analysis (that is, se-
lecting a single level in the cluster tree). As we stated in Section 6.4.4, we propose
five different strategies to estimate the interpolation weights among the different com-
ponents of the LM to be obtained. The values of the relevance thresholds and the
interpolation weight λD for each of these strategies can be seen in Table 8.11.

Table 8.11: Parameters of the dynamic LM estimation (LSA-based single-level clus-
tering of dialogue elements)

Concept-based Goal-based
A0 A1 A2 A3 A4 A0 A1 A2 A3 A4

ΦC 0.48 0.55 0.46 0.45 0.47 ΦG 0.53 0.51 0.41 0.42 0.46
λD 0.16 0.17 0.17 0.19 0.15 λD 0.23 0.23 0.22 0.22 0.24

It is interesting to remark that, when considering the single-level, LSA-based clus-
tering, the system gives slightly more relevance to the dynamic component of the LM
when using intention-based information, (i.e. dialogue goals). We can observe this
behaviour by attending to the values of the interpolation weight λD (0.17 vs. 0.23,
on average). The main reason of this fact relies on both the more reduced number
of dialogue goals (and thus the more robust the goal-dependent LMs are), and on the
character of the dialogue goals. Indeed, as our application only considers 15 dia-
logue goals, but 58 concepts, each goal can be associated to several concepts (for
instance, the goal MODIFY_VOLUME with the concepts PARAMETER_VOLUME,
VALUE_VOLUME and ACTION_VOLUME). In other words, the inference proce-
dure could be seen as an integration of information, from a sparse source (i.e. the
concepts) to a more concentrated one (i.e. the goals). Then, the more integrated the
information is, the more reliable the dynamic component of the LM will be, and thus
the more relevance the system will give to that component (i.e. the lesser the value of
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the interpolation weight λD). In any case, the system can reach a level of performance
similar to the previous approaches.

The results of our evaluation of the system when considering LSA-based semi-
automatic clustering of dialogue elements can be seen in Table 8.12. Despite the results
that we have obtained are not significant, we can observe a tendency similar to the
one obtained in other strategies. The Word Error Rate of this approach is above the
corresponding to the expert partitioning approach, but it cannot outperform the isolated
approach. The best result (12.38% of relative improvement) is achieved when using
concept-based information (which implies to consider up to 10 different clusters of
dialogue concepts), and the approach A1 is used (that is, the system estimates the
interpolation weights as the relative frequency of the concepts that are classified into
each cluster).

Table 8.12: System performance (LSA-based single-level clustering of dialogue ele-
ments)

Strategy WER (%) CER (%) GER (%)
Baseline 5.33 13.37 26.20

A0 4.85 12.77 25.92
A1 4.67 12.64 25.78

Concepts A2 4.78 12.77 25.85
A3 4.78 12.71 25.78
A4 4.90 12.87 25.92
A0 4.84 12.68 25.64
A1 4.82 12.64 25.60

Goals A2 4.75 12.68 25.64
A3 4.79 12.57 25.53
A4 4.70 12.59 25.53

Using the single-level semi-automatic approach, the Concept Error Rate reaches
results similar to the isolated approach: the relative improvement takes a maximum
value of 5.98% when using goal-based information and the approach A3 for estimat-
ing the interpolation weights (i.e. the maximum of the posterior probabilities of the
dialogue goals of each cluster). But more interestingly, the Goal Error Rate takes its
maximum value over all the approaches we have evaluated, with a relative improve-
ment of 2.56% when considering goal-based clustering, and either the approach A3 or
the A4 one (i.e. the sum of the posterior probabilities of the inferred goals classified
into each cluster).

8.2.1.4 Using hierarchical multi-level semantic clustering

In our next experiment we measured the performance when keeping several levels
of the cluster hierarchies of dialogue elements (either concepts, goals, or both). We
decided to keep only the approach A4 to estimate the interpolation weights among the
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cluster-dependent LMs to be interpolated on each dialogue turn, because on average it
reached the best performance on the three error rates (for words, concepts, and goals).

Table 8.13 shows the values of the relevance thresholds for concepts ΦC and goals
ΦG, as well as the interpolation weight λD between the background LM and the dy-
namic one, when considering each of the proposed hierarchies (a full one, that is, from
the isolated elements up to a model that contains all the dialogue elements), and the
two pruning strategies proposed in Section 6.4.2.

Table 8.13: Parameters of the dynamic LM estimation (LSA-based hierarchical clus-
tering of dialogue elements)

Hierarchy Full Initial pruning Restrictive pruning
Strategy ΦC ΦG λD ΦC ΦG λD ΦC ΦG λD

Concept-based 0.52 - 0.1 0.49 - 0.1 0.48 - 0.14
Goal-based - 0.51 0.1 - 0.46 0.1 - 0.47 0.19

Both - - - 0.54 0.61 0.19 0.53 0.53 0.11

As in the previous experiments, the values of both relevance thresholds fall in the
intermediate region of confidence, which means that even those elements and goals
with posterior probabilities below the probability thresholds considered for the Dia-
logue Manager (θg for goals, and θc,l and θc,h for concepts) may help to better recog-
nize the current sentence. In a similar fashion, the interpolation weights λD for all the
pruning strategies take values between 0.1 and 0.2. This fact implies that the dynamic
modification of the LMs can improve the performance of the speech recognizer even
considering only about a 10% of the dynamic component.

The results of the evaluation of the hierarchical strategy are presented in Table 8.14.
As we mentioned in Section 6.4.2, we did not carry out the experiment of using the full
hierarchy when merging both concepts and goals in the clustering, since the number of
LMs to be estimated was too large (145), and most of them were poorly estimated due
to lack of training data.

Table 8.14: System performance (LSA-based multi-level clustering of dialogue ele-
ments)

Hierarchy Strategy WER (%) CER (%) GER (%)
Baseline 5.33 13.37 26.20

Full Concept-based 4.72 12.68 25.74
Goal-based 4.70 12.77 25.85

Concept-based 4.79 12.73 25.78
Initial pruning Goal-based 4.61 12.75 25.88

Concept & goal merging 4.79 12.66 25.71
Concept-based 4.93 12.95 25.78

Restrictive pruning Goal-based 4.73 12.66 25.67
Concept & goal merging 4.87 12.73 25.74
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Again, the improvements over the baseline setup are not statistically significant.
Nevertheless, we can observe the same tendencies than in the previous strategies. The
performance of the multi-level approach is similar to the one obtained with the single-
level semi-automatic, clustering (Section 8.2.1.3). This makes sense, provided that
the clusters generated with both methods are similar, and the only difference relies
on which clusters were selected to generate an associated LM. The maximum values
of each metric are reached when using only goal-based information, and when the
system applies one of the pruning strategies (the initial one for Word Error Rate, with
a relative improvement of 13.51%; the restrictive one for Concept and Goal Error
Rates, with improvements of 5.31% and 2.02%, respectively). This is also consistent
with the proposed approach, and the databases we have used. When considering the
full hierarchy, we have to consider even more clusters than dialogue elements (see
Section 6.4.2). This can lead to an overtraining of the dynamic component of the
dynamic LM, provided that the system makes use of the same sentences to train several
components of that dynamic model. This situation is partially avoided using the initial
pruning strategy (i.e. discarding those clusters which contain a number of sentences
below the 10% of the number of sentences of the parent cluster). However, a too
restrictive pruning may lead to the opposite situation: the number of clusters becomes
too reduced, so the dynamic model that is generated on each dialogue turn tends to be
too general, thus decreasing the performance.

8.2.1.5 Using perplexity-based automatic clustering

We finally tested the two automatic clustering strategies that depend on perplexity-
related metrics (Section 6.4.3). As we did with other clustering strategies, we carried
out three different experiments, depending on the dialogue elements that we consider:
only dialogue concepts, only dialogue goals, and both dialogue and goals. As regards
the estimation of the interpolation weights between the content-specific LMs, we de-
cided to use the A4 strategy (which consisted of the sum of the posterior probabilities
of the dialogue elements of each group, see Section 6.4.4).

Table 8.15 shows the values of the relevance thresholds for concepts ΦC and goals
ΦG on each of the clustering strategies (Normalized Mutual Information, NMI, and
Minimum global perplexity), as well as the interpolation weight λD between the back-
ground LM and the context-dependent one.

Table 8.15: Parameters of the dynamic LM estimation (perplexity-based automatic
clustering of dialogue elements)

NMI Minimum Perplexity
ΦC ΦG λD ΦC ΦG λD

Concepts 0.51 - 0.16 0.40 - 0.24
Goals - 0.55 0.13 - 0.54 0.21
Both 0.49 0.52 0.16 0.63 0.52 0.17
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We can see that the interpolation weight λD between the background, static model,
and the dynamic LM, takes similar values to the ones of the previous clustering ap-
proaches. This makes sense, provided that the resulting groups are similar in any
grouping strategie. That is, all of them can extract the relationship patterns among di-
alogue elements (either semantic, such as in the LSA-based clustering, or both lexical
and semantic, as in the perplexity-based clustering). In any case, it is enough to slightly
modify the background model (keeping about an 80% of it in the dynamic LM) to start
capturing the information conveyed in the current utterance.

It is worth to mention that the interpolation weight takes slightly higher values in
the minimum global perplexity criterion. In other words, the relevance of the context-
dependent component is higher than with the NMI-based clustering approach. This in
turn implies that the system considers the minimum perplexity models better estimated
than the NMI ones, and it consequently gives those models a higher weight in the
estimation of the dynamic LM.

We can also see that the dynamic LM estimation system has low sensitivity to
changes in the relevance thresholds. As long as they take values in the intermediate
range (namely, between 0.4 and 0.6), the solution is stable in the sense that a modifi-
cation in the threshold does not imply a modification in the performance. The expla-
nation for this behavior relies in the fact that the posterior probabilities for dialogue
elements that the Dialogue Manager estimates at each dialogue turn tend to take ex-
treme values (i.e. close to 0 for the unlikely events, and close to 1 to the very likely
ones). However, there are few cases in which the system estimates an intermediate
probability value. This behaviour makes sense since this values have been obtained
for HIFI-MM1 database, which comprises only self-content sentences. That is, all the
goals can be fulfilled within a single interaction. In this type of sentences the system
tends to decide that a specific dialogue goal is present or absent with high certainty.
That is, the posterior probability values estimated for the different goals are very ex-
treme (i.e. close to 0 for the absent goals, and close to 1 for the present ones). For the
same reason, few goals are considered as ambiguous or optional (i.e. those ones with
intermediate probabilities, see Section 5). Under these circumstances, it is likely that
any value of the relevance threshold ΦG that falls in the intermediate range can capture
all the goals inferred as active, and therefore the system carries out the dynamic LM
adaptation based only on these active elements.

As regards the performance of the system, Table 8.16 shows the improvements on
the recognition, understanding and dialogue management metrics for the NMI-based
and the minimum global perplexity based clustering strategies (Lucas-Cuesta et al.,
2012).

As we faced in the previous experiments, none of these results significantly out-
performs the baseline performance, due to the effects of the size of the database. In
any case, the same improvement tendency is observed. As regards the normalized mu-
tual information criterion, the improvements reach a maximum relative value (in terms
of error reduction) of 11.82% Word Error Rate, and 5.31% Concept Error Rate, both
when considering the clustering of dialogue concepts and goals together. On the other
hand, the maximum relative improvement in Goal Error Rate (2.56%) is reached when
taking only into account dialogue goals. The main reason for this behaviour relies in
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Table 8.16: System performance (LSA-based and minimum global perplexity based
automatic clustering)

Hierarchy Strategy WER (%) CER (%) GER (%)
Baseline 5.33 13.37 26.20

Concept-based 4.82 12.73 25.67
NMI Goal-based 4.84 12.68 25.53

Concept & goal merging 4.70 12.66 25.71
Concept-based 4.52 12.54 25.60

Minimum Perplexity Goal-based 4.60 12.59 25.64
Concept & goal merging 4.58 12.66 25.64

that using only goal-based information (i.e. the more integrated source of information
that the system considers), we can observe a reduction of the number of insertions
of goals into the hypothesis, which are the most important source of errors. In any
case, the size of our HIFI-MM1 database makes that the improvements in GER are not
statistically significant.

On the other hand, using the minimun global perplexity criterion for clustering
dialogue elements, as the relevance of the context-dependent component is slightly
higher than with the NMI-based criterion, as we detailed before, the LMs obtained
with the Maximum Global Perplexity criterion tend to be better estimated. This has
been experimentally assessed, obtaining a slightly better performance of the system.
In the case of the Word Error Rate, it yields a maximum relative error reduction of
15.20% when considering only dialogue concepts. This improvement is the best one
that we have obtained for HIFI-MM1 database throughout the assessment of all our
dynamic LM estimation approaches. Furthermore, this figure is marginally significant,
with a confidence interval of 87%, and it is also the best performance that we have
obtained for this small database.

As regards the Concept Error Rate, it reaches a maximum relative improvement of
6.21% also when considering concept-based clustering. This is also the best result that
we have obtained for all the experiments with HIFI-MM1 database. Finally, the Goal
Error Rate reaches a performance of 2.29% of relative improvement. In any case, none
of these figures is statistically significant.

Merging dialogue concepts and goals into a single cluster hierarchy cannot outper-
form the strategies of using the elements separately. The main reason for this behaviour
could be explained due to the fact that goals are inferred by using the concepts. There-
fore, considering both sources of information at the same time (at least for building the
clusters that have associated a content-specific LM) may cause the estimation of LMs
with redundant information. This redundancy could in turn cause the reduction of the
performance observed. In any case, as we have mentioned the differences between the
performance of the proposed clustering strategies are not statistically significant. Nev-
ertheless, these experiments have helped us to see some tendencies which we consider
when carrying out the experiments with the rest of our databases.
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8.2.2 Results with HIFI-AV2

In this section we present the results regarding the second database that we have con-
sidered. In a similar manner to HIFI-MM1, we divide the database into ten folds, each
of which comprising 10% of the sentences. At a validation stage we consider 9 of these
folds to adjust the degrees of freedom of our system (that is, relevance thresholds ΦC

and ΦG and interpolation weight λD), as well as other parameters of the recognition
module (namely, the weight of the LM and the Inter-Word Penalty).

As mentioned before, HIFI-AV2 was recorded during a previous evaluation of our
baseline dialogue system (Fernández-Martínez, 2009). Therefore, the conditions of
this database are more realistic than those ones of HIFI-MM1. In particular, the sen-
tences are not usually self-contained, but they are part of several dialogues, in each of
which the speaker tried to fulfill different goals. This may cause that the resulting LM
could not be as accurate as in a situation in which the system knows the full context
of each sentence, since in this experiment we only consider the information of a single
sentence to select the content-specific LMs to be used for the dynamic LM interpola-
tion. We will consider a full context of each sentence in the online evaluation of our
system (see Section 8.4).

In addition to that, the degree of variability of the recordings is wider than the one
in HIFI-MM1. This fact mainly happens because of two reasons. First of all, there
is more variability in the acoustic features of the speakers (for instance, in terms of
accents, see Table 8.2). This variability causes a reduction of the recognition perfor-
mance. The second reason underlying HIFI-AV2 variability relies in the more freedom
that speakers have when addressing the system. This freedom is reflected in the number
of out-of-vocabulary words of this database (see Table 8.3), and also in the construc-
tions that the speakers used, that often led to a wrong resolution of the dialogue, even
though the speech recognition emitted a good hypotheses. All these facts make that
the baseline performance of HIFI-AV2 was significantly worse than the one achieved
with HIFI-MM1, especially in terms of the recognition module.

We have decided to test HIFI-AV2 with only those approaches that led to the better
results with HIFI-MM1 database. This way, we have evaluated the performance of the
isolated approach (that is, when considering a single LM for each dialogue element,
either concepts, goals, or both), and the perplexity-based clustering approach using
the global perplexity minimization criterion. In this last case we have only considered
the approach A4 (that is, the summation of the posterior probabilities of the elements
of each cluster, see Section 6.4.4) for obtaining the interpolation weights among the
different content-specific LM.

Finally, as this database was labelled only at the lexical level, we have measured
only the improvement on the recognition performance. Table 8.17 shows the degrees
of freedom of the system configuration (i.e. the relevance thresholds ΦC and ΦG for
dialogue elements, and the interpolation weight λD between the background and the
dynamic components of the LM).

The weight that system assigns to the dynamic component of the LM is slightly
larger than with the previous database (with an average of 0.21). As HIFI-AV2 is
more context-dependent than HIFI-MM1 (since it comprises actual dialogues with the
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Table 8.17: Parameters of the dynamic LM adaptation with HIFI-AV2 database

Isolated MinPerp
Concepts Goals Concepts & Goals Concepts Goals

ΦC 0.57 - 0.63 0.42 -
ΦG - 0.65 0.68 - 0.45
λD 0.21 0.21 0.25 0.18 0.22

system), the approach tends to give more relevance to that component when building
the adapted LM.

As regards the relevance thresholds, they take similar values to the ones for the
previous database, at least for the Minimum Perplexity criterion. The difference arises
for the isolated models approach. We can see that both ΦC and ΦG takes higher val-
ues for this database. In other words, the system becomes more restrictive in selecting
which dialogue elements (i.e. which LMs) are interpolated at each dialogue turn. This
behaviour makes sense if we consider the characteristics of each database. HIFI-AV2
comprises more spontaneous and open interventions than HIFI-MM1. In this situ-
ation, the system is more prone to make recognition mistakes, that lead to a worse
performance in extracting the dialogue concepts included in the user’s utterance. As a
consequence, the system tries to rely only on these pieces of information that it consid-
ers as more reliable, or with a higher degree of belief. That is, these dialogue elements
with higher posterior probabilities according to the dialogue manager inference mech-
anisms).

Figure 8.1 shows the recognition performance with HIFI-AV2 database (in terms of
Word Error Rate). We present the baseline result along with each of the strategies eval-
uated (namely, the isolated strategies, see Section 6.3, and the hierarchical clustering
based on the optimization of the global perplexity, see Section 6.4.3).

We can see that every dynamic LM adaptation approach tend to outperform the
results of the baseline system. The error bounds shown in the Figure indicate that any
of the strategies yield a significantly better performance (with p < 0.05). However, the
strategies based on the usage of a single LM for each dialogue element are significant
with confidence intervals of 90%. However, the reduced size of HIFI-AV2 database in
terms of reference sentences, as well as the high proportion of OOV words uttered by
the speakers (see Table 8.3) indicate that the dynamic LM adaptation strategy that we
have proposed is very promising.

As regards the improvement on the recognition performance, the best result is
reached when considering only intention-based information (i.e. dialogue goals). The
system attains an absolute improvement of 2.47% (which implies a relative improve-
ment of 6.11%), which is marginally significant (p < 0.06). This result is consistent
with the one reached with HIFI-MM1 database (in which the improvement margin
was lower). As the dialogue goals are the information source that integrates more
knowledge (since they are inferred from the extracted semantic concepts, which are
also obtained from the recognition hypothesis), it is the dialogue element that offers a
better performance when considered for dynamically adapting LMs. In any case, the
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Figure 8.1: Speech recognition performance for HIFI-AV2 database

difference with the performance of the rest of adaptation approaches is not statistically
significant.

8.2.3 Results with HIFI-PM2

Finally we have tested the dynamic LM generation approaches with the database that
we have gathered during the final evaluation of the contextualized system. In this case,
as we have gathered full dialogues, we have carried out two different experiments.
The first one consists of using the information obtained from a single utterance to
dynamically adapt the LMs and to recognize again the same sentence (in the same way
than in the experiments that we have presented before).

The second experiment consists of using the information provided by the user in
the previous utterances (that have been stored in the context manager, particularly in
the dialogue history) to adapt the model to the current utterance.

In this Section we refer to the first experiment (i.e. the second recognition of a
sentence with a sentence-adapted LM). The results of the second experiment will be
presented in the Section devoted to the online evaluation (8.4), as this was the mecha-
nism with which the final evaluation took place.

For the first experiment, we have not considered all the approaches that we propose
in Chapter 6, as we did when evaluating HIFI-AV2. Instead, we have assessed the
recognition performance only with these approaches that yielded the best results when
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using HIFI-MM1 database. Consequently, we have evaluated the system when using a
specific LM for each dialogue goal (i.e. 15 content-specific models, see Section 6.3),
and when considering the automatic clustering strategy of dialogue goals based on the
minimization of a global perplexity (keeping thus 10 LMs, as explained in Section
6.4.3).

The degrees of freedom of the experiments were the relevance threshold for dia-
logue goals ΦG and the interpolation weight λD between the static, background model
pB and the context dependent model pD. Additionally, we have obtained the recog-
nition performance when keeping the values that we considered for the second online
evaluation (namely, a LM for each isolated goal, with relevance threshold ΦG = 0.5
and interpolation weight λD = 0.25, as will be explained in Section 8.4). These pa-
rameters are presented in Table 8.182.

Table 8.18: Parameters of the dynamic LM estimation with HIFI-PM2 database

System configuration ΦG λD

Baseline - 0
Online evaluation 0.5 0.25

Isolated model, goals 0.52 0.22
Perplexity-based clustering, goals 0.48 0.19

The values of ΦG and λD for the online evaluation were estimated with a set of 5
speakers of our research group whose feedback was used for fine tuning the system
prior to the online evaluation. We can see that the average values of these parameters
reached for the other two strategies are close to the selected ones.

The value of ΦG shows that it is enough to use only those dialogue goals with
medium and high posterior probabilities for deciding which goal-specific LMs to use
in the dynamic LM estimation. In other words, the system does not need to be too
strict in selecting the goals to be interpolated (which happens with higher values of
the threshold). It also does not have to be too permissive, allowing goals with reduced
posterior probability (and thus the goals that are not inferred by the Bayesian networks
from the user’s utterance) to be included in the dynamic LM.

On the other hand, the contribution of the context-dependent model pD is reduced
enough so as to allow the speech recognizer to still take into account expressions not
directly related to the current one. That is, it is enough to keep about a 75% of the
contribution of the background, static LM pB to obtain a dynamically adapted LM that
can better recognize a given sentence.

However, the most important achievement is that the system itself is able to ob-
tain an accurate estimation of the interpolation weights between the different content-
specific components of the context-dependent LM. In other words, the system can

2In this table, λD and ΦG refers to the values chosen during the online evaluation, row Online eval-
uation, or to the average of the values (obtained in the round robin process) with which the best results
were achieved for each tested approach, rows Isolated model, goals and Perplexity-based clustering,
goals.
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effectively merge the LMs related to the pieces of information that it considers without
training any interpolation weight.

Finally, we can see that all the strategies proposed clearly outperform the baseline
(with relative improvements of 6.44%, 8.27% and 6.44% for each approach). This
improvement is statistically significant when comparing any of the strategies against
the baseline. However, the differences between the different strategies for dynamically
estimating the LM are not significant. We present the results of this evaluation, together
with the corresponding confidence intervals, in Figure 8.2.
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Figure 8.2: Speech recognition performance for HIFI-PM2 database, when using the
dynamic LM estimated to recognize again the current sentence

As we have anticipated, the improvement of the performance of the speech recog-
nition system is statistically significant with confidence intervals of 95%. These con-
fidence intervals are 0.51% for the baseline configuration, and 0.49% for the online
evaluation and the two additional strategies that we have tested (i.e. using a LM for
each dialogue goal, and using perplexity-based clustering of dialogue goals). This
significative improvement allows us to assert that our automatic, posterior probability
based dynamic adaptation of language models, effectively helps the system in obtain-
ing more accurate recognition hypotheses when analyzing an utterance using a LM
dependent on the information that the system itself extracts from that utterance.
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8.3 First online evaluation

The first online evaluation that we have carried out consists of an initial assessment of
the User Information Manager presented in Chapter 7. The main idea underlying this
evaluation was not to obtain a comparison among systems, nor to obtain a significant
improvement on any evaluation metric. The motivation of this initial assessment was
to define a set of metrics that could be used to estimate the degree of contextualization
achieved during the interactions with the system.

To carry out this evaluation 9 participants were recruited. Evaluators were asked
to interact with the system by using natural language sentences instead of close com-
mands. All the interactions were recorded, giving place to HIFI-PM1 database (see
Section 8.1.4).

The number of participants of this evaluation was so reduced that the results that
we obtained (at least in terms of the metrics extracted) were not statistically signif-
icant. Nevertheless, this initial evaluation was not aimed at carrying out a thorough
study of the different evaluation metrics that we define. Instead, we wanted to study
the evolution throughout the dialogue of the utility of the different contextual informa-
tion sources when including the user profile based contextualization approach into the
dialogue system (Lucas-Cuesta et al., 2011).

We extended the metrics that we considered during the evaluation of the baseline
dialogue system (Fernández-Martínez, 2009), which are a set of PARADISE-like met-
rics aimed at assessing the performance of the full system and the interactions, includ-
ing also the user satisfaction and perception of the behaviour of the system. For the
sake of completeness, the metrics originally defined during HIFI-AV1 and HIFI-AV2
evaluations are presented in Appendix A.

The new metrics that we have defined are related to the utility of the different con-
textual information sources. That is, the number of turns in which the dialogue man-
ager successfully retrieves a piece of information from any of the contextual informa-
tion sources (namely, the system status, the dialogue history, and the profile memory).
These new metrics are the following:

• Concept recovery turns. This value measures the percentage of context-
dependent turns in which the Dialogue Manager successfully retrieves a dialogue
concept from the context manager.

• System status utility. This is the percentage of context-dependent turns in
which the system retrieves any concept from the system status. It can be esti-
mated as the quotient between the number of turns in which the system retrieves
a concept from the system status, and the number of context-dependent turns.

• Dialogue history utility. Percentage of context-dependent turns in which the
system retrieves any concept from the dialogue history. It is obtained as the
quotient between the number of turns in which the system retrieves a concept
from the dialogue history, and the number of context-dependent turns.
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• Profile memory utility. Percentage of context-dependent turns in which the
system retrieves any concept from the user profile. We estimate it as the quotient
between the number of turns with recovery of concepts from the profile memory
(i.e. these turns in which the system proposes to the user an inferred preference),
and the number of context-dependent turns.

These utilities can therefore be estimated by means of the following expressions:

Util (system status) (%) = System status dependent turns
Context−dependent turns

Util (dialogue history) (%) = Dialogue history dependent turns
Context−dependent turns

Util (profile memory) (%) = Profile memory dependent turns
Context−dependent turns


(8.1)

It is worth mentioning that the summation of the utilities of the three sources of
contextual information does not have to be equal to 100%. In fact, that summation
could exceed that percentage, since at each context-dependent turn with concept re-
covery, the dialogue manager can retrieve concepts from more than one source. For
instance, with an intervention such as ‘raise the volume and play CD’, the dialogue
system can retrieve a concept from the system status (where the last value of the vol-
ume is stored), and from either the dialogue history (if a user referred to a specific CD
recently) or the profile memory (if that user has a preference for a given CD).

To carry out this study we have designed two interaction scenarios that each partic-
ipant had to fulfill. Both scenarios were free in the sense that we did not ask the users
to carry out any specific action. Instead, we proposed them to interact with the system
freely, but trying to make more references to certain functionalities (that they had to
choose), to determine whether the system was able to infer them as user preferences.

Prior to the first scenario, evaluators were informed about the available functional-
ity (i.e. CD, radio, tape, volume, and so on), and the contents of the Hi-Fi media (i.e.
classical music, rock, news, sports, and so on). We provided this information in order
to help users to select which functionalities they could consider their preferences.

In the first scenario, the user profile of each evaluator was empty. The system
updated it throughout the dialogue with the information provided by the user. If users
referred to a certain action an enough number of times, the user profile manager could
infer that this action is a preference for that user. Therefore, the goal of this scenario
was to determine the relevance of each submodule of the Context Manager when the
user profile does not exist during the first interactions of a new speaker (to be able to
measure the cold start effect).

In the second scenario, the system made use of the profile created in the first sce-
nario. We measured the contribution of the profile keeping its information when the
system status and the dialogue history were empty (i.e. at the beginning of the interac-
tion), and how the contribution of the different information sources varies throughout
the scenario. Additionaly, we considered the usage privileges. We wanted to measure
the relevance of each information source when retrieving missing concepts, as well as
the reliability of the permission control.
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Table 8.19: Objective metrics automatically collected for the preliminary evaluation

Scenario 1 Scenario 2
Metric Novice Expert ALL Novice Expert ALL

Duration (turns) 80 62.5 72.22 59.4 53.5 56.78
Turn efficiency 1.59 1.88 1.7 1.54 1.62 1.57

System requests (%) 26.75 13.2 21.54 17.17 14.02 15.85
Context dependent turns (%) 52.5 44.8 49.54 54.55 50 52.64
Concept recovery turns (%) 93.93 92.45 93.27 98.72 99.09 98.89

System status utility (%) 79.52 79.46 79.5 81.25 75.73 79.09
Dialogue history utility (%) 21.9 27.68 23.91 16.88 27.18 20.91
Profile memory utility (%) 8.57 13.39 10.25 15 18.45 16.35

After fulfilling both interaction scenarios, we asked the participants to fill in a sub-
jective survey to gather their opinions about the performance of the system, and their
perceptions on its behaviour, making a special emphasis on the preference suggestion
mechanism and the application of usage privileges.

As both interaction scenarios were free, we did not ask users to interact with the
system a fixed number of times. Instead, they decided the length of their interactions.
This way we obtained scenarios with a relatively large number of dialogue turns. The
average number of turns for the first scenario was 72.22, and for the second scenario
it was 56.78. With such long scenarios we were able to measure the evolution of the
utility metrics throughout the dialogue.

8.3.1 Objective evaluation

Table 8.19 shows the results of the most relevant metrics that we have obtained for this
evaluation, averaged with respect to the number of evaluators. We have also distin-
guished the results taking into account the degree of expertise that users referred at the
beginning of the evaluation.

About half the total of dialogue turns (49.54% for Scenario 1, and 52.64% for
Scenario 2) implies a query in the Context Manager. The highest percentage of these
turns (93.27% and 98.89%, respectively) correspond to successfully retrieval of miss-
ing concepts. This value shows the efficiency of our context information handling
strategy, which can improve the naturality and flexibility of our dialogue management
approach. Using the Context Manager, each time the system retrieves a concept, a new
request to the user is avoided, thus reducing the number of dialogue turns and allowing
speakers to perform actions in a lesser number of interactions.

The less knowledge of ‘novice’ users can be seen on the more turns they need to
fulfill their goals (69.7 vs. 58 on average for both scenarios), and the higher percentage
of system requests (21.5% vs. 13.31% on average), each of which imply a new turn.
The Dialogue Manager also tends to increase context checking with ‘novices’. That
is, the number of context-dependent turns (fourth row of the table) is higher for novice
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users (52.62% vs. 47.16% on average for both scenarios). This fact indicates that
expert users tend to express their goals in a single, more complete turn.

If we pay attention to the evolution of these metrics mentioned from Scenario 1
to Scenario 2, we can see the high degree of learning of users, especially the ‘novice’
ones. That is, users become more familiar with the system and learn how to express
their orders and desires in such a way that the system better reacts to them. Addi-
tionally, the presence of a user profile in the initial turns of the interaction allows the
system to start executing users’ orders with a lesser number of turns, thus giving as a
result a more reduced number of turns and system requests, but without a significant
modification in the dialogue efficiency (second row of the table).

The most relevant information source when retrieving missing concepts is the sys-
tem status (79.5% of turns for Scenario 1 and 79.09% for Scenario 2), as we may
expect, since it is the information source firstly checked, consistently with our design
of the Context Manager and our checking criterion. The dialogue history and the user
profile have an apparently lesser usefulness, due to their update mechanism and their
request order (first the dialogue history, then the profile).

However, these percentages do not present an evolution of the usefulness of each
information source as the dialogue evolves. In order to show this, we have considered
the number of dialogue concepts retrieved from each information source as a new met-
ric for assessing the usefulness of the Context Manager. Figures 8.3 and 8.4 show the
evolution of the average number of concepts retrieved from each source during Sce-
nario 1 and Scenario 2, respectively. Since there are too many turns in which the system
does not make use of the context information (49.81% on average for both scenarios),
we have averaged the number of retrieved concepts integrating 10-turn windows.

As we can see, the relevance of the system status in both scenarios is roughly
constant throughout the dialogue, because this is the information source the system
first checks, and the one which stores the most recent information.

We want to stress the evolution of the usefulness of the dialogue history and the
user profile. At the beginning of Scenario 1 the user profile is empty. Therefore, its
relevance is near zero until the interactions allow the system to suggest usage hypothe-
ses (included as retrieval of missing concepts). Figure 8.3 shows that the system needs
an average of 20 dialogue turns to start proposing actions to the users, based upon their
preferences.

On the other hand, when there are user profiles at the beginning of the interaction
(Scenario 2, Figure 8.4), the relevance of the user profile is higher at the initial dialogue
turns, when the dialogue history is empty.

The relevance of the dialogue history has a similar behaviour in both scenarios,
fitting an increasing trend of their usefulness as the dialogue evolves. This behaviour
relies on the update of both the history and the profiles with the concepts that the users
refer to during their interactions.

These results imply that both information sources (dialogue history and user pro-
file) are complementary, and that both are interesting in order to make the interaction
with the system more efficient and natural.
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Figure 8.3: Scenario 1: number of retrieved concepts each 10 turns
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Figure 8.4: Scenario 2: number of retrieved concepts each 10 turns
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8.3.2 Subjective evaluation

The results of the subjective evaluation are based on a survey the evaluators were asked
to fill in after both scenarios. They had to rate each question with a mean opinion score
(MOS), from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). Table 8.20 shows the results
of the questions related to the User Information Manager.

Table 8.20: Subjective metrics gathered for the preliminary evaluation

Question Novice Expert ALL
Was the system able to act coherently with its context? 3.6 4.5 4
Was the system easy to use? 4.2 4.25 4.22
Did the system suggest your preferred styles? 4.2 3.75 4
Global rate 4.2 4.25 4.22
Would you use this system instead of a remote control? 4.4 3.5 4

As we can see, ‘novice’ users seem to have difficulties to perceive the usefulness of
the information management strategies (first question of the table), despite the system
checks the Context Manager more often than when interacting with ‘experts’, as the
objective metrics proved. Even so, ‘novices’ perceive that the system can propose their
preferences (third question of the table).

Additionally, despite the good rating of the overall behaviour of the system (4.22,
fourth question), the ‘expert’ users are less bound to use speech for controlling a Hi-Fi
device. This happens because their higher knowledge of the possibilities and limita-
tions of the system. Nevertheless, their score is still above 3, which suggests their
positive opinion about the possibilities of using speech control for these systems.

8.4 Second online evaluation

We developed a second online evaluation of the framework presented in this Thesis.
The goal of this evaluation is to determine whether users were able to perceive the dif-
ferences between the baseline dialogue system, and a prototype including both contex-
tualization approaches proposed. In that sense, our objective was to determine whether
a contextualized system may lead to a more natural and friendly dialogue.

To carry out this evaluation we recruited 40 participants, which were asked to inter-
act with different configurations of our system carrying out several scenarios. The in-
formation collected during this evaluation (either in terms of the interactions recorded
and in terms of the metrics collected, the log files automatically generated by the sys-
tem, and the questionnaires that participants filled out) have given place to our new
HIFI-PM2 database (Section 8.1.5).

In this Section we first present the methodology that we have followed for setting
up and carrying out the evaluation. We then define the new metrics that we have
collected, both at each dialogue turn and after each scenario. We also present the
different questionnaires that the participants had to fulfill during the evaluation. We
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finally detail the results of this evaluation from both an objective (i.e. quantitative) and
subjective (i.e. qualitative) point of view.

8.4.1 Evaluation methodology

In this Thesis we have presented two different strategies to implement our contextu-
alization framework. Whereas the first one is devoted to the dynamic adaptation of
the LMs that the speech recognizer makes use of, the second one aims at tracking the
actions addressed by the users in order to infer their preferences, trying thus to propose
them prior to an explicit request of those actions.

As each of these strategies may have a different impact on the system’s behaviour,
we have decided to test both of them separately. In that sense, we have built three dif-
ferent configurations of our system for evaluation purposes. Once a configuration has
been chosen for each participant, he or she will interact with that configuration carry-
ing out a series of scenarios. In this Section we present the different configurations of
our system as well as the interaction scenarios that we have defined.

8.4.1.1 System setup

As we have said, we want to test separately the contribution of each aspect of the
contextualization framework that we have defined. For that reason we have developed
three different configurations of the system. The configurations that we have defined
are the following ones:

• Baseline system. This system is the original configuration of our dialogue sys-
tem for controlling the Hi-Fi audio system, as presented in Section 5. This sys-
tem does not include any of our proposals for contextualizing its behaviour. We
will refer to this baseline system as BASE.

• User profile system. This system includes the user information component of
the contextualization framework. In a similar way to the one presented in the
first online evaluation, we have included the user information manager, but we
have not considered the output of the speaker identification system, since in this
evaluation we will not consider any change in the speaker.

The two degrees of freedom of the user profile based system (i.e. the likelihood
threshold ϑlk and the maximum number of occurrences of events within a func-
tionality group NM ) have been chosen by taking into account the characteristics
of this evaluation, as well as the behaviour of the system during the first online
evaluation. We want that users were able to detect when the system proposes
them an inferred preference, without forcing them to make a large number of
interventions to make sure that the system captures that preference.

In the first online evaluation (Section 8.3) we selected a value of 2.5 for the likeli-
hood threshold, and 12 for NM . As we have seen, the resulting scenarios needed
a large number of interactions to start inferring usage preferences. Indeed, the
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profile memory needed at least 20 dialogue turns on average to start proposing
preferences to users.

Therefore, we have set the likelihood threshold ϑlk to decide when a certain ac-
tion becomes a preference (see Section 7.3.1) to a value equal to 1.5. In a similar
way, the maximum number of occurrences of events within a functionality group
NM (see Section 7.3.2) takes a value equal to 12. This value means that the al-
gorithm to update the number of occurrences of events into a given group ci

will reduce that number of occurrences when its summation becomes equal to or
greater than NM = 12.

We will refer to the system with user profiles as PROFILE.

• Dynamic language modeling system. This configuration includes our approach
to dynamically estimate a LM at each dialogue turn. However, the strategy it
carries out is different than the one proposed for the offline evaluation.

Instead of using the information conveyed in an utterance to generate a model
used to recognize the same sentence again, for this evaluation we follow a more
dialogue-like approach. At each dialogue turn, the system will consider all the
information available to dynamically generate a LM that will be used during the
recognition of the current utterance. That information has been provided by the
user during his or her previous turns, and therefore it is stored in the context
manager, either in the ongoing dialogue memory (if there is any active goal that
has not been executed yet), in the system status (if the system can recover it from
the current configuration of the system), or in the dialogue history (if the user
referred to that information in a certain interaction in the recent past).

As our dialogue management approach relies on the inference of dialogue goals,
we take advantage of that fact to apply the dynamic LM adaptation only when
the dialogue manager detects that the user has referred to one or more goals,
or when there are goals that have been previously addressed, but they have not
been solved yet (because the system needs more information to carry them out).
If the system does not infer any goal at a given dialogue turn, the LM used by
the recognizer will not change, thus using the static, background model.

To estimate the best configuration of the dynamic LM adaptation approach, as
well as the values of the different degrees of freedom (namely, the relevance
thresholds and the interpolation weight λD between the background, static com-
ponent of the LM, pB, and the context-dependent one, pD) we have carried out a
fine tuning preliminary assessment of the system. 5 participants were recruited
for this initial evaluation, with which we tested the different strategies for dy-
namically updating the LMs. After analyzing the results of this assessment, the
approach that yielded the best results was the one in which a LM is considered
for each dialogue goal (see Section 6.3.2). The relevance threshold ΦG has been
set to a value of 0.5, and the interpolation weight λD is equal to 0.25. That is,
the background, static model contributes to the dynamically estimated LM with
a 75% of its original value.

We will refer to the system with the dynamic adaptation of LMs as LMADAPT.
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One of our purposes is to determine whether users can perceive any difference
between the BASE system and the contextualized one. On the other hand, we do not
want that users compare between the LMADAPT system and the PROFILE one, since
both systems will eventually be merged in a single, fully contextualized system.

For that reason, we decide to carry out the evaluation by dividing the evaluators in
two groups: half of them interact with both the BASE system and the PROFILE one,
whilst the other half interact with the BASE and the LMADAPT systems. This way,
we are able to compare the benefits of each contextualization strategy separately. We
also assure that any benefit that may arise with one of the contextualized systems will
not affect the judgments of the users as regards the other system.

Another feature that we desire for our evaluation is that it should be as robust
against bias as possible. To partially achieve that feature we have decided to present
each user with the two systems he or she has to interact with in a random order. This
way, half of the participants will interact first with the Base system, while the other
half will face the contextualized one first.

Summarizing, we have the following distribution of the participants of the evalua-
tion as regards the systems they interact with:

• 10 participants interact with BASE system, then they interact with PROFILE
system.

• Another 10 participants interact with the same systems in the opposite order:
first PROFILE, and then BASE.

• 10 participants face BASE system first and then LMADAPT system.

• Finally, another 10 participants interact with LMADAPT first, and then with
BASE.

Once we randomly choose one of the previous groups for each participant, he or
she has to fulfill a series of scenarios with the system. The next Section presents the
main characteristics of the scenarios that we have defined.

8.4.1.2 Interaction scenarios proposed

Each of the participants of the evaluation has to carry out several dialogues with each of
the systems he or she has to interact with (BASE, and either PROFILE, or LMADAPT).
These dialogues are separated into several interaction scenarios.

An interaction scenario is a planned (to an extent) interaction with the system. On
each scenario we propose the user an action or a set of actions that he or she has to
carry out with the system.

Despite that definition of a scenario, we are not constraining the participants in any
way regarding the interaction itself. This means two facts. First of all we only propose
the users these actions that they should carry out on each scenario. Nevertheless, we
do not provide them the way they have to address the system, nor we specify any order
in which they have to fulfill the proposed actions. On the other hand, participants are
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free to refer to more actions than the proposed ones. The objective of these decisions
is that we want that users interact with the system in the most natural way they can, in
an effort of making the evaluation more comfortable for them, and more realistic for
us.

We can classify the scenarios that we have defined according to their complexity,
in terms of actions that we request users to carry out, and the estimated number of
dialogue turns that users may require to fulfill the actions proposed for the scenario.
The interaction scenarios could be Initial (the simplest ones), Basic, Advanced, and
Free (in which we do not ask users to carry out any specific action).

• Initial scenarios. The initial scenarios aim at helping users to address the system
in the most comfortable and natural way for them, making them able to learn how
to address the system, which actions are available, and so on.

We ask users to carry out a single action. For instance, they have to play a
specific CD, or to modify the equalization preset of the Hi-Fi. Therefore, these
scenarios are strongly guided, in the sense of specifying which action users have
to fulfill.

These scenarios simulate that the system had already inferred a preference of the
participant. Taking that artificial preference into account, we ask users to refer
to that particular preference in an implicit way to offer the system the chance to
propose that preference. For instance, if the system has stored the preference of
CD1, we ask the users to refer to that CD without making an explicit reference
of that CD. Therefore, we expect that users address the system with sentences
like Play track 3 of the CD, or I’d like to listen to a CD.

If the participant is interacting with PROFILE system, it is expected that it will
propose the corresponding preference with these implicit references. Otherwise
(i.e. with BASE or LMADAPT systems), the system is supposed to ask the user
which audio source he or she wants to play. In the previous example, BASE and
LMADAPT systems will ask Which CD do you want to play?.

Taking into account all the available functionality of the system, in terms of
audio sources and configuration of the equalization presets, we have defined 18
initial scenarios.

• Basic scenarios. The idea underlying basic scenarios is that users can refer to
several functionalities of the Hi-Fi audio system, with a special emphasis in one
of them. However, we do not specify which one they should focus on. Therefore,
the decision on which actions they should carry out relies entirely on users.

To simplify the scenario, and also to give the PM system the opportunity to infer
new preferences and to be able to propose them, these scenarios simulate that the
system had already inferred a preference of the participant. For instance, that the
user likes CD 1. We ask the user to try to change that preference. Nevertheless,
as we have mentioned, we do not force the users to select a specific functionality
as the new preference. They are able to select another CD, but also a radio tune,
or one of the tapes.
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The objective that we pursue is that users start the interaction by addressing the
system several times in a highly explicit way (i.e. referring explicitly which
functionality they want to access to). This way, the system should be able to
capture the new preferences. We suggest the users to ask the system to do a dif-
ferent set of actions, and then to return to the functionality they have addressed,
but in a more implicit way, to try to perceive whether the system has captured
their preferences.

In a similar way than in the case of initial scenarios, we have defined 18 basic
scenarios, taking into account all the functionality available in the system.

• Advanced scenarios. Both in initial and basic scenarios we proposed users
to focus their attention in one particular action (despite they can request any
other action that they desire at any time). In advanced scenarios we want users
to handle several objectives. The objective that we pursue is twofold. On the
one hand we want to gather more complex interventions than in the previous
scenarios (i.e. it is more likely that in scenarios with several actions users try to
solve them in a single turn, for instance, by saying Play track 5 of CD2, raise the
volume, and select the equalization heavy).

On the other hand, and as regards the system with user profiles, we want to
make the user able to manage preferences from different functionality groups
simultaneously. In this sense, these scenarios simulate a situation in which two
preferences have been already inferred by the system. We ask users to try to
keep one of the preferences (for instance, by making implicit references to that
functionality), and change the other one (by making explicit references to the
new functionality that they would like to become their preference).

As in the basic scenarios, we do not ask the users explicitly which functionality
should become their new preference. We consider it as a degree of freedom, in
an effort to make the dialogue more realistic and friendly to the participants.

There are a large number of combinations of two different functionalities that
could be selected. However, to avoid too complex scenarios, we have decided
to make the users refer to one of the audio sources (i.e. the CD player, the tape,
and the radio), and to the equalization preset.

We have defined 30 advanced scenarios. In half of them users have to keep the
preference of one of the audio sources, and modify the equalization one, and the
other half consist of keeping the equalization preference, modifying the audio
source one.

• Free scenario. We have defined only one free scenario, in which the users are
free to interact with the systems the way they want. We do not guide them nor
we provide them any order that they have to carry out.

Prior to the beginning of this last scenario we ask users to choose several of the
available actions of the functionality groups related to any audio source. Namely
the CD player, the radio, and the cassette. The reason for asking the users these
functionalities is to give the PM system the chance to detect and to infer eventual
preferences that may arise throughout the scenario, and to make the users aware
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of whether the system was capable of proposing them these preferences after
several references to an action.

In any case, we do not restrict users as regards the rest of audio sources, the
volume, or the equalization presets. That is, users can use them freely. When
they are interacting with the PM system, it could be capable of capturing and
proposing them as preferences, under the appropriate conditions (namely, an
implicit reference of the user).

An example of each of these scenarios can be seen in Table 8.21.

Table 8.21: Example of the interaction scenarios defined for HIFI-PM2 evaluation

Scenario type Scenario instructions

Initial
Your user profile contains the preference of CD1 over the other audio sources.
You should play a track of that CD without making any explicit reference. For
instance, ‘play track three of the CD’, ‘play the CD’.

Basic
Your user profile contains the preference of cassette 1 over the other cassette.
You should interact with the system to change that preference. You should make
between 5 and 15 interventions.

Advanced
Your user profile contains the preference of radio tune 1, and the equalization
flat. You should interact with the system to change the radio preference, keeping
the equalization one. You should make between 10 and 20 interventions.

Free
Interact with the system without any restriction. You should focus your attention
in the preferences that you chose in the initial survey. You shoud make at least
20 interventions.

The participants of the evaluation have to fulfill one scenario of each group. Users
interact with the systems carrying out the scenarios following a complexity increase
order. That is, users first carry out the initial scenario, then the basic one, then the
advanced one, and finally, the free scenario. Each participant has to fulfill each scenario
with the two systems he or she has to evaluate.

It could be arguable that predefining the actions that users have to fulfill (in the
case of the three guided scenarios) may lead to an unrealistic situation. This fact be-
comes more important for the system with user profiles, since an artificial profile is
needed for the system to manage the preferences of the users in a reduced number of
dialogue turns. Nevertheless, our objective is to measure the performance of the con-
textualization strategies proposed in a reduced amount of time for each participant. We
also consider the material and time restrictions that we have to face as a challenge: we
want to carry out an evaluation significant enough so that the results obtained and the
performance figures extracted prove the validity of our proposal. For this reason we
have decided to apply this slight constrain to the predefined scenarios, even though the
participants were free to carry out more actions than the ones requested.
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8.4.1.3 Recording room

All the scenarios of this evaluation have been recorded in a demonstration room inside
our lab at the Universidad Politécnica de Madrid. The dimensions of that room were
3.9x4.4x3 meters. In order to better simulate the conditions of a real environment, the
room is not acoustically isolated. In fact, it presents hard reverberating conditions,
since two of the walls of the room are partially covered with glass panels.

This demonstration room is equipped with the following elements:

• The Hi-Fi audio system that is controlled by the dialogue system.

• The infrared transceptor with which the dialogue system sends the appropriate
commands to the Hi-Fi system.

• A television screen, in which it is shown the information that the user may need
at any time to fulfill each of the scenarios. The responses of the system will be
synthesized through the speakers of the television. In the same way, an external
operator may communicate with the evaluator through those speakers.

• A wireless close-talk microphone. The evaluator carries it throughout the evalu-
ation. Its signal is send to a wireless receiver and amplifier before passing it to
the speech recognition module.

Outside the recording room there are additional elements that we use to control the
evaluation. These elements are:

• A workstation with the spoken dialogue system. This workstation has two sound
cards. One of them is devoted to the input of the evaluator’s speech. An operator
can connect a headphones directly to this first sound card to hear each interven-
tion of the participant. Another sound card is used by the speech synthesizer of
the dialogue system to send the user the feedback of the system at each dialogue
turn. Additionally, a microphone is connected to this sound card. The operator
can use this microphone to communicate with the user. The operator’s voice, as
well as the system’s responses, are connected to the speakers of the television
inside the demonstration room.

• A workstation acting as an audio-video server. In this second unit we run the pro-
gram that shows the information regarding the current scenario in the television
screen.

We represent all the elements that take part in the evaluation with the diagram
presented in Figure 8.5.
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IR Controller 

Transceiver 

Figure 8.5: Setup of the recording room for HIFI-PM2 evaluation

8.4.1.4 Evaluation procedure

At the beginning of the evaluation, the operator explains to the participant the main
objectives of the evaluation, as well as the general information that the user has to
know in order to address the system. That is, what he or she can control, how to start
and to finish each scenario, and so on.

Additionally, the operator has to request the user to say two or three sentences in
order to adjust the gain of the amplifiers for the evaluator’s speech.

As we have mentioned before, each evaluator has to fulfill 4 different scenarios,
each of them with the two systems he or she has to interact with (the Base system,
and either the LM system, or the PM one). We have decided that users have to fulfill
an scenario for the two systems before facing the next scenario. We proceed this way
in order to obtain a user’s rating on the behaviour of both systems regarding each
scenario.

To carry out each scenario, the following list of steps must be accomplished.

• The operator executes the audio-video server, and loads the scenario. The infor-
mation of this scenario is presented in the television screen, so that the partici-
pant can read it. This information will be shown in the screen throughout all the
scenario. A snapshot of the screen can be seen in Figure 8.6.

Throughout the process of loading the scenario, as well as when the system is
processing the information provided by the user, the speech recognition system
will not be recognizing any utterance spoken by the user. To make him or her
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Figure 8.6: Snapshot of the instructions of a scenario presented to the users in the TV
screen

aware of that, a red light is also presented on the screen (the circle at the bottom
of the screen shown in Figure 8.6).

• Once the scenario has been loaded, the participant can ask any question to the
operator regarding the fulfillment of the scenario, or any other doubt that may
arise. After that, the operator switches off his microphone.

• The system then estimates the noise level in the demonstration room, so that
the speech recognition system can take it into accout. Then the operator starts
the recognition system. When the recognition system is started, the red light on
the television screen turns to green, thus indicating the user that he or she can
address the system.

• At the beginning of the interaction the speech recognition system is processing
each utterance that the participant says. However, the recognition hypotheses
are not passed through the rest of the modules of the dialogue system. We have
decided to start each interaction, with the user saying a keyword that activates the
rest of the modules of the system. The keyword that we have chosen is ‘Atiende
ahora’ (we could translate it as ‘Pay attention’, or ‘Activate’). This activation
word will allow the system to distinguish when the user is addressing it, and
when he or she is talking to the operator, for instance.

• In a similar way, when the user considers that the scenario has been fulfilled, or
when he or she has interacted with the system a number of turns enough so that
they have perceived that the system is not able to fulfill the scenario, they have to
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disconnect the speech recognition from the rest of modules of the system. The
keyword used to do that is ‘Descansa’ (‘Rest’).

We emphasize the fact that the operator never tells the user when he or she has
to finish the scenario. The participant is free to interact with the system as much
as he or she desires.

• After the user says the deactivation word, the operator can switch his microphone
on to talk to the user. He also ends the scenario and closes the audio-video server.

• This procedure is repeated for each of the scenarios and each of the systems a
user has to interact with.

After we finish a scenario with both systems, we ask the user his or her degree of
satisfaction regarding the fulfillment of the scenario, both in terms of whether the sys-
tem was able to carry out the actions proposed, and in terms of their opinion regarding
how the system behaved (i.e. if it recognized him or her, if there was any problem,
and so on). We request the user to provide a value between −3 (the scenario has not
been satisfactorily fulfilled) and 3 (the degree of fulfillment of the scenario is highly
satisfactory). During this evaluation we show in the middle of the screen the scale with
which we want the user to evaluate the system. Figure 8.7 shows a snapshot of that
screen.

Figure 8.7: Snapshot of the instructions for rating a scenario

Additionally to the previous process, we ask the participant to fill out several ques-
tionnaires during the evaluation. After the three first scenarios (i.e. the initial, the
basic, and the advanced ones) we present them a first survey so that they can compare
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both systems as regards different aspects of the interaction (whether the user perceived
that the system was able to understand him or her, whether the interaction was natural
and friendly, and so on). The main details of this questionnaire are presented in Section
8.4.3.

We present the participant with the same questionnaire after the free scenario. We
want to measure whether there is any difference in the user’s judgments depending on
the degree of freedom of the scenarios the participants carry out. In that sense, we
separate the free scenario because it is the one in which users are not constrained at all
by any action that the scenario explicitly asks them to carry out.

Finally, once the participant has finished all the scenarios, we ask him or her to
fill out a final questionnaire, regarding general aspects of the evaluation, such as his
or her expertise in interacting with the system, his or her opinion about the evaluation
experience, and so on. The questions that we propose them are analized in Section
8.4.3.

8.4.2 Objective metrics collected

During the evaluation of the different scenarios the system automatically extract a set
of metrics that could be used for evaluating its performance on each dialogue. We have
defined these metrics following a PARADISE-like approach (Walker et al., 1997). The
objective is to measure both the efficiency of the dialogue system in solving the tasks
that we propose to the evaluators, but also the performance of the modifications that
we have included in PROFILE and LMADAPT systems to further contextualize the
dialogue.

In that sense, we have obtained all the metrics that were originally defined in the
evaluation of the baseline dialogue system (Fernández-Martínez, 2009), and that are
presented in the Appendix A.

To measure the degree of performance of the system with the user information
manager, we have also obtained the metrics proposed for the first online evaluation
(HIFI-PM1, see Section 8.3).

Finally, we have also defined a new set of metrics that aims at measuring the reli-
ability and the performance of the two approaches for including the contextualization
framework into the dialogue system. The new metrics are defined below.

• Number of concepts successfully retrieved from the system status. This is the
number of missing concepts that the dialogue manager can obtain from the sys-
tem status during the interaction.

• Number of concepts successfully retrieved from the dialogue history. These are
those concepts that could be obtained from the dialogue history to solve any of
the missing concepts of a dialogue turn.

• Number of concepts successfully retrieved from the profile memory. This is the
amount of concepts retrieved from the user profile to solve any missing concept.
In other words, this is the number of times that the system proposes an inferred
preference to the user.
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• Efficiency of each contextual information source. We measure the efficiency of
each contextual information source as the number of concepts that the dialogue
manager successfully retrieves from it, relative to the number of turns in which
the system accessed to that source. Therefore, the expressions to obtain this
efficiency are the following ones:

Eff (system status) = Concepts retrieved from system status
System status dependent turns

Eff (dialogue history) = Concepts retrieved from dialogue history
Dialogue history dependent turns

Eff (profile memory) = Concepts retrieved from profile memory
Profile memory dependent turns


(8.2)

• Number of turns with dynamic adaptation of language models. This is the num-
ber of times that the LM is dynamically modified during a scenario. The LM is
modified each time that the dialogue manager considers that there is at least one
dialogue goal that is active (i.e. it has been positively inferred during the for-
ward inference), but it cannot be executed (maybe because the concept analysis
has determined that some concepts are needed to carry out that goal).

Despite in this evaluation we have only considered goal-dependent LMs (i.e.
the dynamic LM is estimated as a function of models relying on information
of which actions users address, but not on the semantic concepts that can be
extracted from their utterances), the dynamic LM estimation takes place only
when there is any goal active. That is, when the system needs more information
to solve the tasks proposed by the user.

• Number of dialogue elements considered for the dynamic adaptation of LMs.
We obtain the number of elements (dialogue concepts, and dialogue goals) that
are used each time that a dynamic adaptation of language models takes place. We
also compute the total number of elements considered throughout the scenario.

As in this evaluation we have only considered dialogue goals (since the initial as-
sessment carried out with 5 participants of our Research Group have shown that
this was the best LM adaptation approach), we have only obtained the number
of dialogue goals used at each LM adaptation turn.

• Utility of the dynamic LM adaptation. As in the case of the contextual informa-
tion sources, we define this utility (i.e. the degree of dynamicity of the contextu-
alized system) as the quotient between the number of turns in which the LM is
dynamically modified, and the length of the scenario (in number of turns):

Util (LM adaptation) (%) =
Turns with LM adaptation

Dialogue length
(8.3)

• Efficiency of the dynamic LM adaptation. We compute this efficiency as the
average number of dialogue elements considered for dynamically adapting LMs
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during a scenario, taking into account the number of turns in which that adapta-
tion took place:

Eff (LM adaptation) =
Elements considered for LM adaptation

Turns with LM adaptation
(8.4)

Finally, to obtain the usability of each contextualization approach we have defined
the effectiveness of the system as a function of the completeness of the system when
carrying out the actions addressed by the users. In Section 8.4.6 we will present the
formal definition of effectiveness that we have proposed.

All these metrics are obtained by the system as the dialogue evolves. Once a sce-
nario has finished, all the metrics are stored in a log file. The files obtained this way
have been processed once the 40 participants have been recorded to obtain the results
further discussed in this Section (see 8.4.4 and 8.4.5).

8.4.3 Subjective metrics: questionnaires

To complement the objective metrics aforementioned, and also to gather the partici-
pants’ opinions regarding the development of the evaluation, we have designed a set
of subjective metrics. These metrics are collected by means of several questionnaires
that are presented to the users at certain steps of the evaluation, as mentioned in the
evaluation procedure (Section 8.4.1.4).

We obtain three different types of subjective metrics, depending on which aspects
of the evaluation we measure:

• Single-scenario evaluation. In a short break after each scenario, the operator asks
the participant we ask users their perception on the system’s behaviour (i.e. if
users judged that the system was able to carry out the actions they requested, if
there was any problem throughout the scenario, and so on). We can consider their
answer as a measure of the user’s satisfaction for each scenario. We have used
this definition of the satisfaction of the participants, along with the efficiency of
each scenario (as defined in the previous Section), to obtain an estimation of the
usability of each contextualization strategy, as presented in Section 8.4.6.

• Evaluation of types of scenarios. We present users a questionnaire to rate sev-
eral aspects of the interaction. Our objective is to make evaluators to compare
between the two systems they interact with. To measure possible differences
between guided and free scenarios, we request users to fulfill this questionnaire
twice. The first survey is fulfilled after the finalization of Initial, Basic, and Ad-
vanced scenarios, and the second one is presented to them when they finished
the Free scenario.

• Overall evaluation of the systems. This final survey is presented to the users
at the end of the evaluation, once they have finished the four types of scenarios
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with both systems. In addition to another comparison between both systems, this
last survey includes more general questions, such as which aspects should be
improved, or any additional functionality that should be included in the systems.

We request the participants to answer all the subjective questions on a 7 point Likert
scale centered in 0. This way, users’ opinions take values ranged between −3 and
3. The only exception to this rule is the question regarding the user’s expertise in
interacting with dyalogue systems, which is rated between 1 (novice) and 5 (expert).
The meaning of each value of the scale is the following:

• −3: very unsatisfactory, very poor performance, or strongly disagree.

• −2: unsatisfactory, poor performance, or disagree.

• −1: slightly unsatisfactory, slightly poor performance, or slightly disagree.

• 0: indifferent.

• +1: slightly satisfactory, or slightly agree.

• +2: satisfactory, good performance, or agree.

• +3: very satisfactory, very good performance, or strongly agree.

8.4.3.1 Intermediate subjective survey

As we mentioned, this survey aims at comparing the systems under evaluation regard-
ing several aspects of the interaction. We have asked the participants to fill in this
survey in two moments of the evaluation. The first time they fill it in is after the com-
pletion of the three first scenarios (initial, basic and advanced) with both systems. They
have to answer the questionnaire again after the free scenario. Our objective is not only
to obtain a general comparison between systems, but also across scenarios. We want
to distinguish between those scenarios with some guidance in the objectives that users
have to carry out (i.e. the three first ones), and the free scenario, in which users are not
requested to carry out any particular action.

Users have to answer each question for each of the systems under study. We ask
them to rate each aspect with an integer value between −3 (which means very poor
performance, or a very strong disagree with the question proposed), and 3 (high satis-
faction with the performance, or a strong agree with the correspondig question). Table
8.22 shows the questions that we propose to the participants in this survey.

As we can see, we focus in two main aspects. On the one hand, we want to measure
the degree of naturalness and easiness of the interaction by itself. On the other hand,
we ask users about their perception regarding the ability of the system in inferring and
proposing usage preferences to users.
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Table 8.22: Questions included in the intermediate subjective survey

Question
number

Question

I1 The system can understand my orders.

I2 The system’s feedback is appropriate to each moment in the interac-
tion.

I3 The system can carry out the orders that I request.

I4
The system can adapt itself to the particular conditions of each dia-
logue.

I5
The system takes into account my usage preferences, and it can act
accordingly to them.

I6 The system is flexible enough so I can modify my preferences.

I7 The interaction with the system is natural and enjoyable.

8.4.3.2 Final subjective questionnaire

The goals of this survey is to compare more general aspects of the systems under study.
We present the participants with this questionnaire at the end of the evaluation. Table
8.23 shows the questions that we propose to users.

As in the initial subjective questionnaire, we want users to rate each question for
both systems, and with a number between −3 and 3. The only exception is question
F1 (i.e. user’s expertise), which has to be rated on a 1− 5 scale.

Finally, questions F11 to F13 are not compulsory: we include them to give the
participants the opportunity to provide us some feedback about their general opinion
of the evaluation, the aspects that should be considered towards an improvement of the
system, and so on.

8.4.4 Objective evaluation results

Once we have finished the recordings of the participants, we have carried out an anal-
ysis of the results obtained, distinguishing between each user, each type of scenario,
and each system (BASE, PROFILE, and LMADAPT).

We have analyzed the results of the evaluation from both an objective and a subjec-
tive points of view. As regards the objective metrics, we have studied the performance
of the speech recognition of the three systems for each user, and for each type of sce-
nario. We have also studied the different metrics automatically collected by the system
for each scenario.

From the point of view of the subjective metrics, we have processed the question-
naires that users filled out during the evaluation. We distinguish between the different
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Table 8.23: Questions included in the final subjective survey

Question
number

Question

F1 Do you have any experience in interacting with spoken dialogue sys-
tems?

F2 The vocabulary understood by the system is appropriate.

F3 The speed of the execution of the system is appropriate.

F4 The synthesized messages are appropriate.

F5 The system is easy to use.

F6 I am able to control the Hi-Fi system using speech.

F7 It is a good system.

F8 I would recommend this system to other people.

F9 The system has fulfilled my expectations.

F10 I prefer to use this system instead of a remote control.

F11 How would you improve this system?

F12 Which functionality should be included in the system?

F13 Do you have any comment or suggestion?

types of scenarios, and also between systems. To determine whether the improved
systems (either PROFILE or LMADAPT) outperform the baseline one we have car-
ried out a dependent, paired sample t-test to measure any significant variation on the
subjective metrics.

In this section we focus on the outcome of the objective evaluation that we have
carried out, analysing and discussing the recognition performance and the objective
metrics collected by the systems for each scenario.

8.4.4.1 On the recognition performance

To obtain the performance of the recognition system (in terms of Word Error Rate), we
have labeled the sentences uttered by the 40 speakers at the word level, thus obtaining
9162 sentences that comprises 30215 reference words (see Section 8.1.5).

We have kept the background, static language model for the BASE system and for
the PROFILE one. In the case of LMADAPT, the system estimates the LM for the
current utterance by using the information provided by the user in the previous turns,
provided that there is any dialogue goal that is active (i.e. it has been positively inferred
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by the dialogue manager), but it is not complete (because the backward inference has
determined that the system needs more information to carry out that active goal).

The strategy to dynamically adapt LMs that we have chosen is the one based on
a LM specific for each dialogue goal. As regards the degrees of freedom of this ap-
proach, a preliminary evaluation of the system gave us a relevance threshold ΦG of 0.5,
and an interpolation weight λD between the static and the context-dependent compo-
nents of the dynamically adapted LM equal to 0.25.

To avoid side effects, we compare each of the improved systems (either PROFILE
or LMADAPT) against the baseline results of the corresponding evaluators. That is,
we have compared the results of the 20 participants that interacted with the PM system
with their corresponding baseline results. In a similar way, we have compared the
results between the users of systems BASE and LMADAPT.

Figure 8.8 shows the results of the recognition performance when considering the
20 users that interacted with both the BASE and the PROFILE systems. The results
are presented in terms of Word Error Rate (WER), that can be obtained as the quotient
between the errors in the recognition hypotheses (which is equal to the number of
words substituted, inserted, and deleted), and the number of reference words.

28,45 

26,82 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

Baseline User Profile 

Figure 8.8: Comparison of recognition performance between baseline and user profile
systems

We can see a tendency of improvement when users interacted with PROFILE sys-
tem in comparison with the BASE one (the relative improvement is 5.73%). However,
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the result is not statistically significant3. This is expected, as both systems share the
same language model (and therefore the models of the speech recognition system re-
main unchanged throughout the evaluation).

The main reason that could explain the improvement tendency that we see in the
results relies in the fact that the presence of user profiles helps the system to accomplish
the tasks requested by users in a reduced number of turns. This leads to a reduction
in the number of out-of-vocabulary words (OOVs) that users uttered when evaluating
PROFILE system. This happens because, as the system has an additional source of
information to solve incomplete dialogues, it is able to carry out the actions addressed
by users in a lower number of turns, and therefore users need to correct or provide the
system with more information in lesser occasions. This system thus have a reduced
number of errors due to words that are not included in the recognition vocabulary.
Table 8.24 summarizes the different figures obtained for measuring the recognition
performance.

Table 8.24: Comparison of recognition performance between baseline and user profile
systems

System BASE PROFILE
Reference words 8025 7270

OOVs 430 156
Ratio OOV/ref.words (%) 5.36 2.15

WER (%) 28.45 26.82
Confidence interval (%) 0.99 1.02

As regards the recognition performance when comparing the results of BASE and
LMADAPT systems, Figure 8.9 shows the Word Error Rate obtained for the 20 users
that evaluated both systems.

In this case, the improvement is statistically significant (p < 0.05). The system
with dynamic adaptation of language models outperforms the baseline one (with a rel-
ative improvement of 11.36%). The adaptation of the LM to the conditions of the inter-
action (more specifically, to the actions that the user referred to in his or her previous
interaction) helps the system to increase the reliability of the recognition hypotheses.

Despite the presence of OOVs (whose number is slightly larger in LMADAPT sys-
tem), they do not explain all the improvement of that system. Indeed, the percentage
of OOVs in LMADAPT is slightly higher than in PROFILE (see Table 8.25). Besides
this fact, the number of reference words is rather similar in any of the systems. In
conclusion, the dynamic adaptation of the language models used in the speech recog-
nition procedure helps improving the recognition process. In turn, this improvement
should help further stages of the dialogue, such as the language understanding, and the
inference of dialogue goals carried out by the dialogue manager.

We have also analyzed the improvement on the recognition performance attending
to the type of scenario tested. The results of the comparison between the baseline

3Unless stated otherwise, the confidence intervals are set at a value of 95%.
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Figure 8.9: Comparison of recognition performance (in terms of Word Error Rate)
between baseline and dynamic LM systems

Table 8.25: Comparison of recognition performance between baseline and dynamic
LM systems

System BASE LMADAPT
Reference words 7375 7545

OOVs 328 217
Ratio OOV/ref.words (%) 4.45 2.88

WER (%) 28.96 25.67
Confidence interval (%) 1.04 0.99
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system and the user profile system are shown in Figure 8.10. As in the previous figures,
the results are given in terms of Word Accuracy.
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Figure 8.10: Comparison of recognition performance across scenarios, and between
baseline and user profile systems

As we can see, the performance of both systems is approximately the same for each
type of scenario. The only exception is the Basic scenario (in which users were asked
to try to change a predefined preference), in which PROFILE system significantly out-
performed BASE system. A deeper analysis of the recognition hypotheses indicated
that this behaviour is due to a dramatic reduction of the number of insertions in the
system with user profiles. A reason for this reduction could be that users can easily
perceive that PROFILE system is able to change their preferences, needing a lesser
number of turns and simpler interactions to effectively modify these preferences. This
simplicity in turn causes that the system inserts fewer words in the recognition hy-
potheses, leading thus to that significant improvement.

As regards the system with dynamic adaptation of language models, Figure 8.11
shows the comparison across scenarios between BASE and LMADAPT systems, again
in terms of Word Accuracy.

In this case, the results obtained with the system with dynamic adaptation of LMs
are significantly better than the baseline ones, in the Advanced and Free scenarios,
whereas in the Initial and Basic scenarios are not significant differences. The reason
for this behaviour relies in that the Advanced and Free scenarios are less constrained
than the Initial and Basic ones. This way, users were more prone to perform longer
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Figure 8.11: Comparison of recognition performance across scenarios, and between
baseline and dynamic LM systems

scenarios, with more complex sentences. Under these circumstances, a proper adapta-
tion of the LMs lead to the estimation of a LM that becomes more accurate throughout
the interaction. Consequently, the performance of the recognition system significantly
increases.

In the case of the Initial and Basic scenarios, users tended to carry out the tasks
proposed with fewer and simpler interactions. These simplicity can also be seen in the
fact that users tend to use more explicit utterances in these scenarios. This explicitness
causes that the dialogue manager is able to obtain all the information needed to execute
the goals inferred. As a consequence, since the dynamic adaptation of LMs takes place
in these turns in which the system has not been able to execute an inferred goal (due
to the fact that any needed dialogue concept is missing), the system does not adapt the
LM. Therefore, the recognition performance in these simpler scenarios is closer to the
corresponding to the baseline system.

To sum up, we have seen how the system that includes the dynamic adaptation
of language models yields to a better performance of the speech recognition system.
Furthermore, the inclusion of a user profile manager into the dialogue system also tends
to perform slightly better than the baseline system, although this improvement is not
statistically significant in our experiments. We would need additional experimentation
with more data in order to try to confirm or to discard this tendency.
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8.4.4.2 Automatically collected metrics

The recognition performance presented in the previous Section is complemented from
the objective point of view with the set of automatically collected metrics defined pre-
viously (see Section 8.4.2 and Appendix A) that the system obtains for each interaction
scenario.

To measure the statistical significance of the results that we obtain, we have decided
to use a dependent, paired sample t-test analysis (Field, 2005). We consider it as the
most appropriate strategy to measure significance since we want to compare between
two different systems (the baseline, and one of the improved ones, either the user
profile system, or the dynamic LM system), and the results reached by each participant
of the evaluation represent a sample of each system and each scenario.

Instead of detailing the results for each metric that we have obtained, we will
present the improvements achieved from the point of view of the dialogue efficiency,
the robustness, and the naturalness of the interaction.

Table 8.26 presents the metrics automatically collected for the evaluation of the
system with user profiles, in comparison with the baseline. In this table, a * represents
a metric that is statistically significant (p < 0.05).

The results of this objective analysis indicate that an appropriate management of
user preferences lead to more efficient dialogues, from the point of view of the duration
of the dialogues, as well as the average number of actions that the system can carry out
on each turn.

We can see that the average duration of the scenarios (in number of turns) is lower
in the user profile system (first row of the Table). The difference becomes statistically
significant in the case of the Free scenarios. That is, users need less turns to accomplish
the actions they requested. In the case of the Free scenario the result is especially
interesting since in this scenario we do not ask users to carry out any specific set of
actions, so that they decided which actions to address.

Figure 8.12(a) depicts the evolution of the turn efficiency across scenarios. The
efficiency of the dialogue (5th row of the table, measured as the quotient between
the number of accomplished actions and the length of the dialogue) is also statistically
significant. This means that the presence of the manager of user preferences effectively
helps the system to propose the user those actions that were inferred as preferences.

As we have seen for the dialogue length, the turn efficiency becomes statistically
significant for the Free scenario. That is, the system is able to capture the actions
more frequently referred by the users and propose them when any dialogue concept is
missing, thus increasing the proportion of context dependent turns, and reducing the
number of system requests (that is, the number of times that the system had to ask the
user for any missing piece of information).

The evolution of system requests across scenarios is shown in Figure 8.12(b). As
we can see, the number of times in which the system needs to ask the user for addi-
tional information required to carry out an action is drastically reduced, particularly in
the Advanced and Free scenarios. As the scenarios become less constrained (i.e. the
user has less restrictions to interact with the system), users tend to address the sys-
tem in a more implicit way, since they feel more comfortable with less command-like
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sentences. Under this situation, the system with user profiles is able to solve these
incomplete dialogues more efficiently than the baseline, thanks to the mechanisms of
inference and proposal of user preferences.

As regards the different sources of contextual information, the system can use the
concepts stored in the different elements (system status, dialogue history, and profile
memory) more efficiently. The percentage of turns in which the system effectively
retrieves any dialogue concept increases. As PROFILE system has an additional source
of information (that seems uncorrelated with the other sources), the number of concepts
that it can retrieve from the context manager increases. Nevertheless this improvement
is not statistically significant.

Another aspect that we already identified in the preliminary evaluation of the user
profile system (see Section 8.3) is that the context information sources are comple-
mentary. That is, they help each other in the retrieval of missing dialogue concepts.
This effect can be seen in the slight reduction of the efficiency of the system status
for the PROFILE system (which is statistically significant in the Initial scenarios). As
this system also manages the information of the user profile, it becomes more useful
in those situations in which the system status cannot retrieve any concept (i.e. at the
beginning of the interaction, when both the system status and the dialogue history are
empty).

As regards the system with dynamic adaptation of language models, Table 8.27
presents the automatic metrics that the system collected on each scenario.

A rather surprising result is that the number of recognition rejections tends to in-
crease for the LMADAPT system. A recognition rejection takes place when the con-
fidence of the speech recognition hypothesis drops below a certain threshold. This
effect could mean that, even though LMADAPT system can effectively obtain a better
recognition performance (see Section 8.4.4.1), the number of words between which
the system takes a decision on a given moment increases as a consequence of the inter-
polation of several LMs. This fact may lead to this implicit reduction of the confidence
score of the recognition hypotheses.

The number of out of domain turns (i.e. those turns in which the dialogue manager
is not able to infer any active goal from a valid recognition hypothesis) tends to im-
prove, especially in the case of the Advanced and Free scenarios. As the recognition
hypotheses are more accurate in LMADAPT system, the language understanding can
better extract the dialogue concepts conveyed in the sentence. In a similar way, the
dialogue manager becomes more accurate in inferring the active goals addressed by
the user in his or her utterance. In other words, we can see how an improvement on
the recognition models effectively lead to an improvement of the other modules of the
dialogue system (the language understanding and the dialogue manager).

The percentage of recognition repetitions also shows an improvement tendency,
that becomes statistically significant for the Initial scenarios. The recognition repeti-
tions measure the number of times in which the hypothesis of the speech recognition
system is the same than in the previous turn. One might think that the improvement
of this metric is due to the effect of the dynamic adaptation of LMs. Nevertheless,
the absence of significant results in the rest of scenarios moves us to think that this
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Figure 8.12: Comparison of turn efficiency and system requests between baseline and
user profile systems (a): turn efficiency; b): percentage of system requests)
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improvement is not realistic. This happens because a repetition of the recognition hy-
pothesis does not necessarily imply a system error. Instead, it could mean that the user
wants to carry out the same action more than once. The best example of this behaviour
arises in the case of the volume. On a given turn the user may say ‘raise the volume’. If
the user considers that the volume level that has been set is not enough, he or she may
say ‘raise the volume’ again. In this situation, the metric of recognition repetitions
is updated without any error happening. As a consequence, we do not consider this
metric as relevant in the sense of studying the different performance of both systems.

Finally, LMADAPT system is able to apply the dynamic adaptation of LMs often
enough to consider it as a useful tool. Indeed, the number of turns with LM adapta-
tion takes an average value of about 84% of the number of dialogue turns, with the
higher percentage of turns in the less guided scenarios. That is, the system adapts the
recognition models very frequently, leading thus to a LM more accurate to the current
conditions of the interaction. The number of dialogue elements considered for each
adaptation process is over 2. Since our system can solve several dialogue goals in a
single sentence, the dynamic LM generator can retrieve the dialogue goals it needs for
carrying out the interaction from both the user’s current utterance, and the ongoing
dialogue history (i.e. these goals referred by the user that have not been fulfilled yet).

Summarizing, the objective metrics that we have extracted show the advantage
of our contextualization framework. The two approaches proposed to include that
framework into a dialogue system are complementary. Whereas the user profile helps
to improve the efficiency of the dialogue and to reduce the requests to the user (thus
leading to more natural interactions), the dynamic adaptation of LMs contributes to a
reduction of these turns with recognition-dependent errors, and the number of out-of-
domain turns. An appropriate combination of both contextualization strategies may
lead to a system more efficient and user-friendly.

8.4.5 Subjective evaluation results

So far we have presented the results of the objective metrics automatically collected
by the system, as well as the results of the recognition performance, obtained after
labeling HIFI-PM2 database. These results offer a good perspective on the benefits of
the contextualization framework becoming part of a dialogue system. However, they
do not give us a direct insight on the perception of the users regarding the contextual-
ization strategies proposed in this Thesis.

Consequently, we have carried out a subjective evaluation to complement the ob-
jective metrics aforementioned. This evaluation will focus on the opinions and percep-
tions of the participants regarding how the different systems carried out the interaction
scenarios proposed.

As we anticipated, the subjective evaluation is based on the collection and analysis
of the participants’ answers to three surveys presented to them at different moments
of the evaluation: after the three guided scenarios, after the Free scenario, and at the
end of the evaluation. The aim of these surveys is to obtain a comparison between the
two systems that each participant interacted with, both for each scenario, and across
scenario types (guided, and free).
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In addition to these surveys, we also ask the users about their opinion as regards
how the system fulfilled each scenario. We could call this metric the user evaluation
for that scenario.

In any case, we have used the same scale to rate all the subjective questions pro-
posed to the participants (see Section 8.4.3). Users have to rate the degree of fulfillment
of each scenario as well as the different questions proposed in the surveys between −3
(i.e. very unsatisfactory) and 3 (i.e. very satisfactory).

8.4.5.1 User evaluation of each scenario

Figure 8.13 shows the results of the user’s general opinions regarding the behaviour of
the systems on each scenario, when interacting with the system with user profiles.
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Figure 8.13: Comparison of general user evaluation across scenarios, between baseline
and user profile systems

We can see that users rate better the system that includes user profiles. That is,
users were able to detect which system has the ability to infer and propose preferences,
and they considered this ability as beneficial for a better behaviour of the system.

PROFILE system obtained a better rate for all the scenarios, but the most important
difference arose in the case of the Free scenario. As users had the freedom of choosing
which actions they wanted to carry out, they interacted with both systems the way they
preferred. Therefore, the conditions of the interaction should be the worst, in terms of
degree of spontaneity, naturalness, and so on.

In this situation the benefits of the user profile are clearly perceived by users. In-
deed, PROFILE system is able to propose actions that otherwise (i.e. without user
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profiles) might only be addressed after the user asked for them. In other words, the
efficiency and the naturalness of the interaction could be worse without user profiles.
This result proves that users perceive this benefit as a valuable improvement of the
system.

As regards the system with dynamic adaptation of LMs, Figure 8.14 shows the user
general evaluation of the different interaction scenarios they carried out.
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Figure 8.14: Comparison of user evaluation across scenarios, between baseline and
dynamic LM systems

In this case, users’ rates are also better for LMADAPT system in comparison to the
baseline system. However, that difference becomes statistically significant only in the
case of the Advanced scenarios.

The reason that may have led users to rate LMADAPT system with a value similar
to the one they assigned to BASE could be that it is more difficult to them to perceive
when the system carries out a dynamic adaptation of LMs. In the case of the system
with user profiles, the user can perceive that the system proposes a preference thanks to
the system’s feedback. However, there is not any direct feedback that indicates the user
that the models that the system makes use of have been adapted. Nor it is needed, since
that process should take place in a transparent way, without making the user aware of
the adaptation.

In that sense, the only way users have to determine that LMADAPT system is better
than the baseline is to indirectly perceive that one system makes less recognition errors
than the other, or that one system tries to clarify actions a lesser number of turns. Albeit
these indirect feedback is too subtle, users perceive that the system with dynamic LM
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Table 8.28: Results of the intermediate survey for the system with user profiles

Guided scenarios Free scenario
Question BASE PROFILE BASE PROFILE

I1 (The system understand commands) 1.9 2.25 1.25 2.15*
I2 (System’s feedback appropriateness) 1.95 2.4* 1.7 2.5*

I3 (Ability to execute commands) 1.45 2.35* 1.55 2.3
I4 (Adaptation to the dialogue) 1.55 2.25* 1.6 2.4*

I5 (System can handle preferences) 0.65 2.35* −0.6 2.65*
I6 (System allows to modify preferences) 0.65 2.2* 0.4 2.4*

I7 (Naturalness of the interaction) 1.95 2.2 1.5 2.3*

adaptation performs slightly better than the baseline, although the difference is not
significant.

8.4.5.2 Results of the intermediate surveys

In this Section we present the results obtained after the analysis of the two intermediate
surveys presented to the users. The first one was filled out after the completion of
the three guided scenarios (Initial, Basic, and Advanced). The second survey was
presented to the participants after the Free scenario. This way, we can compare not only
between the two systems under study (i.e. the baseline and one of the contextualized
ones), but also across scenario types, distinguishing between those ones in which we
ask the user for specific actions and the one in which the user was free to address the
actions he or she wanted to carry out.

As we did for the automatically collected metrics, we have performed a dependent,
paired sample t-test to determine whether the differences on the user ratings collected
on the surveys are statistically significant.

Table 8.28 shows the results of the intermediate survey for the BASE system, and
the PROFILE one. We present the results for both the guided scenarios and the Free
one. We mark with a * these metrics that are statistically significant (p < 0.05).

We can see that users perceive a better performance in the system with user profiles.
All the questions were rated with a higher value in the case of PROFILE system. This
difference becomes statistically significant in at least 5 of the metrics proposed, both
in the guided and in the Free scenario.

It is especially interesting to note that all the metrics were rated with an average
value above 2 for the PROFILE system. According to the scale presented in Section
8.4.3, users consider PROFILE as satisfactory and promising with respect to the ques-
tions proposed to them.

The difference is especially significant for questions I5 and I6. These questions
refer to the ability of the system to manage user preferences, from the point of view of
both the inference and proposal of these preferences (I5), and the easiness in modifying
these preferences (I6). The rates obtained imply that users can effectively perceive that
ability, and that they judge it as something positive.
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Table 8.29: Results of the intermediate survey for the system with dynamic LM adap-
tation

Guided scenarios Free scenario
Question BASE LMADAPT BASE LMADAPT

I1 (The system understand commands) 1.3 1.95* 1.25 1.45
I2 (System’s feedback appropriateness) 1.15 1.6* 1.75 1.25

I3 (Ability to execute commands) 1.8 2.2 1.55 1.8
I4 (Adaptation to the dialogue) 1.3 1.9* 1.2 1.65

I5 (System can handle preferences) 0.2 0.9* 0.15 0.6
I6 (System allows to modify preferences) 0.35 1.05* 0.3 0.6

I7 (Naturalness of the interaction) 1.15 1.5 1.4 1.7

We can also study the differences between scenario types (i.e. between guided and
free). In that sense, we can see that in both cases users’ judgments are similar for the
user profile system. Nevertheless, users perceive that the baseline system performs
slightly worse in the Free scenario, especially as regards the ability of the system to
understand the speaker’s commands (question I1), and the naturalness of the interac-
tion (question I7). A possible reason for this fact relies in the more freedom that users
have in the Free scenario. Users are not constrained by any specific command or any
artificial preference, and therefore they feel more freedom to interact with the system
in any way they desire. In this scenario users request the system more complex orders,
or they interact more implicitly, thus relying more frequently in the contextual infor-
mation sources. In this situation, more spontaneous and natural, the baseline system
faces more difficulties than in a more guided situation. Users have perceived these dif-
ficulties, and therefore they have rated the performance of the baseline system slightly
worse for the Free scenario. In any case, the difference with the performance of the
Guided scenarios is not significant.

As regards the system with dynamic adaptation of LMs, table 8.29 shows the results
of the surveys referred to the different scenario types.

The rates of the proposed metrics are again better for the contextualized system (in
this case, with the adaptation of LMs). Nevertheless, the differences are not as large
as with the user profile system. As we anticipated when we analyzed the results of
the user evaluation of each scenario, users perceive more difficult the benefits of the
dynamic adaptation of LMs, since it takes place in a fully transparent way from the
users’ point of view, without any explicit feedback, as it is the case of the PROFILE
system.

The most significant differences between systems occur in the questions related to
the performance of the recognition and the understanding module (question I1), in the
feedback provided by the system (question I2), which is directly related to a correct
recognition and understanding process, and in the ability of the system to adapt to the
circumstances of each interaction (question I4). These differences become statistically
significant for the guided scenarios.

We can also observe a significant improvement in the questions related to user
profiles (I5 and I6) in the guided scenarios. We could expect that both systems obtain
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a similar rate in these questions, since none of them has the ability of inferring and
proposing preferences. This result could be explained due to the fact that user profiles
are not the only element that conveys contextual information. Indeed, there is also a
system status (that stores the last known state of the functionality of the system), as well
as a dialogue history (that stores the dialogue concepts addressed by the user in the last
interactions, each of them with an associated relevance that diminishes as the dialogue
carries on). If in a given dialogue turn the user makes an implicit reference to some
concept he or she addressed before, the dialogue system may recover it from these
contextual information sources, and propose them to the user. Under these conditions,
the user may consider that the action carried out this way has been obtained from his
or her user profile (i.e. the user could think that it is a preference), and consider that
the system has a (limited) ability to infer preferences.

Nevertheless, in a situation with longer dialogues (such as the Free scenario, in
which users tend to interact with the system for more turns), the usage of implicit
references makes the system to ask again for the specific function that the user wants
to carry out (since the relevance of the concepts stored in the dialogue history drops
below a threshold, and therefore they are not considered as present in the history). For
this reason the ratings of questions I5 and I6 are more similar for both systems, close
to the indifference. That is, users do not clearly perceive any effect as regards their
preferences, neither as a benefit nor as a drawback.

We have seen that LMADAPT system becomes significantly better than the BASE
for the guided scenarios. In this case, the fact that users have to carry out a specific ac-
tion helps them to focus on a more reduced amount of sentences (in terms of addressed
functionality). In this situation (i.e. for a given sentence or a subset of sentences),
users perceive that the performance of the dynamically adapted system is better than
the baseline one. The difference is not as large in the Free scenario, although the users
still rate the LMADAPT system better than the BASE.

To summarize, the statistical analysis carried out on the results of the surveys has
demonstrated that users perceive the improvements due to the contextualization frame-
work, and that these improvements are seen as a positive feature of the system towards
a more natural, comfortable, and adaptive interaction.

8.4.5.3 Results of the final survey

We finally present the results of the final survey presented to the participants at the end
of the evaluation, once they interacted with both systems, and filled out the intermedi-
ate questionnaires.

In a similar way to the previous survey, users have to rate the questions proposed
in a scale that ranges from −3 (strongly disagree) to 3 (strongly agree). The only ex-
ception was question F1 (referred to the users’ degree of experience in interacting with
speech-based interaction systems), which they have to rate between 1 (no experience
at all) to 5 (experts).

We present the results of the evaluation of both contextualized systems in Table
8.30. As in the previous survey, we mark with a * these metrics that are statistically
significant (p < 0.05).
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Table 8.30: Results of the final questionnaire

Question BASE PROFILE BASE LMADAPT
F2 (Vocabulary appropriateness) 1.65 2.15* 1.6 1.95*

F3 (Execution speed appropriateness) 1.75 1.95 1.65 1.55
F4 (Synthesized messages appropriateness) 1.55 2.05* 1.75 1.85

F5 (Easiness to use) 2.15 2.55* 2 2.2
F6 (Ability to control the system) 1.65 2.35* 1.95 2.1

F7 (Overall rate) 1.6 2.5* 1.45 1.8
F8 (Recommend this system to others) 1.7 2.6* 1.3 1.3

F9 (Expectation fulfillment) 1.4 2.55* 1.45 1.5
F10 (Preference of the system over a remote control) 0.6 1.5* 0.8 1.05

We can see that users rated both contextualized systems (PROFILE, and
LMADAPT) with higher values than the baseline one. These ratings significantly out-
perform BASE system in the case of the user profile system, for which all ratings but
one are statistically significant.

The ratings of all the questions but two for PROFILE system are over 2, which
means that users agree with all the aspects proposed in the evaluation. The exceptions
are the speed of the system for executing the actions addressed (F3, which is rated as
1.95 on average), and the participants’ opinions as regards the usage of a speech-based
system to control a Hi-Fi audio system, instead of the typical remote control (F10,
1.5). In this case, users are not especially prone to use such system, probably due
to the more control and robustness offered by a remote control. The main advantage
of a contextualized dialogue system could be the storage and effective use of user
preferences. In that sense, PROFILE is better rated than BASE and LMADAPT as
regards this aspect.

Another aspect in which PROFILE significantly outperforms the other systems is
the opinion of the users as regards recommending this system to other users (question
F8). When users were asked (off the evaluation) about the reasons for recommending
such a system in contrast with their lack of will in using it by themselves, several of
them reported that they found it useful for people with certain disabilities, such as
people with motion or visual impairments. They considered our dialogue system as
useful for such people, since a direct control of the device (or even the usage of a
remote control) might be more difficult to them.

As regards the system with dynamic LM adaptation, it is harder for evaluators to
explicitly perceive its benefits, in comparison with PROFILE system. In any case, we
can see that all the questions but one receive a better rating than the BASE system.
The difference only becomes statistically signigicant for the user’s perception on the
sentences and vocabulary that the system is able to handle (question F2).

Finally, the system with user profiles gets an overall score (question F7) of 2.5,
which is a significantly better rating than the one that evaluators assigned to the base-
line system (either 1.45 or 1.6) or the system with LM adaptation (1.8). Users have
perceived the contextualization based on the inference and proposal of user preferences
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as an interesting feature, and a useful component of the system, that contributes to a
perceptible improvement on the system’s performance and behaviour.

8.4.6 Usability of each contextualization approach

The metrics presented so far give us an important insight on the goodness of our con-
textualization system, from the point of view of the efficiency of the system when
carrying out the actions addressed by the users, and from their own perception (via
their degree of satisfaction of the fulfillment of these actions). We also want to com-
bine both objective and subjective metrics in a signle value that allows us to determine
the degree of overall improvement of each contextualization strategy.

In that sense, we have estimated the degree of usability of the contextualized system
(in contrast to the baseline one). That is, it is not enough that the system carries out the
actions in an efficient way, or that it covers the users’ expectations and satisfaction. It
also has to prove that it is potentially usable in its particular application domain, thus
integrating different aspects of the interaction.

The International Organization for Standardization (ISO, ISO (1998)) proposed a
guideline to estimate the usability of a system. This usability is defined as the combi-
nation of three components of the interaction that leads to the best fulfillment of the
tasks addressed:

• Effectiveness. The effectiveness is defined as the accuracy or completeness of
the achievement of the goals or tasks addressed by the user.

• Efficiency. The efficiency refers to the resources devoted to the completion of
the tasks addressed. The more optimum this resource distribution is, the more
efficient the system will be.

• Satisfaction. The satisfaction refers to the opinion of the user as regards the
interaction, from the point of view of naturalness, easiness of use, and so on.

In the HIFI-PM2 evaluation, we obtained directly the efficiency of the system as
the average number of tasks fulfilled per time unit (in our case, a dialogue turn). We
also asked for the user’s satisfaction after finishing each scenario. We thus need to
define a measure related to the effectiveness of the system.

The effectiveness is usually estimated as the percentage of tasks successfully
achieved. However, in the evaluation that we have proposed is not easy to use such
definition. First of all, it was not originally defined to obtain an effectiveness measure,
but to estimate its efficiency, as well as the subjective opinions of the participants. Ad-
ditionally, each interaction scenario (except the Free one) consisted of a single task (or
a combination of two tasks). As we said in Section 8.4.1.2, these tasks were not strictly
specified (for instance, we did not ask the participants to play a certain CD). Instead,
we propose them to interact with the system considering a predefined preference. Fi-
nally, users have the freedom to pursue more tasks than the originally requested. In that
sense, all the participants were able to fulfill the actions proposed in the scenario, and
therefore the effectiveness of the system should be 100%. This unrealistic definition
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can not be used for the Free scenarios, since they did not have a specific set of actions
to fulfill. Indeed, the users themselves decided which actions they wanted to carry out
at each moment of the dialogue.

As a consequence, we have to propose an alternative definition of the effectiveness
of the system that could be considered for each type of scenario. In that sense, we
use a measure dependent on the length of the different dialogues (since we proposed
users to fulfill them in an orientative number of turns). This definition will allow us
to consider a given dialogue as effective if it was fulfilled in a number of turns below
a certain limit. Provided that each dialogue implies a different number of tasks to be
completed, we have estimated a maximum number of turns per dialogue.

To obtain that limit, we have computed an average of the length of the dialogues
that comprise each scenario type (taking also into account all the configurations of
the system, that is, the BASE, the PROFILE, and the LMADAPT setups). We have
selected as the effectiveness limit of turns, NT , as the number of turns that represents
the 75% of the distribution of the length for each scenario type. All the dialogues that
were fulfilled in a number of turns lesser than NT will be considered effective.

We have also decided not to use a binary definition of effectiveness, but a more
flexible one. That is, a scenario fulfilled in a number of turns higher than NT will not
be completely ineffective. The degree of effectiveness of a scenario will decrease as
the number of turns increases over NT .

Taking all these considerations into account, we propose to measure the effective-
ness in a 0 − 1 scale, being 1 a completely effective scenario, and 0 a completely
ineffective one. Such function will need an upper limit NM , that will define the min-
imum number of turns NM to consider the scenario completely ineffective. We have
made this value equal to the double of the number of turns that defines an effective
scenario. In other words, NM = 2NT .

The expression to obtain the effectiveness ε of a scenario is a piecewise linear
function of the number of turns t of such scenario, and it is given by

ε (t) =


1 t < NT

1
NT

(2NT − t) NT 6 t < 2NT

0 t > 2NT

(8.5)

With this definition, we have obtained an estimation of the effectiveness for each
scenario. The average effectiveness across scenario types is presented in Table 8.31.

Table 8.31: Average effectiveness for each scenario

Scenario BASE PROFILE BASE LMADAPT
Initial 0.857 0.961 0.971 0.907
Basic 0.905 0.923 0.959 0.986
Advanced 0.971 0.974 0.968 0.978
Free 0.974 0.995 0.943 0.922
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As we can see, all the scenarios reached similar values of effectiveness, without any
statistically significant difference. This makes sense, since as we mentioned before,
users were able to fulfill the minimum tasks required on each scenario, even though a
high amount of turns were needed on a small number of scenarios to carry out the tasks
proposed. In any case, we can observe an improvement tendency in all the scenario
types when considering the PROFILE system. This tendency reaches its maximum
in the Initial scenarios, with an absolute improvement of 10.4%. This result implies
that the presence of user profiles (and therefore user preferences) in the initial turns
allows users to fulfill their tasks in reduced number of turns. This value is thus highly
correlated to the efficiency of each scenario (see Section 8.4.4.2).

With this measure of the effectiveness of the scenario, along with the values of ef-
ficiency and user satisfaction already discussed, we can represent the usability reached
for each scenario type and each system as a radial diagram with three axis: the ef-
fectiveness (measured between 0 and 1), the efficiency (or average number of actions
carried out per dialogue turn, measured as a real positive value), and the user satisfac-
tion (measured in a −3 to 3 Likert scale). Figures 8.15 to 8.18 show the comparison
between the usability reached for each scenario type and each configuration of the
system.

These radial diagrams show that the contextualization techniques that we have pro-
posed increase the usability of the system that includes user profiles, and tend to in-
crease the usability of the system that dynamically adapts language models. As we
observed when we analyzed the user satisfaction, the usability becomes statistically
significant for every type of scenario in the case of the PROFILE system. As regards
the LMADAPT system, the difference in usability is statistically significant for the ad-
vanced scenarios. This high correlation between usability and user satisfaction can be
explained by the fact that the effectiveness of the BASE system and each contextual-
ization approach remain approximately constant, and that only the PROFILE system
offers a significant improvement of the system efficiency in the Initial and Free scenar-
ios. This improvement, along with the best rating of users as regards their satisfaction
imply that the contextualized system has a higher utility than the baseline one.

The same reasoning can explain the tendency of improvement of the usability of the
LMADAPT system, and its lack of statistical significance: as neither the effectiveness
nor the efficiency show any significant difference across both systems (since in both
cases users were able to fulfill the tasks addressed), the most important component of
the usability becomes the user satisfaction, which is statistically significant for the Ad-
vanced scenarios. Therefore, for interactions with a certain guidance, the LMADAPT
system proves its usability in comparison to the baseline configuration.

As a summary of HIFI-PM2 evaluation, we have seen how the inclusion of our
contextualization framework in a spoken dialogue system yields to an improvement on
the system’s performance. Depending on the approach carried out to contextualize the
system, the improvements can be seen from an objective point of view (which is mainly
the case of the dynamic adaptation of language models), or from a subjective perspec-
tive (in the case of the system with user profiles). We can thus draw the conclusion
that both strategies for contextualizing the dialogue are necessary and complemen-
tary, since each approach can benefit from the advantages of the other one. This way,
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Figure 8.15: Usability for the Initial scenarios
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Figure 8.16: Usability for the Basic scenarios
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Figure 8.17: Usability for the Advanced scenarios
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Figure 8.18: Usability for the Free scenarios
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whereas the dynamic adaptation of LMs leads to a better performance of the recogni-
tion, which in turn can contribute to an improvement of the rest of the modules of the
system, an appropriate management of user dependent information can lead to more
natural and dynamic dialogues, since users can carry out the actions that they want to
accomplish in a lesser number of interactions, and with a system more proactive, that
proposes them their usage preferences.
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CHAPTER 9

CONCLUSIONS

In this Thesis we have proposed the definition of a framework that allows a spoken
dialogue system to contextualize its behaviour, that is, to make its actions more co-
herent to the specific characteristics of the interaction that is currently being held. The
high-level objective of any contextualization strategy based on our framework is to
endow the system with the ability of interacting with the user in a more natural and
intuitive way, making it more proactive, and more aware of the conditions under which
the interaction takes place.

We have studied two possible approaches to include this contextualization frame-
work into a dialogue system. The first one consists of dynamically adapting the
language models that the speech recognition system makes use of. The objective is
to improve the performance of the speech recognition system (and, indirectly, that one
of the subsequent modules of the system, that is, the understanding module, and the
dialogue manager). This objective is carried out by making the dynamically adapted
language models dependent on the current conditions of the interaction. More specifi-
cally, on the dialogue elements referred by the user, either in the current interaction or
in the previous ones.

The second contextualization approach carried out aims at gathering the informa-
tion provided by the user on each interaction to build a model of that user’s actions.
The objective is to improve the efficiency and the naturalness of the interaction with the
system, by making it able to infer which actions the user prefers over the rest of them,
and to propose them as user preferences in certain situations of the dialogue. In par-
ticular, when the dialogue manager considers that it needs more information to carry
out the actions requested by the user in his or her current utterance, and the preferences
inferred are coherent with this needed information.

In the next Sections we will detail the main conclusions that we can draw from
the study that we have carried out, both from a theoretical point of view (i.e. the
definition of the contextualization framework itself, Section 9.1) and from a functional
point of view (the strategies proposed to apply that framework to a proprietary dialogue
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system, Sections 9.2 and 9.3, and the evaluation of the contextualized system that we
have carried out, Section 9.5).

9.1 On the definition of the contextualization frame-
work

We have proposed a general description of a contextualization framework that could be
considered as a set of standard recommendations to adapt the behaviour of a dialogue
system. We have made this framework to rely on four high-level features:

• Plasticity. The first characteristic that any contextualized system has to fulfill
is that its behaviour should not be static. On the contrary, the system has to be
able to change its behaviour, thus responding in a different way depending on
the stimuli it receives, on the information that it manages at each moment of the
interaction, and so on.

• Adaptivity. A contextualized system has to be able to modify its behaviour and
its responses taking into account the conditions under which the interaction takes
place. In other words, the system has to be context-aware, and react appropri-
ately each time that a change arises in the interaction conditions. Among the
conditions to which the system has to adapt we do not only include the envi-
ronmental ones (i.e. those ones dependent on the communication channel and
the external conditions under which the interaction takes place), but also the
discourse-dependent ones. That is, the actions that users address at each mo-
ment, the previously requested ones, the feedback provided by the system itself,
and even the specific characteristics of each particular user (i.e. their way to
address the system, the syntactic and semantic expressions they use, the actions
that they carry out more frequently, their degree of expertise in interacting with
the system, and so on). The idea is that the system becomes able to behave
proactively by taking into account all these contextual variables.

• Transparency. The transparency idea is twofold. First of all, it refers to the
fact that users should not be aware of how the contextualization techniques are
applied at each moment of the interaction. Nevertheless, they could perceive the
results of those adaptation procedures. On the other hand, the transparency con-
cept implies that users should not make any special effort in providing the sys-
tem with any piece of information needed by the contextualization framework.
In our proposal, the system itself conveys enough information to feed any con-
textualization manager without needing any additional dialogue turn. The goal
is to avoid these extra turns that do not imply any immediate benefit to users
(i.e. they do not carry out any action when providing the system this additional
information, thus reducing the efficiency of the interaction).
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• Generality. All the previous characteristics as well as the generic information
that the system has to manage to apply any contextualization strategy are general
enough so that our framework could be applied to any state-of-the-art spoken
interaction system, by means of an accurate representation of the information
considered.

The main objective of any contextualization strategy based on our approach is to
increase the efficiency and the naturalness of the interactions. An appropriate study
of the information gathered by the system along with the corresponding modifications
on the behaviour of the dialogue system can improve the performance of one or more
of the modules of the system. Furthermore, the system should be able to perform the
requested tasks in a lesser number of turns, thus making the interaction more dynamic
and natural.

We have made a revision of the pieces of information managed by the dialogue sys-
tem, and that could be useful for any contextualization approach. We have proposed
to represent this information in a vector space. That is, each piece of information
becomes a feature. Each contextualization technique can then make use of the appro-
priate feature subset. That is, these elements of information that are relevant to the
specific contextualization strategy.

We have finally surveyed several strategies that could be implemented to apply our
framework into a spoken dialogue system.

In the next Sections we present the specific particularizations of our framework that
we have included into our proprietary dialogue system. We also discuss whether these
strategies verify the three main features of the contextualization framework.

9.2 On the dynamic adaptation of language models

The first approach that we have presented to include the contextualization framework
proposed into a spoken dialogue system consists of using the information provided by
the user (either in his or her last interaction, or the one that he or she referred pre-
viously in the dialogue) to dynamically modify the language models that the speech
recognition system makes use of when processing the speech signal to emit a recogni-
tion hypothesis.

Our motivation to carry out this dynamic adaptation of LMs was the fact that the
information provided by the user can be used to infer (to some extent) the contains
of the user’s next utterance. We took advantage of the two following facts (that were
demonstrated at the analysis of the interactions gathered in the online evaluation of the
contextualized system):

• If the user refers to a specific action, it is likely that he or she will refer again to
the same action, either in the next turn, or in a turn in the near future.

Under this condition, we can use the information provided by the user in his or
her previous turns to adapt the LMs in such a way that the likelihoods of these
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words or phrases related to these already executed actions rises in comparison
to the static LM. In other words, we consider that a reference to these already
requested actions become more likely.

• If the user did not provide all the information needed to carry out the actions he
or she has requested, and the system needs to ask the user, it is likely that the
user provides that information in the immediately next turn.

This condition implies that we can use the information provided by the user in
his or her current turn to adapt the LMs to the piece of information that the
system needs to carry out the action requested by the user, since the user will
probably provide it in his or her next turn.

We performed the dynamic LM adaptation by applying a linear interpolation of
several language models, each of which is related to a specific piece of information (i.e.
a dialogue element), or a group of elements that share some common characteristics.

Instead of obtaining the interpolation weights by following any optimization ap-
proach (such as Maximum a Posteriori, MAP, or Maximum Likelihood Linear Re-
gression, MLLR), one of our main claims regarding the adaptation of LMs is that the
dialogue system is able to obtain accurate interpolation weights each dialogue turn.
This way, the system performs an online adaptation, selecting which are the best mod-
els to interpolate at each specific moment of the interaction, as well as the relevance
of each LM in the dynamic model that will be loaded into the speech recognition to be
used for recognizing the next utterance.

We estimate the interpolation weight associated to each content-specific LM as a
function dependent on the relevance of the corresponding element(s) into the current
dialogue situation. In the particular case of our proprietary dialogue system, we have
used the posterior probabilities obtained by the dialogue manager for each dialogue
element (semantic concepts, and dialogue goals) during the inference of the actions
that the user wants to fulfill with his or her utterance.

We have proposed several strategies to estimate the context-dependent component
pD of the dynamic LM. The simplest one corresponds to the usage of a LM for each
isolated dialogue element (either dialogue concepts, goals, or both).

During the initial assessment of such approach we considered that the number of
content-specific models that had to be considered was too large. Furthermore, several
of these LMs were trained with a number of sentences too reduced, so that the models
were poorly trained. We decided to implement several clustering strategies, aiming
at grouping together those dialogue elements that share common characteristics, and
then estimate a single LM for each of the groups built.

The clustering strategies that we proposed range from the most handcrafted one
(i.e. a clustering based on expert knowledge of the application domain) to a fully
automatic strategy that performs a greedy, bottom-up algorithm to build the clusters. In
this sense, we have proposed a semi-automatic clustering based on a modification of a
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) using as clustering criterion the correlation between
the different dialogue elements. We have also evaluated another strategy that considers
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as its criterion the perplexity of each content-specific LM when evaluating an external
database.

All of these clustering strategies are based on a tradeoff between the robustness of
the model associated to each cluster (the larger the number of dialogue elements into a
given cluster, the larger the number of sentences with which the corresponding model
is estimated), and its specificity (the lesser the number of dialogue elements into the
cluster, the more specific, or content-tied, the associated LM will become).

Either we consider a strategy based on a specific LM for each single dialogue el-
ement, or a model associated to a cluster of elements, the dynamic adaptation of lan-
guage models takes place in a transparent way from the users’ point of view. This
transparency means two different facts: a) users do not need to provide any additional
information to allow the adaptation strategy to carry out its task; and b) users are not
aware of how the adaptation process takes place at any time.

As a conclusion, the dynamic adaptation of LMs that we have proposed in this
Thesis verifies the aspects that any strategy to include our contextualization framework
into a dialogue system must accomplish. The strategy is plastic (in the sense that at
each dialogue turn the models considered as well as their relevance will be different, in
order to become adapted), adaptive (in the sense that this adaptation takes into account
the specific conditions of each interaction, namely the information provided by users
at each dialogue turn, and even the specific characteristics of each user (in the sense
that the information specific for each user, such as their way of expressing their orders,
can also be taken into account to carry out the LM adaptation), and transparent (in
the sense that users do not need to devote any effort in providing the system with the
information needed to carry out the adaptation).

9.3 On the management of user-dependent information

The second strategy that we have developed to include our contextualization frame-
work into a dialogue system consists of managing the information provided by each
specific speaker. This information is used to build a user model that contains the
main characteristics of that speaker. The model that we proposed may comprise both
static and dynamic information. Whereas the first one could include the identity of the
speaker, his or her gender, age, language, and so on, the dynamic component stores the
information that the user provides throughout his or her interactions with the system.
In this Thesis we have focused our attention into this dynamic information.

The dynamic component of the user model represents the interaction of the user
with the system, in terms of which interactions the user has carried out since the first
interaction. From a theoretical point of view, this dynamic component is represented
in a vector space model. That is, each characteristic (i.e. each available action) is
represented as a dimension in a feature vector. We refer to this vector as the user
profile associated to the corresponding user.

In our case, we have made the feature vector dependent on the application domain
(i.e. on the available actions that users can carry out). As the Hi-Fi equipment con-
trolled by the system has different functionalities (a CD loader, a tape, and so on), we
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have decided that our system should be able to detect a preference for each of these
functionalities (that is, we have proposed a multi-preference strategy). Therefore, te
feature vector is composed of several functionality groups, under which the different
available actions can be classified. Within each group, the system updates the number
of references to each action that the user makes.

The objective underlying this representation of the user is to endow the system
with the ability to infer user preferences. These preferences could then be used as a
new source of contextual information, proposing them to the user when any ambiguity
arises in the dialogue (that is, when the dialogue manager has to deal with incomplete
information, and this information can be successfully retrieved from the user profile,
provided that this information is coherent to the incomplete information that the system
needs).

We have defined user preferences from a likelihood point of view. A specific action
into a given functionality group is inferred as a user preference when it fulfills three
conditions: a) it is the action more frequently referred within its functionality group;
b) it has been referred a number of times at least equal to the summation of the oc-
currences of the rest of actions in the same functionality group, and c) its likelihood
ratio with respect to the second best action in the same functionality group rises over a
likelihood threshold ϑlk.

The main idea that we pursue is that the user-related information is updated at each
dialogue turn in a completely transparent way from the users’ point of view. That is,
users do not have to make any special effort nor devote additional interactions to build
their user models. The system builds it online as the dialogue progresses. The user
profile thus contains the information provided by the corresponding user since his or
her first interaction with the system. In other words, it is a long-term memory.

The contents of the user profile are not static, in the sense that they do not remain
constant in the profile. We have proposed an update strategy, in an effort to keep the
information stored in the profile permanently updated with the current preferences of
the user. In that sense, we have applied a strategy to modulate the relevance of each
piece of information by a function that reduces the number of occurrences of each
action within a functionality group when a maximum number of occurrences NM is
reached.

To include the information regarding user preferences into the dialogue flow, we
have extended the hierarchy of contextual information sources. We have defined a new
element, the profile memory, that will contain the preferences related to the user that
is addressing the system at each specific moment.

When the dialogue manager determines that it needs some additional information
to carry out the actions that the user has requested, it checks the context manager for
that information. The contextual information manager is analyzed in a time span based
sequence. That is, the system first checks the most recently updated element (i.e. the
system status), then the short-term memory (i.e. the dialogue history), and finally the
long-term one (the profile memory).

If the system has inferred a preference of the current user that belongs to the same
functionality group that the action requested by the user, the system can then propose
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Figure 9.1: Block diagram of the contextualized dialogue system

that preference to the user. This way, the system avoids to start an additional turn to
ask the user for that specific piece of information.

As a conclusion, we have achieved that our user information management approach
verifies the three characteristics that we required in the definition of our contextualiza-
tion framework. The definition of user preferences is plastic (since it allows the system
to modify its responses), adaptive (in the sense that the system adapts to the current
conditions of the interaction, in particular to each user’s characteristics, in such a way
that it can handle the information of any user and act coherently to that information in
order to provide each user the most appropriate response, taking his or her preferences
into account), and transparent (since users do not have to devote specific dialogue
turns in providing the system with the information regarding their preferences, and
also in the sense that users are not aware in the way that the inference of user prefer-
ences takes place).

9.4 Structure of the contextualized dialogue system

Figure 9.1 represents the block diagram of our system once we have included both
contextualization strategies into the baseline one.

We can represent the module that carries out the dynamic adaptation of LMs as a
feedback element between the understanding module and the dialogue manager, on one
side, and the speech recognizer, on the other side. In a similar way, the submodule that
manages the identity of each user as well as his or her associated user profile, is shown
as the User Information Manager (UIM), an additional path between the microphone
(from which the speaker identification system takes the speech signal to determine the
identity of the current user), and the context manager (whose profile memory will be
updated at each dialogue turn with the preferences of that user).

This structure allows the contextualized system to perform the three tasks that we
considered in our framework. First of all, both the User Information Manager and the
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Dynamic LM Generator can observe the conditions of the interaction. The first one
captures the characteristics of the specific user as well as the information stored in the
corresponding user profile. The second one gathers the information conveyed in the
current utterance (both semantic and intention-dependent) along with that one inferred
in the previous dialogue turns. Then, each module can manage that information to
determine the best contextualization strategy to carry out: the UIM can infer which
actions become a preference for the current user, and the Dynamic LM Generator can
obtain the dynamically adapted LM more adequate to the dialogue elements consid-
ered. Finally, both modules make use of this information to modify the behaviour of
the system accordingly to the specific circumstances of the current interaction. The di-
alogue manager can then make use of the preferences inferred by the UIM to propose
them to users. On the other hand, the speech recognition system can effectively load
the dynamically adapted LM to better recognize the next utterance.

In conclusion, the proper usage of the contextualization approaches proposed can
lead to the obtention of a dialogue system more efficient, that carries out the interaction
in a more natural and enjoyable way.

9.5 On the evaluation of the contextualized system

To demonstrate the utility of our contextualization framework under realistic inter-
action conditions, we have set up an evaluation of the two approaches that we have
proposed.

The evaluation that we have carried out has been divided into two main stages: an
offline evaluation, and an online one. In the offline evaluation we tested the dynamic
adaptation of language models. We measured the improvement of the speech recog-
nition performance when using the information conveyed on an utterance to adapt the
LMs in order to carry out a second recognition process of the same utterance.

In the online evaluation we tested both contextualization strategies (i.e. the dy-
namic LM adaptation, and the management of user-dependent information). We re-
cruited a set of participants to carry out several interaction scenarios with different
prototypes of our contextualized dialogue system. Throughout each participant’s inter-
action we gathered several metrics, both objective and subjective, to determine whether
the contextualized system outperformed the baseline one, and whether the users were
able to perceive these improvements.

In the next Sections we present the main conclusions that we can draw from the
different evaluations that we have carried out.

9.5.1 On the results of the offline evaluation

In the offline evaluation we tested the different approaches for dynamically adapting
the LMs that we have proposed. To do so, we have made use of several databases,
either previously recorded, or gathered during the second online evaluation. To make
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these databases useful to our purposes, we have labeled the sentences that the speakers
uttered to the system.

The offline evaluation consisted of using the information conveyed in a given ut-
terance to adapt the LMs and recognize the same utterance again. That is, we wanted
to estimate an upper bound of the performance of the dynamic adaptation of LMs.

The first databases that we used in the evaluation (i.e. HIFI-MM1 and HIFI-
AV2) did not lead to significant improvements of the recognition performance, nor
the understanding or the dialogue management accuracies. Nevertheless, we obtained
a marginally significant improvement with HIFI-AV2 database that showed how the
system could estimate sensible dynamic models at each dialogue turn.

The experience earned when using this database helped us to evaluate the data
acquired in the second online evaluation (i.e. the database that we referred to as HIFI-
PM2). To obtain the performance figures with this database we had to label it at the
lexical level, thus obtaining a recognition reference.

For the offline evaluation we have considered the information conveyed on each
sentence to recognize it again with adapted LMs. In this case, the higher amount of
data led to significant improvements in the recognition performance. The system
reaches an absolute improvement of 2.3% of Word Error Rate (relative improvement
of 8.27%).

As regards the different strategies that we have proposed to dynamically estimate
the LMs, the evaluation has shown that the best one (both in terms of computational
complexity and in recognition improvement) is the one that considers a specific LM
for each isolated dialogue goal (i.e. the one that takes into account up to 15 content-
specific models). This behaviour makes sense provided that dialogue goals imply an
integration of information. Indeed, the dialogue manager infers the goals present
in an utterance by considering the semantic concepts extracted by the understanding
module. This higher capacity of goals of conveying information, along with the higher
robustness of goal-specific LMS (in comparison to the concept-specific ones) have
made that the results obtained with goal-based LMs to be the best ones among the
different adaptation strategies proposed.

Another tendency that we have observed is that the best improvement in terms of
Goal Error Rate is not always reached by the configuration that reaches the best recog-
nition performance (see, for instance, the two semi-automatic clustering strategies,
Section 8.2.1), although the differences are not significant. This behaviour could be
explained by the nature of the errors in the different subsystems. We have studied the
number of insertions, substitutions, and deletions for the different approaches, and we
have checked the varying performance aforementioned. For instance, when consider-
ing the single-level semantic clustering, the number of insertions of the optimum strat-
egy from the dialogue point of view (using goal-based information) is 24.14% greater
than the number of insertions of the recognition-optimum approach. In the case of
the multi-level clustering, the relative difference between number of insertions for the
Word Error Rate (WER) optimum and the Goal Error Rate optimum, reaches 12.5%.
When the number of insertions in the recognition hypothesis becomes higher, the WER
increases (i.e. the performance worsens). However, the understanding module and the
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DM can take advantage of this overinformation to extract the proper dialogue concepts
and to infer the goals addressed by the user.

9.5.2 On the results of the first online evaluation

In the first online evaluation we wanted to assess the performance of the strategy to
define, infer, and propose, user preferences to the speakers, as well as the evolution of
the utility of the different contextual information sources throughout the dialogue. In
this regard we defined two free interaction scenarios in which users carried out several
actions using the contextualized system.

We have defined several metrics to assess the usefulness of each information source
(system status, dialogue history, and user profile). The results of the evaluation show
that the most relevant source of information is the short-term one (the system status).
The utility of the contextual information stored in the dialogue history and the user
profile is complementary. They support each other in providing useful information to
the dialogue manager to cope with situations with any ambiguity, or in which the sys-
tem needs information to solve the dialogue. In that sense, user profiles become more
relevant at the beginning of the interaction, when the dialogue history is still empty
(thus helping to alleviate the cold start problem), or when the attenuation mechanisms
make that the information stored in the dialogue history becomes less relevant. The di-
alogue history becomes more relevant in these situations in which users make implicit
references to actions that they referred to in recent dialogue turns.

The subjective evaluation shows the tendency that users perceive the improvements
achieved by our user-contextualized dialogue system as beneficial, as the new system
is able to anticipate the actions required, and can apply usage privileges. Nevertheless,
the subjective survey was preliminary, and it did not reach statistically significant im-
provements, due to the reduced number of participants in this preliminary evaluation.
In any case, the results obtained were promising.

9.5.3 On the results of the second online evaluation

We have finally carried out an evaluation of the contextualized dialogue system with
users that had not had any previous experience with the system. In order to distin-
guish the source of any improvement, we designed the evaluation of three systems: the
baseline, a prototype that included the dynamic adaptation of LMs, and another one
with the management of user information (i.e. user profiles and usage preferences). To
make the participants easier to make a comparison, each of them had to interact with
two of the systems: the baseline, and one of the contextualized ones. This way, we
recruited 20 participants to compare each improved system to the baseline.

During the evaluation participants had to fulfill 4 interaction scenarios. Three of
them were designed with some amount of guidance. The last one was free in the sense
that we did not ask users to carry out any specific action.

We kept the metrics that we defined in previous evaluations, and completing the
set of these metrics, both objective (that are automatically collected by the system
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throughout each scenario) and subjective (that were asked to the users by means of
different questionnaires). We have also integrated both types of metrics to measure the
usability of each contextualization strategy.

It is worth mentioning that we wanted to obtain realistic and statistically signifi-
cant measures with the limited resources available, and therefore we have carried out
an important effort in recruiting the participants and in gathering, analyzing, and man-
ually labeling the full database. That is, the limitations of the database have not been
considered as a drawback, but as a challenge: under this resource-constrained envi-
ronment, we have obtained a contextualized system that reaches a significantly better
performance than the baseline.

After labeling the data acquired during the recordigs, and analyzing the results
obtained, we can draw the following conclusions from this last evaluation.

9.5.3.1 On the objective results

First of all, the system with dynamic adaptation of LM improves significantly the
recognition performance of the baseline system. We have also observed an improve-
ment tendency when comparing the dynamic LM adaptation system, and the one with
user profiles, although this improvement was not statistically significant. In a com-
plementary way to the experiments carried our in the offline evaluation, we have now
considered the information provided by the user during his or her previous interactions
to dynamically adapt the LM to better recognize the current utterance. This way we
have taken advantage of the knowledge of the most likely actions that the user could
ask each time. For instance, that the user keeps referring to a same action for several
interactions, or that the system has requested the user any piece of information needed
to carry out the actions requested.

Under these conditions, the improvement on the recognition performance reaches
an absolute value of 3.29% on Word Error Rate reduction (which in turn implies a
relative improvement of 11.36%).

As regards the system that manages user preferences, the speech recognition sys-
tem performed similarly to the baseline. We have seen a slight tendency to improve
the recognition results (with a relative improvement of up to 5.73%), but this result is
not statistically significant. This makes sense, provided that the recognition system in
both cases was the same, without any modification in its models.

From the point of view of the automatically collected metrics, a better result of the
recognition performance implies a significant improvement on the number of out of
application utterances (that is, the number of turns in which the system is not able to
infer a dialogue goal), and on the number of repetitions due to a recognition error (that
is, the number of turns in which the recognition system obtained the same recognition
hypothesis than in the previous turn).

The most relevant benefit of endowing the system with user profiles was the
achievement of a more efficient dialogue. Indeed, the dialogue efficiency (defined
as the quotient between the number of actions carried out and the number of dialogue
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turns) is significantly higher in the case of the system with user profiles. As the sys-
tem is able to act more proactively, proposing actions to users before they explicitily
addresses them, the number of actions that are fulfilled on each interaction increases.

The presence of user preferences also contributes to reduce the number of turns in
which the system has to request the user for any piece of information needed to fulfill
an action that. Now the system is able to retrieve this information from the user profile,
provided that the system has inferred any preference from the current user.

9.5.3.2 On the subjective results

As regards the subjective evaluation, the improvements achieved made that users rated
the behaviour of the adapted system better than the baseline one. The differences were
especially significant in the guided scenarios, in which the need to fulfill a specific
set of actions made the participants use similar utterances for both systems. In this
situation, they were able to perceive that the system with dynamic adaptation of
LMs performed significantly better than the baseline.

The tendency of rating the system with dynamic LM adaptation better than the
baseline was seen again in the overall questionnaire, although in this case the differ-
ences were not significant. In any case, users rated better the contextualized system.

Finally, the system with user profiles significantly obtained better rates than the
baseline one. The differences were especially relevant in the questions related to the
benefits of the proposal of user preferences. But more interestingly, users rated better
the aspects of naturalness and easiness of use of the contextualized system.

In the overall questionnaire participants also rated the system with user profiles
significantly better than the baseline one. In this sense, the most interesting results
were the overall rating of the system which reached a value of 2.5 (on a −3 - 3 scale),
and the question related to whether the system fulfilled users’ expectations (2.55, on the
same scale). That is, according to the users’ perception, the system with management
of user preferences is clearly better than the baseline one.

As a conclusion, we have seen that both approaches to include our contextualiza-
tion framework into a dialogue system have led to significant improvements on the
behaviour of the system, both from an objective and a subjective points of view. The
combination of both types of metrics in a single usability measure has proven that a
contextualized system has a higher degree of usability than the baseline one, in terms
of effectiveness, efficiency, and user satisfaction.

More interestingly, we have also seen that the improvements of both systems are
complementary. On the one hand, the dynamic adaptation of LMs contributes to reduce
the recognition errors, leading thus to a reduction of the turns in which the system is
not able to infer any goal from the user’s utterance. In other words, the improvement
on the recognition system implies an improvement of the performance of the other
modules of the dialogue system. On the other hand, the management of preferences
allow the system to interact in a more natural and efficient way, increasing the number
of actions that it can carry out per dialogue turn, and reducing the requests to the user
needed to fulfill the actions that he or she requested.
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CHAPTER 10

FUTURE WORK

Throughout this document we have seen how an appropriate definition of a contex-
tualization framework and its implementation in a spoken dialogue system lead to a
more natural and efficient dialogue. The stragegies that we propose can obtain signif-
icant improvements both in the objective performance of the system, and also in the
perception of the users on the system’s behaviour.

Based on the characteristics of our contextualization framework, several work
guidelines could be followed to keep improving the behaviour of the system. The
ultimate goal is the obtention of systems that interact proactively with users, achieving
a high degree of naturalness in the interactions, in such a way that users truly perceive
the benefits of interacting with a dialogue system, thus deciding to use it instead of
more conventional means (such as an infrared remote control).

In the next Sections we present the main tasks that we could tackle in view of the
results presented in this Thesis.

10.1 On the dynamic adaptation of LMs

The first contextualization strategy that we have carried out consists of a dynamic
adaptation of the language models that the speech recognition module makes use of.
The adaptation is based on the information managed by the system throughout the
dialogue, both in terms of semantic elements extracted by the understanding module,
and in terms of actions inferred by the dialogue manager. We carry out the adaptation
by means of a linear interpolation between several content-specific LMs, each of which
has been trained with a subset of sentences that makes reference to the corresponding
content (i.e. one or more dialogue elements, either concepts, goals, or both).

We are aware that the databases that we have used to train these content-specific
LMs are somewhat limited. We are now acquiring and preparing new data to train the
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LMs related to the different dialogue elements. This way we have to label this data
at the three levels of information (lexical, semantic, and user intention). Therefore we
are labeling the data gathered in HIFI-PM2 evaluation at the three levels of information
(words, semantic concepts, and dialogue goals).

As we have seen, the semi-automatic, semantic clustering that we have proposed
(i.e. the clustering hierarchy based on Latent Semantic Analysis) considers as clus-
tering criterion a distance between clusters dependent on the Pearson correlation co-
efficient between dialogue elements. We are now using other distances, more closely
related to the Information Retrieval field, such as a cosine distance among the feature
vectors of the LSA matrix.

As regards the fully automatic, perplexity based clustering strategies, we have seen
that its performance tends to be better than the one achieved with the semi-automatic
clustering and the expert one. The tendency is that the strategy based on the optimiza-
tion of a global, artificial LM and the minimization of the global perplexity obtains
better results than the Normalized Mutual Information based clustering. However, the
strategy to build the artificial LM is rather limited. We have proposed to select the same
interpolation weight for each of the models that will build the artificial one. A better
strategy could be to make the interpolation weight of each cluster dependent on the
reliability of each cluster. For instance, we could make the interpolation weights de-
pendent on the robustness of each cluster, measured in terms of the number of elements
comprising each cluster, or the number of sentences with which the corresponding LMs
are estimated.

We are also defining a strategy to adjust dynamically the interpolation weight λD

between the background LM and the context dependent one, instead of obtaining it
at a validation stage. We are defining a variation range in the environment of an ini-
tial interpolation value, giving more relevance to the context dependent LM when the
posterior probabilities of the dialogue elements increase, and vice versa.

Finally, we may also think about applying the adaptation of LMs using other
sources of information. For instance, the knowledge that the system has on the users,
taking advantage of the other contextualization strategy proposed in this Thesis. Pro-
vided that each user might express his or her ideas in different ways (not only in terms
of prosodic patterns, but also from the lexical and rhetorical point of view), and even
with disparate emotional content, the system could take advantage of this information
once it has identified the speaker, to adapt the LMs (indirectly improving the perfor-
mance of the full dialogue system) to the current user.

10.2 On the modeling of user characteristics

As regards the contextualization approach based on the management of user-dependent
information, we have seen how modeling the users’ actions in a vector space helps us
to define functionality groups and user preferences. The definition and update of the
contents of the user model is based on a strategy of annotating the actions that users
carry out at each turn, as well as their reliability (in terms of a confidence or a relevance
measures).
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The update strategy that we have proposed in this Thesis to give more relevance
to the most recent interventions of the user relies in a proportional reduction of the
number of references to each element in a given functionality group once a certain
occurrence threshold is reached. Despite the good performance of this strategy (that
has been the one implemented in the online evaluations that we have carried out), it
does not take into account the time for which each occurrence has been stored in the
user profile.

A way to modulate the number of occurrences of each action within a functionality
group we could use an attenuation strategy to partially include a time dependency into
the update strategy. This approach could depend on the value of the confidence scores
estimated for each action. Taking these values into account, if an action is stored in
the profile with a low confidence score, its latency (or time to live) in the model will
be shorter than the one of an action with higher confidence. We are now working on
including this latency in the expressions of the updating algorithm, so that the presence
of an action in the profile will be directly related with the number of turns elapsed since
it was annotated.

Another possibility that also takes into account the confidence score of the different
elements considered, either semantic (i.e. concepts) or intention based (i.e. goals) is
to allow that the number of occurrences stored in the feature vector was a real number
instead of an integer one. This way we could directly use the confidence scores to
modulate the values of each feature, making it easy to apply an updating algorithm. For
instance, any element whose confidence score falls below a certain threshold would be
disregarded.

We have proposed that the system includes user preferences as a new element of the
context manager, thus extending the hierarchy of the contextual information sources.
Therefore, the preferences will be proposed when the system retrieves them to substi-
tute the missing concepts that it needs to carry out the actions addressed by the system.
The algorithm to obtain these concepts is based on a sequential analysis of the contex-
tual information sources, in a time span order.

This strategy presents a main drawback. If the system can successfully retrieve a
concept from a contextual information source, it will not analyze the rest of them. This
could imply that the system makes a suboptimal decision. For instance, the system
could retrieve a concept from the system status with a confidence score lower that
the associated to another valid concept stored in the dialogue history, or in the profile
memory.

To overcome this limitation, we could modify the decision algorithm to check all
the contextual information sources, and then take a decision on which concept to use
based on a majority voting, or choosing the one more reliable from the system’s point
of view (i.e. the one with the highest confidence value).

Finally, another task that we could face is the treatment of user rejections, specially
those ones related to rejecting actions proposed by the system as user preferences. For
instance, if a user says ‘I don’t want to listen to CD 1, but to CD 2’. This would
probably be the hardest task to carry out, since a proper treatment of user rejections
would require not only an increase of the vocabulary supported by the speech recog-
nizer, and the definition of additional concepts and goals, but also a modification on
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the paradigm of inference of dialogue goals, studying new strategies and developing
new Bayesian networks (and relationships between them) to deal with these lexical
constructions appropriately.

10.3 On the evaluation of a contextualized system

The evaluation that we have carried out has shown the benefits of including the two
contextualization strategies that we have proposed. These benefits include better recog-
nition rates, a more efficient dialogue, and a positive perception from the users’ point
of view as regards the behaviour of the system.

The evaluation scenarios that we have proposed are strongly related to the system
with user profile management. We could design other scenarios more specific to the
system with dynamic LM adaptation. For instance, a situation in which the user has to
address both the baseline system and the contextualized one with the same sentences.
Nevertheless, this approach has an additional problem: if the baseline system performs
worse than the adapted one, it may require that the user repeats a sentence, or that he or
she provides some piece of information that has been misrecognized. In other words,
in this situation the dialogue flow may be different for both systems, thus difficulting a
straight comparison between them.

We have tested two different strategies to consider dynamic language models: an
offline one, and an online one. Whereas the first one consisted on using only the in-
formation conveyed in a single utterance to recognize it again, the second one makes
use of the information stored in the contextual information sources to determine which
LMs are used in the estimation of the dynamic LM. We are now combining both strate-
gies in a unified approach, in such a way that the contextualized system takes advantage
of all the information available, not only to predict the best LM to be used to recognize
the next utterance, but also to improve the recognition of the current one by means of
a second recognition step.

For the evaluation proposed we have considered only one participant on each in-
teraction scenario. An interesting situation takes place when several speakers interact
with the dialogue system in a single session. The system has to handle more complex
situations: changes in the current speaker, different preferences associated to each of
them, maybe different ways to address the system, and so on. We will analyze the
behaviour of the system under this more complex yet more realistic situation.

Our evaluation framework consists on a separate analysis of the two contextualiza-
tion techniques proposed. We are now working on evaluating the performance of the
combination of both strategies in a single system. This evaluation will be also based on
the fulfillment of several interaction scenarios. Each participant will evaluate the base-
line system as well as the contextualized one in order to enable a comparison between
both, following the evaluation setup that we have proposed in this Thesis.
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10.4 On the evolution of the dialogue system

We finally present other aspects that will be addressed in the near future to keep im-
proving the contextualized dialogue system.

In the evaluation of the recognition performance we have seen how the main source
of errors are the out-of-vocabulary words (OOVs). Several of them are derivations of
stem words in Spanish (such as different forms of a verb). Nevertheless, the majority
of them are not derived words, which make not only a reduction of the recognition per-
formance, but also a worse performance of the understanding module, and the dialogue
management.

Consequently, we will include these critical OOVs into the recognition models,
both the acoustic one (including a phonetic transcription of the words into the appro-
priate dictionary) and the language model (re-training the models considered with the
sentences gathered during our evaluation). These OOVs will also imply the definition
of new understanding rules in order to consider them properly in the understanding
module.

The understanding module of our system is based on expert knowledge and on a
set of understanding rules that allow the system to extract the semantic content of the
hypothesis emitted by the recognition system. We have started working on a stochastic
approach to carry out the understanding process. We take advantage of the knowledge
acquired for developing our dialogue manager, and we are using Bayesian networks to
infer at each dialogue turn the concepts included in the user’s utterance. This way, we
will obtain a fully stochastic dialogue system, from the input (the recognition of the
user’s speech) to the obtention of the actions that the user wants to carry out.

The application domain into which we have included our contextualized system is
rather limited. The functionality available in the Hi-Fi audio system is one of the most
important bottlenecks to measure the advantages of several strategies that we propose.
For instance, the limited audio sources make that the preferences that we can define
are too reduced.

For these reasons, we are considering more elements that can be controlled by our
dialogue system. We could think about any household device, such as a television,
a computer, a telephone, and so on. To handle the additional functionality of these
new devices we have increased the set of dialogue concepts that can be addressed
by the user, as well as the vocabulary that the recognition system has to take into
consideration. We are now including the new functionality groups related to the new
devices into the vector space in which we represent the characteristics of the users.

Finally, we have proposed two strategies to include our contextualization frame-
work in a dialogue system. These are not the only means of considering a more
context-aware system. We are now designing new strategies to apply that framework
to other aspects of the system. For instance, we have included emotional content into
the system’s responses, as well as an emotional agent that simulates the emotion of
the system on each dialogue situation (Lutfi et al., 2010). For instance, the system
becomes happy when it perceives it is performing well, and it becomes sad, or angry
with itself, otherwise. We could also make the responses dependent on the user’s pref-
erences. For instance, according to the degree of expertise of each user, the system
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could become more or less informative (e.g. explaining which actions the user has
available each time). The high level goal of these techniques is to keep improving
the system’s behaviour from the point of view of making it more aware of its current
context. This way, the system would carry out the interaction in a more natural and
efficient way.
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APPENDIX A

EVALUATION METRICS DEFINED
IN THE BASELINE EVALUATION

In this Appendix we define the objective metrics that were originally included in the
evaluation of the baseline dialogue system (i.e. during the acquisition of databases
HIFI-AV1 and HIFI-AV2). For a more comprehensive analysis on these metrics we
refer to Fernández-Martínez (2009).

The metrics that we considered are similar to those ones proposed in the PAR-
ADISE evaluation framework (Walker et al., 1997). That is, they aim at assessing
the efficiency of the system (in terms of tasks accomplished, and number of dialogue
turn needed to accomplish them), and also to measure the degree of ‘contextuality’
of the inference mechanisms. That is, the ability of the system to exploit information
previously provided by the users instead of asking them again for that information.

Together with the objective metrics detailed below, we also obtain a value of user
judgment on the abilities of the system when fulfilling the actions addressed on each
of the proposed scenarios.

The metrics originally proposed are the following:

• Help_Requests Number of times that the user stopped an scenario to ask a ques-
tion to the operator.

• Cancellation_Requests Number of times that the user requested the system to
cancel an order.

• Silence_Timeouts Number of times that the user did not answer the system after
a certain period of time. This timeout limit was set to 30 seconds during HIFI-
AV2 evaluation.
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• Speech_Recognition_Rejections Number of dialogue turns in which the speech
recognition system did not offer any hypothesis, or the confidence of the pro-
posed hypothesis took a value below a relevance threshold.

• Non-Understanding_Errors Number of turns in which the language under-
standing module was not able in obtaining a semantic representation of a valid
recognition hypothesis (i.e. a hypothesis with a confidence value over the thresh-
old).

• Out-Of-Application_Utterances Number of dialogue turns in which the dia-
logue manager was not able to infer any dialogue goal when considering the
output of the understanding module.

• Repeated_Requests_(Recognition) Number of dialogue turns in which the
recognition system obtained the same hypothesis than in the immediately pre-
vious turn.

• Repeated_Requests_(Understanding) Number of dialogue turns in which the
language understanding module extracted the same semantic representation than
in the immediately previous turn.

• Accomplished_Tasks Number of actions carried out during the whole scenario.

• Dialogue_Length Number of dialogue turns of the current scenario. We con-
sider a dialogue turn any intervention of the user and the corresponding response
of the system.

• Turn_Efficiency The turn efficiency was defined as the quotient between the
number of accomplished tasks and the dialogue length. This value represents
the average number of actions that the system can carry out per dialogue turn.

• Context-Dependent_Turns Number of dialogue turns in which the system
made use of any piece of information stored in the context manager. This piece
of information could be stored in the ongoing dialogue memory, the system sta-
tus, the dialogue history, or the profile memory.

• Request_Turns Number of dialogue turns in which the system asked the user for
any piece of information that it needed to solve a goal (that is, the system could
not obtain it from any contextual information source nor did the user provide it
in his or her last turn).
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